
        
 

 

 
 

                    
         

 
      

 
                                    

 
          
         

       
                   

   
                    

   
                  

 
 

                                    
 

               
   
            

  
 

  
   
   

   
   

   
 

    
                

              
   
             

DEVOTION// 8:30 - 8:45

LOGIC/MATH // 8:45 - 9:45

Scriptures: 1 Cor 14:33a, 40 - For God is not a God of disorder but of peace. But everything 
should be done in a fitting and orderly way.

Exordium: Problem from Phantom Tollbooth

4 + 9 - 2 X 16 + 1 ÷ 3 X 6 - 67 + 8 X 2 - 3 + 26 - 1 ÷ 34 + 3 ÷ 7 + 2 - 5 =

● What did the Mathmagician say it came to? Nothing
● Does it actually come to nothing (zero)? No
● How do we know? Using OOP
● What do we get using order of operations? Not zero - I stopped calculating once I had to

  subtract 1/34
● Is there a way to make this come to zero? If so, how? Yes - either orally/mentally or add

  parentheses & brackets
● How do we rewrite this with parentheses & brackets to make it equal zero? Try it on your

  papers.

[{([{(4 + 9 - 2) X 16 + 1} ÷ 3] X 6 - 67 + 8) X 2 - 3 + 26 - 1} ÷ 34 + 3] ÷ 7 + 2 - 5 =

● Do you see any patterns here? Yes, we needed parentheses or brackets before each
  mult or div

● Why there and not before addition/subtraction? Because mult/div comes before add/sub
  in OOP

Student Presentations: Will go by their #s. Whoever does not go this week, will go next.
●   #1
● #2
● #3
● #4 if time
●    #5 if time
●    #6 if time

Integration: Order of Operations
Grammar: ordo, ordinis (3rd, masc) - order, rank, line; opus, operis (3rd, neuter) - work
Debate: Van Schooten (Dutch mathematician) first wrote about it in 1646; formalized for math 
textbooks in 1900s
Research: Van Schooten studied geometry under Descartes and translated his work into Latin

S1W1



Reasoning: define terms to solve; genus: operations, species: PEMDAS 
Exposition: We use OOP to solve our equations 
 

 

 
 

                  
                    
                     

                
 

      
        
       

              
  

           
          
            

 
 

              
            
                

           
             
                    

                 
      

 
       

                 
              
                  

      
          
         

 
          

      
        
       

GRAMMAR/LATIN // 9:45 - 10:45

Scripture: 1 Cor 14:10-12 - Undoubtedly there are all sorts of languages in the world, yet none 
of them is without meaning. If then I do not grasp the meaning of what someone is saying, I am
a foreigner to the speaker, and the speaker is a foreigner to me. So it is with you. Since you are 
eager for gifts of the Spirit, try to excel in those that build up the church.

Exordium: Semper ubi sub ubi
● What do you see? What do you know?
● What do you not know? Sub
● Can you think of words that have sub in them? Submarine, subset, subpar,

  subterranean, subcontinent
● What does “sub” mean in these words? Below or under
● What do you think sub means in Latin? Under
● What is our good advice for life? Always “where” under “where” (it's a pun!)

REVIEW:
Write on board as students give answers. Students should also write in their BRAINs.

● What do you know about Latin cases? How many, English meaning, etc?
● What do you know about declensions? What do they mean? What part of speech uses a

  declension? How many? How are they similar? How are they different?
● How do we know what declension a noun belongs to? Gen sing (sing the song)
● What is the stem? Part that remains the same (rule 27) How do we find it? Drop gen sing

  ending Why is it important to practice dropping from genitive singular? Nom/Gen don’t
  have same stem in 3rd Dec

1st Declension - copy in BRAINs
● What are the 1st declension endings? a, ae, ae, am, ā / ae, ārum, īs, ās, īs
● How do we know a noun is 1st declension? Gen sing = ae
● What gender are *most* 1st declension nouns? Fem What are the rule breakers? If it

  names a male, i.e. nauta, nautae
● Does our chart look like pg 5 in grammar book?
● Let’s decline glōria, glōriae using our chart/grammar book/trivium.

EXERCISES - ORAL (EX 2 - Students can use workspaces/answers)
○ 1. Acc sing - earth, land
○ 2. Dat/Abl plu - to forests, by/with/from forests
○ 3. Gen plu - of the gates



○ 4. Acc sing - glory, fame 
○ 9. Gen sing or nom plu - of the land/earth; land/earth 
○ 18. Nom sing - land, earth 
○ 20. Dat/Abl plu - to sailors, by/with/from sailors 
○ 30. Abl sing - by/with/from the forest 

 
EXERCISES - Written in BRAINs 
 
5.1. Marīa ōrat. 

SN Vi 

Marīa ōrat 

G - Fem N - Sing (matches SN) 

N - Sing P - 3rd (matches SN 

C - Nom T - pres ind act 

Mary prays 
 
5.9. Nautae nōn vident. 

SN AV Vi 

Nautae nōn vident 

G - Masc  N - Plu (matches SN) 

N - Plu  P - 3rd (matchs SN) 

C - Nom  T - pres ind act 

Sailors (do) not see 
 
7.4 He sees the gate. Portam videt. 

SP Vt DO 

He sees the gate 

*** included with verb N - Sing G - fem 

 P - 3rd N - sing 

 T - pres ind act C - acc 

 videt Portam 



 
 
7.10 Mary does not praise the sailors. Marīa nautās nōn laudat. 

SN AV Vt DO 

Mary not (does) praise the sailors 

G - fem  N - sing G - masc 

N - sing  P - 3rd N - plu 

C - nom  T - pres ind act C - acc 

Marīa nōn laudat nautās 

 
 
Preview 2nd Declension - copy in BRAINs 

● What are the 2nd declension endings? us, ī, ō, um, ō / ī, ōrum, īs, ōs, īs 
● How do we know a noun is 2nd declension? Gen sing = ī 
● What gender are these 2nd declension nouns? Masc How do we know these nouns are 

masculine? Nom ends in us 
● Does our chart look like pg 6 in grammar book? 
● Let’s decline fīlius, fīliī using our chart/grammar book/trivium. 

 
Integration: Latin 
Debate: Letters from the Pope in Rome travel all over the world (pg 13); language of ancient 
Rome/Roman Empire 
Logic: Numbers in both nouns & verbs 
Research: Latin is language of science 
Reasoning: Lots of genus/species, extension/intension in Latin language 
Exposition: Latin used to write scientific discoveries & manifests, maps, documents & prayers in 
Catholic church 
 

 

 
       

 
 

 
 

                    
                  

BREAK // Will give break sometime in morning
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets

RESEARCH/ASTRONOMY // 10:45-11:30 & End of Day

Scripture: Psalm 8:1, 3-4 - Lord, our Lord, how majestic is your name in all the earth! You have 
set your glory in the heavens. When I consider your heavens, the work of your fingers, the moon



and the stars, which you have set in place, what is mankind that you are mindful of them, 
human beings that you care for them? 
 
Exordium: Read and discuss “When I Heard the Learn’d Astronomer” 

● What is Whitman’s perception of the astronomer? 
● How does Whitman appreciate the stars? 
● Is there room for both science and wonder in astronomy? How so? 

 
Read pages 148-149 and ask questions written there. 
 
INTRO Hipparchus *use snippet 

● Can anyone share something you already know about Hipparchus? 
● Read bullet points and discuss unknown scientific words 

 
PREVIEW ASSIGNMENT - pg 150 

● Review fused outline - pass out fused outline help sheets; review 11X17 paper method 
 
PREVIEW TIMELINE 

● Discuss personal timeline and requirements 
● Go over class timeline procedure 

 
INTEGRATION - Astronomy 
Grammar: Astro (Gr) - star; nomy (L) - nomen (3rd dec, N, name) lit. star namer 
Logic: Astronomers used math to calculate distance, circumference, time, etc. 
Reasoning: Specific scientific definitions, genus/species, If P then Q 
Debate: Hipparchus from Nicaea, helio vs. geocentric theories 
Exposition: scientific theories published and used by other scientists 
 

 

 
 

                 
                   
  

 
        

             
   

             
           

 
    

REASONING/LOGIC // 11:30-12:00 & 1:00-1:30

Scripture: Isaiah 1:18 - “Come now, let us reason together,” says the Lord. “Though your sins 
are like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they are red as crimson, they shall be 
like wool.”

Exordium: Read pgs 204-206 in Phantom Tollbooth
● What was the Everpresent Wordsnatcher always doing? Taking words out of your

  mouth; changing meanings
● Did he remind you of a fallacy we studied last year? Equivocation
● Why is it important to be specific with what we say?

What is logic?



● Logic is the science and art of reasoning well 
● What is science? What is art? Compare. 
● What does it mean to reason? 
● How can logic be both a science and an art? 
● Does reason reflect the image of God or is it more of a gift from God? Why? 

 
PREVIEW - Vocabulary (in margins and paragraphs) and notecard making; show summary at 
lessons’ ends 
 
Introduction: 

● What are the three laws of thought? Excl Mid, Identity, Noncontradiction 
● Why do you think we need laws for thought and logic? 
● What does this reveal about having a lawgiver? Who is our lawgiver? 
● “I have green eyes.” Explain the three laws of thought in regards to this statement. 
● What are the two branches of logic? Informal & formal How are they alike? How are the 

different? ***draw syllogism from pg 6 on board 
● What are the two branches of formal logic? Induction & deduction  How are they alike? 

How are they different? 
● What are two main branches of deduction/deductive reasoning? Categorial & 

propositional logic  How are they alike? How are they different?  ***add Aristotle fact 
from pg 5-6 to timeline info 

 
Lessons 1-5 

● Review types of definitions; give examples 
● What do definitions do? Show relationships, remove ambiguity, reduce vagueness, 

increase vocab, explain concepts theoretically, influence attitudes 
● Why is it important to define our terms well? Caution, pg 9 
● Intro genus & species; give examples Board games > Monopoly, Clue; Cereal - 

Cheerios, Cornflakes 
● Define extension & intension; give examples Damask rose, Rose, Flower, Plant, Living 

Thing 
● Give examples of defining 
● Overview rules for defining by genus 

 
INTEGRATION 
Grammar: reason = ratio (3rd dec, fem); Reckoning, account, reason, judgement, consideration, 
system, manner, method 
Logic: logical thought follows an order like math does 
Research: Scientists use logical categories (genus/species, extension/intension) 
Debate: Aristotle from Greece, Augustine from Algeria 
Exposition: We use syllogisms to logically express our thoughts 
 

 



 
       

 
 

 
 

                 
                

 
                

 
         

 
          

      
 

   
       
      

 
  

      
 

 
              

 
          

             
              

   
       

 
 

 
 

                   
                 

 
          

 
    

LUNCH // 12:00-1:00
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets

EXPOSITION/LTW // 1:30-2:30

Scripture: 2 Cor 10:5 - We demolish arguments and every pretension that sets itself up against 
the knowledge of God, and we take captive every thought to make it obedient to Christ.

Exordium: What area of the Kingdom of Wisdom would you like to visit and why?

REVIEW 3 week schedule for LTW (guide page 172)

DISCUSS PT using highlighted WAS questions (10 mins) pg 133
● Students fill out note packet info

CREATE CLASS ANI
● Model how to come up with issue
● Select issue and let class brainstorm

REVIEW 5CT
● Add info to ANI while brainstorming

INTEGRATION
Grammar: Wisdom - sapientia, sapientae (1st dec, Fem); Ignorant - Ignara, -us, -um (1st/2nd
AJ)
Debate: Written in 1961 by Norton Juster in Brooklyn, NY
Reasoning: Lots of examples of poor reasoning in the book (to Milo’s frustration)
Research: the tollbooth, powering the car with thought, creating colors from music, etc. defy 
laws of physics
Logic: Digitopolis and the stairs to infinity

DEBATE/AM EXP // 2:30-3:30

Scripture: Micah 6:8 - He has shown you, O mortal, what is good. And what does the Lord 
require of you? To act justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly with your God.

Exordium: Who is your favorite fictional superhero and why?

What is a hero?



● Define hero. What is it? What is it not? 
● What qualities make someone a hero? 
● Does someone have to commit an act of heroism to be a hero? Can their character 

make them a hero? 
● What does it mean to have strong character? 
● What is the difference between a hero and person of great character? 
● Can a hero have flawed character?  
● What circumstances could make someone a hero? 
● Who do we think of as heroes in modern day? 
● What does the Bible say about heroes? Look at and list people in Hebrews 11; compare 
● These are listed as heroes of faith. What do they have in common? How are they 

different? 
● Were they perfect or sinless people? Did any of them commit sins? 
● What does the Bible say about having a strong character? Can you think of any 

passages that speak about our character? Matt 22:37-39; Col 3:1-17 
 
DISCUSS Ben Franklin 

● Overview bio from Am Exp (pg 9) 
● Students fill out note packet details as we discuss 
● Read the quote from Ben’s father on page 19. Do you agree with him? Why or why not? 
● How do you think this affected Ben’s outlook on life and public service? 
● Should we consider Ben Franklin a hero? Why or why not? 
● Should one mistake prevent a person from receiving credit for other accomplishments or 

acts of service? Why or why not? 
 
INTEGRATION - Benjamin Franklin 
Grammar: Hero - vir, viri (2nd dec, masc) 
Exposition: BF wrote Almanac, Treaty of Paris, drafted Constitution 
Research: invented bifocals, lightning rod, rocking chair 
Reasoning: Negotiator for the US for the Treaty of Paris 
Logic: Needed calculations for his experiments and almanac 
 

 

 
 

     
    

        
      
      

 
                  

REFLECTION // 3:30-3:45

ADD TO TIMELINE & MAPS:
●   Astronomer Hipparchus
●   Walt Whitman (published "When I Heard the Learn'd Astronomer")
● Phantom Tollbooth (published 1961, Brooklyn NY)
● Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790, Boston, Philadelphia, London)

Share one thing we discussed today that you found true, good, or beautiful. Add to 
timeline.



 
Overview of week 2’s assignments 
 

 

CLEAN AND DISMISS // 3:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 



DEVOTION - Maritza leads (Faith) 
 

 

LOGIC/MATH // 8:30 - 9:25 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:33a, 40 - For God is not a God of disorder but of peace. But 
everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way. 
 
Exordium: 8 ÷ 2(2 +2) 
 
This problem went viral online a few weeks ago because people came up with two different 
answers and no one could come to an agreement about which was right. Take a minute to solve 
it in your BRAINs and everyone share their answer. 
 

● Raise your hand if you got 16. Now raise your hand if you got 1. 
● Someone who got 16 please come to the board and show how you worked it. 
● Now someone who got 1 please come to the board and show how you worked it. 
● Take a few minutes to discuss following the order of operations, what role the 

parentheses play, and still getting 2 different answers 
 
Student Presentations from a problem they had difficulty with: 

● Summer -  
● Kenz -  
● Abby -  
● Victoria -  
● Sara - 
● Abs -  

 
PICK two student problems and compare them on the board. 
 
Saxon preview: 

● Lesson 5 - addition & subtraction in word problems (how much greater, more, some, 
etc.) 

● Lesson 6 - Reading, writing, adding, subtracting, and rounding decimals 
● Lesson 7 - Multiplying and dividing decimals 
● Lesson 8 - Multiplying and dividing by powers of 10  

 
Integration: Decimals  ***ask kids for integration ideas (pom poms in jar) 
Grammar: decimal - decem (cardinal), decimus (ordinal); lit. means tenth 

S1W2



Debate: Decimal system initially developed in India by Brahmagupta in 628 with his discovery of 
zero; further developed by Persian (Iran) mathematician al-Khwarazmi (where we get the word 
algorithm) in 825. 
Research: Decimals used in atomic weight/mass; temperatures; measurements 
Reasoning: Ways to express part of a whole > Decimal - Fraction - Percent 
Exposition: Used in cash, medicine, business presentations, etc. 
 

 

GRAMMAR/LATIN // 9:25 - 10:20 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:10-12 - Undoubtedly there are all sorts of languages in the world, 
yet none of them is without meaning. If then I do not grasp the meaning of what someone is 
saying, I am a foreigner to the speaker, and the speaker is a foreigner to me. So it is with you. 
Since you are eager for gifts of the Spirit, try to excel in those that build up the church. 
 
Exordium: Joke of the day: Latin class is the only time you can say. “My skills are declining!” 
and mean it as a compliment instead of an insult. 
 
REVIEW: 
Write on board as students give answers. Students should also write in their BRAINs. 

● What declension did you study last week? 2nd 
● How many genders? 2 - masc & neut 
● How can we tell the difference? Masc has us in Nom Sing; Neut has um in Nom Sing 
● What is different about the plural of 2nd Dec Neut? Both Nom & Acc are a 

 
2nd Declension Masculine - copy in BRAINs 

● What are the 2nd declension endings? us, ī, ō, um, ō / ī, ōrum, īs, ōs, īs 
● How do we know a noun is 2nd declension? Gen sing = ī 
● What gender are these 2nd declension nouns? Masc because of us in Nom Sing 
● Does our chart look like pg 6 in grammar book? 
● Let’s decline amīcus, amīcī using our chart/grammar book/trivium. 

 
EXERCISES - ORAL (EX 11 - Students can use workspaces/answers) 

○ 1. Nom sing - God 
○ 3. Dat/Abl plu - to/for the sons, by/with/from the sons 
○ 4. Acc sing - Christ 
○ 9. Gen sing/Nom Plu - of the Christian/Christians 
○ 20. Dat/Abl sing - to/for the slaves; by/with/from the slaves 
○ 24. Acc plu - sons 

 
 
 



EXERCISES - Written in BRAINs 
 
13.10. Marīa et Chrīstus amīcōs Deī laudant. Mary and Christ praise the friends of God. 

SN C SN DO AJ Vt 

Marīa et Chrīstus amīcōs Deī laudant 

G - Fem  G - Masc G - Masc G - Masc P - 3rd 

N - Sing  N - Sing N - Plu N - Sing N - Plu 

C - Nom  C - Nom C - Acc C - Gen T - 
pres/ind/act 

Dec - 1st  Dec - 2nd M Dec - 2nd M Dec - 2nd M Conj - 1st 

Mary and Christ friends (of) God praise 

 
14.5 God praises the glory of Christ. Deus glōriam Chrīstī laudat. 

SN Vt DO AJ 

God praises (the) glory (of) Christ 

G - Masc P - 3rd G - Fem G - Masc 

N - Sing N - Sing N - Sing N - Sing 

C - Nom T - pres/ind/act C - Acc C - Gen 

Dec - 2nd M Conj - 1st Dec - 1st Dec - 2nd M 

Deus laudat glōriam Chrīstī 
 
2nd Declension Neuter - copy in BRAINs 

● What are the 2nd declension neuter endings? um, ī, ō, um, ō / a, ōrum, īs, a, īs 
● How do we know a noun is 2nd declension? Gen sing = ī 
● What gender are these 2nd declension nouns? Neuter because of um in Nom Sing, a in 

Nom Plur 
● Does our chart look like pg 7 in grammar book? 
● Let’s decline caelum, caelī using our chart/grammar book/trivium. 

 
EXERCISES - ORAL (EX 15 - Students can use workspaces/answers) 

○ 1. Dat/Abl sing - to/for heaven; by/with/from heaven 
○ 2. Gen plu - of the dangers 
○ 5. Dat/Abl plu - to/for wars; by/with/from wars 
○ 8. Gen sing - of the kingdom 



○ 12. Nom/Acc plu - rewards 
 

EXERCISES - Written in BRAINs 
 
17.5.  Deus bella nōn laudat. 

SN DO AV Vt 

Deus bella nōn laudat 

G - Masc G - Neut  P - 3rd 

N - Sing N - Plu  N - Sing 

C - Nom C - Acc  T - pres/ind/act 

Dec - 2nd M Dec - 2nd N  Conj - 1st 

God wars (does) not praise 

 
20.1 God gave a kingdom to Christ. Deus bellum Chrīstō dedit. 

SN Vt DO IO 

God gave a kingdom to Christ 

G - Masc P - 3rd G - Neut G - Masc 

N - Sing N - Sing N - Sing N - Sing 

C - Nom T - perf/ind/act C - Acc C - Dat 

Dec - 2nd M Conj - 1st Dec - 2nd N Dec - 2nd M 

Deus dedit bellum Chrīstō 
 
FORMS OF “SUM”/TO BE & PREDICATE NOMINATIVE - copy in BRAINs 

● What are the forms of sum? sum, es, est, sumus, estis, sunt 
● What do these mean? I am, you are, he/she/it is, etc. 
● Do you notice anything in these endings? 1st conj pres/ind/act endings - o/m, s, t, mus, 

tis, nt 
● Where can these go in a sentence? ANYWHERE! They do not have to go at the end. 
● What is a predicate nominative? A noun that comes after the verb and renames the 

subject 
● What case will the predicate nominative always be? Hint: it’s in the name! Nominative 
● What must a predicate nominative always have? A linking verb aka a form of “to be” aka 

a form of “sum” 
 



EXERCISES - Written in BRAINs 
 
25.3.  Christians are servants of Christ. Chrīstiānī servī Chrīstī sunt. 

SN Vl PN AJ 

Christians are servants of Christ 

G - Masc P - 3rd G - Masc G - Masc 

N - Plu N - Plu N - Plu N - Sing 

C - Nom T - pres C - Nom C - Gen 

Dec - 2nd M Conj - Irregular Dec - 2nd M Dec - 2nd M 

Chrīstiānī sunt servī Chrīstī 
 
PREVIEW - 3rd Declension 

● What are the 3rd declension neuter endings? Various, is, ī, em, e / ēs, um, ibus, ēs, ibus 
● How do we know a noun is 3rd declension? Gen sing = is 
● What gender are 3rd declension nouns? Masc, fem, & neut (but we will discuss neuter 

next week) 
○ Pass out bookmarks 

● How can we tell what declension a 3rd declension noun belongs to? Follow the 3rd 
declension rules (nos 46-52): 

○ Follow the gender rule first (male names/roles are masculine, female roles are 
feminine) 

○ ERrOR - if it ends in -er or -or, it is masculine 
○ SOX - if it ends in -s, -o, or -x, it is feminine 
○ LANCET - if it ends in these letters, it’s neuter 

● Does our chart look like pg 10 in grammar book? 
● Let’s decline rēx, rēgis using our chart/grammar book/trivium. 
● Reminder: ALL 3rd declension nouns are declined like lex, legis EXCEPT those in rules 

59-63 (and some are still rule breakers - pater, mater, frater, etc.) - change gen plu to 
-ium 

○ Have same number of syllables in nom sing & gen sing 
○ Stem ends in 2 consonants 

 
EXERCISES - ORAL (EX 31 - use answer key (pic on phone in case I forget to pack the book) 
and have students go through exercise till time runs out) 
 
Integration: Latin - pick a 2nd declension word and integrate it (use bellum, bellī if they 
can’t pick one) 
 



 
 

BREAK // 10:20-10:25 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

RESEARCH/ASTRONOMY // 10:25-11:20 
 
Strand Scripture: Psalm 8:1, 3-4 - Lord, our Lord, how majestic is your name in all the earth! 
You have set your glory in the heavens. When I consider your heavens, the work of your 
fingers, the moon and the stars, which you have set in place, what is mankind that you are 
mindful of them, human beings that you care for them? 
 
Exordium: Did your study of Hipparchus this week give you any new appreciation for God as 
Creator? How so? 
 
STUDENT PRESENTATIONS 

● Pass out Delivery Assessment sheet (taken from Rhetoric trivium table) 
● Tell students to look over chart and share one area of delivery they want to focus on; 

record for upcoming week 
● Next week we will assess to bless them in that area 

 
At conclusion of each paper, note a new fact about Hipparchus on the board. Use these 
notes for students to fill in note packet if not already completed. 
 
BEGIN CLASS TIMELINE 

● Add timeline points from last week 
● Have students update personal timeline if not done so 

 
INTRO Ptolemy *use snippet 

● Can anyone share something you already know about Ptolemy? 
● Read bullet points and discuss unknown scientific words 

 
PREVIEW ASSIGNMENT - pg 150 

● Review fused outline for essay 
● Preview project 

 
 
INTEGRATION - Hipparchus (have kids fill in with info from their papers) 
 
 



 

REASONING/LOGIC // 11:20-12:15 
 
Strand Scripture: Isaiah 1:18 - “Come now, let us reason together,” says the Lord. “Though 
your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they are red as crimson, they 
shall be like wool.” 
 
Exordium: Everyone read your definition of ploff. Vote on the best stipulative definition (can’t 
vote for yourself)  
 
REVIEW - Vocabulary match up with quizlet cards 
 
DISCUSS key concepts in lessons  **students should write examples in BRAINs 

● Lesson 1 
○ What do definitions do? 
○ What are the 5 types of definitions? Can you give an example of each? 

● Lesson 2 
○ What is the difference between a genus and a species? 
○ What does it mean for something to be mutually exclusive? 
○ Can you give an example of a genus & species relationship? 

● Lesson 3 
○ Can you define extension in your own words? Intension? 
○ How are extension and intension related to genus and species? 
○ Extension and intension are inversely related. What does that mean? 
○ Can you give an example of terms arranged in order of increasing intension? 

● Lesson 4 
○ What are the three methods of defining? 
○ Can you give an example of each method? 

● Lesson 5 
○ How does this lesson build on what we learned in the previous lessons? 
○ What are the 6 rules for defining by genus and species? 
○ Can you state the rules in your own words? 
○ Why is it important that we define correctly? 

 
EXERCISES - practice in class 

● Work through exercises students had difficulty with 
● If time allows, work through some exercises from the unit quizzes 

 
INTEGRATION - Definition 

● Have students integrate for each strand ***pom poms in integration jar 
 

 



LUNCH // 12:15-1:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

EXPOSITION/LTW // 1:00-1:55 
 
Strand Scripture: 2 Cor 10:5 - We demolish arguments and every pretension that sets itself up 
against the knowledge of God, and we take captive every thought to make it obedient to Christ. 
 
Exordium: SHARE your issue from Phantom Tollbooth. 
 
REVIEW Arrangement for Essay Two 

● SORT class ANI, both Aff & Neg 
● Group sorted items and pick top 3 groups 
● Decide to argue for aff or neg 
● Choose side and convert issue to thesis 
● Pick groups to defend thesis 
● Enter info into outline format 

 
DISCUSS PT using highlighted WAS questions (10 mins) pg 133 
 
INTEGRATION: Jumping to Conclusions - have kids integrate into each strand ***pom 
poms 
 

 

DEBATE/AM EXP // 1:55-2:50 
 
Strand Scripture: Micah 6:8 - He has shown you, O mortal, what is good. And what does the 
Lord require of you? To act justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly with your God. 
 
Exordium: Read the Daniel Boone quote on page 31. What does that mean to you in your own 
words? 
 
DISCUSS George Washington 

● Overview bio from Am Exp (pg 23) 
● Students fill out note packet details as we discuss 
● Add details to class timeline 

 
DISCUSS Daniel Boone 

● Overview bio from Am Exp (pg 31) 
● Students fill out note packet details as we discuss 



● Add details to class timeline 
 
COMPARE Washington & Boone ***use comparison chart to start discussion 

● How are both men similar (have/are/do)? 
● How are they different? 
● What character qualities did they possess? Any common qualities? ***list student 

answers on board 
● Which character qualities helped them contribute to the American experience? How so? 
● How might each man have developed these qualities? 
● Should we imitate them? If so, what aspects? 

 
DEBATE APPLICATION: Which is a greater act of service - to serve your country or to 
serve your family? 

● Divide class into teams; assign sides for them to argue 
● 10 mins to prepare arguments; they must use 5CT and examples from 

Washington/Boone to help brainstorm support for their side 
● Have each side do a short oral presentation supporting their position 

 
INTEGRATION - students choose Washington or Boone and integrate into other strands 
 

 

REFLECTION // 2:50-3:00 
 
ADD TO TIMELINE & MAPS: 

● Ptolemy (100-168 AD, Alexandria) 
● George Washington (1732-1799, Virginia) 
● Daniel Boone (1734-1820, Pennsylvania) 

 
Share one thing we discussed today that you found true, good, or beautiful. Add to poster. 
 
Overview of week 3’s assignments 
 

 

CLEAN AND DISMISS // 3:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 



DEVOTION - Maritza’s class leads (Virtue) 
 

 

LOGIC/MATH // 8:30 - 9:25 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:33a, 40 - For God is not a God of disorder but of peace. But 
everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way. 
 
Exordium: Imagine what the world would be like without math. Describe how it would be 
different. 
 
Student Presentations from a problem they had difficulty with: 

● Sara - 
● Victoria -  
● Jesse -  
● Kenz -  
● Sophie - 
● Abby -  

 
PICK two student problems and compare them on the board. 
 
Saxon preview: 

● Lesson 9 - Points, Lines, Ray, Line Segments, Angles, Perimeter 
○ Examples 9.1, 9B, 9.2 

● Lesson 10 - Divisibility 
○ Example 10.1 

● Lesson 11 - Word Probs with Equal Groups 
○ Example 11.2 

● Lesson 12 - Prime Numbers and Composite Numbers 
○ Example 12.2  

 
Integration: Decimals  ***ask kids for integration ideas (pom poms in jar) 
Grammar: decimal - decem (cardinal), decimus (ordinal); lit. means tenth 
Debate: Decimal system initially developed in India by Brahmagupta in 628 with his discovery of 
zero; further developed by Persian (Iran) mathematician al-Khwarazmi (where we get the word 
algorithm) in 825. 
Research: Decimals used in atomic weight/mass; temperatures; measurements 
Reasoning: Ways to express part of a whole > Decimal - Fraction - Percent 
Exposition: Used in cash, medicine, business presentations, etc. 
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GRAMMAR/LATIN // 9:25 - 10:20 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:10-12 - Undoubtedly there are all sorts of languages in the world, 
yet none of them is without meaning. If then I do not grasp the meaning of what someone is 
saying, I am a foreigner to the speaker, and the speaker is a foreigner to me. So it is with you. 
Since you are eager for gifts of the Spirit, try to excel in those that build up the church. 
 
Exordium: How was the Roman Empire cut in half? With a pair of Caesars! 
 
REVIEW: 
Write on board as students give answers. Students should also write in their BRAINs. 

● What declension did you study last week? 3rd 
● How many genders? Studied 2 - masc & fem - but there are 3 total 
● How do we know a noun is 3rd declension? Gen sing = is 
● Why is it important to take our stem from the genitive singular? Because in 3rd 

declension, all the nominative nouns have different endings and different “stems” from 
the actual stem 
 

REVIEW 3rd Declension Masc & Fem 
● What are the 3rd declension masculine & feminine endings? Various, is, ī, em, e / ēs, 

um, ibus, ēs, ibus 
● How can we tell what gender a 3rd declension noun is? Follow the 3rd declension rules 

(nos 46-52): 
○ Follow the gender rule first (male names/roles are masculine, female roles are 

feminine) 
○ ERrOR - if it ends in -er or -or, it is masculine 
○ SOX - if it ends in -s, -o, or -x, it is feminine 
○ LANCET - if it ends in these letters, it’s neuter 

● Does our chart look like pg 10 in grammar book? 
● Let’s decline dux, ducis using our chart/grammar book/trivium. 
● Reminder: ALL 3rd declension nouns are declined like lex, legis EXCEPT those in rules 

59-63 (and some are still rule breakers - pater, mater, frater, etc.) - change gen plu to 
-ium 

○ Have same number of syllables in nom sing & gen sing 
○ Stem ends in 2 consonants 

● Let’s decline gēns, gentis using our chart/grammar book/trivium. 
 
EXERCISES - ORAL (EX 31 - Students can use workspaces/answers) 

○ 1. Dat/Abl plu - to/for the laws, by/with/from the laws 
○ 2. Gen plu - of the kings 
○ 3. Dat sing - to/for the general 
○ 5. Abl sing - by/with/from the light 



○ 6. Nom/Acc plu - leaders 
○ 8. Nom sing - man 
○ 9. Gen plu - of the generals 
○ 14. Acc sing - general 

 
 
EXERCISES - Written in BRAINs 
 
35.1. The commander in chief does not praise the leaders of the Gauls. 
 Imperātor ducēs Gallōrum nōn laudat. 

SN AV Vt DO AJ 

The commander (does) not praise the leaders of the Gauls 

G - Masc  P - 3rd G - Masc G - Masc 

N - Sing  N - sing N - Plu N - Plu 

C - Nom  T - pres/ind/act C - Acc C - Gen 

Dec - 3rd  Conj - 1st Dec - 3rd Dec - 2nd M 

Imperātor nōn laudat ducēs Gallōrum 

 
QUICK REVIEW - Appositives and Expletives pgs 39 & 42) 
 
38.3 Christ, the Son of God, is King of Kings. 
Chrīstus Fīlius Deī est Rēx Rēgum. 

SN N - App AJ Vl PN AJ 

Christ the Son of God is the King of Kings 

G - Masc G - Masc G - Masc P - 3rd G - Masc G - Masc 

N - Sing N - Sing N - Sing N - Sing N - Sing N - Plu 

C - Nom C - Nom C - Gen T - Pres C - Nom C - Gen 

Dec - 2nd M Dec - 2nd M Dec - 2nd M Conj - Irr Dec - 3rd M Dec - 3rd M 

Chrīstus Fīlius Deī est Rēx Rēgum 

 
3rd DECLENSION NOUN SORT 

● Divide into teams of 3 
● Pass out 3rd Declension noun cards 



● First team to sort all correctly wins 
 
PREVIEW - 3rd Declension Neuter ***write in BRAINS 

● What are the 3rd declension neuter endings? Various, is, ī, *same as Nom, e / a, um, 
ibus, a, ibus 

● How is neuter like masc/fem? How is it different? Exactly alike except for Nom/Acc in 
Sing & Plu 

● What rule should we remember about 3rd declension neuter nouns? The Acc is always 
like the Nom 

● Does our chart look like pg 10 in grammar book? 
● Let’s decline nōmen, nōminis using our chart/grammar book/trivium. 

 
PLAY Noun Sort again, this time adding neuter nouns 
 
Integration: Latin - pick a 3rd declension word and integrate it (use rēx, rēgis if they can’t 
pick one) 
Grammar - regal, regale, regent, regicide, regime, regimen, regiment, region 
Logic - a regent manages the affairs of a king (including financial); regiment divided into 
companies 
Reasoning - Regiment > Battalion > Company/Battery/Troop > Platoon > Squad; Field Army > 
Corp > Division > Regiment (both decreasing in extension) 
Debate - Monarchs of history, regions of territory 
Research - regimen is a course of medical treatment 
Exposition - we can regale others with stories and information 
 
 

 

BREAK // 10:20-10:25 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

RESEARCH/ASTRONOMY // 10:25-11:20 
 
Strand Scripture: Psalm 8:1, 3-4 - Lord, our Lord, how majestic is your name in all the earth! 
You have set your glory in the heavens. When I consider your heavens, the work of your 
fingers, the moon and the stars, which you have set in place, what is mankind that you are 
mindful of them, human beings that you care for them? 
 
Exordium: Did your study of Ptolemy and the geocentric model this week give you any new 
appreciation for God as Creator? How so? 
 



STUDENT PRESENTATIONS 
● Pass out Delivery Assessment sheet (taken from Rhetoric trivium table) 
● Have students recall their skill to refine 
● Tutor and peer glow & grow at the end of each presentation, based on each student’s 

selected skill 
 
At conclusion of each paper, note a new fact about Ptolemy on the board. Use these 
notes for students to fill in note packet if not already completed. 
PRESENTATIONS - Geocentric model projects 
 
CLASS TIMELINE 

● Add timeline points from last week 
● Have students update personal timeline if not done so 

 
INTRO Copernicus *use snippet 

● Can anyone share something you already know about Copernicus? 
● Read bullet points and discuss unknown scientific words 

 
PREVIEW ASSIGNMENT - pg 150 

● Preview options for interview 
● Preview outline for interview 

 
 
INTEGRATION - Ptolemy (have kids fill in with info from their papers) 
 
 

 

REASONING/LOGIC // 11:20-12:15 
 
Strand Scripture: Isaiah 1:18 - “Come now, let us reason together,” says the Lord. “Though 
your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they are red as crimson, they 
shall be like wool.” 
 
Exordium: “If a tree falls down in the forest, and nobody hears it, does it make a sound?” What 
do you think the answer is? What word needs to be more defined in this question in order to 
answer it better? 
 
DISCUSS key concepts in lessons  **students should write examples in BRAINs 

● Lesson 6 
○ What is a statement? A sentence that is either true or false 
○ What do we look for when evaluating statements? Their truth value 



○ Can you give an example of statement with a true truth value? A false truth 
value? 

○ What kinds of sentences are not statements? Question, commands, nonsense 
Why? Because they have no truth value 

○ Can you give an example of a nonsense statement? 
○ Can you give an example of a statement that sounds like nonsense but is instead 

false (has a false truth value)? 
● Lesson 7 

○ What are two types of statements? Self-supporting and supported 
○ How are these two different? The means of how the truth value is determined 
○ What is a self-supporting statement? A statement whose truth value can be 

determined from the statement itself 
○ What are three types of self-supporting statements? Self-reports, statements that 

are true or false by logical structure, statements that are true or false by definition 
○ Can you give an example of a statement that self-reports? 
○ What is tautology? A statement that is always true by logical structure 
○ What is self-contradiction? A statement that is false due to its logical structure 
○ Can you give an example of tautology? 
○ Can you give an example of self-contradiction? 
○ Can you give an example of a true statement by definition? 
○ Can you give an example of a false statement by definition? 

● Lesson 8 
○ What is a supported statement? A statement whose truth value depends on 

evidence or information from outside itself 
○ What are the sources of information for supported statements? Authority, 

experience/observation, deduction 
○ Can you give an example of a statement that would require authority? 
○ Can you give an example of a statement that would require experience or 

observation? 
○ Can you give an example of a statement that would require deduction? 
○ Put syllogism from pg 66 on the board 

● Lesson 9 
○ What are the four ways statements are related? Consistency, implication, logical 

equivalence, independence 
○ What is consistency? When two statements can be true at the same time 
○ Can you give an example of consistent statements? 
○ What does inconsistent means? When it is not possible for two statements to be 

true 
○ Can you give an example of inconsistent statements? 
○ What does implication mean? The truth of one statement requires the truth of the 

other statement 
○ Can you give an example of two statements related by implication? 
○ Read the caution on page 70. What does that mean? 



○ Are statements related by implication also consistent? yes 
○ What is logical equivalence? When two statements imply one another 
○ Can you give an example of logical equivalence? 
○ Highlight note on page 70 about some/subject & predicate 
○ What is independence? If the truth or falsity of one statement has no effect on the 

truth or falsity of the other 
○ What two indications do we use to see if statements are independent? Neither 

can imply the other and both must be consistent 
○ Can you give an example of independent statements? 
○ Put syllogism from pg 71 on the board 

● Lesson 10 
○ What is disagreement? When there appears to be inconsistency 
○ What is a real disagreement? An actual inconsistency between two statements; 

they cannot both be true at the same time 
○ Can you give an example of real disagreement? 
○ What is apparent disagreement? A difference of opinion or perception 

Can you give an example of apparent disagreement? 
○ What is verbal disagreement? A misunderstanding due to differing definitions for 

one or more words 
○ Can you give an example of verbal disagreement? 

 
PLAY Intro to Logic Vocabulary Jeopardy - team game 
 
EXERCISES - preview 
 
INTEGRATION - Statements 

● Have students integrate for each strand ***pom poms in integration jar 
Grammar: from stare - to stand. Also status (n) - standing, condition, position, case 
Logic: mathematical statements (applying logic to numerical issues) 
Debate: we must debate on substance, therefore statements must be true 
Research: scientific statements; hypotheses, treatises, etc. 
Exposition: we can offer self-supported statements in our expressed; sources of authority 
provide truth to our statements 
 

 

LUNCH // 12:15-1:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

EXPOSITION/LTW // 1:00-1:55 
 



Strand Scripture: 2 Cor 10:5 - We demolish arguments and every pretension that sets itself up 
against the knowledge of God, and we take captive every thought to make it obedient to Christ. 
 
Exordium: SHARE your thesis from Phantom Tollbooth. 
 
REVIEW Writing the Essay 

● Model writing essay from class ANI/outline 
 
REVIEW Parallelism I 

● Read examples on page 83 of TG and from Wakeful Words 
● Brainstorm 3 of each: nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs 
● Demonstrate how to add to a sentence in the essay 

 
GO OVER Student Checklist on page 109 
 
IF TIME Intro Little Britches 
 
INTEGRATION: Jumping to Conclusions - have kids integrate into each strand ***pom 
poms 
 

 

DEBATE/AM EXP // 1:55-2:50 
 
Strand Scripture: Micah 6:8 - He has shown you, O mortal, what is good. And what does the 
Lord require of you? To act justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly with your God. 
 
Exordium: “He was now studying men, and whether they might be moved to good or bad 
deeds by speech.” (Pg 60) Should we be held responsible if our words cause someone to 
commit a careless or bad deed? 
 
DISCUSS Paul Revere 

● Overview bio from Am Exp (pg 39) 
● Students fill out note packet details as we discuss 
● Add details to class timeline 

 
DISCUSS Patrick Henry 

● Overview bio from Am Exp (pg 53) 
● Students fill out note packet details as we discuss 
● Add details to class timeline 

 
COMPARE Revere & Henry ***use comparison chart to start discussion 

● How are both men similar (have/are/do)? 



● How are they different? 
● What character qualities did they possess? Any common qualities? ***list student 

answers on board 
● Which character qualities helped them contribute to the American experience? How so? 
● How might each man have developed these qualities? 
● Should we imitate them? If so, what aspects? 

 
DEBATE APPLICATION: What is the more effective way to deal with foreign adversaries - 
speeches and diplomacy or military force? 

● Divide class into teams; assign sides for them to argue 
● 10 mins to prepare ANI and sort for their side; they must use 5CT and examples from 

Revere/Henry to help brainstorm support for their side 
● Have each side do a short oral presentation supporting their position 

 
INTEGRATION - students choose Revere or Henry and integrate into other strands 
 

 

REFLECTION // 2:50-3:00 
 
ADD TO TIMELINE & MAPS: 

● Ptolemy (100-168 AD, Alexandria) 
● Paul Revere (1735-1818, Boston) 
● Patrick Henry (1736-1799, Virginia) 

 
Share one thing we discussed today that you found true, good, or beautiful. Add to poster. 
 
Overview of week 4’s assignments 
 

 

CLEAN AND DISMISS // 3:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 
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Rules # 46 and 47 - nouns naming individual male persons 

are masculine and nouns naming individual female 

persons are feminine. 

 Masculine 

homō, hominis  man 

rēx, rēgis   king 

dux, ducis   leader 

imperātor, imperātōris      commander in chief,  

    general 

Caesar, Caesaris  Caesar 

frāter, frātris (frātrum) brother 

pater, patris (patrum) father 

prīnceps, prīncipis  chief, leading man 

mīles, mīlitis  soldier 

hostis, hostis       enemy (in war) 

 Feminine 

māter, mātris (mātrum) mother 

Masculine nouns that are exceptions to the rules. 

collis, collis   hill 

mōns, montis mountain 

Rule # 49 - The ERROR rule makes these nouns 

masculine. 

clāmor, clāmōris shouting, shout 

Rule # 50 - The SOX rule makes these nouns 

feminine. 

lēx, lēgis  law 

lūx, lūcis  light 

vēritās, vēritātis truth 

salūs, salūtis safety, welfare,   

   salvation 

vōx, vōcis  voice, cry 

caedēs, caedis slaughter 

gēns, gentis  tribe 

pars, partis  part 

virtūs, virtūtis courage, virtue 

pāx, pācis  peace 

Rule # 51 - The LANCET rule makes these nouns 

neuter. 

nōmen, nōminis name 

agmen, agminis column (of soldiers),  

   army (on the march) 

flūmen, flūminis river 

Rule # 52 

 Neuter 

vulnus, vulneris wound 

corpus, corporis body 

iter, itineris, n.  journey, march,  

   route 

This is a list of the 3rd declension nouns given in lesson 3.  They are sorted by their gender rules.  Use this 

page as a key when playing the game.  For explanations of the rules consult the Henle Grammar book and 

lesson 3 of the Henle First Year Latin textbook. 
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lēx, lēgis rēx, rēgis dux, ducis lūx, lūcis 
homō, 

hominis 

imperātor, 

imperātōris 

vēritās, 

vēritātis 

Caesar, 

Caesaris 
salūs, salūtis vōx, vōcis 

pāx, pācis mīles, mīlitis 
virtūs, 

virtūtis 

prīnceps, 

prīncipis 

flūmen, 

flūminis 

mōns, 

montis 

māter, 

mātris 

(mātrum) 

pater,  
patris 

(patrum) 

frāter,  
frātris 

(frātrum) 

nōmen, 

nōminis 

gēns, gentis 
hostis, 

hostis 
collis, collis  pars, partis 

caedēs, 

caedis 

agmen, 

agminis 

vulnus, 

vulneris,  

corpus, 

corporis 
iter, itineris  

clāmor, 

clāmōris 
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Masculine 
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Feminine 
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Neuter 
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Rule # 46 
 

Nouns naming individual male persons are masculine. 
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Rule # 47 
 

Nouns naming individual female persons are feminine. 
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Rule # 49 
 

Nouns ending in -er, -or (ERROR) are masculine. 
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Rule # 50 
 

Nouns ending in -s, -o, -x (SOX) are feminine. 
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Rule # 51 
 

Nouns ending in -l, -a, -n, -c, -e, -t (LANCET) are neuter. 
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Rule # 52 
 

But masculīnī (masculine words) generis are words  

in -os, -nis, -guis, and -cuis,  

in -es (-itis) and -ex (-icis); 

As neuter mark the -us (with -ris).   

These are exceptions to the SOX rule. 
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Exceptions 
 

These are memorized. 



Logic Jeopardy Board - Lessons Intro-10 
 
 

L O G I C 

100 
Law of Non-Cont 

100 
Law of Identity 

100 
Informal Logic 

100 
Logic 

100 
Law of Excl Midd 

200 
Categorical Logic 

200 
Formal Logic 

200 
Ambiguous 

200 
Term 

200 
Lexical Definition 

300 
Vague 

300 
Definition 

300 
Theoretical Def. 

300 
Propositional Logic 

300 
Deduction 

400 
Precising Definition 

400 
Mutually Exclusive 

400* 
Genus 

400 
Stipulative Definition 

400 
Persuasive Def. 

500 
Exhaustive 

500 
Defining By 
Synonym 

500 
Induction 

500 
Extension 

500 
Species 

600 
Intension 

600 
Statement 

600 
Defining by 

Example 

600 
3 Types of 

Sentences that are 
not Statements 

600* 
Defining by Genus 

& Difference 

700 
Self Supporting 

Statements 

700 
True/False by 

Definition 

700 
Self-Report 

700* 
Tautology 

700 
3 Types of 

Self-Supporting 
Statements 

800* 
3 Ways to 

Determine Truth 
Value of Supported 

Statements 

800 
True/False by 

Logical Structure 

800 
Self-Contradiction 

800 
Authority 

800 
Supported 
Statement 

900 
Deduction (for 
statements) 

900* 
Inconsistent 

900 
Experience 

900 
Logical Equivalence 

900 
Consistent 

1000 
Implication 

1000 
Real Disagreement 

1000 
Independence 

1000 
Apparent 

Disagreement 

1000 
Verbal 

Disagreement 

 



DEVOTION - Maritza’s class leads (Responsibility) 
 

 

LOGIC/MATH // 8:30 - 9:25 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:33a, 40 - For God is not a God of disorder but of peace. But 
everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way. 
 
Exordium: Here is another viral math problem similar to the one we did a few weeks ago: 
 
60 ÷ 5(7-5) = ? 
 

● Raise your hand if you got 24? Raise your hand if you got 6? 
● Discuss different ways to solve the problem 

 
Student Presentations from a problem they had difficulty with: 

● Jesse - 
● Kenz - 
● Abs - 
● Summer - 
● Sophie - 

 
PICK two student problems and compare them on the board. 
 
Saxon preview: 

● Lesson 13 - Common Factors and GCF 
○ Examples 13.1a, 13.2 

● Lesson 14 - Expanding and Reducing Fractions 
○ Example 14.2a, 14.3 

● Lesson 15 - Fractions & Decimals 
○ Example 15.1a, 15.4 

● Lesson 16 - Exponents 
○ Example 16.2  

 
Integration: Decimals  ***ask kids for integration ideas (pom poms in jar) 
Grammar: decimal - decem (cardinal), decimus (ordinal); lit. means tenth 
Debate: Decimal system initially developed in India by Brahmagupta in 628 with his discovery of 
zero; further developed by Persian (Iran) mathematician al-Khwarazmi (where we get the word 
algorithm) in 825. 
Research: Decimals used in atomic weight/mass; temperatures; measurements 
Reasoning: Ways to express part of a whole > Decimal - Fraction - Percent 
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Exposition: Used in cash, medicine, business presentations, etc. 
 

 

GRAMMAR/LATIN // 9:25 - 10:20 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:10-12 - Undoubtedly there are all sorts of languages in the world, 
yet none of them is without meaning. If then I do not grasp the meaning of what someone is 
saying, I am a foreigner to the speaker, and the speaker is a foreigner to me. So it is with you. 
Since you are eager for gifts of the Spirit, try to excel in those that build up the church. 
 
Exordium: Who likes Popeyes chicken? Do you know what their recipe is called? Bona fide. 
What does that mean? Why would they call their chicken recipe that? 
 
REVIEW: 
Write on board as students give answers. Students should also write in their BRAINs. 

● What declension did you study the last 2 weeks? 3rd 
● How many genders? 3 - masc, fem, neut 
● How do we know a noun is 3rd declension? Gen sing = is 
● Why is it important to take our stem from the genitive singular? Because in 3rd 

declension, all the nominative nouns have different endings and different “stems” from 
the actual stem 
 

REVIEW 3rd Declension Masc & Fem 
● What are the 3rd declension masculine & feminine endings? Various, is, ī, em, e / ēs, 

um, ibus, ēs, ibus 
● How can we tell what gender a 3rd declension noun is? Follow the 3rd declension rules 

(nos 46-52): 
○ Follow the gender rule first (male names/roles are masculine, female roles are 

feminine) 
○ ERrOR - if it ends in -er or -or, it is masculine 
○ SOX - if it ends in -s, -o, or -x, it is feminine 
○ LANCET - if it ends in these letters, it’s neuter 

● Orally decline virtūs, virtūtis using our chart/grammar book/trivium. 
 
REVIEW lex/legis & pars/partis 

● ALL 3rd declension nouns are declined like lex, legis EXCEPT those in rules 59-63 (and 
some are still rule breakers - pater, mater, frater, etc.) - change gen plu to -ium 

○ Have same number of syllables in nom sing & gen sing 
○ Stem ends in 2 consonants 

● Orally decline hostis, hostis using our chart/grammar book/trivium. 
 
REVIEW - 3rd Declension Neuter ***write in BRAINS 



● What are the 3rd declension neuter endings? Various, is, ī, *same as Nom, e / a, um, 
ibus, a, ibus 

● How is neuter like masc/fem? How is it different? Exactly alike except for Nom/Acc in 
Sing & Plu 

● What rule should we remember about 3rd declension neuter nouns? The Acc is always 
like the Nom 

● Let’s decline vulnus, vulneris using our chart/grammar book/trivium. 
 
 
EXERCISES - Written in BRAINs 
 
57.1. There are bodies and swords in the river. 
 Corpora et gladiī in flūmine sunt. 

Expl/Vl PN C PN Pr OP 

There are bodies and swords in the river 

P - 3rd G - Neut  G - Masc  G - Neut 

N - Plu N - Plu  N - Plu  N - Sing 

T - pres/ind/act C - Nom  C - Nom  C - Abl 

Conj - Irr Dec - 3rd N  Dec - 2nd M  Dec - 3rd N 

Sunt corpora et gladiī in flūmine 

 
57.9 The king prays on account of the welfare of the kingdom. 
Rēx propter salūtem rēgnī ōrat. 
SN Vi Pr OP AJ PP 

The king prays on account of the welfare of the kingdom 

G - Masc P - 3rd  G - Fem G - Neut 

N - Sing N - Sing  N - Sing N - Sing 

C - Nom T - pres/ind/act Acc C - Acc C - Gen 

Dec - 3rd M Conj - 1st  Dec - 3rd F Dec - 2nd N 

Rēx ōrat propter salūtem rēgnī 

 
3rd DECLENSION NOUN SORT 

● Divide into teams of 3 
● Pass out 3rd Declension noun cards 



● First team to sort all correctly wins 
 
PREVIEW - 4th Declension ***write in BRAINS 

● What are the 4th declension? Us, ūs, uī, um, ū / ūs, uum, ibus, ūs, ibus 
● What gender are most 4th declension nouns? Fem except for those in Rule 66 
● How do we know a noun is 4th declension? Gen sing = ūs 
● Does our chart look like pg 12 in grammar book? 
● Let’s decline metus, metūs using our chart/grammar book/trivium. 
● How is 4th declension similar to 2nd declension? How is it different? How do we tell if a 

noun is 2nd or 4th declension? 
 
IF TIME play Latin Pictionary 
 
 
Integration: Latin - pick a 3rd declension word and integrate it (use rēx, rēgis if they can’t 
pick one) 
Grammar - regal, regale, regent, regicide, regime, regimen, regiment, region 
Logic - a regent manages the affairs of a king (including financial); regiment divided into 
companies 
Reasoning - Regiment > Battalion > Company/Battery/Troop > Platoon > Squad; Field Army > 
Corp > Division > Regiment (both decreasing in extension) 
Debate - Monarchs of history, regions of territory 
Research - regimen is a course of medical treatment 
Exposition - we can regale others with stories and information 
 
 

 

BREAK // 10:20-10:25 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

RESEARCH/ASTRONOMY // 10:25-11:20 
 
Strand Scripture: Psalm 8:1, 3-4 - Lord, our Lord, how majestic is your name in all the earth! 
You have set your glory in the heavens. When I consider your heavens, the work of your 
fingers, the moon and the stars, which you have set in place, what is mankind that you are 
mindful of them, human beings that you care for them? 
 
Exordium: Did your study of Copernicus and the heliocentric model this week give you any new 
appreciation for God as Creator? How so? 
 



STUDENT PRESENTATIONS 
● Pass out Delivery Assessment sheet (taken from Rhetoric trivium table) 
● Have students recall their skill to refine 
● Tutor and peer glow & grow at the end of each presentation, based on each student’s 

selected skill 
 
At conclusion of each paper, note a new fact about Copernicus on the board. Use these 
notes for students to fill in note packet if not already completed. 
 
CLASS TIMELINE 

● Add timeline points from last week 
● Have students update personal timeline if not done so 

 
INTRO Galileo *use snippet 

● Can anyone share something you already know about Galileo? 
● Read bullet points and discuss unknown scientific words 

 
PREVIEW ASSIGNMENT - pg 151 

● Preview telescope lens drawing 
● Preview paragraphs 

 
 
INTEGRATION - Copernicus (have kids fill in with info from their papers) 
 
 

 

REASONING/LOGIC // 11:20-12:15 
 
Strand Scripture: Isaiah 1:18 - “Come now, let us reason together,” says the Lord. “Though 
your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they are red as crimson, they 
shall be like wool.” 
 
Exordium: Share your nonsense sentence from Lesson 6 exercises. 
 
DISCUSS student problems. Work through exercise problems that gave them difficulty. 
 
IF TIME go over questions on Quiz 3 
 
PLAY Intro to Logic Vocabulary Jeopardy - team game 
 
INTEGRATION - Consistent/Consistency 

● Have students integrate for each strand ***pom poms in integration jar 



Grammar: from consistere - to stand together, stand firm 
Logic: math laws require consistency (a+b=b+a, etc.) 
Debate: evidence must be consistent with testimonies in mock trial 
Research: scientific experiment results are or are not consistent with hypotheses  
Exposition: LTW essays can be consistent even with differing opinions/issues/theses 
 

 

LUNCH // 12:15-1:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

EXPOSITION/LTW // 1:00-1:55 
 
Strand Scripture: 2 Cor 10:5 - We demolish arguments and every pretension that sets itself up 
against the knowledge of God, and we take captive every thought to make it obedient to Christ. 
 
Exordium: SHARE your parallelism I from your PT paper. 
 
READ Student Essays 

● Students should practice skills they have been working on in research 
● Tutor and peer glow & grow after reading 

 
DISCUSS Little Britches using highlighted questions in WAS pg 76 
 
CREATE class issue 

● Review 5CT 
● Brainstorm using Comparison I & II and record on class ANI 

 
INTEGRATION: Have kids pick term, location, action, virtue, etc. from Little Britches and 
integrate 
 

 

DEBATE/AM EXP // 1:55-2:50 
 
Strand Scripture: Micah 6:8 - He has shown you, O mortal, what is good. And what does the 
Lord require of you? To act justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly with your God. 
 
Exordium: “There is more than a thrilling story in this woman’s life, there is a lesson of 
endurance, loyalty, courage, and more - the lesson of a life not spoiled by praise and 
popularity.” (pg 83). Restate this in your own words and share what lesson you think we can 
learn from this statement about Molly. Can you share any Scriptures that support this idea? 



 
DISCUSS Molly Pitcher 

● Overview bio from Am Exp (pg 75) 
● Students fill out note packet details as we discuss 
● Add details to class timeline 

 
DISCUSS Eli Whitney 

● Overview bio from Am Exp (pg 85) 
● Students fill out note packet details as we discuss 
● Add details to class timeline 

 
COMPARE Pitcher & Whitney ***use comparison chart to start discussion 

● How are they both similar (have/are/do)? 
● How are they different? 
● Why is Pitcher considered an American hero? Is this an accurate consideration? 
● Why is Whitney considered an American hero? Is this an accurate consideration? 
● What character qualities did they possess? Any common qualities? ***list student 

answers on board 
● Which character qualities helped them contribute to the American experience? How so? 
● How might each have developed these qualities? 
● What shortcomings in character do you think they had? 
● Should we imitate them? If so, what aspects? 

 
CURRENT CONNECTION: Whether a single act makes a person a hero 

● Divide class into teams; assign sides for them to argue 
● 10 mins to prepare ANI and sort for their side; they must use 5CT and examples from 

Am Exp bios to help brainstorm support for their side 
● Have each side do a short oral presentation supporting their position 

 
INTEGRATION - students choose Pitcher or Whitney and integrate into other strands 
 

 

REFLECTION // 2:50-3:00 
 
ADD TO TIMELINE & MAPS: 

● Copernicus (1473-1543, Poland) 
● Molly Pitcher (1754-1832, New Jersey) 
● Eli Whitney (1765-1825, Massachusetts) 

 
Share one thing we discussed today that you found true, good, or beautiful. Add to poster. 
 
Overview of week 4’s assignments 



 
 

CLEAN AND DISMISS // 3:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 
 



DEVOTION - Maritza’s class leads (Discernment) 
 

 

LOGIC/MATH // 8:30 - 9:25 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:33a, 40 - For God is not a God of disorder but of peace. But 
everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way. 
 
Exordium: Here is today’s viral math problem.  
Q X Q X Q = 27 
(Q + R) + (Q + R) = 10 
(Q + R + R) + (Q + S) = 11 
(Q + R) + Q + (Q + R + S + S) = 15 
 
Can you solve it? What if I gave you this problem in a picture instead of with variables? Can you 
figure out what each item equals? Write your answers in your BRAINs. Pass out ice cream 
cards to kids.  
 

 
 
 

● Cone = 3 
● White = 2 
● Pink = 1 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Student Presentations from a problem they had difficulty with: 
● Jesse - 
● Sara -  
● Jace - 
● Abby - 
● Victoria - 
● Emma - 

 
PICK two student problems and compare them on the board. 
 
Saxon preview: 

S1W5



● Lesson 17 - Area of Rectangles 
○ Examples 17.2 

● Lesson 18 - Multiplying Fractions and Whole Numbers 
○ Example 18.2 

● Lesson 19 - Symbols for Multiplication 
○ Example 19.1 

● Lesson 20 - Multiples; Least Common Multiple 
○ Example 20.2  

 
Integration: Decimals  ***ask kids for integration ideas (pom poms in jar) 
Grammar: decimal - decem (cardinal), decimus (ordinal); lit. means tenth 
Debate: Decimal system initially developed in India by Brahmagupta in 628 with his discovery of 
zero; further developed by Persian (Iran) mathematician al-Khwarazmi (where we get the word 
algorithm) in 825. 
Research: Decimals used in atomic weight/mass; temperatures; measurements 
Reasoning: Ways to express part of a whole > Decimal - Fraction - Percent 
Exposition: Used in cash, medicine, business presentations, etc. 
 

 

GRAMMAR/LATIN // 9:25 - 10:20 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:10-12 - Undoubtedly there are all sorts of languages in the world, 
yet none of them is without meaning. If then I do not grasp the meaning of what someone is 
saying, I am a foreigner to the speaker, and the speaker is a foreigner to me. So it is with you. 
Since you are eager for gifts of the Spirit, try to excel in those that build up the church. 
 
Exordium: What language do trees speak? Latin, because of all the roots! 
 
REVIEW: 
Write on board as students give answers. Students should also write in their BRAINs. 

● What declension did you study the week? 4th 
● What gender are most 4th declension nouns? Masc 
● How do we know a noun is 4th declension? Gen sing = -ūs 
● What are some ways we can tell the difference between 4th declension and 2nd 

declension? 
● What are the 4th declension endings? Us, ūs, uī, um, ū / ūs, uum, ibus, ūs, ibus 
● Orally decline spiritus, spiritūs. 

 
 
 
 
 



EXERCISES - Written in BRAINs 
 
68, sentence 3. The Gauls, however, on account of the fear of Caesar, came into the forests 
and mountains. 
Gallī autem propter metum Caesaris in silvās et in montēs vēnērunt. 
SN AV (C) Pr OP AJ 

The Gauls however on account of the fear of Caesar 

G - Masc   G - Masc G - Masc 

N - Plu   N - Sing N - Sing 

C - Nom  Acc C - Acc C - Gen 

Dec - 2nd   Dec - 4th Dec - 3rd 

Gallī autem propter metum Caesaris 
 
 

Vi Pr OP C OP 

came into the forests and mountains 

P - 3rd  G - Fem  G - Masc 

N - Plu  N - Plu  N - Plu 

T - Perf/Ind/Act Acc C - Acc  C - Acc 

Conj - 4th  Dec - 1st  Dec - 3rd 

vēnērunt in silvās et montēs 
 
 
PREVIEW - 5th Declension ***write in BRAINS 

● What are the 5th declension endings? ēs, eī, eī, em, ē / ēs, ērum, ēbus, ēs, ēbus 
● What gender are most 5th declension nouns? Fem except for rule breaker in Rule 70 
● How do we know a noun is 5th declension? Gen sing = eī 
● Does our chart look like pg 13 in grammar book? 
● Let’s decline spēs, speī using our chart/grammar book/trivium. 
● Do you see any similarities between 5th declension and the other declensions? 

 
PLAY Latin Pictionary 
 
 



Integration: Latin - pick a 4th declension word and integrate it (use senātus, senātūs if 
they can’t pick one) 
Grammar - senate, senatorial, senator 
Logic - senators are in office for 6 years; staggered terms so ⅓ of the senate is up for reelection 
every 2 years 
Reasoning - Makenzie says, “All senators are liars and look for their own interest.” Abby 
responds, “Some senators are not liars and work for the good of their constituents.” Where 
would these two statements fall on the square of opposition and what is their relationship?; the 
Senate is a species of the genus Legislative branch 
Debate - senators can filibuster and cloture, each state gets two senators 
Research - Senate votes on scientific bills and laws 
Exposition - Senators address each other by title, present arguments and debate new laws, 
prepare speeches and filibuster 
 
 

 

BREAK // 10:20-10:25 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

RESEARCH/ASTRONOMY // 10:25-11:20 
 
Strand Scripture: Psalm 8:1, 3-4 - Lord, our Lord, how majestic is your name in all the earth! 
You have set your glory in the heavens. When I consider your heavens, the work of your 
fingers, the moon and the stars, which you have set in place, what is mankind that you are 
mindful of them, human beings that you care for them? 
 
Exordium: Did your study of Galileo and his telescope this week give you any new appreciation 
for God as Creator? How so? 
 
STUDENT PRESENTATIONS 

● Pass out Delivery Assessment sheet 
● Have students recall their skill to refine 
● Tutor and peer glow & grow at the end of each presentation, based on each student’s 

selected skill 
 
At conclusion of each paper, note a new fact about Galileo on the board. Use these notes 
for students to fill in note packet if not already completed. 
 
STUDENT PRESENTATIONS - Telescope drawings 
 



CLASS TIMELINE 
● Add timeline points from last week 
● Have students update personal timeline if not done so 

 
INTRO Kepler *use snippet 

● Can anyone share something you already know about Kepler? 
● Read bullet points and discuss unknown scientific words 

 
PREVIEW ASSIGNMENT - pg 151 

● Preview poster of laws 
● Preview essay 

 
INTEGRATION - Galileo (have kids fill in with info from their papers) 
 
 

 

REASONING/LOGIC // 11:20-12:15 
 
Strand Scripture: Isaiah 1:18 - “Come now, let us reason together,” says the Lord. “Though 
your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they are red as crimson, they 
shall be like wool.” 
 
Exordium: Here is your silly definition of the day: Coffee (n.) - the person upon whom one 
coughs. 
 
REVIEW lessons 11-18 - Pass out practice sheet and blank Square of Opp chart  
 
Lesson 11 - The One Basic Verb 

● What is the One Basic Verb the lesson is referring to? State of being verb What are its 
forms? Am, are, is, was, were, will be 

● What are the rules for changing statements into standard form? 1 - identify and write 
down the entire subject; 2 - choose the proper “to be” verb; 3 - rewrite the entire 
predicate as a predicate nominative 

● Let’s practice changing these statements into categorical form using our rules: 
○ Judas betrayed Jesus. Judas was a Jesus betrayer. 
○ The Holy Spirit guides us. The Holy Spirit is a person-guider. 
○ Han Solo flew the Millenium Falcon. Han Solo was a Millenium Falcon flyer. 
○ Drew Brees plays football. Drew Brees is a football player. 
○ Bunnies eat lots of grass. Bunnies are lots-of-grass eaters. 
○ The refs robbed the Saints. The refs are Saints robbers. 
○ Love rejoices in truth. Love is a truth-rejoicer. 

 



Lesson 12 - Standard Categorical Statements  
● What is a categorical statement? A statement that affirms or denies something about a 

given subject 
● What are the 4 categorical statement forms? All S are P, No S are P, Some S are P, 

Some S are not P 
● What does quantity identify? Whether a statement is universal (all or no) or particular 

(some and some… not) 
● What does quality identify? Whether a statement is affirmative (all or some) or negative 

(no or some… not) 
● Let’s fill in the chart from page 86 on your square of opp handout 
● What are the rules for translating a statement into standard categorical form? 1 - 

statements must begin with all, no, or some; 2 - the verb must be a verb of being; 3 - 
both the subject and predicate must be a noun or noun phrase 

● Let’s practice identifying which types of categorical statements these are: 
○ Some musicians are songwriters. PA 
○ No dogs are llamas. UN 
○ Some adults are not parents. PN 
○ All Christians are children of God. UA 
○ No blankets are pillows. UN 
○ Some books are cookbooks. PA 
○ Some cars are not sedans. PN 
○ All cats are mammals. UA 

● Let’s practice translating sentences into one of the four standard forms: 
○ All carnivores eat meat. All carnivores are meat eaters. 
○ Some students love logic. Some students are logic lovers. 
○ Some politicians do not serve their constituents. Some politicians are not 

constituent servers. 
○ No herbivores eat meat. No herbivores are meat eaters. 

 
Lesson 13 - The Square of Opposition  

● What is the square of opposition? A diagram of the basic relationships between 
categorical statements with the same subject and predicate 

● What are A statements? Universal affirmative statements 
● What are E statements? Universal negative statements 
● What are I statements? Particular affirmative statements 
● What are O statements? Particular negative statements 
● Are the four categorical statements independent? No 
● Fill out terms on Square of Opp chart: Quantity - Universal; Quantity - Particular; Quality 

- Affirmative; Quality - Negative; All S are P; No S are P; Some S are P; Some S are not 
P; A; E; I; O 

 
Lesson 14 - Contradiction 

● What is contradiction? When two statements always have opposite truth values 



● What statements have contradiction as their relationship? A & O; E & I 
● Label the arrows of contradiction on the square of opp. 
● Go over Ex 14, No 2. 

 
Lesson 15 & 16 - Contrariety & Subcontrariety 

● What is contrariety? When two statements can both be false but cannot both be true 
● What statements does this relationship exist between? A & E 
● What is the difference between contradiction and contrariety? Contradictory statements 

cannot be both true or both false; contrary statements cannot both be true but can both 
be false at the same time 

● What is subcontrariety? When two statements can both be true but cannot both be false 
● What statements does this exist between? I & O 
● Label the arrows of contrariety & subcontrariety on the square of opp. 

 
Lesson 17 & 18 - Subimplication and superimplication 

● What is subimplication? The relationship between a universal and particular statement of 
the same quality in which the truth of the universal necessitates the truth of the particular 

● What statements does subimplication apply to? If A is true, then I must be true. If E is 
true, then O must be true. 

● Point out note on falsity & implication at the bottom of page 109 
● What is superimplication? The relationship between a universal and particular statement 

of the same quality in which the falsity of the particular necessitates the falsity of the 
universal 

● What statements does superimplication apply to? If I is false, the falsity of A can be 
inferred. If O is false, the falsity of E can be inferred. 

● Read caution note at the top of 112. 
●  Label subimplication and superimplication arrows on the square of opp. 
● Ex 16 - discuss instruction on order not mattering 

 
PRACTICE - Identify types of relationships using completed Square of Opp chart 

● All cowboys are horse-riders. Some cowboys are not horse-riders. Contradiction 
● All authors are poets. No authors are poets. Contrariety 
● Some kings were honorable leaders. Some kings were not honorable leaders. 

Subcontrariety 
● All Scripture is the Word of God. Some Scripture is the Word of God. Subimplication 
● Some plants are vegetables. All plants are vegetables. Superimplication 
● Some dogs are retrievers. No dogs are retrievers. Contradiction 
● Some books are not novels. No books are novels. Superimplication 
● All ancient Egyptians were pagans. No ancient Egyptians were pagans. Contrariety 
● All socks are clothing. Some socks are clothing. Subimplication 
● No dogs are cats. Some dogs are not cats. Subimplication. 

IF TIME Lesson 17 Challenge - complete Relationships chart from page 71 
 



INTEGRATION - Opposition 
● Have students integrate for each strand ***pom poms in integration jar 

Grammar: contra - preposition; against, in opposition of 
Logic: reciprocal fractions are opposites; when simplifying algebraic equations, you must do the 
opposite operation to isolate variables and numbers 
Debate: the colonial patriots stood in opposition to King George & the British & taxation; Civil 
Rights Movement was opposition to racial discrimination and segregation 
Research: some scientific experiments require opposite conditions for variables to test results  
Exposition: refutation presents a defense for opponent’s opposition 
Interesting fact: we call the interstate reversal during hurricane evacs CONTRAflow - because 
the traffic is traveling in the opposite direction 
 

 

LUNCH // 12:15-1:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

EXPOSITION/LTW // 1:00-1:55 
 
Strand Scripture: 2 Cor 10:5 - We demolish arguments and every pretension that sets itself up 
against the knowledge of God, and we take captive every thought to make it obedient to Christ. 
 
Exordium: SHARE your issue from your LB ANI chart. 
 
SORT class ANI - pick side and create thesis 
 
REVIEW Guide to Exordium (TG pg 99) 

● Define Exordium 
● Brainstorm 3 questions 
● Brainstorm 2 commands 
● Brainstorm 1 quote 

 
REVIEW Guide to Amplification (TG pg 125) 

● Define Amplification 
● Read Atticus Finch’s closing speech on page 126 
● Read MLK’s closing paragraph in “I Have A Dream” page 126 
● ID audience based on thesis 

○ The character in the issue 
○ Someone/group who can judge the decision 

● Choose group or person the audience cares about 
● Explain why the audience cares/should care 



● Express the idea as amplification 
 
REVIEW Outline Template (SB pg 42) 
 
DISCUSS Little Britches using highlighted questions in WAS pg 76 
 
INTEGRATION: Have kids pick term, location, action, virtue, etc. from Little Britches or 
term from LTW and integrate 
 

 

DEBATE/AM EXP // 1:55-2:50 
 
Strand Scripture: Micah 6:8 - He has shown you, O mortal, what is good. And what does the 
Lord require of you? To act justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly with your God. 
 
Exordium: “There is more than a thrilling story in this woman’s life, there is a lesson of 
endurance, loyalty, courage, and more - the lesson of a life not spoiled by praise and 
popularity.” (pg 83). Restate this in your own words and share what lesson you think we can 
learn from this statement about Molly. Can you share any Scriptures that support this idea? 
 
DISCUSS Dolly Madison 

● Overview bio from Am Exp (pg 99) 
● Students fill out note packet details as we discuss 
● Add details to class timeline 

 
DISCUSS Sacajawea 

● Overview bio from Am Exp (pg 107) 
● Students fill out note packet details as we discuss 
● Add details to class timeline 

 
COMPARE Madison & Sacajawea ***use comparison chart to start discussion 

● How are they both similar (have/are/do)? 
● How are they different? 
● Why is Madison considered an American hero? Is this an accurate consideration? 
● Why is Sacajawea considered an American hero? Is this an accurate consideration? 
● What character qualities did they possess? Any common qualities? ***list student 

answers on board 
● Which character qualities helped them contribute to the American experience? How so? 
● How might each have developed these qualities? 
● What shortcomings in character do you think they had? 
● Should we imitate them? If so, what aspects? 

 



CURRENT CONNECTION: Whether a single act makes a person a hero 
● Divide class into teams; assign sides for them to argue 
● 10 mins to prepare ANI and sort for their side; they must use 5CT and examples from 

Am Exp bios to help brainstorm support for their side 
● Have each side do a short oral presentation supporting their position 

 
INTEGRATION - students choose Madison or Sacajawea and integrate into other strands 
 

 

REFLECTION // 2:50-3:00 
 
ADD TO TIMELINE & MAPS: 

● Galileo Galilei (1564-1642, Italy) 
● Dolly Madison (1768-1849, North Carolina) 
● Sacajawea (1788-1812, Idaho) 

 
Share one thing we discussed today that you found true, good, or beautiful. Add to poster. 
 
Overview of week 6’s assignments 
 

 

CLEAN AND DISMISS // 3:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 



Lesson 11 - The One Basic Verb.  
Change the sentences to categorical form. 
Judas betrayed Jesus. 
________________________________ 
The Holy Spirit guides us. 
________________________________ 
Han Solo flew the Millenium Falcon. 
________________________________ 
Drew Brees plays football. 
________________________________ 
Bunnies eat lots of grass. 
________________________________ 
The refs robbed the Saints. 
________________________________ 
Love rejoices in truth. 
________________________________ 
 
Lesson 12 - Standard Categorical 
Statements 
Identify the type of categorical statement. 
Some musicians are songwriters. ____ 
No dogs are llamas. ____ 
Some adults are not parents. ____ 
All Christians are children of God. ____ 
No blankets are pillows. ____ 
Some books are cookbooks. ____ 
Some cars are not sedans. ____ 
All cats are mammals. ____ 
 
Translate into one of the 4 standard forms. 
All carnivores eat meat.  
________________________________ 
Some students love logic.  
________________________________ 
Some politicians do not serve their 
constituents. 
________________________________ 
No herbivores eat meat. 
________________________________ 

Identify the type of relationship using the 
Square of Opposition: 
 
All cowboys are horse-riders. 
Some cowboys are not horse-riders. 
________________________________ 
All authors are poets. 
No authors are poets. 
________________________________ 
Some kings were honorable leaders.  
Some kings were not honorable leaders. 
________________________________ 
All Scripture is the Word of God.  
Some Scripture is the Word of God. 
________________________________ 
Some plants are vegetables.  
All plants are vegetables.  
________________________________ 
Some dogs are retrievers.  
No dogs are retrievers. 
________________________________ 
Some books are not novels.  
No books are novels.  
________________________________ 
All ancient Egyptians were pagans.  
No ancient Egyptians were pagans. 
________________________________ 
All socks are clothing.  
Some socks are clothing.  
________________________________ 
No dogs are cats.  
Some dogs are not cats. 
________________________________ 
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DEVOTION - Maritza’s class leads (Loyalty) 
 

 

LOGIC/MATH // 8:30 - 9:25 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:33a, 40 - For God is not a God of disorder but of peace. But 
everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way. 
 
Exordium: Here is your joke for the day: Not all math puns are funny - just sum. 
 
Student Presentations from a problem they had difficulty with: 

● Jesse - 
● Victoria -  
● Emma - 
● Kenz - 
● Summer - 
● Abs - 

 
PICK two student problems and compare them on the board. 
 
Saxon preview: 

● Lesson 21 - Average 
○ Examples 21.3 

● Lesson 22 - Multiple Fractional Factors 
○ Example 22.2 

● Lesson 23 - US Customary System, Unit Multipliers 
○ Example 23.2 

● Lesson 24 - Metric System 
○ Example 24.2  

 
Integration: Decimals  ***ask kids for integration ideas (pom poms in jar) 
Grammar: decimal - decem (cardinal), decimus (ordinal); lit. means tenth 
Debate: Decimal system initially developed in India by Brahmagupta in 628 with his discovery of 
zero; further developed by Persian (Iran) mathematician al-Khwarazmi (where we get the word 
algorithm) in 825. 
Research: Decimals used in atomic weight/mass; temperatures; measurements 
Reasoning: Ways to express part of a whole > Decimal - Fraction - Percent 
Exposition: Used in cash, medicine, business presentations, etc. 
 

 

GRAMMAR/LATIN // 9:25 - 10:20 

S1W6



 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:10-12 - Undoubtedly there are all sorts of languages in the world, 
yet none of them is without meaning. If then I do not grasp the meaning of what someone is 
saying, I am a foreigner to the speaker, and the speaker is a foreigner to me. So it is with you. 
Since you are eager for gifts of the Spirit, try to excel in those that build up the church. 
 
Exordium: Write on board mundus ad mihi. “Can you help me translate mundus ad mihi? It 
would mean the world to me!” 
 
REVIEW 5th Declension 
Write on board as students give answers. Students should also write in their BRAINs. 

● What are the 5th declension endings? ēs, eī, eī, em, ē / ēs, ērum, ēbus, ēs, ēbus 
● What gender are most 5th declension nouns? Fem except for rule breaker in Rule 70 
● How do we know a noun is 5th declension? Gen sing = eī 
● Does our chart look like pg 13 in grammar book? 
● Orally decline fidēs, fideī using our chart/grammar book/trivium. 

 
REVIEW special plural meanings - go over vocab on page 64 
 
EXERCISES - Written in BRAINs 
 
75, number 8, sentence 7. The Gauls placed hope in the cavalry, but the Romans killed the 
cavalry of the Gauls and captured the hill. 
Gallī in equitātũ spem posuērunt sed Rōmānī equitātum Gallōrum occīderunt et collem 
cēpērunt. 
 
SN Vt DO Pr OP C SN 

The Gauls placed hope in the cavalry but the Romans 

G - Masc P - G - Fem  G - Masc  G - Masc 

N - Plu N - Plu N - Sing  N - Sing  N - Sing 

C - Nom T - perf/ind/act C - Acc  C - Abl  C - Nom 

Dec - 2nd Conj- Dec - 5th  Dec - 4th  Dec - 2nd 

Gallī posuērunt spem in equitātũ sed Rōmānī 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Vt DO PP AJ (Gen) C Vt DO 

killed the cavalry of the Gauls and captured the hill 

P - 3rd G - Masc G - Masc  P - G - Masc 

N - Plu N - Sing N - Plu  N - Plu N - Sing 

T - Perf/Ind/Act C - Acc C - Gen  T - Perf/Ind/Act C - Acc 

Conj - 3rd Dec - 4th Dec - 2nd  Conj- Dec - 3rd 

occīderunt equitātum Gallōrum et cēpērunt ** collem 
 
 
PASS OUT Noun Declension Chart. Take 5-10 minutes to fill in all the declensions. 
 
PREVIEW - 1st & 2nd Declension Adjectives ***write in BRAINS 

● What are the two classes of Latin adjectives (hint: what declensions do they look like)? 
1st & 2nd declension and 3rd declension 

● How many genders do adjectives have? All 3 - masc, fem, neut 
● What is the rule regarding adjectives and their nouns? They must match their nouns in 

GNC (gender, number, case) 
● Let’s practice declining magnus, manga, magnum using the hints on page 72. 
● Does our chart look like the one on page 14 in the blue grammar book? 
● What questions do adjectives of QUANTITY ask? How large, how long, how high, how 

many, how small? 
● Where do adjectives of quantity usually go? They precede their noun 
● What question does adjectives of QUALITY ask? What kind? 
● Where do adjectives of quality usually go? They follow their noun 

 
PRACTICE Exercise 85 ***Write in BRAINs or workspace books 

1. Cum multus militibus 
2. In altis montibus 
3. Propter legem sanctam Dei 
4. Cum homino bono 
5. Magna corpora 
6. Cum primus Christianis 
7. Leges malae 
8. Alta flumina 
9. Longa via 
10. Propter magnum metum Romanorum 
11. Magnus clamor 
12. Sancta Maria 



Integration: Latin - pick a 5th declension word and integrate it (use fidēs, fideī if they 
can’t pick one) 
Grammar - faith, faithful, fidelity, infidel 
Logic - We take it on faith that certain mathematical terms are true (i.e. pi = 3.14) because 
someone has gone before us and done the work of figuring it out 
Reasoning - “All dogs are faithful pets.” - what is the contradiction of this statement? 
Debate - “Semper fidelis” - motto of the USMC 
Research - It requires faith to believe in creation; conversely it also requires faith to believe in 
evolution 
Exposition - We are called as children of God to express our faith to others 
 
 

 

BREAK // 10:20-10:25 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

RESEARCH/ASTRONOMY // 10:25-11:20 
 
Strand Scripture: Psalm 8:1, 3-4 - Lord, our Lord, how majestic is your name in all the earth! 
You have set your glory in the heavens. When I consider your heavens, the work of your 
fingers, the moon and the stars, which you have set in place, what is mankind that you are 
mindful of them, human beings that you care for them? 
 
Exordium: Did your study of Kepler and his planetary laws this week give you any new 
appreciation for God as Creator? How so? 
 
STUDENT PRESENTATIONS 

● Pass out Delivery Assessment sheet 
● Have students recall their skill to refine 
● Tutor and peer glow & grow at the end of each presentation, based on each student’s 

selected skill 
 
At conclusion of each paper, note a new fact about Kepler on the board. Use these notes 
for students to fill in note packet if not already completed. 
 
STUDENT PRESENTATIONS - Planetary motions drawings 
 
CLASS TIMELINE 

● Add timeline points from last week 
● Have students update personal timeline if not done so 



 
INTRO Cassini ***use science card 

● Can anyone share something you already know about Cassini? 
● Read bullet points and discuss unknown scientific words 

 
PREVIEW ASSIGNMENT - pg 152 

● Preview paragraph 
● Preview timeline project 

 
INTEGRATION - Kepler (have kids fill in with info from their papers/projects) 
 
 

 

REASONING/LOGIC // 11:20-12:15 
 
Strand Scripture: Isaiah 1:18 - “Come now, let us reason together,” says the Lord. “Though 
your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they are red as crimson, they 
shall be like wool.” 
 
Exordium: SHARE your categorical statements from exercise 13, number 5. 
 
REVIEW Exercises 11-17 

● Go over specific problems students had difficulty with 
● If another student got the problem correct, have them teach it to the class 

 
REVIEW - Vocabulary 
 
INTEGRATION - Opposition 

● Have students integrate for each strand ***pom poms in integration jar 
Grammar: contra - preposition; against, in opposition of 
Logic: reciprocal fractions are opposites; when simplifying algebraic equations, you must do the 
opposite operation to isolate variables and numbers 
Debate: the colonial patriots stood in opposition to King George & the British & taxation; Civil 
Rights Movement was opposition to racial discrimination and segregation 
Research: some scientific experiments require opposite conditions for variables to test results  
Exposition: refutation presents a defense for opponent’s opposition 
Interesting fact: we call the interstate reversal during hurricane evacs CONTRAflow - because 
the traffic is traveling in the opposite direction 
 

 

LUNCH // 12:15-1:00 



❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 
 

 

EXPOSITION/LTW // 1:00-1:55 
 
Strand Scripture: 2 Cor 10:5 - We demolish arguments and every pretension that sets itself up 
against the knowledge of God, and we take captive every thought to make it obedient to Christ. 
 
Exordium: SHARE your thesis from your outline. 
 
REVIEW Verbs (TG pg 108) 

● What are the two types of strong verbs? Precise & active 
● Practice with sentences in gray boxes, pg 108 & 109 
● Go over editing questions at the bottom of page 109 

 
REVIEW Parallelism II (TG pg 133) 

● Review Parallelism I 
● Review the definitions of phrases and clauses 
● Practice adding additional phrases and clauses to a sentence. 
● Read examples on page 135 
● Go over editing questions at the bottom of page 134 

 
REVIEW Essay 4 Checklist (SB page 111) 
 
DISCUSS Little Britches using highlighted questions in WAS pg 76 
 
INTEGRATION: Have kids pick term, location, action, virtue, etc. from Little Britches or 
term from LTW and integrate 
 

 

DEBATE/AM EXP // 1:55-2:50 
 
Strand Scripture: Micah 6:8 - He has shown you, O mortal, what is good. And what does the 
Lord require of you? To act justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly with your God. 
 
Exordium: “And so the greatest civil war that ever was fought was ended in the kindest way just 
because both the leaders were great as well as good, and when they made a promise, would 
keep it.” (page 139). What can we learn from this? How can our character aide us in settling 
conflict? 
 
DISCUSS Sam Houston 



● Overview bio from Am Exp (pg 115) 
● Students fill out note packet details as we discuss 
● Add details to class timeline 

 
DISCUSS Robert E. Lee 

● Overview bio from Am Exp (pg 126) 
● Students fill out note packet details as we discuss 
● Add details to class timeline 

 
COMPARE Houston & Lee ***use comparison chart to start discussion 

● How are they both similar (have/are/do)? 
● How are they different? 
● Where did Houston’s loyalties lie? 
● How do you think his childhood and teen years shaped him as a grown man? 
● Why is Sacajawea considered an American hero? Is this an accurate consideration? 
● Where did Lee’s loyalties lie? 
● How do you think his childhood shaped him as an adult? 
● How are each men viewed in modern society? Do you think the current perceptions of 

them are accurate? Why or why not? 
● Lee said he could not fight against his home state and withdrew from the US army, yet in 

doing so he fought on the side that ultimately supported the continuation of slavery 
through the championing for states’ rights. Do you think this was an honorable decision? 
Why or why not? 

● When making a moral decision, how do we weigh where our duty and commitment 
should be bound? 

● Any common qualities between Houston & Lee? ***list student answers on board 
● Which character qualities helped them contribute to the American experience? How so? 
● How did each have developed these qualities? 
● What shortcomings in character do you think they had? 
● Should we imitate them? If so, what aspects? 

 
DEBATE APPLICATION: Whether we should have removed Lee’s statue from Lee Circle 

● Divide class into teams; each side has 10 minutes to create 15 point ANI chart; they 
must use 5CT and examples from Lee’s bio & other historical knowledge to help 
brainstorm support for each side 

● Assign each team a side to argue; they create outline with exordium, 3 proofs with 
subproofs, and amplification 

● Have each side do a short oral outline presentation supporting their position 
 
 
PREVIEW Rhetorical Assignment for Week 7 
INTEGRATION - students choose Houston or Lee and integrate into other strands 
 



 

REFLECTION // 2:50-3:00 
 
ADD TO TIMELINE & MAPS: 

● Kepler (1571-1630, Germany) 
● Sam Houston (1793-1863, Virginia) 
● Robert E. Lee (1807-1870, Virginia) 

 
Share one thing we discussed today that you found true, good, or beautiful. Add to poster. 
 
Overview of week 7’s assignments 
 

 

CLEAN AND DISMISS // 3:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 
 
 
 



DEVOTION - Maritza’s class leads (Determination) 
 

 

LOGIC/MATH // 8:30 - 9:25 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:33a, 40 - For God is not a God of disorder but of peace. But 
everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way. 
 
Exordium: Here is your joke for the day: Not all math puns are funny - just sum. 
 
Student Presentations from a problem they had difficulty with: 

● Jesse - 
● Victoria -  
● Emma - 
● Sophie - 
● Summer - 
● Jace - 

 
PICK two student problems and compare them on the board. 
 
Saxon preview: 

● Lesson 25 - Area as Difference 
○ Examples 25.3 

● Lesson 26 - Mode, Median, Mean, and Range 
○ Example 26.1 

● Lesson 27 - Areas of Triangles 
○ Example 27.1 

● Lesson 24 - Improper Fractions, Mixed Numbers, Decimal Numbers 
○ Example 28.1  

 
Integration: Decimals  ***ask kids for integration ideas (pom poms in jar) 
Grammar: decimal - decem (cardinal), decimus (ordinal); lit. means tenth 
Debate: Decimal system initially developed in India by Brahmagupta in 628 with his discovery of 
zero; further developed by Persian (Iran) mathematician al-Khwarazmi (where we get the word 
algorithm) in 825. 
Research: Decimals used in atomic weight/mass; temperatures; measurements 
Reasoning: Ways to express part of a whole > Decimal - Fraction - Percent 
Exposition: Used in cash, medicine, business presentations, etc. 
 

 

GRAMMAR/LATIN // 9:25 - 10:20 

S1W7



 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:10-12 - Undoubtedly there are all sorts of languages in the world, 
yet none of them is without meaning. If then I do not grasp the meaning of what someone is 
saying, I am a foreigner to the speaker, and the speaker is a foreigner to me. So it is with you. 
Since you are eager for gifts of the Spirit, try to excel in those that build up the church. 
 
Exordium:  Name this famous movie quote and what movie it is from: Lucam, sum pater tuus. 
(“Luke, I am your father.” - Star Wars) 
 
REVIEW 1st & 2nd Declension Adjectives 
Write on board as students give answers. Students should also write in their BRAINs. 

● What are the two classes of Latin adjectives (hint: what declensions do they look like)? 
1st & 2nd declension and 3rd declension 

● How many genders do adjectives have? All 3 - masc, fem, neut 
● What is the rule regarding adjectives and their nouns? They must match their nouns in 

GNC (gender, number, case) 
● Let’s practice declining altus, alta, altum using the hints on page 72. 
● Does our chart look like the one on page 14 in the blue grammar book? 
● What questions do adjectives of QUANTITY ask? How large, how long, how high, how 

many, how small? 
● Where do adjectives of quantity usually go? They precede their noun 
● What question does adjectives of QUALITY ask? What kind? 
● Where do adjectives of quality usually go? They follow their noun 

 
 
PREVIEW - 3rd Declension Adjectives ***write in BRAINS 

● Read points of note on page 82 
○ Ablative sing ends in -ī 
○ Neuter plural nom & acc ends in -ia 
○ Genitive plural ends in -ium 

● Let’s practice declining fortis, forte using the hints on page 82. 
● Does our chart look like the one on page 16 in the blue grammar book? 

 
PREVIEW Adjectives governing cases (page 85) 

● Read paragraph at top of page 85 
● Go over vocabulary and explain how each adjective takes a specific case 

 
PREVIEW Declension of Jesus (page 88) 
 
PLAY Adjective Match 

● Split into two teams 
● First to match all adjectives & nouns wins  

 



Integration: Latin - pick a 1st/2nd declension word and integrate it 
 
 

 

BREAK // 10:20-10:25 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

RESEARCH/ASTRONOMY // 10:25-11:20 
 
Strand Scripture: Psalm 8:1, 3-4 - Lord, our Lord, how majestic is your name in all the earth! 
You have set your glory in the heavens. When I consider your heavens, the work of your 
fingers, the moon and the stars, which you have set in place, what is mankind that you are 
mindful of them, human beings that you care for them? 
 
Exordium: Did your study of Cassini and his contribution to space exploration this week give 
you any new appreciation for God as Creator? How so? 
 
STUDENT PRESENTATIONS 

● Pass out Delivery Assessment sheet 
● Have students recall their skill to refine 
● Tutor and peer glow & grow at the end of each presentation, based on each student’s 

selected skill 
 
At conclusion of each paper, note a new fact about Cassini on the board. Use these notes 
for students to fill in note packet if not already completed. 
 
STUDENT PRESENTATIONS - Cassini Timelines 
 
CLASS TIMELINE 

● Add timeline points from last week 
● Have students update personal timeline if not done so 

 
INTRO Newton ***use snippet 

● Can anyone share something you already know about Newton? 
● Read bullet points and discuss unknown scientific words 

 
PREVIEW ASSIGNMENT - pg 153-154 

● Preview notecard assignment 
 
INTEGRATION - Cassini (have kids fill in with info from their papers/projects) 



 
 

 

REASONING/LOGIC // 11:20-12:15 
 
Strand Scripture: Isaiah 1:18 - “Come now, let us reason together,” says the Lord. “Though 
your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they are red as crimson, they 
shall be like wool.” 
 
Exordium: Pass out Bearistotle joke 
 
Lesson 19 - Arguments 

● What is an argument? A set of statements, one of which appears to be implied or 
supported by the others 

● What are the two types of statements in an argument? Premise and Conclusion 
● What is the conclusion? The point or terminus of the argument, the statement that 

appears supported by the premise 
● What is the premise? Statements that support or imply the conclusion 
● Can an argument have more than one conclusion? No 
● Can an argument have more than one premise? Yes 
● What are some words that indicate you are about to hear the conclusion? Therefore, 

thus, so, & consequently 
● What are some words that indicate you are hearing the premise? Since, because, for, 

and given that 
● IMPORTANT: Our job is not to determine if a conclusion is TRUE; a conclusion can be a 

true statement and not follow (or be implied by) the premise. 
● Lesson 19 practice questions 

 
Lesson 20 - The Syllogism 

● What is a syllogism? A deductive argument with two premises and three terms 
● What is a categorical syllogism? A syllogism consisting of three statements in categorical 

form 
● What symbol do we use in place of therefore? ∴ 
● How many terms does a syllogism contain? Three 
● What are the three terms of a syllogism? The minor term, the major term, and the middle 

term 
● What is the minor term? The subject term of the conclusion; used in one premise 
● What letter is used for the minor term? S 
● What is the major term? The predicate of the conclusion; used in the other premise 
● What letter is used for the major term? P 
● What is the middle term? The term that is in both premises but is not in the conclusion 
● What letter is used for the middle term? M 



● Why is the middle term called the middle term? Because it connects the premises 
together 

● What is the major premise? The premise that contains the major term 
● What is the minor premise? The premise that contains the minor term 
● Which premise traditionally comes first? Major  
● What is the standard order for statements in a syllogism? 1 - major premise, 2 - minor 

premise, 3 - conclusion 
● How do we put a syllogism into standard form? 1 - find the conclusion; 2 - find the major 

term; 3 - find the major premise; 4 - find the minor premise; 5 - write the syllogism in 
standard order 

● Fill in syllogism chart 
● Lesson 20 practice questions 

 
Lesson 21 - Mood of Syllogisms 

● What is the schema of a syllogism? The representation of it, having statements in 
standard order with standard abbreviations of its terms. 

● What is the mood of a syllogism? A three-letter description of the types of categorical 
statements it contains when arranged in standard order. 

● Fill in syllogism chart 
 
Lesson 22 - The Figure of Syllogisms 

● What is the figure of a syllogism? A number identifying the placement of the middle term 
in the argument (1-4) 

● Where is the middle term in figure 1? Subject of the major; predicate of the minor 
● Where is the middle term in figure 2? Predicate of both premises 
● Where is the middle term in figure 3? Subject of both premises 
● Where is the middle term in figure 4? Predicate of major, subject of minor 
● What does it mean to schematize a syllogism? To set out its schema 
● What is the form of a syllogism? The mood and figure of a syllogism 
● Fill in syllogism chart 
● Lessons 21-22 practice questions 

 
PRACTICE with syllogism worksheet 

● No Jedi are furry space creatures. No Wookies are Jedi, since all Wookies are furry 
space creatures. 

 
Tips for Finding the Form of a Syllogism - work backwards! 

● Identify the conclusion 
● Look for the subject of the conclusion - this is the minor premise. 
● Look for the predicate of the conclusion - this is the major premise. 
● Rewrite argument as a categorical syllogism (if not already in categorical form) 
● Look at major premise and note what kind of categorical statement it is (A, E, I, O) 
● Look at minor premise and note what kind of categorical statement it is (A, E, I, O) 



● Look at conclusion and note what kind of categorical statement it is (A, E, I, O) 
● Write the categorical statement letters in order from major premise to conclusion 
● Now look at your premises. What word(s) occurs in each one? This is your middle term. 

Circle them and label them M. 
● Label the remaining term in your major premise P. 
● Label the remaining term in your minor premise S. 
● Now look at your premises. What arrangement do the M’s follow? Look at your figures 

chart and write down the number they match. 
 
IF TIME, REVIEW - Vocabulary 
 
INTEGRATION - Opposition 

● Have students integrate for each strand ***pom poms in integration jar 
Grammar: contra - preposition; against, in opposition of 
Logic: reciprocal fractions are opposites; when simplifying algebraic equations, you must do the 
opposite operation to isolate variables and numbers 
Debate: the colonial patriots stood in opposition to King George & the British & taxation; Civil 
Rights Movement was opposition to racial discrimination and segregation 
Research: some scientific experiments require opposite conditions for variables to test results  
Exposition: refutation presents a defense for opponent’s opposition 
Interesting fact: we call the interstate reversal during hurricane evacs CONTRAflow - because 
the traffic is traveling in the opposite direction 
 

 

LUNCH // 12:15-1:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

EXPOSITION/LTW // 1:00-1:55 
 
Strand Scripture: 2 Cor 10:5 - We demolish arguments and every pretension that sets itself up 
against the knowledge of God, and we take captive every thought to make it obedient to Christ. 
 
Exordium: SHARE student essays. Listen for elocution elements and practicing of delivery 
skills. 
 
CREATE Class Issue and ANI 

● Intro Definition 
● Brainstorm 30 items per column 

 
 



DISCUSS WTRFG using highlighted questions in WAS pg 109 
 
INTEGRATION: Have kids pick term, location, action, virtue, etc. from WTRFG or term 
from LTW and integrate 
 

 

DEBATE/AM EXP // 1:55-2:50 
 
Strand Scripture: Micah 6:8 - He has shown you, O mortal, what is good. And what does the 
Lord require of you? To act justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly with your God. 
 
Exordium: “Let everyone be subject to the governing authorities, for there is no authority except 
that which God has established. The authorities that exist have been established by God. 
Consequently, whoever rebels against the authority is rebelling against what God has instituted, 
and those who do so will bring judgment on themselves.  For rulers hold no terror for those who 
do right, but for those who do wrong. Do you want to be free from fear of the one in authority? 
Then do what is right and you will be commended.  For the one in authority is God’s servant for 
your good. But if you do wrong, be afraid, for rulers do not bear the sword for no reason. They 
are God’s servants, agents of wrath to bring punishment on the wrongdoer.  Therefore, it is 
necessary to submit to the authorities, not only because of possible punishment but also as a 
matter of conscience.” Romans 13:1-5 Based on Paul’s words, should we always obey 
everything our government says? Are there ever situations where we should not submit to our 
governing authorities? If so, what kind of situations? 
 
RHETORICAL ASSIGNMENT: Whether it’s better to side with a just cause rather than with 
one’s own country 

● Divide class into teams; each side has 15 minutes to create (minimum) 15 point ANI 
chart 

● Assign each team a side to argue; they create outline with exordium, 3 proofs with 
subproofs, and amplification 

● Have each side do a short oral outline presentation supporting their position 
 
INTEGRATION - students choose Houston or Lee and integrate into other strands 
 

 

REFLECTION // 2:50-3:00 
 
ADD TO TIMELINE & MAPS: 

● Cassini (1625-1712, Italy & France) 
● Where the Red Fern Grows (setting 1920s, Pub. 1961; Ozarks, Oklahoma) 

 



Share one thing we discussed today that you found true, good, or beautiful. Add to poster. 
 
Overview of week 8’s assignments 
 

 

CLEAN AND DISMISS // 3:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

High mountains (Nom) altī montēs 

Of the bad general malī imperātōris 

By the long river longō flūmine 

to/for the good king bonō rēgī 

Many victories (Acc) multās victōriās 

Great tribe (Acc) magnam gentem 

Good sailors (Nom) bonī nautae 

In the deep rivers altīs flūminibus 

Bad servants (Acc) malōs servōs 

By the long roads longīs viīs 

Of the great Christians magnōrum Chrīstiānōrum 

Deep harbor (Nom) altus portus 

By the large forests magnīs silvīs 

to/for the good slaves bonīs servīs 

The bad war (Acc) malum bellum 

In the large kingdom magnō rēgnō 

to/for the great friends magnīs amīcīs 

Of the bad leader malī ducis 

Good father (Nom) bonus pater 

Great truth (Acc) magnam vēritātem 

By long bridges longīs pontibus 

Of many bodies multōrum corporum 
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Lesson 19 - Arguments 
Underline the conclusion. 
 
1. The Bible is the Word of God. The book 
of Romans is the Word of God, since the 
book of Romans is in the Bible. 
 
2. All orange vegetables are plants. All 
carrots are orange vegetables. Therefore all 
carrots are plants. 
 
3. All golden retrievers are mammals, 
because all golden retrievers are dogs and 
all dogs are mammals. 
 
4. All presidents are men. George 
Washington was a man, for George 
Washington was president. 
 
Lesson 20 - The Syllogism 
Label the major, minor, & middle terms 
 
1. The Bible is the Word of God. The book 
of Romans is the Word of God, since the 
book of Romans is in the Bible. 
Major term: ________________________ 

Minor term: ________________________ 

Middle term: _______________________ 

 
2. All orange vegetables are plants. All 
carrots are orange vegetables. Therefore all 
carrots are plants. 
Major term: ________________________ 

Minor term: ________________________ 

Middle term: _______________________ 

 
3. All golden retrievers are mammals, 
because all golden retrievers are dogs and 
all dogs are mammals. 
Major term: ________________________ 

Minor term: ________________________ 

Middle term: _______________________ 

Lesson 20 - The Syllogism Cont’d 
Rewrite in standard order for categorical 
syllogisms. 
 
4. All presidents are men. George 
Washington was a man, for George 
Washington was president. 
___________________________________

___________________________________

________________________________ 

 
5. No foxes are birds. No parrots are foxes, 
since all parrots are birds. 
___________________________________

___________________________________

________________________________ 

 
6. Some Fords are trucks, because all 
F-150s are trucks and some Fords are 
F-150s. 
___________________________________

___________________________________

________________________________ 

 
7. All Saints are football players. Drew 
Brees is a Saint. Consequently, Drew Brees 
is a football player. 
___________________________________

___________________________________

________________________________ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Lesson 19 - Arguments 
Underline the conclusion. 
 
1. The Bible is the Word of God. The book 
of Romans is the Word of God, since the 
book of Romans is in the Bible. 
 
2. All orange vegetables are plants. All 
carrots are orange vegetables. Therefore all 
carrots are plants. 
 
3. All golden retrievers are mammals, 
because all golden retrievers are dogs and 
all dogs are mammals. 
 
4. All presidents are men. George 
Washington was a man, for George 
Washington was president. 
 
Lesson 20 - The Syllogism 
Label the major, minor, & middle terms 
 
1. The Bible is the Word of God. The book 
of Romans is the Word of God, since the 
book of Romans is in the Bible. 
Major term: Word of God 

Minor term: Romans 

Middle term: Bible 

 
2. All orange vegetables are plants. All 
carrots are orange vegetables. Therefore all 
carrots are plants. 
Major term: plants 

Minor term: carrots 

Middle term: orange vegetables 

 
3. All golden retrievers are mammals, 
because all golden retrievers are dogs and 
all dogs are mammals. 
Major term: mammals 

Minor term: golden retrievers 

Middle term: dogs 

Lesson 20 - The Syllogism Cont’d 
Rewrite in standard order for categorical 
syllogisms. 
 
4. All presidents are men. George 
Washington was a man, for George 
Washington was president. 
 
All presidents are men. 

George Washington was president. 

∴ George Washington was a man. 

 
5. No foxes are birds. No parrots are foxes, 
since all parrots are birds. 
 
No foxes are birds. 

All parrots are birds. 

∴ no parrots are foxes. 

 
6. Some Fords are trucks, because all 
F-150s are trucks and some Fords are 
F-150s. 
 
All F-150s are trucks. 

Some Fords are F-150s. 

∴ some Fords are trucks. 

 
7.  Drew Brees is a Saint. All Saints are 
football players. Consequently, Drew Brees 
is a football player. 
 

All Saints are football players. 

Drew Brees is a Saint. 

∴ Drew Brees is a football player. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Lessons 21-22 - Mood & Figure 
Write the form (mood & figure) of the 
following syllogisms. 
 

No foxes are birds. 

All parrots are birds. 

Therefore no parrots are foxes. 

______________________________ 

 

All orange vegetables are plants. 

All carrots are orange vegetables. Therefore 

all carrots are plants. 

______________________________ 

 

All F-150s are trucks. 

Some Fords are F-150s. 

Consequently some Fords are trucks. 

______________________________ 

 

Some dogs are golden retrievers. 

No golden retrievers are llamas. 

Thus some llamas are not dogs. 

______________________________ 

 

All Clif bars are energy bars. 

Some snacks are not energy bars. 

Therefore some snacks are not Clif bars. 

______________________________ 

 

Some chefs are not athletes. 

All cyclists are athletes. 

Thus some cyclists are not chefs. 

______________________________ 

Rewrite in standard order and give form. 
(Hint: find conclusion first) 
 

All poets are writers, because all authors 

are writers and some authors are poets. 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

Form: __________________ 

 

No mammals are turtles and no mammals 

are birds, so no turtles are birds. 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

Form: __________________ 

 

Some Apple devices are iPhones. No 

Droids are iPhones, because no Droids are 

Apple devices. 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

Form: __________________ 

 

Some shirts are t-shirts. No t-shirts are 

socks, so some shirts are not socks. 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

________________________________ 

Form: __________________ 



Lessons 21-22 - Mood & Figure 
Write the form (mood & figure) of the 
following syllogisms. 
 

No foxes are birds. - E 

All parrots are birds. - A 

Therefore no parrots are foxes. - E 

EAE-2 

 

All orange vegetables are plants. - A 

All carrots are orange vegetables.-A 

Therefore all carrots are plants. - A 

AAA-1 

 

All F-150s are trucks. - A 

Some Fords are F-150s. - I 

Consequently some Fords are trucks. - I 

AII-1 

 

Some dogs are golden retrievers. - I 

No golden retrievers are llamas. - E 

Thus some llamas are not dogs. - O 

IEO-4 

 

All Clif bars are energy bars. - A 

Some snacks are not energy bars. - O 

∴ some snacks are not Clif bars. - O 

AOO-2 

 

Some chefs are not athletes. - O 

All cyclists are athletes. - A 

Thus some cyclists are not chefs. - O 

OAO-2 

Rewrite in standard order and give form. 
(Hint: find conclusion first) 
 

All poets are writers, because all authors 

are writers and some authors are poets. 

All authors are writers. - A 

Some authors are poets. - I 

∴ All poets are writers. - A 

Form: AIA-3 

 

No mammals are turtles and no mammals 

are birds, so no turtles are birds. 

No mammals are birds. - E 

No mammals are turtles. - E 

∴ No turtles are birds. - E 

Form: EEE-3 

 

Some Apple devices are iPhones. No 

Droids are iPhones, because no Droids are 

Apple devices. 

Some Apple devices are iPhones. - I 

No Droids are Apple devices. - E 

∴ No Droids are iPhones. - E 

Form: IEE-1 

 

Some shirts are t-shirts. No t-shirts are 

socks, so some shirts are not socks. 

No t-shirts are socks. - E 

Some shirts are t-shirts. - I 

∴ Some shirts are not socks. - O 

Form: EIO-1 

 



The Syllogism Worksheet
1. Write your argument on the lines below.

2. Find and circle your conclusion.
3. What is the subject of your conclusion? .

• Find the premise with this word and put a star beside it. This is your MINOR PREMISE.
4. What is the predicate of your conclusion? .

5. Rewrite your argument in standard form:

6. Look at major premise and write what kind of categorical statement it is (A, E, I, O) in
     the box. Repeat for the minor premise and conclusion. Put these in the first three 
     boxes below.
7. Look at the two premises and draw a box around the word(s) that appear in each one, 
    but not in the conclusion. This is your MIDDLE TERM. Write an M over the terms.
8. Using the chart from page 153, determine the figure of the syllogism based on where
     your Ms are located. Put this number in the last box below.

Syllogism form:

• Find the premise with this word and put a check beside it. This is your MAJOR PREMISE.



DEVOTION - Sara leads (Patience) 
 

 

LOGIC/MATH // 8:30 - 9:25 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:33a, 40 - For God is not a God of disorder but of peace. But 
everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way. 
 
Exordium: Here is your math brain teaser for the day: 
 
Q + Q + Q = 30 
Q + R + R = 20 
R + 2S + 2S = 9 
R + S x Q = ? 
 
Answers: 
Q = 10 
R = 5 
S = 2 
Final equation = 25 (following PEMDAS) 
 
Student Presentations from a problem they had difficulty with: 

● Jesse - 
● Kenz - 
● Sophie - 
● Abby - 
● Abs - 

 
PICK two student problems and compare them on the board. 
 
Saxon preview: 

● Lesson 29 - Graphs 
○ Types of graphs: bar, broken-line, pie 
○ Examples 29.2 

● Lesson 29 - Adding & Subtracting Fractions // With Unequal Denominators 
○ Review Least Common Denom. 
○ Example 30.2 

● Lesson 31 - Order of Operations 
○ Example 31.2 

● Lesson 32 - Variables & Evaluation 
○ Example 32.2, 32.3  
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Integration: Ask kids for math term to integrate (use variable if they cannot come up with 
anything) 
 

 

GRAMMAR/LATIN // 9:25 - 10:20 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:10-12 - Undoubtedly there are all sorts of languages in the world, 
yet none of them is without meaning. If then I do not grasp the meaning of what someone is 
saying, I am a foreigner to the speaker, and the speaker is a foreigner to me. So it is with you. 
Since you are eager for gifts of the Spirit, try to excel in those that build up the church. 
 
Exordium:  Name this famous movie quote and what movie it is from: Ad infinitum, et ultra! (“To 
infinity, and beyond!” - Toy Story) 
 
QUICK REVIEW 3rd Declension Adjectives 
Write on board as students give answers. Students should also write in their BRAINs. 

● Read points of note on page 82 
○ Ablative sing ends in -ī 
○ Neuter plural nom & acc ends in -ia 
○ Genitive plural ends in -ium 

● Let’s practice declining omnis, omne using the hints on page 82. 
● Does our chart look like the one on page 16 in the blue grammar book? 

 
READ - No. 3 (page 90) 
 
PREVIEW - 1st Conjugation ***write in BRAINS 

● COMPARE Nouns & Verbs - what do they both have/are/do? How are they different? 
● COMPARE English & Latin verbs - what do they both have/are/do? How are they 

different? 
● PASS OUT 1st Conjugation sheet 
● Open to Blue pg 43 and Purple pg 101 
● Begin filling out chart: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Principal 
Parts >>> 

1 
Pres/Ind/Act 

2 
Pres/Inf/Act 

3 
Perf/Ind/Act 

4 
Perf/Part/Pass 

 I, etc. verb to verb I, etc. verbed having been verbed 

1st Conj laudō laudāre laudāvī laudātus 

2nd Conj     

3rd Conj     

4th Conj     

 
● How many conjugations are there? 4 
● Do Latin verbs have stems? Yes 
● How do we find the verb stem? Drop the ending of the present/infinitive/active 
● How is the present tense formed? On the present stem 
● How do we know a verb belongs to the 1st conjugation? 2nd Prin Part pres/inf/act ends 

in -āre 
 
PRACTICE Ex 104 
Answers: Y, N, Y, N, Y, N, Y, N, Y 
 
PRACTICE Ex 105 

1. Occupō, occupāre, occupāvī, occupātus 
2. Oppungō, oppugnāre, oppugnāvī, oppugnātus 
3. Ōrō, ōrāre, ōrāvī, ōrātus 

 
● Once we have the correct stem, we can add endings 
● Flip to page 44 in blue book and look at numbers 162-164 
● Write “1st Conjugation” at top of page 44 if not done already 
● What do you see about the endings of the present tense (162)? All begin with -a except 

for 1st person singular 
● 1st conjugation is called the A-conjugation because of this 
● If you were to drop the “a” from the endings, what do you see? -ō, -s, -t, -mus, -tis, -nt // 

1st conjugation endings from Foundations 
● These are called the final personal endings 
● ***Pass out final endings stickers 

 
 
 
 
 
 



PRESENT INDICATIVE ACTIVE PERSONAL ENDINGS 

Person Singular Person Plural 

1st (I) -o/m 1st (we) -mus 

2nd (you) -s 2nd (you pl., “y’all”) -tis 

3rd (he, she, it) -t 3rd (they) -nt 

 
● What are the three ways to translate the present/indicative/active? 

○ I verb 
○ I am verbing 
○ I do verb 

 
PRACTICE conjugating oppugnāre  ***use blue book #162 for help 
 

 Stem Conj 
Indicator 

Tense 
Indicator** 

Final 
Personal 
Ending 

 

I attack oppugn   ō oppugnō 

You attack oppugn ā  s oppugnās 

He/she/it attacks oppugn ā  t oppugnāt 

We attack oppugn ā  mus oppugnāmu
s 

Y’all attack oppugn ā  tis oppugnātis 

They attack oppugn ā  nt oppugnānt 

**Not used in present/indicative/active 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



PRACTICE Ex. 106 
1.  

1 - pres/ind/act 2 - pres/inf/act 3 - perf/ind/act 4 - perf/part/pass 

laudō laudāre laudāvī laudātus 

occupō occupāre occupāvī occupātus 

oppugnō oppugnāre oppugnāvī oppugnātus 

ōrō ōrāre ōrāvī ōrātus 

parō parāre parāvī parātus 

2. All 1st conjugation (-āre 2nd principal part) 
3. Pick students to orally conjugate 

 
Integration: Latin - pick a 3rd declension adjective and integrate it 
 

 

BREAK // 10:20-10:25 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

RESEARCH/ASTRONOMY // 10:25-11:20 
 
Strand Scripture: Psalm 8:1, 3-4 - Lord, our Lord, how majestic is your name in all the earth! 
You have set your glory in the heavens. When I consider your heavens, the work of your 
fingers, the moon and the stars, which you have set in place, what is mankind that you are 
mindful of them, human beings that you care for them? 
 
Exordium: Did your study of Newton and his many scientific contributions this week give you 
any new appreciation for God as Creator? How so? 
 
Exordium #2: “If I have seen further than others, it is by standing on the shoulders of giants.” 
What did Newton mean by this quote? How have we seen this applied in our study of 
astronomers this semester? 
 
SHARE one interesting thing you discovered about Newton this week (write on board) 
 
DIVIDE students into two groups of five 

● Decide which cards to use and where they should go 
● Sort notecards into one outline 



● Present outlines (each student presents one section) 
 
CLASS TIMELINE 

● Add timeline points from last week 
● Have students update personal timeline if not done so 

 
INTRO Banneker ***use snippet 

● Can anyone share something you already know about Banneker? 
● Read bullet points and discuss unknown scientific words 

 
PREVIEW ASSIGNMENT - pg 156 

● Go over questions 
● Preview sketch/drawing of eclipse 
● Preview paragraph 

 
INTEGRATION - Newton (have kids fill in with info from their papers/projects) 
 
 

 

REASONING/LOGIC // 11:20-12:15 
 
Strand Scripture: Isaiah 1:18 - “Come now, let us reason together,” says the Lord. “Though 
your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they are red as crimson, they 
shall be like wool.” 
 
Exordium: Share a syllogism you wrote from Exercise 21 
 
REVIEW Exercises 

● Go over exercises students had difficulty with 
● Have students lead explanations for exercises when possible 

 
IF TIME, REVIEW - Vocabulary 
 
INTEGRATION - Have students come up with simple syllogisms to express a truth about each 
strand 
 

 

LUNCH // 12:15-1:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 



EXPOSITION/LTW // 1:00-1:55 
 
Strand Scripture: 2 Cor 10:5 - We demolish arguments and every pretension that sets itself up 
against the knowledge of God, and we take captive every thought to make it obedient to Christ. 
 
Exordium: “After the last shovel of dirt was patted in place, I sat down and let my mind drift 
back through the years. I thought of the old K. C. Baking Powder can, and the first time I saw 
my pups in the box at the depot. I thought of the fifty dollars, the nickels and dimes, and the 
fishermen and blackberry patches. I looked at his grave and, with tears in my eyes, I voiced 
these words: ‘You were worth it, old friend, and a thousand times over.’” Have you ever worked 
for something as hard as Billy worked for his dogs? If so, what? Do you think the short time Billy 
had with his dogs was worth the work? Why or why not? How do we determine when something 
is worth our extreme effort? Are there any universal actions or desires that are always worth the 
effort, no matter how short or how great the loss? 
 
SHARE Issues from personal ANIs. 
 
INTRO Essay 5 Arrangement - Division 

● Define division (statement of the agreement and disagreement between the two side of 
the argument or debate; it includes a common opinion, thesis, and counter-thesis 

● Have you ever disagreed with someone and realized you were arguing about different 
things? 

● Why should we add division to our outlines/essays? 
● Look at the Essay 5 outline sample. Why do you think division goes in the introduction? 
● Do you notice what is different about this outline from previous outlines? Division & 

Distribution have been added 
● What are the components of division? 
● Why do you think it is important to include a common agreement? 

 
PRACTICE with sample issues from last week 

● Billy should have entered LA in the beauty contest 
● Billy should have bought LA & OD 
● Billy should not have gone hunting the night they fought the mtn lion 
● Rubin should not have made the bet 
● Rubin should not have tried to kill the dogs 
● Rubin should not have bullied Billy 
● OD & LA should have befriended Billy 
● OD & LA should have licked each other’s wounds 

 
DISCUSS WTRFG using highlighted questions in WAS pg 109 
 



INTEGRATION: Have kids pick term, location, action, virtue, etc. from WTRFG or term 
from LTW and integrate 
 

 

DEBATE/AM EXP // 1:55-2:50 
 
Strand Scripture: Micah 6:8 - He has shown you, O mortal, what is good. And what does the 
Lord require of you? To act justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly with your God. 
 
Exordium: “Only in America, where one was permitted to do anything but expected to do the 
best thing, did [the principles of liberty and virtue] germinate.” - A Patriot’s History of the United 
States // What do you think this quote means? How does liberty encourage people to do what is 
best? 
 
DISCUSS Abraham Lincoln 

● Overview bio from Am Exp (pg 141) 
● Students fill out note packet details as we discuss 
● Add details to class timeline 

 
DISCUSS Susan B. Anthony 

● Overview bio from Am Exp (pg 151) 
● Students fill out note packet details as we discuss 
● Add details to class timeline 

 
COMPARE Lincoln & Anthony ***use comparison chart to start discussion 

● How are they both similar (have/are/do)? 
● How are they different? 
● Any common qualities between Lincoln & Anthony? ***list student answers on board 
● Some say Lincoln went “too far” by violating some rights (warrants) and laws (calling for 

an army prior to declaration of war) in order to preserve other inalienable rights of men 
(to eradicate slavery). Do you agree or disagree? Why? 

● Anthony’s story focuses not so much on what she accomplished but rather what she 
thought (by excerpts from her letters). What did these excerpts reveal about her 
thoughts? How do our thoughts shape our actions? 

● Which character qualities helped them contribute to the American experience? How so? 
● How did each have developed these qualities? 
● What shortcomings in character do you think they had? 
● Should we imitate them? If so, what aspects? 

 
CURRENT CONNECTION - What does it mean to be a free person? Are freedom & liberty 
the same or different? 

● What is freedom? 



○ the power or right to act, speak, or think as one wants without hindrance or 
restraint. 

○ the state of not being imprisoned or enslaved. 
○ the power of self-determination attributed to the will; the quality of being 

independent of fate or necessity. 
○ familiarity or openness in speech or behavior. 

● What is liberty? 
○ the state of being free within society from oppressive restrictions imposed by 

authority on one's way of life, behavior, or political views. 
○ the state of not being imprisoned or enslaved. 
○ the power or scope to act as one pleases. 

● How are they similar (have/are/do)? How are they different? 
● Can you have one without the other? If not, why? If so, how? 
● What are the effects of freedom on an individual? A people group? A nation? 
● What are the positive effects of freedom? Are there negative effects? If so, what? 
● Where does our freedom come from? How is it guaranteed? How is it protected? 
● Using these definitions, what does it mean to be a free person? 
● Can a person be “free” in more than one way? How? 
● “So this is how liberty dies - to thunderous applause.” (Padme Amidala, when the 

Chancellor took on “emergency powers” of executive authority, Revenge of the Sith) Is it 
possible for liberty to “die”? If so, how? Is it a living thing? In what way? What sustains it 
and keeps it alive? 

● The Israelites in the wilderness asked to go back to Egypt and into slavery when things 
got tough. Can you think of any situations that would tempt you to give up your freedom? 

 
FREEDOM SCRIPTURES 

● Pass out freedom Scriptures 
● Give students a few minutes to study their Scriptures, then explain what they mean in 

their own words. 
● How is freedom being used in these Scriptures? 

 
INTEGRATION - students choose Lincoln, Anthony, freedom, or liberty and integrate into 
other strands 
 

 

REFLECTION // 2:50-3:00 
 
ADD TO TIMELINE & MAPS: 

● Newton (1643-1727, Woolsthorpe Manor, England) 
● Abraham Lincoln (1809-1865, Indiana) 
● Susan B. Anthony (1820-1906, MA & NY) 

 



Share one thing we discussed today that you found true, good, or beautiful. Add to poster. 
 
Overview of week 8’s assignments 
 

 

CLEAN AND DISMISS // 3:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Principal 
Parts >>> 

1 
Pres/Ind/Act 

2 
Pres/Inf/Act 

3 
Perf/Ind/Act 

4 
Perf/Part/Pass 

 I, etc. verb to verb I, etc. verbed having been verbed 

1st Conj     

2nd Conj     

3rd Conj     

4th Conj     

 
 
 
PRESENT INDICATIVE ACTIVE PERSONAL ENDINGS 
 

Person Singular Person Plural 

1st -   1st -   

2nd -  2nd -  

3rd -  3rd -  

 
 
 
PRACTICE conjugating oppugnāre  ***use blue book #162 for help 
 

 Stem Conj 
Indicator 

Tense 
Indicator** 

Final 
Personal 
Ending 

 

I attack      

You attack      

He/she/it attacks      

We attack      

Y’all attack      

They attack      

**Not used in present/indicative/active 



+ 2 Corinthians 3:17 - Now the Lord is the Spirit, and where the Spirit of the Lord is, 
there is freedom. 
 
 
+ 1 Corinthians 6:12 - "Everything is permissible for me" - but not everything is 
beneficial. "Everything is permissive for me" - but I will not be mastered by anything. 
 
 
+ John 8:36 - So if the Son sets you free, you will be free indeed. 
 
 
+ Galatians 5:1 - It is for freedom that Christ has set us free. Stand firm, then, and do 
not let yourselves be burdened again by a yoke of slavery. 
 
 
+ James 1:25 - But the one who looks intently into the perfect law of freedom and 
perseveres in it, and is not a forgetful hearer but a doer who works—this person will be 
blessed in what he does. 
 
 
+ Ephesians 3:12 - In him and through faith in him we may approach God with freedom 
and confidence. 
 
 
+ Psalm 119:45 - I will walk about in freedom, for I have sought out your precepts. 
 
 
+ Galatians 5:13-14 - You, my brothers, were called to be free. But do not use your 
freedom to indulge the sinful nature; rather, serve one another in love. The entire law is 
summed up in a single command: "Love your neighbor as yourself." 
 
 
+ Romans 6:22 - But now that you have been set free from sin and become slaves to 
God, the benefit you reap leads to holiness, and the result is eternal life. 
 
 
+ 1 Peter 2:16 - Live as free men, but do not use your freedom to cover-up for evil; live 
as servants of God. 
 



S1W8 is missing
in action



DEVOTION - Jace leads (Gratefulness) 
 

 

LOGIC/MATH // 8:30 - 9:25 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:33a, 40 - For God is not a God of disorder but of peace. But 
everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way. 
 
Exordium: Here is your math brain teaser for the day: 
 
P + P x Q = 54 
Q x P + Q = 50 
P + Q + P = ? 
 
Answers: 
P = 9 
Q = 5 
Final equation = 23 
 
Student Presentations from a problem they had difficulty with: 

● Abs - 
● Abby - 
● Jace - 
● Sara -  
● Kenz - 
● Emma -  

 
PICK two student problems and compare them on the board. 
 
Saxon preview: 

● Lesson 33 - Multiple Unit Multipliers 
○ Examples 33.2 

● Lesson 29 - Adding Mixed Numbers // Rate 
○ Example 34.3 

● Lesson 35 - Subtracting Mixed Numbers 
○ Example 35.2 

● Lesson 36 - Rate Word Problems 
○ Example 36.2 

 
Integration: Ask kids for math term to integrate (use rate if they cannot come up with 
anything) 
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GRAMMAR/LATIN // 9:25 - 10:20 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:10-12 - Undoubtedly there are all sorts of languages in the world, 
yet none of them is without meaning. If then I do not grasp the meaning of what someone is 
saying, I am a foreigner to the speaker, and the speaker is a foreigner to me. So it is with you. 
Since you are eager for gifts of the Spirit, try to excel in those that build up the church. 
 
Exordium:  Name this famous movie quote and what movie it is from: “Tū dēcēpístī.” “Pirata.” 
(“You cheated.” “Pirate.” Pirates of the Caribbean - Curse of the Black Pearl) 
 
QUICK REVIEW 1st Conjugation Pres/Ind/Act 
Write on board as students give answers. Students should also write in their BRAINs. 

● How many principal parts to Latin verbs have? 4; pres/ind/act, pres/inf/act, perf/ind/act, 
perf/part/pass 

● How many conjugations are there? 4 
● Do Latin verbs have stems? Yes 
● How do we find the present verb stem? Drop the ending of the present/infinitive/active 
● How is the present tense formed? On the present stem 
● How do we know a verb belongs to the 1st conjugation? 2nd Prin Part pres/inf/act ends 

in -āre 
● What is another name for 1st conjugation? A-conjugation 
● What are the personal endings for present/indicative/active? -ō, -s, -t, -mus, -tis, -nt 
● What are the three ways to translate the present/indicative/active? 

○ I verb 
○ I am verbing 
○ I do verb 

 
PREVIEW - 1st Conjugation - IMPERFECT/Indicative/Active ***write in BRAINS 

● How do we “make” a Latin verb in the present system? Stem + Conjugation Indicator + 
Tense Indicator + Personal Ending 

● Do we need a tense indicator for pres/ind/act? No 
● Conjugate laudō into pres/ind/act 
● What does the term perfect express in Latin? Past 
● What does imperfect tense mean? Action is going on in the past 
● How is imperfect tense translated? I was verbing, they were verbing, etc. - past tense 

state-of-being helping verb plus present participle 
● What stem is the imperfect tense formed on? Present 
● Do we need a tense indicator for imperfect tense?  Yes, “ba” 
● Conjugate laudō into imperfect/ind/act ***use blue book 163 for help 

 
 



 Stem Conj 
Indicator 

Tense 
Indicator** 

Final 
Personal 
Ending 

 

I was praising laud ā ba m laudābam 

You were praising laud ā bā s laudābās 

He/she/it was praising laud ā ba t laudābat 

We were praising laud ā bā mus laudābāmus 

Y’all were praising laud ā bā tis laudābātis 

They were praising laud ā ba nt laudābant 

**Not used in present/indicative/active 
 

● COMPARE pres/ind/act & imp/ind/act 
 
PRACTICE Orally answer (pics of answers on phone) 

● Ex 117 
● Ex 118 
● Ex 119 

 
PREVIEW 

● Where is the future tense formed? On the present stem 
● How is future/indicative/active translated? Will verb 
● Does fut/ind/act have a tense indicator? Yes, “bi” (but differs for 1PS & 3PP) 
● Conjugate laudō into future/ind/act ***use blue book 164 for help 

 

 Stem Conj 
Indicator 

Tense 
Indicator** 

Final 
Personal 
Ending 

 

I will praise laud ā b ō laudābō 

You will praise laud ā bi s laudābis 

He/she/it will praise laud ā bi t laudābit 

We will praise laud ā bi mus laudābimus 

Y’all will praise laud ā bi tis laudābitis 

They will praise laud ā bu nt laudābunt 

 



● COMPARE pres/ind/act & imp/ind/act & fut/ind/act 
 
PRACTICE Orally answer 

● Ex 124 
● Ex 125 

 
Integration: Latin - pick a 1st conj verb and integrate it 
 

 

BREAK // 10:20-10:25 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

RESEARCH/ASTRONOMY // 10:25-11:20 
 
Strand Scripture: Psalm 8:1, 3-4 - Lord, our Lord, how majestic is your name in all the earth! 
You have set your glory in the heavens. When I consider your heavens, the work of your 
fingers, the moon and the stars, which you have set in place, what is mankind that you are 
mindful of them, human beings that you care for them? 
 
Exordium: Did your study of Banneker and the solar eclipse this week give you any new 
appreciation for God as Creator? How so? 
 
STUDENT PRESENTATIONS 

● Pass out Delivery Assessment sheet 
● Have students recall their skill to refine 
● Tutor and peer glow & grow at the end of each presentation, based on each student’s 

selected skill 
 
At conclusion of each paper, note a new fact about Banneker on the board. Use these 
notes for students to fill in note packet if not already completed. 
 
STUDENT PRESENTATIONS - Eclipse illustrations 
 
CLASS TIMELINE 

● Add timeline points from last week 
● Have students update personal timeline if not done so 

 
INTRO Herschels ***use science card 

● Can anyone share something you already know about Banneker? 
● Read bullet points and discuss unknown scientific words 



 
PREVIEW ASSIGNMENT - pg 156 

● Go over questions 
● Preview essay 

 
INTEGRATION - Banneker (have kids fill in with info from their papers/projects) 
 
 

 

REASONING/LOGIC // 11:20-12:15 
 
Strand Scripture: Isaiah 1:18 - “Come now, let us reason together,” says the Lord. “Though 
your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they are red as crimson, they 
shall be like wool.” 
 
Exordium: Find the errors in this syllogism: 
 
No birds are invertebrates. 
Some reptiles are not invertebrates. 
Therefore some birds are reptiles. 
 
(Minor premise 1st, major premise 2nd, 2 negative premises, neg prem/aff conc) 
 
 
REVIEW Syllogisms - read review questions from page 185, lessons 19-22 
 
LESSON 23 - Truth & Validity 

● What does it mean for a syllogism to be valid? The premises must imply the conclusion; 
the conclusion is necessarily true because the premises are true 

● If the premises are true and the syllogism is valid, what does that imply about the 
conclusion? It is true 

● If the premises are true and the conclusion is false, is the syllogism valid or invalid? 
Invalid 

● Is validity the same thing as truth? No 
● Can a syllogism have true premises and a true conclusion and still be invalid? Yes - see 

syllogism on page 159 
● What does it mean for a syllogism to be sound? It is valid and the premises are true 
● What can be true or false? Statements 
● What can be valid or invalid? Arguments 
● Can statements in a valid syllogism be false? Yes 

 
LESSON 24 - Testing Syllogisms by Counterexample 



● How is the validity of a syllogism determined? By the form 
● What are two ways to test the validity of a syllogism? By counterexamples and by rules 
● What is a counterexample? A syllogism of the same form as the original, but with 

obviously true premises and an obviously false conclusion in order to show the original 
to be invalid 

● Read highlighted note at the top of page 164 
● How do we test validity with a counterexample? Construct a syllogism of the same form 

with true premises and a false conclusion 
● What is the process for writing a counterexample? Start with a false conclusion, then find 

a middle term that results in true premises 
● How many invalid forms are there? 232 
● How many valid forms are there? 24 
● Practice writing counterexamples 

 
Lesson 25 - Distributed Terms - pass out cheat sheets 

● Can counterexamples test for validity? No, only invalidity 
● What is a distributed term? A term that, within a statement, refers to all members of its 

category 
● How can we tell if a term is distributed? By its placement in the categorical statement 
● What types of statements distribute their subjects? Universal 
● What types of statements distribute their predicates? Negative 
● Add D/U above statements on square of opp charts 
● Practice identifying distributed terms 

 
LESSON 26 - Testing Syllogisms by Rules 

● What are the 5 rules to test validity? Read/discuss off of page 173 
● Can a syllogism violate any of the rules and still be valid? No 
● What is the guideline about negative premises & negative conclusions? The number of 

negative conclusions must match the number of negative premises 
● Discuss each rule and fill in info on cheat sheet; read highlighted notes while discussing 
● Practice testing validity with the rules 

 
IF TIME, REVIEW - Vocabulary 
 
INTEGRATION - Have students come up with simple syllogisms to express a truth about each 
strand 
 

 

LUNCH // 12:15-1:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 



EXPOSITION/LTW // 1:00-1:55 
 
Strand Scripture: 2 Cor 10:5 - We demolish arguments and every pretension that sets itself up 
against the knowledge of God, and we take captive every thought to make it obedient to Christ. 
 
Exordium: SHARE theses, countertheses, and points of agreement 
 
 
INTRO Essay 5 Elocution - Antithesis 

● Define antithesis. A scheme in which strongly contrasting (or opposite) ideas are 
expressed in parallel form. 

● What is meant by parallel form? Where have we heard this and applied it? 
● How is antithesis like parallelism I/II? How are they different? What are their purposes? 

How are those alike/different? 
● Can you think of any famous forms of antithesis? If I say… 

○ Give me liberty (or give me death) 
○ To err is human (to forgive, divine) 

● When creating an antithesis statement, which 5CT can help us discover points for 
opposition? Comparison 

 
READ examples from LTW TG pgs 163-166 
 
PRACTICE with sample theses from last week, following steps on pgs 162-163 

● Billy should have entered LA in the beauty contest 
● Billy should have bought LA & OD 
● Billy should not have gone hunting the night they fought the mtn lion 
● Rubin should not have made the bet 
● Rubin should not have tried to kill the dogs 
● Rubin should not have bullied Billy 
● OD & LA should have befriended Billy 
● OD & LA should have licked each other’s wounds 

 
REVIEW checklist for Essay 5, LTW SB pg 112 
 
INTEGRATION: Have kids pick term, location, action, virtue, etc. from WTRFG or term 
from LTW and integrate 
 

 

DEBATE/AM EXP // 1:55-2:50 
 



Strand Scripture: Micah 6:8 - He has shown you, O mortal, what is good. And what does the 
Lord require of you? To act justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly with your God. 
 
Exordium: “I had reasoned this out in my mind, there was one of two things I had a right to, 
liberty or death; if I could not have one, I would have the other.” Harriet Tubman // What was 
Tubman trying to say in this quote? Are we only guaranteed one of those two rights? Where 
else have you heard a similar statement and what were the conditions of that statement? How 
does this sentiment make you empathize with Tubman? Is her conclusion reasonable, as she 
claims? Why or why not? 
 
DISCUSS Fanny Crosby 

● Overview bio from Am Exp (pg 167) 
● Students fill out note packet details as we discuss 
● Add details to class timeline 

 
DISCUSS Harriet Tubman 

● Overview bio from Am Exp (pg 179) 
● Students fill out note packet details as we discuss 
● Add details to class timeline 

 
COMPARE Crosby & Tubman ***use comparison chart to start discussion 

● How are they both similar (have/are/do)? 
● How are they different? 
● Any common qualities between Crosby & Tubman? ***list student answers on board 
● Which character qualities helped them contribute to the American experience? How so? 
● How did each have developed these qualities? 
● What shortcomings in character do you think they had? 
● Crosby wrote that she valued education higher than the return of her vision. Why do you 

think she felt that way?  
● How did Fanny respond to constructive criticism? How did she apply this to a kingdom 

mindset? 
● What kinds of abuse did Tubman have to overcome as a young woman? How did these 

affect her strength and resolve? 
● Tubman returned to the place of her enslavement in order to rescue others from the 

same conditions. Can you think of any other examples where leaders returned to their 
place of persecution in order to save others? What would motivate a person to put 
themselves at risk to save others? 

● What did Governor Seward mean by saying Tubman was robbing herself? 
● Why was Tubman called Moses? How are they alike/different? 
● How did each woman’s faith affect their choices in their lives? 
● Should we imitate them? If so, what aspects? 

 



DEBATE APPLICATION: Whether Harriet Tubman should have obeyed the Fugitive Slave 
Act 
The Fugitive Slave Act of 1850 was created to balance political tensions between free states 
and slave states as a result of gained territory from the Mexican War. It stated that all officials 
and citizens in free states were required by law to return any runaway slave found in their state 
to his or her master. Harriet Tubman merely saw this law as an obstacle to her agenda and 
calling. 

● Divide class into teams; each side has 10 minutes to create 15 point ANI chart; they 
must use 5CT and examples from Tubman’s bio & other historical knowledge to help 
brainstorm support for each side 

● Assign each team a side to argue; they create outline with exordium, division, 3 proofs 
with subproofs, and amplification 

● Have each side do a short oral outline presentation supporting their position 
 
INTEGRATION - students choose Crosby or Tubman and integrate into other strands 
 

 

REFLECTION // 2:50-3:00 
 
ADD TO TIMELINE & MAPS: 

● Benjamin Banneker (1731-1806, Maryland) 
● Fanny Crosby (1820-1915, New York) 
● Harriet Tubman (1820-1913, Maryland & NY) 

 
Share one thing we discussed today that you found true, good, or beautiful. Add to poster. 
 
Overview of week 10’s assignments 
 

 

CLEAN AND DISMISS // 3:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Validity of a Syllogism Cheat Sheet

THE 5 RULES TO TEST SYLLOGISMS AND CORRESPONDING FALLACIES

NO.
1 In at least one premise, the middle term

must be distributed.
Undistributed Middle (UM)

2 If a term is distributed in the conclusion, it
must also be distributed in its premise.

Illicit Major/Minor (I-Maj/I-Min)

3 A valid syllogism cannot have two negative
premises.

Two Negative Premises (2NP)

4 A valid syllogism cannot have a negative
premise and an affirmative conclusion.

Negative Premise and an Affirmative
Conclusion (NP/AC)

5 A valid syllogism cannot have two affirmative
premises and a negative conclusion.

Two Affirmative Premises and a
Negative Conclusion (2AP/NC)

RULE FALLACY

VALID SYLLOGISM FORMS:
AAA-1
AAI-1
AAI-3
AAI-4

AEE-2
AEE-4
AEO-2
AEO-4

AII-1
AII-3
AOO-2
EAE-1

EAE-2
EAO-1
EAO-2
EAO-3

EAO-4
EIO-1
EIO-2
EIO-3

EIO-4
IAI-3
IAI-4
OAO-3

DISTRIBUTED: a term that, within a statement, refers to all members of its category.

REMEMBER:
subjects of 

universal statements
and predicates of 

negative statements 
are distributed.

A All S is P

E No S is P

I Some S is P

O Some S is not P

A

S P

D U

D D

U U

U D

E

I

O



Lesson 24 - Counterexamples 

True or false? 
____  All counterexamples have false premises.

____  All counterexamples have a false conclusion.

____  It is possible to develop a counterexample for a valid 
syllogism.


Write a counterexample to show the schema is invalid. 
Some M is P	 	 _____________________________________

All S is M	 	 _____________________________________

∴ Some S is P		 _____________________________________


All M is P	 	 _____________________________________

Some S is not M	 _____________________________________

∴ Some S is not P	 _____________________________________


Show that the given form is invalid. 
OAO-1		 	 _____________________________________

	 	 	 _____________________________________

	 	 	 _____________________________________


EOO-2		 	 _____________________________________

	 	 	 _____________________________________

	 	 	 _____________________________________


Write a counterexample for the following invalid syllogism: 

“Some guitars are electrical instruments. No electrical instruments are devices intended to be 
used underwater. Therefore, some devices intended to be used underwater are not guitars.”

	 	 	 _____________________________________

	 	 	 _____________________________________	 	 	 

	 	 	 _____________________________________

“All destroyers are warships. Some warships are aircraft carriers. Therefore, some aircraft 
carriers are destroyers.”

	 	 	 _____________________________________

	 	 	 _____________________________________	 	 	 

	 	 	 _____________________________________


Lesson 25 - Distributed Terms 
Circle the distributed terms in the 
abbreviated categorial 
statements. 

All S is P


No S is P


Some S is P


Some S is not P


Circle the distributed terms in the 
following statements. 

No shoes are hats.


Some authors are not poets.


All bunnies are herbivores.


Some dogs are poodles.


Some vehicles are not trucks.


All children are humans.


Some vegetables are carrots.


No pillows are computers.




Lesson 26 - Testing for Validity with Rules 

Translate the given argument into a syllogism in standard categorical form. Do not abbreviate. 
Then identify which rules (if any) are violated in the given syllogism by writing the name of any 
fallacies made. If no fallacies are made in the syllogism, write “valid”. 

Some rodents are lab specimens, because most mice are not lab specimens, but all mice 
are rodents. 
	 __________________________________________________________________________

	 __________________________________________________________________________

	 __________________________________________________________________________

Fallacies made: __________________________________________________________________


All fables are fictional stories. Some some newspaper articles are fables, since some 
newspaper articles are fictional. 
	 __________________________________________________________________________

	 __________________________________________________________________________

	 __________________________________________________________________________

Fallacies made: __________________________________________________________________


All rust is a coating on metal, so no rust is corrosion, since no corrosion is a metal 
coating. 
	 __________________________________________________________________________

	 __________________________________________________________________________

	 __________________________________________________________________________

Fallacies made: __________________________________________________________________


Write out the schemas of syllogisms that have the given fallacies. 
Illicit major, two negative premises. 
	 __________________________________________________________________________

	 __________________________________________________________________________

	 __________________________________________________________________________

Two affirmative premises and a negative conclusion, illicit major 
	 __________________________________________________________________________

	 __________________________________________________________________________

	 __________________________________________________________________________



DEVOTION 

LOGIC/MATH // 8:30 - 9:25

Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:33a, 40 - For God is not a God of disorder but of peace. But 
everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way. 

Exordium: What do you get if you divide the circumference of a pumpkin by the diameter of a 
pumpkin? Pumpkin pi! 

 

● Lesson 37 - Equations: Answers & Solutions
○ Examples 37.2

● Lesson 38 - Rectangular Coordinates
○ Example 38.1, 38.2

● Lesson 39 - Equivalent Equations
○ Example 39.3

● Lesson 40 - Reciprocals
○ Example 40.2

GRAMMAR/LATIN // 9:25 - 10:20 

Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:10-12 - Undoubtedly there are all sorts of languages in the world, 
yet none of them is without meaning. If then I do not grasp the meaning of what someone is 
saying, I am a foreigner to the speaker, and the speaker is a foreigner to me. So it is with you. 
Since you are eager for gifts of the Spirit, try to excel in those that build up the church. 

S1W10



Exordium:  Name this famous movie quote and what movie it is from: “Tū nōn praeteribis!” 
(“You shall not pass!” Lord of the Rings - Fellowship of the Ring) 

QUICK REVIEW 1st Conjugation Imp/Ind/Act & Fut/Ind/Act 
Write on board as students give answers. Students should also write in their BRAINs. 

● How many principal parts to Latin verbs have? 4; pres/ind/act, pres/inf/act, perf/ind/act,
perf/part/pass

● How many conjugations are there? 4
● Do Latin verbs have stems? Yes
● How do we find the present verb stem? Drop the ending of the present/infinitive/active
● How is the present tense formed? On the present stem
● How do we know a verb belongs to the 1st conjugation? 2nd Prin Part pres/inf/act ends

in -āre
● What is another name for 1st conjugation? A-conjugation
● What are the personal endings for present/indicative/active? -ō, -s, -t, -mus, -tis, -nt
● What are the three ways to translate the present/indicative/active?

○ I verb
○ I am verbing
○ I do verb

● How do we “make” a Latin verb in the present system? Stem + Conjugation Indicator +
Tense Indicator + Personal Ending

● Do we need a tense indicator for pres/ind/act? No
● Conjugate laudō into pres/ind/act
● What does the term perfect express in Latin? Past
● What does imperfect tense mean? Action is going on in the past
● How is imperfect tense translated? I was verbing, they were verbing, etc. - past tense

state-of-being helping verb plus present participle
● What stem is the imperfect tense formed on? Present
● Do we need a tense indicator for imperfect tense?  Yes, “ba”
● Conjugate laudō into imperfect/ind/act ***use blue book 163 for help
● Where is the future tense formed? On the present stem
● How is future/indicative/active translated? Will verb
● Does fut/ind/act have a tense indicator? Yes, “bi” (but differs for 1PS & 3PP)
● Conjugate laudō into future/ind/act ***use blue book 164 for help

PREVIEW - 2nd Conjugation ***write in BRAINS 
● How do we know a verb belongs to 2nd conjugation? It ends in -ēre in the pres/inf/act
● How do we find the stem of a 2nd conjugation verb? Drop the -ēre in the pres/inf/act
● How is 2nd conjugation similar to 1st conjugation? How are they different?
● What is the conjugation indicator for 2nd conjugation? e
● Conjugate moneō into pres/ind/act, imp/ind/act, & fut/ind/act ***use nos 165, 168, 171 if

needed and colored pens/pencils



Stem Conj 
Indicator 

Tense 
Indicator** 

Final 
Personal 
Ending 

I warn mon e ō moneo 

You warn mon ē s monēs 

He/she/it warn mon e t monet 

We warn mon ē mus monēmus 

Y’all warn mon ē tis monētis 

They warn mon e nt monent 

**Not used in present/indicative/active 

Stem Conj 
Indicator 

Tense 
Indicator** 

Final 
Personal 
Ending 

I was warning mon ē ba m monēbam 

You were warning mon ē bā s monēbās 

He/she/it was warning mon ē ba t monēbat 

We were warning mon ē bā mus monēbāmus 

Y’all were warning mon ē bā tis monēbātis 

They were warning mon ē ba nt monēbant 

Stem Conj 
Indicator 

Tense 
Indicator** 

Final 
Personal 
Ending 

I will warn mon ē b ō monēbō 

You will warn mon ē bi s monēbis 

He/she/it will warn mon ē bi t monēbit 

We will warn mon ē bi mus monēbimus 

Y’all will warn mon ē bi tis monēbitis 

They will warn mon ē bu nt monēbunt 



● PASS OUT verb charts

PRACTICE Orally answer (pics of answers on phone) 
● Ex 134
● Ex 135
● Ex 136
● Ex 137

PREVIEW 1st Person Pronouns 
● Turn to 123 in Grammar and go over personal pronouns
● How are Latin pronouns like Latin nouns? Different?
● How are 1st Person Pronouns in singular alike/different? Plural? Both?
● FILL IN Pronoun charts

REVIEW forms of “Sum” - No 346 

PRACTICE Orally answer 
● Ex 144

Integration: Latin - pick a 1st conj verb and integrate it 

BREAK // 10:20-10:25 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets

RESEARCH/ASTRONOMY // 10:25-11:20 

Strand Scripture: Psalm 8:1, 3-4 - Lord, our Lord, how majestic is your name in all the earth! 
You have set your glory in the heavens. When I consider your heavens, the work of your 
fingers, the moon and the stars, which you have set in place, what is mankind that you are 
mindful of them, human beings that you care for them? 

Exordium: Did your study of the Herschels and the planet Uranus this week give you any new 
appreciation for God as Creator? How so? 

STUDENT PRESENTATIONS 
● Pass out Delivery Assessment sheet
● Have students recall their skill to refine



● Tutor and peer glow & grow at the end of each presentation, based on each student’s
selected skill

At conclusion of each paper, note a new fact about Banneker on the board. Use these 
notes for students to fill in note packet if not already completed. 

CLASS TIMELINE 
● Add timeline points from last week
● Have students update personal timeline if not done so

INTRO Mitchell ***use snippet 
● Can anyone share something you already know about Mitchell?
● Read bullet points and discuss unknown scientific words

PREVIEW ASSIGNMENT - pg 157 
● Go over questions
● Preview essay

INTEGRATION - Herschels (have kids fill in with info from their papers/projects) 

REASONING/LOGIC // 11:20-12:15 

Strand Scripture: Isaiah 1:18 - “Come now, let us reason together,” says the Lord. “Though 
your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they are red as crimson, they 
shall be like wool.” 

Exordium: Find the errors in this syllogism: 

All peas are vegetables. 
Some vegetables are not green plants. 
Therefore some peas are green plants. 

(Minor premise 1st, major premise 2nd, neg prem/aff conc, und mid) 

REVIEW Exercises 22-25 
● Work through any student problems
● Have a student who got a problem correct lead discussion

IF TIME, REVIEW - Vocabulary 



INTEGRATION - Have students come up with simple syllogisms to express a truth about each 
strand 

LUNCH // 12:15-1:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets

EXPOSITION/LTW // 1:00-1:55 

Strand Scripture: 2 Cor 10:5 - We demolish arguments and every pretension that sets itself up 
against the knowledge of God, and we take captive every thought to make it obedient to Christ. 

Exordium: SHARE your antithesis from your essay 

STUDENT ESSAY PRESENTATION 
● Pass out Delivery Assessment sheet
● Recall delivery skills from Research
● Have peers listen for elements of Elocution

BRAINSTORM Class issue for Hiding Place 

INTRO Essay 6 Invention - Circumstance 
● Define circumstance. One of the 5CT, circumstance describes the actions and events

that occur at the same time as, but in different locations from, the situation in which the
issue arises.

● Define situation. The setting, actors, and dilemma in which this issue arises

PRACTICE with class issue 
● What is the situation (time and location) of our issue?
● What is happening just outside this area? City? Country? Continent? World?
● Model how to fill in concentric circles with information
● Where does the information go? I column, to be moved to A or N if applicable

DISCUSS Hiding Place using highlighted questions from WAS pg 93 

INTEGRATION: Have kids pick term, location, action, virtue, etc. from HP or term from 
LTW and integrate 



DEBATE/AM EXP // 1:55-2:50 

Strand Scripture: Micah 6:8 - He has shown you, O mortal, what is good. And what does the 
Lord require of you? To act justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly with your God. 

Exordium: “Our Lady of the Red Cross lived past her ninetieth birthday, but her real life is 
measured in deeds, not days.” // What does it mean for a life to be measured in deeds, not 
days? Is this a compliment? What does this reveal about the subject? 

DISCUSS Clara Barton 
● Overview bio from Am Exp (pg 193)
● Students fill out note packet details as we discuss
● Add details to class timeline

DISCUSS Stonewall Jackson 
● Overview bio from Am Exp (pg 209)
● Students fill out note packet details as we discuss
● Add details to class timeline

COMPARE Barton & Jackson ***use comparison chart to start discussion 
● How are they both similar (have/are/do)?
● How are they different?
● Any common qualities between Barton & Jackson? ***list student answers on board
● Which character qualities helped them contribute to the American experience? How so?
● How did each have developed these qualities?
● What shortcomings in character do you think they had?
● Should we imitate them? If so, what aspects?

CURRENT CONNECTION: Whether women should serve in combat roles 
Have class define terms of issue - combat role, women, serving 

● Divide class into teams; each side has 15 minutes to create 15 point ANI chart; they
must use 5CT and examples from Am Exp bios & other historical knowledge to help
brainstorm support for each side

● Assign each team a side to argue; they create outline with exordium, division, 3 proofs
with subproofs, and amplification

● Have each side do a short oral outline presentation supporting their position

INTEGRATION - students choose Barton or Jackson and integrate into other strands 

REFLECTION // 2:50-3:00 



ADD TO TIMELINE & MAPS: 
● William Herschel (1738-1822, Germany)
● Caroline Herschel (1750 - 1848, Germany)
● Clara Barton (1821-1912, Massachusetts)
● Stonewall Jackson (1824-1863, West Virginia)

Share one thing we discussed today that you found true, good, or beautiful. Add to poster. 

Overview of week 11’s assignments 

CLEAN AND DISMISS // 3:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets



DEVOTION - Abs leads (Humility) 
 

 

LOGIC/MATH // 8:30 - 9:25 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:33a, 40 - For God is not a God of disorder but of peace. But 
everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way. 
 
Exordium: Here’s your viral math problem: 
 
P + P + P = 21 
Q + Q + P = 19 
R + Q + P = 15 
P + 2R X Q = ??? 
 
P = 7 
Q = 6 
R = 2 
Last equation = 31 
 
Student Presentations from a problem they had difficulty with: 

● Victoria -  
● Jesse - 
● Sophie - 
● Jace - 
● Summer - 

 
PICK two student problems and compare them on the board. 
 
Saxon preview: 

● Lesson 41 - Overall Average 
○ Examples 41.1 

● Lesson 42 - Symbols of Inclusion // Division in Order of Op 
○ Example 42.2, 42.4 

● Lesson 43 - Multiplying & Dividing Mixed Numbers 
○ Example 43.2, 43.3 

● Lesson 44 - Roots // Order of Op with Exponents & Roots 
○ Example 44.1, 44.3 

 
Integration: Ask kids for math term to integrate (use average if they cannot come up with 
anything) 
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GRAMMAR/LATIN // 9:25 - 10:20 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:10-12 - Undoubtedly there are all sorts of languages in the world, 
yet none of them is without meaning. If then I do not grasp the meaning of what someone is 
saying, I am a foreigner to the speaker, and the speaker is a foreigner to me. So it is with you. 
Since you are eager for gifts of the Spirit, try to excel in those that build up the church. 
 
Exordium:  Name this famous movie quote and what movie it is from: “Ego tibi mundum 
ostendam!” (“I can (will) show you the world!” - Aladdin) 
 
QUICK REVIEW 2nd Conjugation  
Write on board as students give answers. Students should also write in their BRAINs. 

● How many principal parts to Latin verbs have? 4; pres/ind/act, pres/inf/act, perf/ind/act, 
perf/part/pass 

● How many conjugations are there? 4 
● Do Latin verbs have stems? Yes 
● How do we find the present verb stem? Drop the ending of the present/infinitive/active 
● How is the present tense formed? On the present stem 
● How do we know a verb belongs to the 1st conjugation? 2nd Prin Part pres/inf/act ends 

in -āre 
● What is another name for 1st conjugation? A-conjugation 
● What are the personal endings for present/indicative/active? -ō, -s, -t, -mus, -tis, -nt 
● What are the three ways to translate the present/indicative/active? 

○ I verb 
○ I am verbing 
○ I do verb 

● How do we “make” a Latin verb in the present system? Stem + Conjugation Indicator + 
Tense Indicator + Personal Ending 

● How do we know a verb belongs to 2nd conjugation? It ends in -ēre in the pres/inf/act 
● How do we find the stem of a 2nd conjugation verb? Drop the -ēre in the pres/inf/act 
● What is the conjugation indicator for 2nd conjugation? e 
● Do we need a tense indicator for pres/ind/act? No 
● Conjugate moneō into pres/ind/act 
● What does the term perfect express in Latin? Past 
● What does imperfect tense mean? Action is going on in the past 
● How is imperfect tense translated? I was verbing, they were verbing, etc. - past tense 

state-of-being helping verb plus present participle 
● What stem is the imperfect tense formed on? Present 
● Do we need a tense indicator for imperfect tense?  Yes, “ba” 
● Conjugate moneō into imperfect/ind/act 
● Where is the future tense formed? On the present stem 



● How is future/indicative/active translated? Will verb 
● Does fut/ind/act have a tense indicator? Yes, “bi” (but differs for 1PS & 3PP) 
● Conjugate moneō into future/ind/act  

 
5 Min Board Challenge - 2 teams; who can write out 1st & 2nd Conj on board fastest? 

● Students can only write one word per turn; either write new word or correct teammate’s 
error 

 
REVIEW - 1st Person Pronouns 

● Turn to 123 in Grammar and go over personal pronouns 
● How are Latin pronouns like Latin nouns? Different? 
● How are 1st Person Pronouns in singular alike/different? Plural? Both? 

 
5 Min Board Challenge - 2 teams; who can write out 1st Pers Pronouns on board fastest? 

● Students can only write one word per turn; either write new word or correct teammate’s 
error 

 
PREVIEW 2nd Person Pronouns ***write in BRAINs 

● Turn to 124 in Grammar and go over personal pronouns 
● How are Latin pronouns like Latin nouns? Different? 
● How are 2nd Person Pronouns in singular alike/different? Plural? Both? 
● How are 1st Person Pronouns & 2nd Person Pronouns in singular alike/different? Plural? 

Both? 
 
PREVIEW 3rd Person Pronouns ***write in BRAINs 

● Turn to 128 in Grammar and go over personal pronouns 
● Are 3rd person pronouns more like Latin nouns or adjectives? Why? How are they alike? 

How are they different? 
● What similarities do you see in the singular pronouns? Differences?  
● What similarities do you see in the plural pronouns? Differences? 
● Any similarities to nouns or adjectives? 
● Which pronouns do you think will be most difficult to memorize? Any tricks for 

memorization? 
● Fill in entire pronoun chart as a class 

 
Integration: Latin - pick a 2nd conj verb or pronoun and integrate it 
 

 

BREAK // 10:20-10:25 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 



RESEARCH/ASTRONOMY // 10:25-11:20 
 
Strand Scripture: Psalm 8:1, 3-4 - Lord, our Lord, how majestic is your name in all the earth! 
You have set your glory in the heavens. When I consider your heavens, the work of your 
fingers, the moon and the stars, which you have set in place, what is mankind that you are 
mindful of them, human beings that you care for them? 
 
Exordium: Did your study of Mitchell and comets this week give you any new appreciation for 
God as Creator? How so? 
 
STUDENT PRESENTATIONS 

● Pass out Delivery Assessment sheet 
● Have students recall their skill to refine 
● Tutor and peer glow & grow at the end of each presentation, based on each student’s 

selected skill 
 
At conclusion of each paper, note a new fact about Mitchell on the board. Use these 
notes for students to fill in note packet if not already completed. 
 
CLASS TIMELINE 

● Add timeline points from last week 
● Have students update personal timeline if not done so 

 
INTRO Leavitt ***use science card 

● Can anyone share something you already know about Leavitt? 
● Read bullet points and discuss unknown scientific words 

 
PREVIEW ASSIGNMENT - pg 157 

● Go over questions 
● Preview project 

 
INTEGRATION - Mitchell (have kids fill in with info from their papers/projects) 
 
 

 

REASONING/LOGIC // 11:20-12:15 
 
Strand Scripture: Isaiah 1:18 - “Come now, let us reason together,” says the Lord. “Though 
your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they are red as crimson, they 
shall be like wool.” 
 



Exordium: Find the errors in this syllogism: 
 
All poodles are dogs. 
Some dogs are not brown animals. 
Therefore some poodles are brown animals. 
 
(Minor premise 1st, major premise 2nd, neg prem/aff conc, und mid) 
 
Lesson 27 - Immediate Inferences 

● “All non-believers are unsaved people. No believers are non-Christians. Therefore, all 
Christians are saved people.”  

○ Ask students to analyze the syllogism 
○ How many terms do you see? 6 
○ Are you able to analyze it as it is written? No 
○ Why do we learn this? So we can make sense of arguments presented in normal 

English 
● What is an immediate inference? A statement that can be inferred directly from another 

statement 
● We have already learned some immediate inferences. Can you think of any? Hint: think 

of the square of opposition. Some S is P is inferred from All S is P (subimplication); No P 
is S is inferred from No S is P by logical equivalence 

● What are the three types of inferences that your read about? Converse, Obverse, 
Contrapositive 

● Define converse. A statement that reverses the subject and predicate of a given 
statement. 

● What types of statements can have a valid converse? ONLY E & I 
● PRACTICE: Can someone give an example of how a converse would work for an E 

statement? I statement? Use No dogs are cats and Some dogs are poodles if students 
cannot come up with any examples 

● PRACTICE: Can someone give a counterexample of an A statement to show why an A 
statement cannot have a converse? All astronauts are humans. // All humans are 
astronauts. What about an O statement? Some people are not pet-owners. // Some 
pet-owners are not people. 

● Define obverse. A statement of the opposite quality and a negated predicate from the 
given statement. 

● What is quality? What does it mean to have the opposite quality? Hint: think of square of 
opp. A vs. E; I vs. O 

● What do you think negated means? 
● When we have a negated term, it is called a complement. Define complement. The set of 

all terms not included in the given term. For example, the complement of P is non-P. 
● What statements can have an obverse? ALL 4 - A, E, I, & O 
● PRACTICE: in your BRAINs, write the obverse for each statement (A, E, I, & O) 



○ After the obverses are written, brainstorm as a class examples for each 
statement (if kids get stumped, use examples from teacher guide) 

● Define contrapositive. A statement that reverses and negates both the subject and the 
predicate of the original statement. 

● Contrapositive is a combination of the other inferences. How can we “make” a 
contrapositive statement using the other inferences? Original statement > Obverse > 
Converse > Obverse 

● PRACTICE: Can you write the contrapositive of A using the flow chart we just 
discussed? All S is P > No S is non-P > No non-P is S > All non-P is non-S 

● What statements can have a contrapositive? ONLY A & O 
● How many immediate inferences does each statement have? Two 
● Pass out Inferences & Translation cheat sheet 
● Now let’s analyze our argument from the beginning. Using immediate inferences, can we 

translate this into a standard categorical syllogism and test for validity? Yes 
○ “All unbelievers are unsaved people.” What do you see? A statement, could be a 

contrapositive, complement. Since it looks like it could be a contrapositive 
statement (see how each term looks like a complement?), how would we 
translate this? All believers are saved people. 

○ “No believers are non-Christians.” What do you see? E statement, could be an 
obverse, complement. Since it looks like it could be an obverse, how would we 
translate this? All believers are Christians. 

○ How many terms do we have now? Three 
○ Can we analyze for validity? Yes 

 
Lesson 28 - Translating Ordinary Statements 

● We’ve already seen that most arguments will need to be translated into more formal, 
precise language to be analyzed more easily. What are some rules we’ve already 
learned for translating? Use state of being verbs, predicate adjectives must become 
predicate nominatives, adding “All, No, Some, Some...not”, identifying and using 
inferences 

● What synonyms can replace the following words: 
○ All: every, any, as many as 
○ No: none, all...not, never 
○ Some: many, most, a few 

● How would you translate this statement: Not all S are P? 
● “Not all S are P” is a contradiction of an A statement. What is the contradiction of the A 

statement on the square of opp? O - point out on square of opp poster 
● Look at page 205 and let’s translate these together. 

○ All people are friend-needers. 
○ All number two pencils are working pencils. 
○ All witnesses of the accidents are people who may testify. 
○ No songs I heard were copyrighted songs. 
○ No pianos in that room are tuned pianos. 



○ No toddlers are calculus students. 
○ Some soldiers were memorial-visitors. 
○ Some people are ice-cream-likers. 
○ Some people are spinach-likers. 
○ Some soldiers are not front-lines-fighters. 

● What are three types of statements you read about in this lesson? Singular, indefinite, 
hypothetical 

● What is an example of a singular statement? Dante is a poet. Drew Brees is a 
quarterback. 

● What quantity should singular statements be translated to? Universal - it will sound 
ridiculous but it is how they are best translated 

● What about “You are not going”? No you are a person going 
● Why do indefinite statements have to be translated more carefully? Because you have to 

discern what quantity is being discussed in the statement 
● Translate: “Boys threw rocks at me.” Some boys were throwers of rocks at me - this 

quantity is particular because it’s not ALL the boys in the world 
● Look at the cats example. “Cats are mammals. Cats sang outside my window. Therefore 

mammals sang outside my window.” How do we translate this? What quantity would the 
conclusion be? All cats are mammals. Some cats are outside-my-window-singers. 
Therefore some mammals are outside-my-window-singers. Particular. 

● What words indicate a hypotheticals statement? If...then 
● Hypothetical statements should be translated to what quantity? Universal 
● Translate: “If you eat that piece of cake, you will be thrown from this house.” All eaters of 

that piece of cake are people who will be thrown from the house. 
● Translate: “If you eat that cake, you will not regret it.” No times you eat that cake are 

times you will regret. ***if students struggle, mention that hypotheticals are often 
translated into terms of time 

 
Lesson 29 - Translating Inclusive and Exclusive Statements 

● What other statements did you read about that need translation? Inclusive and Exclusive 
● “You should do whatever I say.” How do you translate this? 
● If you said, “All you are a person who should do whatever I say”, that is incorrect. The 

argument contains and inclusive. What is an inclusive? A word, often a relative pronoun 
or adverb, that refers to a broad range of things or times. 

● What is our nickname for inclusive words? Ever-words 
● What are some inclusives? Whoever, whatever, wherever, whenever, however, always, 

never 
● What statement (A, E, I, or O) best fits with whatever? A - whatever denotes all the 

things 
● The words following the inclusive are usually what part of the statement? The subject 
● Translate: “Whenever your heart condemns you, God is greater than your heart.” All 

times that your heart condemns you are times that God is greater than your heart.” 



● Translate: “A prize will be given to whoever translates this.” All translators of this will be 
prize winners. 

● Translate: “Children talk however their parents talk.” All ways their parents talk are ways 
children talk. 

● What are the tricky inclusive words? Always and never 
● Translate: “It is always wrong to steal.” All times are times that it is wrong to steal. 
● Translate: “She always interrupts me.” All times that I am talking are times that she is 

interrupting me. 
○ Point out the differences between the two translations 

● Translate: “He never ties his shoes.” No times he wears shoes are times he ties his 
shoes OR No times are times he ties his shoes - this is determined by the intention of 
the speaker. 

● Translate: “I will do what you say.” All things you say are things I will do. - point out that 
what is short for whatever 

● Translate: “All’s well that ends well.” All things that end well are things that are well. - that 
is like whatever 

● What are exclusives? Words that set boundaries, referring to only a limited class of 
things. 

● What are some examples of exclusive words? Only, unless, except, nobody but 
● The words following the exclusive are usually what part of the statement? The predicate 
● Translate: “All Italians can cook.” All people who can cook are Italians. 
● Translate: “Only women are queens.” All queens are women. 
● Translate: “Nobody but Americans can make French fries.” All people who can make 

French fries are Americans. 
● Translate: “The plants will die unless you talk to them.” All the plants you do not talk to 

are plants that die. 
● Translate: “Everyone went to the party except the Montagues.” No Montagues were 

party-attenders OR All non-Montagues were party-attenders. - statements with “except” 
often contain two independent statements; some statements in ordinary English may be 
translated into more than one categorical statement. 

 
PASS OUT Translating Process sheets 
 
IF TIME, do extra practice 
 
INTEGRATION - Have students come up with simple syllogisms to express a truth about each 
strand 

 

LUNCH // 12:15-1:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 



EXPOSITION/LTW // 1:00-1:55 
 
Strand Scripture: 2 Cor 10:5 - We demolish arguments and every pretension that sets itself up 
against the knowledge of God, and we take captive every thought to make it obedient to Christ. 
 
Exordium: ““In darkness God's truth shines most clear.” What did Corrie mean by this 
statement? 
 
SHARE Issues 
 
INTRO Essay 6 Arrangement - Refutation 

● Think about the last time you argued with someone (parent, sibling, friend, etc.). Do you 
feel like they fully understood your position? Do you try as hard to understand the other 
person’s position as you do to get your own point across? 

● Do we make our case better when we know why others oppose our idea? Why or why 
not? 

● Define refutation. The response to an opposing argument 
● What arrangement skill have we learned already that lays the groundwork for refutation? 

Division 
 
PRACTICE with class issue 

● What is our thesis? 
● What is the counterthesis? 
● Can someone name a point of agreement? 
● Now let’s look at our sorted ANI. 
● What is one strong proof that supports our counter-thesis? 
● What are three subproofs that support that proof? 
● Why is this reason insufficient/not persuasive? 
● Repeat this process for a second proof. 

 
READ examples from TG pg 180-184 
 
GO OVER outline format SB pg 72 
 
DISCUSS Hiding Place using highlighted questions from WAS pg 93 
 
INTEGRATION: Have kids pick term, location, action, virtue, etc. from HP or term from 
LTW and integrate 
 

 

DEBATE/AM EXP // 1:55-2:50 



 
Strand Scripture: Micah 6:8 - He has shown you, O mortal, what is good. And what does the 
Lord require of you? To act justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly with your God. 
 
Exordium: “Opportunity is missed by most people because it is dressed in overalls and looks 
like work.” // What did Edison mean by this? What kind of comparisons is he inferring with this 
statement? 
 
DISCUSS Thomas Edison 

● Overview bio from Am Exp (pg 221) 
● Students fill out note packet details as we discuss 
● Add details to class timeline 

 
DISCUSS Theodore Roosevelt 

● Overview bio from Am Exp (pg 239) 
● Students fill out note packet details as we discuss 
● Add details to class timeline 

 
COMPARE Edison & Roosevelt ***use comparison chart to start discussion 

● How are they both similar (have/are/do)? 
● How are they different? 
● Any common qualities between Edison & Roosevelt? ***list student answers on board 
● Which character qualities helped them contribute to the American experience? How so? 
● How did each have developed these qualities? 
● What shortcomings in character do you think they had? 
● Should we imitate them? If so, what aspects? 

 
CURRENT CONNECTION: Whether technological progress is always beneficial 
Have class define terms of issue - technological process, beneficial 

● Divide class into teams; each side has 15 minutes to create 15 point ANI chart; they 
must use 5CT and examples from Am Exp bios & other historical knowledge to help 
brainstorm support for each side 

● Assign each team a side to argue; they create outline with exordium, division, 3 proofs 
with subproofs, and amplification 

● Have each side do a short oral outline presentation supporting their position 
 
INTEGRATION - students choose Edison or Roosevelt and integrate into other strands 
 

 

REFLECTION // 2:50-3:00 
 
ADD TO TIMELINE & MAPS: 



● Maria Mitchell (1818-1889, Massachusetts) 
● Thomas Edison (1847-1931, Ohio) 
● Theodore Roosevelt (1858-1919, New York) 

 
Share one thing we discussed today that you found true, good, or beautiful. Add to poster. 
 
Overview of week 12’s assignments 
 

 

CLEAN AND DISMISS // 3:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Inferences & Translation
By
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n: Converse:
Reverses the subject
and predicate of a

statement.

Valid on:
E  &  I  statements

Obverse:
Changes the to the opposite

quality and a negated 
predicate.

Valid on:
A,  E,  I,  &  O  statements

Contrapositive:
Reverses and negates both the 

subject and predicate
of the original.

Valid on:
A  &  O  statements
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s: Synonyms that replace:

ALL:
every, any, as many as

No:
none, all ... not, never

Some:
many, most, a few

Singular statements
are translated as universals

Indefinite statements
must be studied carefully to see 
what is being said and whether 
or not they should be translated 

as universal or particular

Hypothetical statements
should be translated as 

universals

Inclusive words
whoever, whatever, wherever, 
whenever, however, always, 

never
*the words following the inclusive 

are usuallty the subject of the 
statement

Exclusive words
only, unless, except, nobody but
*the words following the exclusive 

are usuallty the predicate
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A: All S is P
Obverse:

All S is P > No S is non-P

Contrapositive:
All S is P > All non-P is non-S

I: Some S is P
Converse:

Some S is P > Some P is S

Obverse:
Some S is P > Some S is not non-P

E: No S is P
Converse:

No S is P > No P is S

Obverse:
No S is P > All S is non-P

O: Some S is not P
Obverse:

Some S is not P > Some S is non-P

Contrapositive:
Some S is not P > Some non-P is not non-S

Complement: the complement of a term is the set of all terms not included in the given term. Thus, the complement of P is non-P.



Lesson 27 - Immediate Inferences 

All non-believers are unsaved people. No believers are non-Christians. Therefore, all Christians 
are saved people.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________


Converse of E statement: _____________________________________________________________

Converse of I statement: ______________________________________________________________


Write the obverse of the following statements: 
All S is P	 	 	 	 	 	 No S is P

______________________________________ 		 _______________________________________

______________________________________ 		 _______________________________________

______________________________________ 		 _______________________________________

Some S is P	 	 	 	 	 	 Some S is not P

______________________________________ 		 _______________________________________

______________________________________ 		 _______________________________________

______________________________________ 		 _______________________________________


Contrapositive of A statement: _________________________________________________________

Contrapositive of O statement: _________________________________________________________


Lesson 28 - Translating Ordinary Statements 

Everybody needs a friend.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Any number two pencil will work.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

As many as saw the accident may testify.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

None of the songs I heard were copyrighted.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

All of the pianos in that room are not in tune.

_____________________________________________________________________________________




Toddlers never study calculus.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Many soldiers visited the memorial.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Most people like ice cream.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

A few people like spinach.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Not all soldiers fight on the front lines.

_____________________________________________________________________________________


Translate the singular statements: 
Dante is a poet.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Drew Brees is a quarterback.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

You are not going.

_____________________________________________________________________________________


Translate the indefinite statements. 
Boys threw rocks at me.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Cats are mammals. Cats sang outside my window. Therefore mammals sang outside my 
window.

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________


Translate the hypothetical statements. 
If you eat that piece of cake, you will be thrown from this house. 
_____________________________________________________________________________________

If you eat that cake, you will not regret it.

_____________________________________________________________________________________




Lesson 29 - Translating Inclusive and Exclusive Statements 
You should do whatever I say.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Whenever your heart condemns you, God is greater than your heart.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

A prize will be given to whoever translates this.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Children talk however their parents talk.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

It is always wrong to steal.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

She always interrupts me.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

He never ties his shoes.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

I will do what you say.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

All’s well that ends well.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

All Italians can cook.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Only women are queens.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Nobody but Americans can make French fries.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

The plants will die unless you talk to them.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Everyone went to the party except the Montagues.

_____________________________________________________________________________________



EXTRA PRACTICE (IF TIME) 

Lesson 27 - Immediate Inferences 

Write two equivalent immediate inferences and label as converse, obverse, or contrapositive. 

1. All liquid is a fluid.	 	 	 	 2. No positives are negatives.

____________________________________           ___________________________________

____________________________________           ___________________________________


3. Some disciples are apostles.	 	 	 4. Some participles are not modifiers.

____________________________________           ___________________________________

____________________________________           ___________________________________


Use immediate inferences to translate the argument into a standard form, categorical 
syllogism. Indicate whether it is valid or invalid. 

5. All atheists are non-Christians, but some	 6. All non-conductors are insulators, and

drinkers are not non-Christians. Therefore,	 some conductors are metals. Therefore,

some non-atheists are not non-drinkers.		 some insulators are non-metals.

____________________________________           ___________________________________

____________________________________           ___________________________________

____________________________________           ___________________________________

Valid? ____ If no, fallacies? ___________		 Valid? ____ If no, fallacies? ___________


Lesson 28 - Translating Ordinary Statements 

Translate the following statements into standard categorical form. 

1. Not everybody likes ice cream. ________________________________________________

2. Thinking can be tiring. ________________________________________________

3. If it’s a spider then it’s not an insect. ________________________________________________

4. Jonathan programs computers. ________________________________________________




Lesson 29 - Translating Exclusive and Inclusive Statements 

Translate the following statements into standard categorical form. 

1. She was given whatever she desired. _______________________________________________

2. I will mock you when your terror comes. 

_______________________________________________

3. Only the strong survive. ________________________________________________

4. Our eyes are always seeing unless we are asleep. 

________________________________________________


Translate the syllogism into standard categorical form.


5. Everyone played games except the older people. So Josiah is older, because he didn’t play.


____________________________________________________________________________________


____________________________________________________________________________________


____________________________________________________________________________________


6. I will not dismiss whoever is not finished. If you are still writing then you are not finished. So 

anyone still writing will not be dismissed.


____________________________________________________________________________________


____________________________________________________________________________________


____________________________________________________________________________________



DEVOTION - Emma leads (Joyfulness) 
 

 

LOGIC/MATH // 8:30 - 9:25 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:33a, 40 - For God is not a God of disorder but of peace. But 
everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way. 
 
Exordium: Here’s your viral math problem: 
 

 
 
A = 7 
B = 3 
C = 4 
D = 1 
 
Student Presentations from a problem they had difficulty with: 

● Sara - 
● Victoria - 
● Abs - 
● Summer - 
● Emma - 

 
PICK two student problems and compare them on the board. 
 
Saxon preview: 

● Lesson 45 - Volume 
○ Examples 45.2 

● Lesson 46 - Order of Ops with Fractions 
○ Example 46.1, 46.2 

● Lesson 47 - Evaluation of Exponential Expressions 
○ Example 47.2, 47.3 

● Lesson 48 - Fractional Parts of a Number 
○ Example 48.2, 48.3 

S1W12



 
Integration: Ask kids for math term to integrate (use fraction if they cannot come up with 
anything) 

 

GRAMMAR/LATIN // 9:25 - 10:20 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:10-12 - Undoubtedly there are all sorts of languages in the world, 
yet none of them is without meaning. If then I do not grasp the meaning of what someone is 
saying, I am a foreigner to the speaker, and the speaker is a foreigner to me. So it is with you. 
Since you are eager for gifts of the Spirit, try to excel in those that build up the church. 
 
Exordium:  Name this famous movie quote and what movie it is from: “Tu eras crepundia. Tu 
non potes evolare. ” (“You are a toy. You can’t fly.” - Toy Story) 
 
QUICK REVIEW Personal Pronouns 

● Break into 2 teams; 10 minutes to completely fill in personal pronouns poster; 1st team 
to finish wins 

 
QUICK REVIEW - 1st & 2nd Conjugation 

● How many principal parts to Latin verbs have? 4; pres/ind/act, pres/inf/act, perf/ind/act, 
perf/part/pass 

● How many conjugations are there? 4 
● Do Latin verbs have stems? Yes 
● How do we find the present verb stem? Drop the ending of the present/infinitive/active 
● How is the present tense formed? On the present stem 
● How do we know a verb belongs to the 1st conjugation? 2nd Prin Part pres/inf/act ends 

in -āre 
● What is another name for 1st conjugation? A-conjugation 
● What is the conjugation indicator for 1st conjugation? a 
● How do we know a verb belongs to 2nd conjugation? It ends in -ēre in the pres/inf/act 
● How do we find the stem of a 2nd conjugation verb? Drop the -ēre in the pres/inf/act 
● What is the conjugation indicator for 2nd conjugation? e 
● What are the personal endings for present/indicative/active? -ō, -s, -t, -mus, -tis, -nt 
● What are the three ways to translate the present/indicative/active? 

○ I verb 
○ I am verbing 
○ I do verb 

● How do we “make” a Latin verb in the present system? Stem + Conjugation Indicator + 
Tense Indicator + Personal Ending 

● Do we need a tense indicator for pres/ind/act? No 
● What does the term perfect express in Latin? Past 
● What does imperfect tense mean? Action is going on in the past 



● How is imperfect tense translated? I was verbing, they were verbing, etc. - past tense 
state-of-being helping verb plus present participle 

● What stem is the imperfect tense formed on? Present 
● Do we need a tense indicator for imperfect tense?  Yes, “ba” 
● Where is the future tense formed? On the present stem 
● How is future/indicative/active translated? Will verb 
● Does fut/ind/act have a tense indicator? Yes, “bi” (but differs for 1PS & 3PP) 

 
INTRO - 3rd Conjugation 

● How is 3rd conjugation different from the other conjugations? All the principal parts must 
be memorized - remember, “3rds” in Latin are always difficult and require more 
memorization 

● How do we know a verb belongs to 3rd conjugation? It ends in -ere in the pres/inf/act 
● How can we tell the difference between 2nd & 3rd conjugation verbs? 2nd has the 

macron over the first e 
● Turn to #166 in Grammar. How is 3rd conjugation similar to 2nd in 

present/indicative/active? Different? Point out “i” for conjugation, 3PP has “u” 
● Look at 169. How is 3rd conjugation similar to 2nd in imperfect/indicative/active? 

Different? Point out it is the exact same as 2nd imp/ind/act 
● Finally look at 172. How is 3rd conjugation similar to 2nd in future/indicative/active? 

Different? Point out there is NO tense indicator for 3rd fut/ind/act; 1PS has “a” where 
everything else has e 

 
PRACTICE - Orally Answer (pics of answers on phone) 

● Ex 156 
● Ex 158 
● Ex 162 
● Ex 166 

 
5 Min Board Challenge - 2 teams; who can write out 1st, 2nd, & 3rd Conj on board 
fastest? 

● Students can only write one word per turn; either write new word or correct teammate’s 
error 

 
Integration: Latin - pick a 2nd conj verb or pronoun and integrate it 
 

 

BREAK // 10:20-10:25 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 



RESEARCH/ASTRONOMY // 10:25-11:20 
 
Strand Scripture: Psalm 8:1, 3-4 - Lord, our Lord, how majestic is your name in all the earth! 
You have set your glory in the heavens. When I consider your heavens, the work of your 
fingers, the moon and the stars, which you have set in place, what is mankind that you are 
mindful of them, human beings that you care for them? 
 
Exordium: Did your study of Leavitt and stars this week give you any new appreciation for God 
as Creator? How so? 
 
STUDENT PRESENTATIONS - Star Projects 
 
CLASS TIMELINE 

● Add timeline points from last week 
● Have students update personal timeline if not done so 

 
BLUE BOOK - discuss options of astronomer comparison versus timeline entry 
 
INTRO Hubble ***use science card 

● Can anyone share something you already know about Hubble? 
● Read bullet points and discuss unknown scientific words 

 
PREVIEW ASSIGNMENT - pg 158 

● Go over questions 
● Preview project 

 
INTEGRATION - Leavitt (have kids fill in with info from their papers/projects) 
 
 

 

REASONING/LOGIC // 11:20-12:15 
 
Strand Scripture: Isaiah 1:18 - “Come now, let us reason together,” says the Lord. “Though 
your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they are red as crimson, they 
shall be like wool.” 
 
Exordium: Translate this into a categorical statement: 
 
You are good at logic. 
 
(All you are a person who is good at logic) 



 
Exercise Review - Lessons 27-29 

● Go over exercises students got wrong 
● Have student who got exercise correct lead in discussion 

 
IF TIME, vocab review 
 
INTEGRATION - Have students come up with simple syllogisms to express a truth about each 
strand 
 

 

LUNCH // 12:15-1:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

EXPOSITION/LTW // 1:00-1:55 
 
Strand Scripture: 2 Cor 10:5 - We demolish arguments and every pretension that sets itself up 
against the knowledge of God, and we take captive every thought to make it obedient to Christ. 
 
Exordium: “This is what the past is for! Every experience God gives us, every person He puts 
in our lives is the perfect preparation for the future that only He can see.” What did Corrie mean 
by this statement? 
 
SHARE Theses 
 
INTRO Essay 6 Elocution - Simile 

● What is a simile? A trope that makes an explicit comparison of two things different in 
kind but sharing a common characteristic 

● What words are used in a simile? Like or as 
 
READ examples from TG pg 189-190 
 
PRACTICE with class thesis 

● What is one of the terms in our thesis? 
● What is a characteristic or quality of this term?  
● Can you name a different kind of thing that shares this characteristic or quality? 
● Let’s join it to our term using “like” or “as” 

 
 
GO OVER checklist SB pg 113 



 
DISCUSS Hiding Place using highlighted questions from WAS pg 93 
 
INTEGRATION: Have kids pick term, location, action, virtue, etc. from HP or term from 
LTW and integrate 
 

 

DEBATE/AM EXP // 1:55-2:50 
 
Strand Scripture: Micah 6:8 - He has shown you, O mortal, what is good. And what does the 
Lord require of you? To act justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly with your God. 
 
Exordium: “I love to think of nature as unlimited broadcasting stations, through which God 
speaks to us every day, every hour, and every moment of our lives, if we will only tune in a 
remain so.” // What did Carver mean by this? What ways does God use to communicate to us? 
Can you think of any Scriptures that convey a similar message to Carver’s words? 
 
DISCUSS Henry Ford 

● Overview bio from Am Exp (pg 253) 
● Students fill out note packet details as we discuss 
● Add details to class timeline 

 
DISCUSS George Washington Carver 

● Overview bio from Am Exp (pg 269) 
● Students fill out note packet details as we discuss 
● Add details to class timeline 

 
COMPARE Ford & Carver ***use comparison chart to start discussion 

● How are they both similar (have/are/do)? 
● How are they different? 
● Any common qualities between Edison & Roosevelt? ***list student answers on board 
● Which character qualities helped them contribute to the American experience? How so? 
● How did each have developed these qualities? 
● What shortcomings in character do you think they had? 
● What was going on in the United States during their lives? 
● Should we imitate them? If so, what aspects? 

 
PREVIEW Week 14 Speech Guidelines 

● This is practice for mock trial - you will have to memorize opening, closing, and witness 
statements in mock trial, so this is your opportunity to practice speaking for a longer 
length of time in front of others 

● What canons of rhetoric will be we using with this assignment? Memory & Delivery 



● How does memory affect our delivery? 
● You will self-assess after your presented speech and I will also be giving you feedback 

on your presentation 
 
INTEGRATION - students choose Edison or Roosevelt and integrate into other strands 
 

 

REFLECTION // 2:50-3:00 
 
ADD TO TIMELINE & MAPS: 

● Henrietta Swan Leavitt (1868-1921, Massachusetts) 
● Henry Ford (1863-1947, Michigan) 
● George Washington Carver (1864-1943, Missouri, Alabama) 

 
Share one thing we discussed today that you found true, good, or beautiful. Add to poster. 
 
Overview of week 13’s assignments 
 

 

CLEAN AND DISMISS // 3:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



DEVOTION - Summer leads (Boldness) 
 

 

LOGIC/MATH // 8:30 - 9:25 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:33a, 40 - For God is not a God of disorder but of peace. But 
everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way. 
 
Exordium: Here’s your math brain teaser: 
 

 
The Answer is 3. Sum of vertical numbers is equal to multiplication of horizontal numbers. 
 
Student Presentations from a problem they had difficulty with: 

● Jesse - 
● Abby - 
● Emma - 
● Summer - 
● Jace - 

 
PICK two student problems and compare them on the board. 
 
Saxon preview: 

● Lesson 49 - Surface Area 
○ Examples 49.2 (right solid) 

● Lesson 50 - Scientific Notation for Numbers Greater Than 10 // Between 0-1 
○ Example 50.2, 50.3, 50.4 

● Lesson 51 - Decimal Part of a Number 
○ Example 51.1, 51.2 

● Lesson 52 - Fractions and Symbols of Inclusion 
○ Example 52.3 
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Integration: Ask kids for math term to integrate (use notation if they cannot come up with 
anything) 

 

GRAMMAR/LATIN // 9:25 - 10:20 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:10-12 - Undoubtedly there are all sorts of languages in the world, 
yet none of them is without meaning. If then I do not grasp the meaning of what someone is 
saying, I am a foreigner to the speaker, and the speaker is a foreigner to me. So it is with you. 
Since you are eager for gifts of the Spirit, try to excel in those that build up the church. 
 
Exordium:  Name this famous movie quote and what movie it is from: “Adventum de ibi est! ” 
(“Adventure is out there!” - Up) 
 
SPEED REVIEW - 1st, 2nd, & 3rd Conjugations 

● How many principal parts to Latin verbs have? 4; pres/ind/act, pres/inf/act, perf/ind/act, 
perf/part/pass 

● How many conjugations are there? 4 
● Do Latin verbs have stems? Yes 
● How do we find the present verb stem? Drop the ending of the present/infinitive/active 
● How is the present tense formed? On the present stem 
● How do we know a verb belongs to the 1st conjugation? 2nd Prin Part pres/inf/act ends 

in -āre 
● What is another name for 1st conjugation? A-conjugation 
● What is the conjugation indicator for 1st conjugation? a 
● How do we know a verb belongs to 2nd conjugation? It ends in -ēre in the pres/inf/act 
● How do we find the stem of a 2nd conjugation verb? Drop the -ēre in the pres/inf/act 
● What is the conjugation indicator for 2nd conjugation? e 
● What are the personal endings for present/indicative/active? -ō, -s, -t, -mus, -tis, -nt 
● What are the three ways to translate the present/indicative/active? 

○ I verb 
○ I am verbing 
○ I do verb 

● How do we “make” a Latin verb in the present system? Stem + Conjugation Indicator + 
Tense Indicator + Personal Ending 

● Do we need a tense indicator for pres/ind/act? No 
● What does the term perfect express in Latin? Past 
● What does imperfect tense mean? Action is going on in the past 
● How is imperfect tense translated? I was verbing, they were verbing, etc. - past tense 

state-of-being helping verb plus present participle 
● What stem is the imperfect tense formed on? Present 
● Do we need a tense indicator for imperfect tense?  Yes, “ba” 
● Where is the future tense formed? On the present stem 



● How is future/indicative/active translated? Will verb 
● Does fut/ind/act have a tense indicator? Yes, “bi” (but differs for 1PS & 3PP) 
● How is 3rd conjugation different from the other conjugations? All the principal parts must 

be memorized - remember, “3rds” in Latin are always difficult and require more 
memorization 

● How do we know a verb belongs to 3rd conjugation? It ends in -ere in the pres/inf/act 
● How can we tell the difference between 2nd & 3rd conjugation verbs? 2nd has the 

macron over the first e 
● Turn to #166 in Grammar. How is 3rd conjugation similar to 2nd in 

present/indicative/active? Different?  
● Look at 169. How is 3rd conjugation similar to 2nd in imperfect/indicative/active? 

Different?  
● Finally look at 172. How is 3rd conjugation similar to 2nd in future/indicative/active? 

Different?  
 
Board Challenge - 2 teams; who can write out 1st, 2nd, & 3rd Conj on board fastest? 

● Students can only write one word per turn; either write new word or correct teammate’s 
error 

 
PREVIEW - 4th Conjugation 

● How do we know a verb belongs to 4th conjugation? It ends in -īre in the pres/inf/act 
● Is there a conjugation indicator for 4th? Yes, “i” - but note that on imperfect and future 

tense, the i is placed before the 3rd conjugation endings 
 
PRACTICE - Orally Answer (pics of answers on phone) 

● Ex 169 
● Ex 170 

 
Board Challenge - 2 teams; who can write out all four conjugations on board fastest? 

● Students can only write one word per turn; either write new word or correct teammate’s 
error 

 
PREVIEW - Conjugation of sum 

● Look at nos. 346-348 in Grammar. Compare the conjugation of sum to what we have 
learned about the other 4 conjugations. How are they alike? How are they different? 

● Note that “sum” does not have a perfect/participle/passive - instead it’s 4th part is the 
future active participle 

 
Integration: Latin - pick a 3rd conj verb and integrate it 
 

 

BREAK // 10:20-10:25 



❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 
 

 

RESEARCH/ASTRONOMY // 10:25-11:20 
 
Strand Scripture: Psalm 8:1, 3-4 - Lord, our Lord, how majestic is your name in all the earth! 
You have set your glory in the heavens. When I consider your heavens, the work of your 
fingers, the moon and the stars, which you have set in place, what is mankind that you are 
mindful of them, human beings that you care for them? 
 
Exordium: Did your study of Hubble and galaxies this week give you any new appreciation for 
God as Creator? How so? 
 
STUDENT PRESENTATIONS - Galaxy Posters 
 
CLASS TIMELINE 

● Add timeline points from last week 
● Have students update personal timeline if not done so 

 
BLUE BOOK - discuss options of astronomer comparison versus timeline entry 
 
INTRO Hawking ***use science card 

● Can anyone share something you already know about Hawking? 
● Read points and discuss unknown scientific words 

 
PREVIEW ASSIGNMENT - pg 158 

● Go over questions 
● Preview essay 

 
INTEGRATION - Hubble (have kids fill in with info from their papers/projects) 
 
 

 

REASONING/LOGIC // 11:20-12:15 
 
Strand Scripture: Isaiah 1:18 - “Come now, let us reason together,” says the Lord. “Though 
your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they are red as crimson, they 
shall be like wool.” 
 
Exordium: What are the immediate inferences for this statement? 
Some athletes are swimmers. 



 
Some swimmers are athletes (converse) and Some athletes are not non-swimmers (obverse) 
 
Lesson 30 - Enthymemes 

● Write on board: “You aren’t my friend, because all my friends drive sports cars.” - How 
can this be translated into categorical form? 

● What is an enthymeme? An argument in which a statement is unstated and assumed 
● Pass out Enthymeme cheat sheet 
● Work through example on cheat sheet, then apply questions/process to argument on 

board 
● Remind students we always assume the argument being made is a valid argument 
● Why do you think it’s important that we learn to analyze enthymemes? 

 
Lesson 31 - Hypothetical Syllogisms 

● Can someone give an example of a hypothetical statement? Hint: think back to the 
lesson on types of statements 

● What is a hypothetical statement? A statement that affirms an outcome based on a 
condition 

● What is the form of a hypothetical statement? If P, then Q 
● What are the two types of hypothetical syllogisms you read about this week? Pure and 

mixed 
● Pass out hypothetical syllogism cheat sheets 
● What is a pure hypothetical syllogism? A hypothetical syllogism that only uses 

hypothetical statements 
● Write out the pure hypothetical syllogism on the board and also how to abbreviate it with 

symbols 
● What does P represent in a hypothetical syllogism? NOT major term; it represents a 

categorical statement within a hypothetical statement 
● Who can come up with an example to replace the symbols? ***Write student example on 

board 
● What are the parts of a hypothetical statement called and where are they located? 

Antecedent - located after “if”; consequent - located after “then” 
● Where have you seen these terms before or do you see any words that relate to them? 

Antecedent - the noun a pronoun replaces so it comes before; consequent - we can see 
“consequence”; the consequent is a result of the antecedent 

● What are the antecedents and consequents in our class example? 
● Can pure hypothetical syllogisms be invalid? Yes 
● Write on board: “If you are a human, then you have a nose. If you are an elephant, then 

you have a nose. Therefore, if you are a human, then you are an elephant.” 
● Can you abbreviate this using the symbols? 
● What are the relationships between the statements? How can we tell that this is invalid? 

It has true premises but a false conclusion - breaks the validity rule 



● What is a mixed syllogism? A syllogism that uses both hypothetical and categorical 
statements 

● What are the two types of valid mixed syllogisms you read about? Modus ponens and 
modus tollens 

● What is the form for modus ponens? Can you come up with an example of modus 
ponens? ***Write on board 

● What is the form for modus tollens? Can you come up with an example of modus 
tollens? ***Write on board 

● What are the two fallacies of mixed hypothetical syllogisms called? Affirming the 
consequent or denying the antecedent 

● What is the form for affirming the consequent? Can you come up with an example of 
affirming the consequent? ***Write on board What are the relationships here? Why 
would this be invalid? 

● What is the form for denying the antecedent? Can you come up with an example of 
denying the antecedent? ***Write on board What are the relationships here? Why would 
this be invalid? 

● What are the two forms of invalid mixed hypothetical syllogisms called? Non-sequiturs 
● What does non-sequitur literally mean? It does not follow 
● Why would these be called non-sequiturs? 

 
Lesson 32 - Establishing Conclusions 

● Write on board: “Real men read poetry.” 
● We have learned how to analyze syllogisms. Now we are going to take the knowledge 

we have about syllogisms and use that knowledge to prove a conclusion. 
● Why would it be important to know how to establish our conclusion? 
● Let’s review the steps for establishing a conclusion. 

○ Choose a statement you want to prove. ***Use example on board 
○ Refer to our 24 valid forms we learned in exercise 22 (look at syllogism validity 

cheat sheet for reference). Each figure (number) has six valid moods (letter 
combo). 

○ Put statement to be established into categorical form. All real men are readers of 
poetry. 

■ What type of statement is this? A 
○ Now look at our list of valid syllogism forms. What form(s) has/have this 

statement as its conclusion? 
○ What do you think we do next? Put the conclusion in the correct place and fill in 

the known terms in the correct places. 
○ What do you think the next step is? Finding a middle term that makes both 

premises true. 
 
PRACTICE Examples sheet 
 
IF TIME, vocab review 



 
INTEGRATION - Have students come up with simple syllogisms to express a truth about each 
strand 
 

 

LUNCH // 12:15-1:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

EXPOSITION/LTW // 1:00-1:55 
 
Strand Scripture: 2 Cor 10:5 - We demolish arguments and every pretension that sets itself up 
against the knowledge of God, and we take captive every thought to make it obedient to Christ. 
 
Exordium: SHARE the simile you included in your essay this week. 
 
SHARE Essays 
 
INTRO Essay 7 Invention - Relationship 

● Think of a decision you have made lately. What caused you to make that decision? What 
were the effects of your decision? 

● What is relationship? One of the 5 common topics, relationship lists events and actions 
that take place before and after the situation in which the issue arises and determines 
which are causes of the situation and which could be the effects of the decision (for or 
against) 

 
CREATE class issue from TT 
 
QUICK BRAINSTORM using Def, Comp, Circ 
 
MODEL Relationship 

● List events that preceded the situation 
○ Circle any causes or probably causes that led to the decision 

● List several actions or events that followed or will likely follow the decision 
○ Put a check beside any that would follow the affirmative decision 
○ Put a star beside any that would lead to the negative decision 

● Add items to ANI chart 
 
INTEGRATION: Have kids pick term, location, action, virtue, etc. from TT or term from 
LTW and integrate 
 



 

DEBATE/AM EXP // 1:55-2:50 
 
Strand Scripture: Micah 6:8 - He has shown you, O mortal, what is good. And what does the 
Lord require of you? To act justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly with your God. 
 
Exordium: “Failures become victories if they make us wise hearted.” (Helen Keller) // What did 
she mean by this? 
 
DISCUSS Helen Keller 

● Overview bio from Am Exp (pg 275) 
● Students fill out note packet details as we discuss 
● Add details to class timeline 

 
DISCUSS Douglas Macarthur 

● Overview bio from Am Exp (pg 293) 
● Students fill out note packet details as we discuss 
● Add details to class timeline 

 
COMPARE Keller & Macarthur ***use comparison chart to start discussion 

● How are they both similar (have/are/do)? 
● How are they different? 
● Any common qualities between Keller & Macarthur? ***list student answers on board 
● Which character qualities helped them contribute to the American experience? How so? 
● How did each have developed these qualities? 
● What shortcomings in character do you think they had? 
● What was going on in the United States during their lives? 
● Should we imitate them? If so, what aspects? 

 
DEBATE CONNECTION: Whether Truman should have removed Macarthur from command of 
the UN forces in Korea 

● Discuss events leading to Macarthur’s removal, results of the war, etc. ***Emphasize 
relationship 

● Divide class into teams; each side has 15 minutes to create 15 point ANI chart; they 
must use 5CT and examples from Am Exp bios & other historical knowledge to help 
brainstorm support for each side 

● Assign each team a side to argue; they create outline with exordium, division, 3 proofs 
with subproofs, and amplification 

● Have each side do a short oral outline presentation supporting their position 
 
 
Week 14 Speech Guidelines 



● This is practice for mock trial - you will have to memorize opening, closing, and witness 
statements in mock trial, so this is your opportunity to practice speaking for a longer 
length of time in front of others 

● What canons of rhetoric will be we using with this assignment? Memory & Delivery 
● How does memory affect our delivery? 
● You will self-assess after your presented speech and I will also be giving you feedback 

on your presentation 
 
INTEGRATION - students choose Keller or Macarthur and integrate into other strands 
 

 

REFLECTION // 2:50-3:00 
 
ADD TO TIMELINE & MAPS: 

● Edwin Hubble (1889-1953, Missouri, California) 
● Helen Keller (1880-1968, Alabama, New York) 
● Douglas Macarthur (1880-1964, Arkansas) 

 
Share one thing we discussed today that you found true, good, or beautiful. Add to poster. 
 
Overview of week 14’s assignments 
 

 

CLEAN AND DISMISS // 3:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



ENTHYMEMES
An ENTHYMEME is an argument in which a statement is unstated and assumed.

Specifically, it is a syllogism with one assumed statement.

You aren’t invited to the party, because only 8th graders are invited to the party.

Steps for Analyzing an Enthymeme (Missing Premise):
1. Locate the conclusion (underline when found)
 • If necessary, translate into categorical form using inferences, statement types, and  
 inclusives and exclusives. (Write the translated statement above the original statement in
 the argument.)  
2. Draw a red box around the minor term.  Draw a green box around the major term.
3. Now look at your remaining statement. Translate into categorical form if necessary. (Write  
 the translated statement above the original statement in the argument.)
4. Determine if your remaining statement is the major premise or the minor premise based  
 on whether it has the major or minor term.
5. Put this premise into its proper place, leaving space for the missing premise.
6. Depending on which premise you have, draw a green or red box around your major or  
 minor term. Draw a blue box around the remaining term, which is your middle term.
7. Compose the missing premise based on what you have analyzed from the given state- 
 ments. The missing (also called assumed) premise must contain both the middle term  
 and either the major term or minor term, depending on which premise you already  
 have.
8. Use the rules of validity to make sure the premise you write is correct and therefore the  
 syllogism is valid.
 • If your syllogism is invalid, go back and check and make sure you have translated everything  
 correctly and your terms and premises are in the correct placement and order.



HYPOTHETICAL SYLLOGISMS
A HYPOTHETICAL is a statement that affirms an outcome based on a conclusion.

It has the form of If P, then Q

PURE HYPOTHETICAL SYLLOGISMS
A PURE HYPOTHETICAL SYLLOGISM is an argument that uses only

hypothetical statements.  

If P, then Q
If Q, then R
Therefore, if P then R 

ANTECEDENT:
The categorical statement following the if
CONSEQUENT:
The categorical statement following the then

U  represents If ... thenP U  Q
Q U  R
     P U  R 

Pure Hypothetical Syllogisms can be valid or invalid:

VALID:
P U  Q
Q U  R
     P U  R 

INVALID:
P U  Q
R U  Q
     P U  R 

IMPORTANT NOTE: 
In hypothetical syllogisms, 

P DOES NOT represent a major term.
Rather, it represents a categorical statement 
being used within the hypothetical statement.

Hypothetical statements combine two categorical 
statements into one new if ... then statement.

  

MIXED HYPOTHETICAL SYLLOGISMS
A MIXED HYPOTHETICAL SYLLOGISM is an argument that uses both

hypothetical and categorical statements.  

If P, then Q
P
Therefore, Q 

P U  Q
P
     Q 

MODUS PONENS:

If P, then Q
Not Q
Therefore, not P

P U  Q
~ Q
     ~ P 

MODUS TOLLENS:



HYPOTHETICAL SYLLOGISMS
FALLACIES FOR MIXED HYPOTHETICAL SYLLOGISMS

These are called NON-SEQUITURS. Literally means, “It does not follow.”
Counter-examples can be used to prove an argument is either affirming the

consequent or denying the antecedent.

If P, then Q
Q
Therefore, P 

P U  Q
Q
     P 

AFFIRMING THE CONSEQUENT:
When the second premise affirms the

consequent of the hypothetical statement

If P, then Q
Not P
Therefore, not Q

P U  Q
~ P
     ~ Q 

DENYING THE ANTECEDENT:
When the antecedent of the hypothetical

statement is denied by the premise

VALID
Modus
Ponens

Modus
Tollens

P U  Q
P
     Q 

P U  Q
~ Q
     ~ P 

INVALID
Affirming the
Consequent

Denying the
Antecedent

P U  Q
Q
     P 

P U  Q
~ P
     ~ Q 

HYPOTHETICAL SYLLOGISMS

PURE

VALID
P U  Q
Q U  R
     P U  R 

INVALID
P U  Q
R U  Q
     P U  R 

VALID INVALID

MIXED

Modus
Ponens

P U  Q
P
     Q 

Modus
Tollens

P U  Q
~ Q
     ~ P 

Affirming the
Consequent
P U  Q
Q
     P 

Denying the
Antecedent
P U  Q
~ P
     ~ Q 



LESSON 30 - Enthymemes 

Translate the given enthymeme into a complete, standard categorical syllogism. Put 
parentheses around the assumed premise.


1. Every mistake is a doorway to learning, so mistakes should never be ignored.


_____________________________________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________________________________


2. Sometimes getting good grades is a pleasant thing, since all honest success if pleasant.


_____________________________________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________________________________


Lesson 31 - Hypothetical Syllogisms 

1.  Write a valid, pure hypothetical syllogism with the given premise: If you want to be a chef, 
then you should experiment with food. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Identify the following mixed hypothetical syllogisms as modus ponens (MP), modus tollens 
(MT), affirming the consequent (AC), or denying the antecedent (DA). 

2.  _____ If man is a conservation biologist, then he seeks to preserve endangered animal 

species. Noah sought to preserve endangered animal species. Therefore, Noah was a 

conservation biologist.


3.  _____ If war is ever lawful, then peace is sometimes sinful. A just war is lawful. Sometimes, 

therefore, peace is sinful.


4.  _____ If you want to run track next year, then you should run during the summer. Jon 

doesn’t want to run track next year, so he should not run during the summer.


5.  _____ If a whale were a fish, then it would have gills. Whales do not have gills. Therefore, 

whales are not fish.




LESSON 32 - Establishing Conclusions 

Write a categorical syllogism of the given form to establish the stated conclusion.


1.  “No Navy SEALS are ballerinas.”


_____________________________________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________________________________


2. “Some poems are not hard to memorize.”


_____________________________________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________________________________


_____________________________________________________________________________________




DEVOTION - Sophie leads (Wisdom) 
 

 

LOGIC/MATH // 8:30 - 9:25 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:33a, 40 - For God is not a God of disorder but of peace. But 
everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way. 
 
Exordium: Here’s your math brain teaser: 
 

 
5 - multiply top by bottom left and subtract bottom right 
 
Student Presentations from a problem they had difficulty with: 

● Abby - 
● Sara - 
● Jesse - 
● Kenz - 
● Abs - 

 
PICK two student problems and compare them on the board. 
 
Saxon preview: 

● Lesson 53 - Percent 
○ Examples 53.2 

● Lesson 54 - Ratio and Proportion 
○ Example 54.2, 54.3, 54.4 

● Lesson 55 - Fractions, Decimals, and Percents 
○ Example 55.3 

● Lesson 56 - Equations with Mixed Numbers 
○ Example 56.2 

 
Integration: Ask kids for math term to integrate (use percent if they cannot come up with 
anything) 
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GRAMMAR/LATIN // 9:25 - 10:20 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:10-12 - Undoubtedly there are all sorts of languages in the world, 
yet none of them is without meaning. If then I do not grasp the meaning of what someone is 
saying, I am a foreigner to the speaker, and the speaker is a foreigner to me. So it is with you. 
Since you are eager for gifts of the Spirit, try to excel in those that build up the church. 
 
Exordium:  Name this famous movie quote and what movie it is from: “Ego tē amo.” “Ego 
nosco.” (“I love you.” “I know.” - Star Wars) 
 
SPEED REVIEW - 1st-4th Conjugations 

● How many principal parts to Latin verbs have? 4; pres/ind/act, pres/inf/act, perf/ind/act, 
perf/part/pass 

● How many conjugations are there? 4 
● Do Latin verbs have stems? Yes 
● How do we find the present verb stem? Drop the ending of the present/infinitive/active 
● How is the present tense formed? On the present stem 
● How do we know a verb belongs to the 1st conjugation? 2nd Prin Part pres/inf/act ends 

in -āre 
● What is another name for 1st conjugation? A-conjugation 
● What is the conjugation indicator for 1st conjugation? a 
● How do we know a verb belongs to 2nd conjugation? It ends in -ēre in the pres/inf/act 
● How do we find the stem of a 2nd conjugation verb? Drop the -ēre in the pres/inf/act 
● What is the conjugation indicator for 2nd conjugation? e 
● What are the personal endings for present/indicative/active? -ō, -s, -t, -mus, -tis, -nt 
● What are the three ways to translate the present/indicative/active? 

○ I verb 
○ I am verbing 
○ I do verb 

● How do we “make” a Latin verb in the present system? Stem + Conjugation Indicator + 
Tense Indicator + Personal Ending 

● Do we need a tense indicator for pres/ind/act? No 
● What does the term perfect express in Latin? Past 
● What does imperfect tense mean? Action is going on in the past 
● How is imperfect tense translated? I was verbing, they were verbing, etc. - past tense 

state-of-being helping verb plus present participle 
● What stem is the imperfect tense formed on? Present 
● Do we need a tense indicator for imperfect tense?  Yes, “ba” 
● Where is the future tense formed? On the present stem 
● How is future/indicative/active translated? Will verb 
● Does fut/ind/act have a tense indicator? Yes, “bi” (but differs for 1PS & 3PP) 



● How is 3rd conjugation different from the other conjugations? All the principal parts must 
be memorized - remember, “3rds” in Latin are always difficult and require more 
memorization 

● How do we know a verb belongs to 3rd conjugation? It ends in -ere in the pres/inf/act 
● How can we tell the difference between 2nd & 3rd conjugation verbs? 2nd has the 

macron over the first e 
● How is 3rd conjugation similar to 2nd in present/indicative/active? Different?  
● How is 3rd conjugation similar to 2nd in imperfect/indicative/active? Different?  
● How is 3rd conjugation similar to 2nd in future/indicative/active? Different?  
● How do we know a verb belongs to 4th conjugation? It ends in -īre in the pres/inf/act 
● Is there a conjugation indicator for 4th? Yes, “i” - but note that on imperfect and future 

tense, the i is placed before the 3rd conjugation endings 
 
Board Challenge - 2 teams; who can write out all four conjugations on board fastest? 

● Students can only write one word per turn; either write new word or correct teammate’s 
error 

 
PRACTICE 
Ex 177, No. 2 
Caesar longē aberat ā castris. 
Caesar was far away from the camp. 

SN AV Vi Pr OP 

Caesar longē aberat ā castris 

G - Masc  P - 3rd Abl G - Fem 

N - Sing  N - Sing  N - S/P 

C - Nom  T - Past  C - Abl 

Dec - 3rd  Conj - “sum”  Dec - 1st 

Caesar far was away from camp 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Ex 178, No. 3 
They were far away from the river. 
Ā fluminē longē aberant. 

SP Vi AV Pr OP 

They were away far from the river 

G - Masc P - 3rd   G - Neur 

N - Plur N - Plur   N - Sing 

C - Nom T - Past   C - Abl 

 Conj - “sum”   Dec - 3rd 

Eī** aberant longē ā fluminē 

**Not needed because of verb 
 
PREVIEW - Perfect Indicative Active 

● Have volunteer call out all 4 principal parts for each conjugation and the conjugation of 
fui; make chart on board 

● Which tenses belong to the perfect system? Perfect, pluperfect, future perfect 
● How do we find the stem of the perfect system? Drop the “i” of the 3rd principal part 

(perf/ind/act) 
● What does perfect represent in Latin? Past 
● What are the three ways we translate the perfect/ind/act tense into English? I verbed, I 

did verb, I have verbed 
● How does this compare to translating pres/ind/act? 
● How do we conjugate a verb into persons/numbers in perf/ind/act? Drop the “i” from 

perf/ind/act and add the personal endings (see Gr 174) 
● Look at 177-179 in Grammar. How are these similar to 174? Do you think conjugating 

the perfect system will be easier or harder than present system? What tips can you 
share to memorize the perfect system? 

● Pass out perfect system verb charts 
 
PRACTICE - Orally answer (key in bag) 

● Ex 179 
● Ex 180 

 
Integration: Latin - pick a 4th conj verb and integrate it 
 

 

BREAK // 10:20-10:25 



❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 
 

 

RESEARCH/ASTRONOMY // 10:25-11:20 
 
Strand Scripture: Psalm 8:1, 3-4 - Lord, our Lord, how majestic is your name in all the earth! 
You have set your glory in the heavens. When I consider your heavens, the work of your 
fingers, the moon and the stars, which you have set in place, what is mankind that you are 
mindful of them, human beings that you care for them? 
 
Exordium: Did your study of Hawking and black holes this week give you any new appreciation 
for God as Creator? How so? 
 
STUDENT PRESENTATIONS 

● Pass out Delivery Assessment sheet 
● Have students recall their skill to refine 
● Tutor and peer glow & grow at the end of each presentation, based on each student’s 

selected skill 
 
CLASS TIMELINE 

● Add timeline points from last week 
● Have students update personal timeline if not done so 

 
BLUE BOOK - discuss options of astronomer comparison versus timeline entry 
 
PREVIEW SHOEBOX ASSIGNMENT - pg 161 

● Go over project details 
● Randomly assign astronomers (draw names) 

 
INTEGRATION - Hawking (have kids fill in with info from their papers/projects) 
 
 

 

REASONING/LOGIC // 11:20-12:15 
 
Strand Scripture: Isaiah 1:18 - “Come now, let us reason together,” says the Lord. “Though 
your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they are red as crimson, they 
shall be like wool.” 
 
Exordium: Without using cheat sheets - what form of mixed hypothetical syllogism is this? 
 



If the girls are gorillas, then Jesse is a cow. 
Jesse is not a cow. 
Therefore, the girls are not gorillas. 
 
(Modus tollens) 
 
GO OVER Ex 31-35 and work through problems students missed 
 
IF TIME, play apples to apples syllogisms 
 
INTEGRATION - Have students come up with simple syllogisms to express a truth about each 
strand 
 

 

LUNCH // 12:15-1:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

EXPOSITION/LTW // 1:00-1:55 
 
Strand Scripture: 2 Cor 10:5 - We demolish arguments and every pretension that sets itself up 
against the knowledge of God, and we take captive every thought to make it obedient to Christ. 
 
Exordium: 

1. SHARE your issues form your ANI charts 
2. ASK, “Should he do it?” Answer student questions as asked until they pin down issue. 

Discuss the importance of context. 
 
INTRO Essay 7 Arrangement - Narratio 

● Write thesis on board. “Theseus should have fought the Minotaur.” 
● Today we are adding Narratio to our outlines. What is Narratio? The statement of facts of 

the context which leads to the issue in question 
● First we need to identify the situation of our thesis. What is meant by situation? The 

context in which the actor of your issue must make (or has made) the decision. The 
situation includes the setting, actors, any action or event taking place in the setting, and 
the dilemma confronted by the main actor 

● What is the situation for our actor (Theseus)? 
○ Ancient times 
○ Crete 
○ Theseus, Ariadne, Minotaur, Minos 

● What actions or guidance led to this situation (consider the dilemma)? 



○ Theseus sought to end the tribute of 14 Athenians to Minos 
● What caused the action above (work backwards)? 

○ Ariadne gave Theseus the string 
○ Ariadne fell in love with Theseus and sought him out 
○ Theseus sailed to Crete with the Athenians 
○ Theseus went against his father’s wishes 

● Determine what causes should go into our Narratio ***make note not to retell the entire 
story 

● What invention topic is similar to Narratio? Relationship 
● Why would we need to add Narratio to our outlines? Read top of 208 after taking student 

answers 
 
INTRO Essay 7 Elocution - Alliteration 

● What is parallelism? What is its purpose? How do we create it? What else can be made 
parallel other than words, phrases, and clauses? 

● Define alliteration. The repetition of adjacent or closely connected consonant sounds 
● Why do we add alliteration to our papers? To highlight certain ideas, break up monotony, 

or just for fun 
● PRACTICE adding alliteration to thesis statement 

 
PREVIEW Worksheets & Outline SB pages 79-86 
 
INTEGRATION: Have kids pick term, location, action, virtue, etc. from TT or term from 
LTW and integrate 
 

 

DEBATE/AM EXP // 1:55-2:50 
 
Strand Scripture: Micah 6:8 - He has shown you, O mortal, what is good. And what does the 
Lord require of you? To act justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly with your God. 
 
Exordium: “Men often hate each other because they fear each other; they fear each other 
because they don’t know each other; they don’t know each other because they cannot 
communicate; they cannot communicate because they are separated.” (Martin Luther King Jr.) // 
What did he mean by this? What is the conclusion of his argument? Do you think his conclusion 
is logically sound? Why or why not? What is his implied proposal to combating hate? 
 
STUDENT PRESENTATIONS - Reagan or King speeches 

● Review Delivery Assessment Tools 
● Self, peer, and tutor glow & grow at the end of presentations 

 
INTEGRATION - students choose Reagan or King and integrate into other strands 



 
 

REFLECTION // 2:50-3:00 
 
ADD TO TIMELINE & MAPS: 

● Stephen Hawking (1942-2018, United Kingdom) 
● Ronald Reagan (1911-2004, Illinois, California) 
● Douglas Macarthur (1929-1968, Georgia) 

 
Share one thing we discussed today that you found true, good, or beautiful. Add to poster. 
 
Blue book overview 
 

 

CLEAN AND DISMISS // 3:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Start of Semester 2



DEVOTION - Victoria leads (Orderliness) 
 

 

LOGIC/MATH // 8:30 - 9:25 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:33a, 40 - For God is not a God of disorder but of peace. But 
everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way. 
 
Exordium: Here’s your math brain teaser: 
 

 
Triangle = 3 
Square = 2 
Circle = 4 
? = 14 
 
Student Presentations from a problem they had difficulty with: 

● Jace - 
● Abs - 
● Emma - 
● Sophie - 
● Sara - 

 
PICK two student problems and compare them on the board. 
 
Saxon preview: 

● Lesson 57 - Mixed Number Problems 
○ Examples 57.2 

● Lesson 58 - Distance Problem 
○ Example 58.2 

● Lesson 59 - Proportions with Fractions 
○ Example 59.2 

● Lesson 60 - Circles 
○ Example 60.1 
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Integration: Ask kids for math term to integrate (use percent if they cannot come up with 
anything) 
 

 

GRAMMAR/LATIN // 9:25 - 10:20 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:10-12 - Undoubtedly there are all sorts of languages in the world, 
yet none of them is without meaning. If then I do not grasp the meaning of what someone is 
saying, I am a foreigner to the speaker, and the speaker is a foreigner to me. So it is with you. 
Since you are eager for gifts of the Spirit, try to excel in those that build up the church. 
 
Exordium:  Name this famous movie quote and what movie it is from: “Ego populum in peccatīs 
pessimīs nōn reor.” (“I don’t judge people on their worst mistakes.” - Black Widow) 
 
SPEED REVIEW - Verb Conjugations 

● Pair up, 5 minute chart fill out in teams 
 
REVIEW - Declension of puer, ager, and vir 

● What declension do these words belong to? 2nd 
● How do we know? Gen sing ends in ī 
● What is their gender? Masculine 
● How are they different from other 2nd declension masculine nouns? Don’t end in us   
● Decline the three as a class *** Write in BRAINs 

 
REVIEW - Declension of miser and integer 

● How are these adjectives like puer? The masculine form is like puer or ager 
● What class of adjectives do these belong to? 1st & 2nd declension 
● How is integer like ager? Stem changes to integr- like ager changes to agr- 
● Decline the two as a class. •••Write in BRAINs 

 
PRACTICE 
Ex 191, No. 1 
Virī nōbilēs et līberī cīvitātem Americānam servāvērunt. 
Noble and free men have guarded the American state. 

SN AJ C AJ DO AJ Vt 

Virī nōbilēs et līberī cīvitātem Americānam servāvērunt 

G - Masc G - Masc  G - Masc G - Fem G - Fem P - 3rd 

N - Plu N - Plu  N - Plu N - Sing N - Sing N - Plur 



C - Nom C - Nom  C - Nom C - Acc C - Acc T - Perf 

Dec - 2nd Dec - 3rd  Dec - 1/2 Dec - 3rd Dec - 1st/2nd Conj - 1st 

Men noble and free state American Guarded / have 
guarded 

 
 
PREVIEW - Possessive Adjectives of the 1st & 2nd Person (pg 173) 

● Read over possessive adjectives, pointing out how they are declined 
 
PREVIEW - Passive Voice 

● What voice have we studied so far for our verbs? (Hint: look at page 44-47 in Grammar) 
Active 

● What does it mean for a verb to have the active voice? The subject is doing the action 
Can you give an example? 

● What does it mean for a verb to have the passive voice? The subject is receiving the 
action. Can you give an example? 

 
PRACTICE - Orally answer (key in bag) 

● Ex 199 
 
PREVIEW - Passive Voice Cont’d 

● What are the final personal signs we have learned for the present system active voice? 
-ō/m, -s, -t, -mus, -tis, -nt  ***Write on board in column 

● In how many conjugations do we use these? All 4 
● How do we change the voice from active to passive for present, imperfect, and future 

tense? Change endings to -or/r, -ris, -tur, -mur, -minī, -ntur ***Write in board on column 
● Pass out Passive Verb Charts and fill out as a class 

 
IF TIME, Exercise 200 
 
Integration: Latin - pick a new vocab word to conjugate (use integer if they can’t pick) 
 

 

BREAK // 10:20-10:25 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

RESEARCH/DEFEATING DARWINISM // 10:25-11:20 
 
Strand Scripture: Colossians 1:15-17 - He is the image of the invisible God, 



the firstborn over all creation. For everything was created by Him, in heaven and on earth, the 
visible and the invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities— all things have 
been created through Him and for Him. He is before all things, and by Him all things hold 
together. 
 
Exordium: The book we’re reading this semester is called Defeating Darwinism. What can you 
tell me about Charles Darwin and natural selection based on what you learned in Foundations & 
Challenge A? 
 
READ Introduction aloud 

● What question is Phillip Johnson hoping to answer? (Pg 10) Is there a God who created 
us and cares about what we do? 

● Approximately what percent of people believe in biblical creation and theistic evolution? 
90% 

● What false beliefs is he hoping to explain with better clarity? (pg 11 - discuss what they 
think each will mean) 

○ Evolution from molecule to man is a single process 
○ Fossil evidence confirms Darwinian process of step-by-step change 
○ Monkeys can type Hamlet if they are aided by a mechanism akin to natural 

selection 
○ Science isn’t saying anything about religion when it says that we were created by 

a purposeless material process 
● What does he mean by “an ideology that goes far beyond scientific fact”? 
● What skill does Johnson hope you will gain with reading this book? Critical thinking 

applied to the topic of evolution 
● Why is it important that we view issues from each side? Think about how we applied this 

in LTW with Division and Refutation. 
 
MODEL Highlighting using guide pg 176 

● Discuss and define any confusing or unknown vocabulary words from the introduction; 
add vocab words to outline packet 

 
MODEL outlining using outline packet 
 
INTEGRATION - Use term from Intro of DD 
 

 

REASONING/LOGIC // 11:20-12:15 
 
Strand Scripture: Isaiah 1:18 - “Come now, let us reason together,” says the Lord. “Though 
your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they are red as crimson, they 
shall be like wool.” 



 
Exordium: Turn in your logic appendices! Candy for each student who reached 25 copies! 
 
Lesson 1 - Intro to Propositional Logic 

● Write “languages” on the board; have students come up with as many as they can. If no 
one guesses logic, add it to the board 

○ Explain that logic is a symbolic language that all arguments in other languages 
can be translated into 

● What did we study in categorical logic? Take answers then specify that we used symbols 
to represent terms (All S is P, etc.) 

● We are moving into propositional logic, where the basic unit of thought is a proposition. 
What is a proposition? A statement 

● Write: God loves the world, The world is loved by God, Deus mundum amat. Do these 
mean the same thing even though they are different sentences? Yes, and therefore they 
represent the same proposition. 

● Why do you think propositional logic is called symbolic logic? Because we use symbols 
to represent almost all the words; the letters are used to represent propositions (i.e 
“Dogs are mammals” would be represented not by “All D are M” but just “D” to represent 
the whole statement) 

● What does truth-functional mean in regards to propositions? The truth value of the 
proposition depends on the truth value of the component parts 

● What are the two types of propositions you read about? Simple and compound 
● Can you give an example of a simple proposition? Apples are fruit. How can we turn this 

into a compound proposition? Add and, but, or - Apples are fruit and carrots are 
vegetables. 

● What are words like and, but, or called? Logical operators 
● What is a logical operator? Words that combine simple propositions in order to make 

compound propositions 
● Look at our compound proposition. Is this true or false? True. It is truth functional 

because both propositions are true. 
● “It is false that apples are fruit.” Is this a simple or compound proposition? Compound. 

Why is this compound? Apples are fruit could stand alone; it is truth functional because 
“It is false that apples are fruit” depends on the truth value of “Apples are fruit.” What is 
the truth value of the whole proposition if “Apples are fruit” is false? If it’s true? 

● Write: “I believe that apples are fruit.” Is this truth functional? No, because it is a self 
report and self-reports are always considered true in spite of whether the component 
parts are true. 

● What is a propositional constant? An uppercase letter that represents a single, given 
proposition. 

● What is a propositional variable? A lowercase letter that can represent any proposition 
● What letter do we usually begin with when using propositional variables? p 

 
Lesson 2 - Negation, Conjunction, and Disjunction 



● What are the logical operators we’ve already covered? And, but, or, it is false that 
● What is a logical operator? Words that combine simple propositions in order to make 

compound propositions 
● Write at top of board: What words in English are abbreviated/represented by it? What is 

its symbol? How is the truth value of the compound proposition affected by the truth 
value of its component parts?  - We will be answering these questions about logical 
operators 

● Write: “Negation.” What words does this logical operator represent? Not, it is false that 
What symbol is used? ~ 

● What is negation? The logical operator that denies or contradicts a proposition 
● “Everyone can read.”  

○ How can we abbreviate this? E.  
○ How would we write the negation of this? ~E  
○ How would we translate this? Not everyone can read or Some people cannot 

read. 
● Remember the square of opp. Where was contradiction? A contradicts O, E contradicts I  

○ Therefore if it is true that everyone can read, it must be false that some people 
cannot read 

● Write out truth table for negation, leaving 2nd column blank; fill is as students 
discuss 

● What is a truth table? A listing of the possible truth values for a set of one or more 
propositions 

● What logical operators does conjunction represent? And, but, still 
● What does conjunction mean? A logical operator that joins two propositions and is true if 

and only if both propositions (conjucts) are true 
● How is conjunction represented? A dot 
● What determines if a conjunction is true or false? It is only true if both propositions are 

true; if either proposition is false, the whole thing is false 
● Write out truth table for conjunction, leaving 3rd column blank; fill is as students 

discuss 
● Each row represents truth and falsity of possible combinations 
● Translate: “I am cold and wet.” “You and I are both lost.” 
● What logical operators do you think disjunction represents? Or 
● How is disjunction represented? V 
● Write: “I got us lost or you got us lost.” 
● What are two ways to define “or” in English? This or that, but not both (exclusive - We 

are lost or we are not lost) OR This or that, or both (inclusive - The park rangers will look 
for you if you are lost or hurt) 

● Latin has two words for or - aut for exclusive or vel for inclusive - this is why we 
represent disjunction with a V 

● So what is disjunction? The logical operator that joins two propositions and is true if and 
if one or both of the components (disjuncts) is true 



● Write out truth table for disjunction, leaving all blank. Have students fill in p & q 
and then final column 

● Write: “A v B • C”  What problem do you see here? Ambiguity 
● How do we remove ambiguity (hint: think of math)? Add parentheses In a series of 3 or 

more propositions, we should use parentheses 
● What word is a good indicator of where to put the parentheses? Both 
● Write: “Forest rangers and grizzly bears are not both friendly creatures.” How would you 

write this? ~(F•G) because the not comes before the both 
● Write: “Both forest rangers and grizzly bears are not friendly creatures.” How would you 

write this? (~F • ~G) because both comes before the not 
● Discuss putting negation before the proposition; how ~p v q is very different from ~(p v q) 

 
Lesson 3 - Truth Tables 

● Practice filling out different truth tables using component proposition truth values 
 
Lesson 4 - The Conditional 

● Write: “If I make a face, the baby will laugh. Everyone will be disappointed if I change my 
mind. The fact that he goes to Harvard implies that he is smart. When you finish 
shoveling the driveway I will give you five dollars. Decapitating my paper dolls is a 
sufficient condition for your death.” 

● What do these sentences have in common? They are all forms of the logical operator the 
conditional 

● What are some other words for the conditional? Hypothetical or material implication 
● What does conditional mean? If/then 
● Translate the sentences into if/then sentences 
● In a conditional, what is the antecedent? The proposition that follows the if 
● What is the consequent? The proposition that follows the then 
● Label antecedents and consequents in the 5 statements 
● What is the symbol for the conditional? Horseshoe  
● Read over point 5 in teacher guide and discuss truth value of conditionals 
● Create truth table for conditionals 
● Read points 7-8 in teacher guide to explain bottom two rows of truth table 
● Write: “It is false that I make a face and the baby does not laugh.” Show how this is 

logically equivalent to the first sentence and explain how; write out symbols to illustrate 
● Create truth table for ~(p • ~q) 
● Compare truth values from second table to truth values on the first table; see how they 

are logically equivalent 
● Translate remaining sentences using points 13-17 in TG 

 
Lesson 5 - The Biconditional 

● Write: “My parents will worry if I’m out late.” How do we symbolize this (using p’s & q’s)? 
q U p 

● Write: “My parents will worry only if I’m out late.” How do we symbolize this? p U q 



● Write: “My parents will worry if and only if I’m out late.”  
● “If and only if” statements are called what? Biconditionals 
● What is the symbol for the biconditional? Three horizontal lines on top of each other 
● We can make a biconditional by combining  p U q (p only if q) and q U p (p if q); a 

biconditional is a conjunction of the two 
● Create truth tables for biconditional, first showing the breakdown and then second 

using the three horizontal lines 
● When is a biconditional true? If and only if the truth values of both parts are the same 

 
PASS OUT cheat sheets for truth tables and conditionals 
 
PRACTICE quiz questions as time allows 
 
INTEGRATION - Have students integrate term from 1-5 (use conjunction if they can’t think of a 
term) 
 

 

LUNCH // 12:15-1:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

EXPOSITION/SHORT STORIES // 1:00-1:55 
 
Strand Scripture: Ecc 12:10-11 - The Preacher sought to find words of delight, and uprightly he 
wrote words of truth. The words of the wise are like goads, and like nails firmly fixed are the 
collected sayings; they are given by one Shepherd. 
 
Exordium: Can you name a part of a story and give its definition and description? ***Write 
responses on board 
 
REVIEW parts of a story on pages 14-15, listing any that have not already been named 
 
READ “The Lion and the Mouse” 

● Draw Freytag’s Pyramid (pg 13) on board and add elements from story  ***Students can 
draw/label in BRAIN or look at WAS and discuss 

 
READ “Do I Sense a Connection?” 

● Define theme. 
● Why is it important for a written work to have a theme? 

 
INTRO week 2 stories 



 
IF TIME, READ “Good Samaritan” and discuss using pyramid 
 
INTEGRATION: Have kids pick term from stories or story components and integrate 
 

 

DEBATE/MOCK TRIAL // 1:55-2:50 
 
Strand Scripture: Micah 6:8 - He has shown you, O mortal, what is good. And what does the 
Lord require of you? To act justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly with your God. 
 
Exordium: “Justice is very hard work that requires people of very strong character.” Do you 
agree with this statement? Why or why not? 
 
READ opening paragraph of foreword and discuss 
 
WALK THROUGH Mock Trial notebook as a class 

● Collect scavenger hunts 
● Tab sections and discuss what is in each section 
● Highlight unknown or confusing words and define 

 
READ “Problem, Introduction, and Pre-Trial Stipulations” (pgs 78-79) 

● Discuss any questions students have 
● Add page numbers for corresponding evidence pages 

 
READ “How to Prepare for Mock Trial” - Analyze the Witness Statements (pgs 17-18) 

● PRACTICE rewriting in class using guide pgs 188-189 
 
DISCUSS weekly progress report used to determine order of role choice in week 8 
 
INTEGRATION - students choose term from MT to integrate 
 

 

REFLECTION // 2:50-3:00 
 
Share one thing we discussed today that you found true, good, or beautiful. Add to poster. 
 
How can we use or apply something we’ve discussed today to know God and make Him 
known? 
 

 



CLEAN AND DISMISS // 3:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Passive Voice, Indicative Mood (Present Stem + ending)
(The present stem is found by dropping the ending of the present infinitive active, the 2nd principal part.

Present Tense (present stem) 1st 
conjugation

2nd
conjugation

3rd
conjugation

4th
conjugation

S

1 I am being verbed

2 you are being verbed

3 he/she/it is being verbed

P

1 we are being verbed

2 y’all are being verbed

3 they are being verbed

Imperfect Tense (present stem) 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

S

1 I was being verbed

2 you were being verbed

3 he/she/it was being verbed

P

1 we were being verbed

2 y’all were being verbed

3 they were being verbed

Future Tense (present stem) 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

S

1 I shall be verbed

2 you will be verbed

3 he/she/it will be verbed

P

1 we shall be verbed

2 y’all will be verbed

3 they will be verbed

-ē minī

-ē mur

-ē tur

-ē ris

mon -e or laud -or

-ā ris

-ā tur

-ā mur

-ā minī

-a ntur -e ntur

-i minī

-i mur

-i tur

-e ris

mitt -or 

-u ntur

-ī minī

-ī mur

-ī tur

-ī ris

aud -i or 

-iu ntur

-ā ba r

-ā bā ris

-ā bā tur

-ā bā mur

-ā bā minī

-ā ba ntur

-ā b or

-ā be ris

-ā bi tur

-ā bi mur

-ā bi minī

-ā bu ntur

-ē ba r

-ē bā ris

-ē bā tur

-ē bā mur

-ē bā minī

-ē ba ntur

-ē ba r

-ē bā ris

-ē bā tur

-ē bā mur

-ē bā minī

-ē ba ntur

-iē ba r

-iē bā ris

-iē bā tur

-iē bā mur

-iē bā minī

-iē ba ntur

-ē b or

-ē be ris

-ē bi tur

-ē bi mur

-ē bi minī

-ē bu ntur

-a r

-ē ris

-ē tur

-ē mur

-ē minī

-e ntur

-ia r

-iē ris

-iē tur

-iē mur

-iē minī

-ie ntur



Passive Voice, Indicative Mood (Present Stem + ending)
(The present stem is found by dropping the ending of the present infinitive active, the 2nd principal part.

Present Tense (present stem) 1st 
conjugation

2nd
conjugation

3rd
conjugation

4th
conjugation

S

1 I am being verbed

2 you are being verbed

3 he/she/it is being verbed

P

1 we are being verbed

2 y’all are being verbed

3 they are being verbed

Imperfect Tense (present stem) 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

S

1 I was being verbed

2 you were being verbed

3 he/she/it was being verbed

P

1 we were being verbed

2 y’all were being verbed

3 they were being verbed

Future Tense (present stem) 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

S

1 I shall be verbed

2 you will be verbed

3 he/she/it will be verbed

P

1 we shall be verbed

2 y’all will be verbed

3 they will be verbed



DEVOTION - Victoria leads (Orderliness) 
 

 

LOGIC/MATH // 8:30 - 9:25 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:33a, 40 - For God is not a God of disorder but of peace. But 
everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way. 
 
Exordium: Here’s your math brain teaser: 
 

 
5 - multiply top by bottom left and subtract bottom right 
 
Student Presentations from a problem they had difficulty with: 

● Sophie - 
● Summer - 
● Victoria - 
● Abby - 
● Sara - 

 
PICK two student problems and compare them on the board. 
 
Saxon preview: 

● Lesson 61 - Solving Equations in Two Steps 
○ Examples 61.2 

● Lesson 62 - Fractional Part Word Problems 
○ Example 62.3 

● Lesson 63 - Changing Rates 
○ Example 63.2 

● Lesson 64 - Semicircles 
○ Example 64.2 

 
Integration: Ask kids for math term to integrate (use percent if they cannot come up with 
anything) 
 

S2W2



 

GRAMMAR/LATIN // 9:25 - 10:20 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:10-12 - Undoubtedly there are all sorts of languages in the world, 
yet none of them is without meaning. If then I do not grasp the meaning of what someone is 
saying, I am a foreigner to the speaker, and the speaker is a foreigner to me. So it is with you. 
Since you are eager for gifts of the Spirit, try to excel in those that build up the church. 
 
Exordium:  Name this famous movie quote and what movie it is from: “Ego populum in peccatīs 
pessimīs nōn reor.” (“I don’t judge people on their worst mistakes.” - Black Widow) 
 
REVIEW - Passive Voice Intro 

● What voice have we studied so far for our verbs? (Hint: look at page 44-47 in Grammar) 
Active 

● What does it mean for a verb to have the active voice? The subject is doing the action 
Can you give an example? 

● What does it mean for a verb to have the passive voice? The subject is receiving the 
action. Can you give an example? 

● What are the final personal signs we have learned for the present system active voice? 
-ō/m, -s, -t, -mus, -tis, -nt  ***Write on board in column 

● In how many conjugations do we use these? All 4 
● How do we change the voice from active to passive for present, imperfect, and future 

tense? Change endings to -or/r, -ris, -tur, -mur, -minī, -ntur ***Write on board in column 
 
PRACTICE - orally answer (key in bag) 
Ex 200 
 
PREVIEW - Passive Voice Cont’d 

● This week you will be working on the passive voice in present, imperfect, and future 
tense of the first conjugation 

● What system are these tenses on? Present 
● Does the passive voice change what system these are on? No 
● How do we find the stem for passive voice pres, imp, fut? Same as active voice - drop 

the ending of pres inf act  
 
PRACTICE - in BRAINs 

● Ex 201 
 
PRACTICE - orally answer (key in bag) 

● Ex 202 
● Ex 203 

 



PRACTICE - Ex 204 
1. Marīa appellābātur.  Mary was being called upon. 

SN Vi 

Marīa appellābātur 

G - Fem P - 3rd 

N - Sing N - Sing 

C - Nom T - pass/imp 

Dec - 1st Conj - 1st 

Mary was being called upon 

 
7. Bella administrantur.  Wars are being managed. 

SN Vi 

Bella administrantur 

G - Neut P - 3rd 

N - Plur N - Plur 

C - Nom T - pass/pres 

Dec - 2nd Conj - 1st 

Wars are being managed 

 
27. Praemia mīlitibus dabuntur. Rewards will be given to the soldiers. 

SN IO Vi 

Praemia mīlitibus dabuntur 

G - Neut G - Masc P - 3rd 

N - Plu N - Plur N - Plur 

C - Nom C - Dat T - pass/fut 

Dec - 2nd Dec - 3rd Conj - 1st 

Rewards to the soldiers will be given 

 
 



Ex 206 
4. Peace was being strengthened.  Pāx cōnfirmābātur. 

SN Vi 

Peace was being strengthened 

G - Fem P - 3rd 

N - Sing N - Sing 

C - Nom T - Pass/imp 

Dec - 3rd Conj - 1st 

Pāx cōnfirmābātur 

 
9. Our friends will be encouraged. Amīcī nostrī cōnfirmābuntur. 

AJ SN Vi 

Our friends will be encouraged 

G - Masc G - Masc P - 3rd 

N - Plur N - Plu N - Plur 

C - Nom C - Nom T - pass/fut 

 Dec - 2nd Conj - 1st 

Nostrī amīcī cōnfirmābuntur 

 
Integration: Latin - pick a new vocab word to conjugate (use liber if they can’t pick) 
 

 

BREAK // 10:20-10:25 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

RESEARCH/DEFEATING DARWINISM // 10:25-11:20 
 
Strand Scripture: Colossians 1:15-17 - He is the image of the invisible God, 
the firstborn over all creation. For everything was created by Him, in heaven and on earth, the 
visible and the invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities— all things have 



been created through Him and for Him. He is before all things, and by Him all things hold 
together. 
 
Exordium: Last week I issued a challenge to spend more time in the word this week. Would 
anyone like to share a passage of Scripture they read in their personal devotion time and why it 
stuck out or spoke to them? 
 
DISCUSS Ch 1 - Emilio’s Letter 

● What were some of the arguments Emilio used to support his decision to be both a 
creationist & evolutionist? 

● What does Johnson say is Emilio’s first mistake? 
● What are the “grains of truth” within Emilio’s first mistake? 
● What are the two forms of evolution Johnson discusses on page 7? How are they alike? 

How are they different? Which one could possibly be authored by God? 
● What is NABT’s position on evolution? 
● Why can’t biologists abandon the fact that evolution is unsupervised? 
● What is naturalism? 
● How do biologists draw the theory of evolution from naturalism? 
● How does Johnson describe Darwinian evolution, and how does that relate to 

naturalism? 
● What does Johnson say is Emilio’s second mistake? 
● What does he mean by calling God a remote First Cause? 
● What is deism? 
● What is theism? 
● How are deism and theism alike? How are they different? 
● As Christians, are we deists or theists? 
● What distinction does Johnson make in the question about God (pg 17)? How does this 

relate to evolutionary theory and concessions by evolutionists? 
● What trade does Johnson say Emilio is making? Is this a valuable or worthless trade and 

why? 
● What does Johnson say is Emilio’s third mistake? 
● What illustration does he use to compare statements that seem contradictory but could 

actually both be true? 
● How does he explain the contradiction within the illustration? 
● What does he mean by realm? 
● What example does he use to illustrate “reason” removing “faith”? 
● What does he mean by a “faith escape”? 
● What is the first step Johnson recommends for Emilio to do? 
● What does he mean “to believe uncritically in one or the other”? 
● How do evolutionists portray their opposers in order to shut down critical observation of 

evolution? 
● What is the second step Johnson recommends for Emilio to do? 
● What does he mean by “blind watchmaker thesis”?  



● What is the third step Johnson recommends for Emilio to do? 
● What is a philosophical bias? 
● What does he mean by empirical science? 
● What does materialism mean? 
● “Materialist explanations for all phenomena are assumed to exist.” Explain this 

statement. 
● By what means does Johnson say evolutionists have already “won the argument”? What 

should this tell us is critically important when entering into ANY discussion with someone 
whom we disagree? 

● Johnson compares Darwinism to a tyrannical force. What is a tyrant? What is he trying to 
communicate with this comparison? 

● What belief system and/or philosophy is being embraced by the intellectual elite in 
universities? 

● What is the flow of beliefs about God and reason among the intellectually elite? 
● What is Johnson’s position that he will use to remainder of the book to defend? 

 
SHARE any Scripture verses that came to mind as you were reading this chapter this 
week, or any verses that you feel support the author’s claims. 
 
MODEL Highlighting using guide pg 176 

● Discuss and define any confusing or unknown vocabulary words from the introduction; 
add vocab words to outline packet 

 
WRITE chapter summary on sticky sheet 

● Have students give info for the summary using their outlines 
 
INTEGRATION - Use term from DD Ch 1 
 

 

REASONING/LOGIC // 11:20-12:15 
 
Strand Scripture: Isaiah 1:18 - “Come now, let us reason together,” says the Lord. “Though 
your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they are red as crimson, they 
shall be like wool.” 
 
Exordium: Now that everyone is here this week, turn in your logic appendices! Candy for each 
student who reached 25 copies! 
 
REVIEW & DISCUSS exercises from lessons 1-5 
 
REVIEW Vocabulary 
 



INTEGRATION - Have students integrate term from 1-5 (use conjunction if they can’t think of a 
term) 
 

 

LUNCH // 12:15-1:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

EXPOSITION/SHORT STORIES // 1:00-1:55 
 
Strand Scripture: Ecc 12:10-11 - The Preacher sought to find words of delight, and uprightly he 
wrote words of truth. The words of the wise are like goads, and like nails firmly fixed are the 
collected sayings; they are given by one Shepherd. 
 
Exordium: SHARE which short story was your favorite and why. 
 
DISCUSS short stories 

● Share student Scripture verses 
● Define theme and moral 
● Compare the two - similarities? Differences? 
● Contemplate themes using Writing Practice 1 on page 27 

 
PASS OUT Writing Practice 2 Sheet 

● Pair up students; have them brainstorm together story plots that would convey that 
theme 

 
READ “Can You Please Focus?” 

● Discuss how to narrow focus within a short story 
 
SHARE student story ideas 
 
INTEGRATION: Theme or moral 
 

 

DEBATE/MOCK TRIAL // 1:55-2:50 
 
Strand Scripture: Micah 6:8 - He has shown you, O mortal, what is good. And what does the 
Lord require of you? To act justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly with your God. 
 
Exordium: Have student give 2 minute synopsis of “Three Little Pigs.” Quickly read “The True 
Story of the Three Little Pigs”. Discuss the importance of seeing the story from both sides. 



SHARE student witness rewrites of Chaney & May 
 
COMPARE witness statements 

● What info is the same? 
● Discrepancies between statements? 
● Discrepancies within single witness statement? 
● Compile class discrepancies chart 

 
CREATE Master Class Timeline 

● Add details for Chaney & May 
● Have students add class info to individual timelines 

 
READ “Trial Process” (pg 15) - Parties, Evidence, Burden of Proof, Defense 
 
PROSECUTION vs DEFENSE - how does the evidence look from each side? 

● What details from the evidence do you think are critical for the prosecution? Defense? 
● How can each side use the evidence to 

○ Strengthen their case? 
○ Weaken their opponent’s case? 

● Have students take notes from either side 
 
READ opening paragraph of foreword and discuss 
 
ASSIGN Porter & McGuire witness statement rewrites 
 
INTEGRATION - students choose term from MT to integrate 
 

 

REFLECTION // 2:50-3:00 
 
Share one thing we discussed today that you found true, good, or beautiful. Add to poster. 
 
How can we use or apply something we’ve discussed today to know God and make Him 
known? 
 

 

CLEAN AND DISMISS // 3:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 
 



 

Sin A child stealing cookies from the cookie jar 

Pride  

Guilt  

Love  

Anger  

Forgiveness  

  

  

 
 
 

Sin A child stealing cookies from the cookie jar 

Pride  

Guilt  

Love  

Anger  

Forgiveness  

  

  



2nd Semester Week 3

DEVOTION 8:15 
CHECK GUIDES, TAKE UP PHONES, PRAYER REQUESTS 
______________________________________________________________

GRAMMAR/LATIN 8:30 - 9:25 
Strand Scripture: Mark 7: 31 - 35 
Exordium: Translate: caveat “Let him beware.”

Review: Ex 202 - 212


	 Ex 202 #6	 	 	 Ex 203 #8	 	 	 Ex 204 #25	 	 

	 	    # 12	 	 	    #15		 	    #33


	 Ex 205 #3	 	 	 Ex 206 #5	 	 	 Ex 207 #1

	 	    #13		 	    #11		 	    #5


	 Ex 208 #1	 	 	 Ex 209 #1

	 	 	 	 	 	    #7


• Translate: Reading Number 7 {two groups – each take one 
paragraph} Preview – Present System Passive of the Second 
Conjugation: 

• Look at Grammar Rules 246-254 together; what is the same 
as 1st Conjugation? What is different? 

•  Practice using Exercise 215 – translate the words using the 
grammar rules above. 

• Preview – Ablative of Means:  
*Review page 185 where we learned about The Ablative of Agent 
– ab/ā; in a passive sentence, the person doing the action is the 
“living agent”. See examples given.  

• Now look together at page 194: The Ablative of Means. When we 
have an ablative without a preposition it expresses one of two 

S2W3 - Note: This may not be Tara Guy's script as it appears different than the rest of her work.
However, it follows the same pattern and since we are missing week 3, I added it in.



things:  
     *A non-living agent: such as mountains or cries as shown in the        
two examples.  
     *The means or instrument with which something is done. 

• Ask a student to read the Grammar Rule #765 associated 
with this part of the lesson. Look at the  
examples together.  

• Practice using Exercise 219: 

• 1. They defended the camp with darts. Tēlīs castra dēfendērunt.  
�

3.They fought with swords. Gladiīs oppugnāvērunt. 

V SN OP
They defended the camp with darts.

P – 3rd G – neuter G – neuter
N – Pl N – singular N – plural
T – Active/Perfect C – Nominative C – abl.
Conj. – 3rd Dec – 1st Dec – 2nd.
dēfendērunt castra Tēlīs

V OP
They fought with swords.

P – 3rd G – masculine
N – Pl N – plural
T – Active/Perfect C – abl.
Conj. – 1st Dec – 2nd.
oppugnāvērunt Gladiīs



5.The Romans fortified cities by means of walls. Rōmānī urbēs mūrīs 
mūnīvērunt. 

Integrate: cōnservō - Preserve, spare.


	 Math: 

Expo: 

Reasoning: 

Research: 

Debate:


Play: Latin Scrabble 
______________________________________________________________


Logic/Math 9:30 - 10:25 

Strand Scripture: Romans 13:8 

Exordium: You have decided to tithe 10% of your weekly gross 
income. You work 15 hours per week and make $10.00 per hour. 
Hourly employees are only paid by the hour when they work, which 
means any time they take off work is unpaid. No paid vacations. Your 

SN Vt DO OP
The Romans fortified cities by means of walls.

G – Masculine P – 3rd G – feminine G - masculine
N – Plural N – Plural N – plural N - plural
C -Nominative T – Active/Perfect C – acc. C – Abl.
Dec – 2nd Conj. – 4th Dec – 3rd Dec – 2nd

Rōmānī mūnīvērunt urbēs mūrīs



parents decide to take a family vacation for one week in the spring 
and another one week vacation in the summer. Now you’re only 
working 50 weeks during the year. How does this effect your income 
and your tithe?


$10.00 per hour		 	 	 	 $150.00 weekly gross

x     15 hours per week	 	 	 x       50 weeks per year

$150.00 weekly gross	 	 	 $7500.00 annual gross income


$7500.00	 	 	 	 	 	 $7500.00

x         10% tax bracket	 	 	 -   750.00 taxes

  $750.00 taxes		 	 	 	 $6750.00 annual net


$6750.00 annual net	 	 	 	 $750.00 annual tithe

- 750.00 annual tithe	 	 	 	 ÷       52 weeks

$6000.00 annual net after tithe	 	 $14.43 weekly tithe


$6000.00 annual net after tithe

÷         52 weeks

$115.38  weekly net after tithe


Students Present Problems:

	 *Sarah	 	 *Coleman	 	 *Ethan

	 *Aaron	 	 *Ella W	 	 *Zoe

	 *Jasmine	 	 *Caleb 

PREVIEW: 
Ex 65.1 pg 206


	 	 Ex 66.2 pg 209

	 	 Ex 67.2 pg 212

	 	 Ex 68.2 pg 215


Integrate: circumference (Latin, Expo, Reasoning, Research, Debate) 

Play: Sudoku




______________________________________________________________ 
Exposition 10:30 - 11:30


Strand Scripture: Exodus 17:14 

Exordium: SHARE final short story ideas from peers.


DISCUSS:  
Little Girls Wiser than Men: 

*Who thinks this is a good story/bad story?

	 *What did you think of the story?

	 *Where does this story take place?

	 *Who were the characters?

	 *Tell me more about them: (Have students find 1-2 sentences 	 	
	  that reveal something about 1 character.)

	 *Compare one character with another.

	 *Compare related stories. 

	 *How and where does the plot change?

	 *How does the dialogue contribute to the rise and fall of the 	 	
	  action?

	 *What is happening?

	 *What came first/did “this” cause “that”?

	 *What do you think the author wants us to know?


Rikki-Tikki-Tavi:

	 *Who thinks this is a good story/bad story?

	 *What did you think of the story?

	 *Where does this story take place?

	 *Who were the characters?

	 *Tell me more about them: (Have students find 1-2 sentences 	 	
	  that reveal something about 1 character.)

	 *Compare one character with another.

	 *Compare related stories. 

	 *How and where does the plot change?

	 *How does the dialogue contribute to the rise and fall of the 	 	
	  action?

	 *What is happening?




	 *What came first/did “this” cause “that”?

	 *What do you think the author wants us to know?


SHARE Bible verses with peers. How do the verses apply to the 
stories?


PRACTICE: Writing Practice Story Focus Exercises 1 (WAS pg 76). 

Discuss: Assignment for week 4 

Read: Begin reading The Curious Case of Benjamin Button 

INTEGRATION: Focus


	 Latin: Roman Mythology 

Math: specific concept 

Reasoning: finding truth 

Research: accurate results to experiments to answer one 	 	 	
	 specific question. 

Debate: staying on the specific topic that is being argued for or 		
	 against. 

PLAY: Expo Bingo 
______________________________________________________________

Lunch 11:30 - 12:15 
______________________________________________

Reasoning 12:15 - 1:10 

Strand Scripture: Proverbs 26:4 



EXORDIUM: Why study Logic?  
* Continuation of We are at War: The Enemy is strong. Be prepared.  

 *Ephesians 4:14 – Do not be like children, believing everything which 
 comes your way, and falling for the cunning lies of the world. The world 
 is not without designs on you.  
*Romans 16:18 – Beware of those who try to deceive the unlearned. 
 Have your mind well grounded in Biblical reasoning. This is your best 
 lie detector.  
*Colossians 2:6-8 – Be well established in the teaching of the Bible, and 
 be on your guard for those who would hoodwink you with the traditions 
 and philosophies of the world. 

*  The Weapon of Logic: 

*Ephesians 6 - God gave us a weapon with a winning edge: sound 
 reasoning from the Bible. Though we may seem to lose battles as our 
 enemies try to silence the truth we proclaim, nevertheless this is a war 
 we know we cannot lose in the end – if we are on God’s side. 

Draw Appendix A 

Remember the KEY: 

Key: 
T ·T = T {Conjunction; any F premises = F}  
F v F = F {Disjunction; any T premises = T}  
T כ F = F {Conditional; any other combo = T}  
T ≡T = T {Biconditional; any mixed premises = F} F≡F=T 

 
Lesson 6: 

* Tell me what you know about a biconditional? 

* Biconditional means “if and only if”.  
* The symbol is ≡. 
* It is true only when both component propositions have the same value 



  and is false when they differ.  
*Today we will use the biconditional to test whether two statements are       
logically equivalent. 

*Have someone read the definition for logically equivalent on page 39: 
 two propositions are logically equivalent if and only if they have 
 identical truth values in a truth table.  
*Look at Appendix A for the biconditional and find this in the truth table: 
 T ≡T = T and F≡ F=T 

*Look at this sentence: The wind is blowing if and only if it is false that the 
wind is not blowing. 

*How would we write this into a proposition? B ≡ ~~B  
*Create a truth table for this: B ~B ~~B B ≡ ~~B 

          T    F       T           T

          F    T       F           F

• B and ~~B must always have the same truth value: when one is 
true, the other is true; when one is false, the other is false. This makes 
them logically equivalent.  

• Remember that a double negative = a positive. It can be tricky but 
try to look at what it is really saying! For example: The wind is blowing. 
AND The wind is not not-blowing. These both equal the same thing.  

• A proposition such as B ≡ ~~B which is true in every row of the 
truth table {see point above where we worked out the truth table} is 
called a tautology.  
     *Have a student read the definition for a tautology on page 39. A                       
tautology is a proposition that is always true due to its logical structure. 

*A couple of other important tautologies are p כ p and p v ~p; if you 
have a p, then you must have a p, and either p or ~p must be true. 

*These statements cannot be false.



 
*Now try a truth table for the following proposition: p · ~p     p ~p p · ~p 

 T F      F

F T        F

 
*This type is the opposite of a tautology – it is false in every row. A 
proposition that is false in every row is called a self-contradiction.  
*Have a student read the definition of self-contradiction on page 39: a 
proposition that is false by logical structure. 

*We can now test whether two statements are logically equivalent, 
contradictory or neither by putting the biconditional sign between them and 
solving the truth table for the biconditional. 

*Let’s try one: we are going to determine whether these two propositions 
are equivalent, contradictory or neither. 

*The two statements are: (p כ q) and (p·~q) What is your hypothesis? 

*Work out the truth table like this: 

Step One: 

(p    כ    q)    ≡    (p    ·    ~q) 

T           T            T          FT 

T           F            T          TF 

F           T            F          FT 

F           F            F          TF 



Step Two – answer for the if/then and answer for the “and”: 

(p    כ    q)    ≡   (p    ·    ~q) 

T     T    T           T   F    FT

T     F    F           T   T    TF

F     T    T           F   F    FT

F     T   F            F   F    TF

Step Three – answer for the biconditional using the red letters underneath the 
symbols: 

(p      כ      q)      ≡     (p      ·      ~q)

T      T        T          F       T        F       FT
T      F        F          F       T        T       TF
F      T        T          F       F        F       FT
F      T        F          F       F        F       TF

*So, these two propositions have to be contradictory – they are always false! 

*If time, do one or two from exercise 6 on page 41. 

Lesson 7: 

       *So far we have learned three uses for Truth Tables:  
*For defining logical operators: What is a logical operator? 
Logical operators are the words which combine or modify 
simple propositions to make compound propositions. 

Name the following logical operators: 

*Negation: denies or contradicts a proposition What is the 
 symbol used? {tilde}  



*Conjunction: joins two propositions if and only if both 
 propositions are true. What is the symbol used? {dot = and}  

*Disjunction: joins two propositions if and only if one or 
 both of the propositions are true. What is the symbol used? 
 {v=or}  

*For determining the truth values of compound propositions: What 
 is an example of this? 

*To answer this, use Appendix A and the following to solve:  
*Determine the truth value for the compound propositions 
assuming that A and B are true while X and Y are false.  
*~AvB: draw out a truth table as follows A B ~A ~AvB 

 
*Xv~B: draw out a truth table as follows X B ~B Xv~B 

  F T   F     F

 
*~(A v B): draw out a truth table as follows A B ~A ~B ~(AvB) 

            T  T   F   F        F 

*For determining logical equivalence. What is an example of this? 

*Remember from the KEY above that two propositions are 
 logically equivalent if and only if they have identical truth 
 values.  
* This can be seen in the bi-conditional. What is the symbol       
for the biconditional? {an equal sign with three lines}  
*T≡T=T and F≡F=T  
*This is what we just completed in lesson 6!  



*We are about to learn another use for the truth table and that is to 
determine validity. 

*Have someone read the definition for valid on page 43: if the 
premises are true, then the conclusion must be true. 

*And the opposite is true as well for invalid – have someone read 
the definition on page 43: if the premises can be true and the 

conclusion is false, the argument is invalid. 

*There are several steps to setting up a truth table to determine validity. 
We will use this argument: If it rains, it pours. It rains. Therefore it 
pours. 

*Step one: we must translate it into symbolic form using p and q. 
This argument would be written:p כ q, p,!q. 

*Build Truth Table: 

p  כ  q        p         !q 

You get the answers to the conditional from the appendix: TFTT; for p 
you simply use TTFF as we always would when first calculating a proposition. 
For q, you simply answer as if it were the second column as done in the 
appendix. Even though they are in a different order, it still matches the 
conditional from Appendix A. 

p  כ q              p          !q 

    T                T            T 

    F                T            F

    T                F            T

    T                F            F 

*How can we tell if this is invalid? If the premises are true yet 
the conclusion is false. This argument is valid. If even one row 
is invalid, the whole argument is invalid. 



*Do you recognize from Appendix B what type of argument it is? 
Modus Ponens 

*If we recognize this, we automatically know it is valid – but we 
confirmed this by walking through the Truth Table. 

Let’s try another one: How would I write if p then q. Not p, therefore not q. 
Write in symbols: 

p כ q      ~p      !~q 

*Build truth table:  
p כ q      ~p      !~q 

   T           F         F 

  F           F          T 

  T          T           F 

  T          T           T 

*Do you see any row with true premises and a false conclusion? Yes. 
Therefore this argument is invalid. 

Review/Practice:  
*If extra time, look at exercises in 7a and 7b for practice/clarification. 
Work in teams if that would be fun! 

Integrate: antecedent


	 Latin: Many English words are derived from Latin antecedents. 

Math: the first term of a mathematical ratio 

Expo: a word or phrase replaced by a substitute. (Mary saw 	 	
	 	  John and called to him.) 



Research: a model or stimulus for later developments 

Debate: a preceding event, condition, or cause to be argued//	 	
	 	       events that were antecedents of the war// 

Play: Student Flashcard Drill

______________________________________________________________
Research 1:15 - 2:10


Strand Scripture: Psalm 111:2, Revelation 4:11


Exordium: The aid which we feel impelled to give to the helpless is 
mainly an incidental result of the instinct of sympathy, which originally 
acquired as part of the social instincts, but subsequently rendered, in 
the manner previously indicated, more tender and more widely 
diffused. Nor could we check our sympathy, if so urged by hard 
reason, without deterioration in the noblest part of our nature. The 
surgeon may harden himself whilst performing an operation, for he 
knows that he is acting for the good of his patient; but if we were 
intentionally to neglect the weak and helpless, it could only be for a 
contingent benefit, with a certain and great present evil. Hence we 
must bear without complaining the undoubtedly bad effects of the 
weak surviving and propagating their kind; but there appears to be at 
least one check in steady action, namely the weaker and inferior 
members of society not marrying so freely as the sound; and this 
check might be indefinitely increased, though this is more hoped than 
expected, by the weak in body or mind refraining from marriage.


	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Charles Darwin

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 The Descent of Man


Practice: Add to class outline for Chapter 2.


Discuss: Chapter 2, the purpose of the actual Scopes Trial and the 
impact of Inherit the Wind, now, and then. 




Review: the concept of “Microphone Man” and whether he is present 
today. (Iraq/Iran attacks (Soleimani))


“Owning the microphone”: having control over what the public gets 
to hear or not hear 


cross-examination: questioning in court of someone who isn’t on your 
side- usually to gain new information and makes your side look better. 
(Think hurts your opponent.)


Vocabulary: 


fictionalized depiction: fiction “based” on a true story. 

bigot: a person who is prejudiced against any contradictory principle 
prosecutor: lawyer for the prosecution 
conformist: someone who goes along with the group 
sarcastic: makes unkind or nasty comments 
symbolism: using agreed upon numbers or symbols to bring meaning 
think * and, v or, =) for conditional, etc. 
preface: introduction to a book or story 
understatement: describing something less than it actually is 
ACLU/ American Civil Liberties Union: an organization whose stated 
mission is to defend individual rights and uses the legal or court 
system and education to try to encourage more liberal policies. 
oppressor: someone who gets what he/she wants through malice.  
old guard: those who don’t want to change.  
authority: a person/specialist whose views are taken as the final word. 
 
Definition: 

 What was the purpose of the Scopes Trial? To gain fame for the state 
of Tennessee. 


What was the purpose of Inherit The Wind? Put evolution vs 
creationism on trial. 




Comparison: How are the Scopes trial and the trial in Inherit The Wind 
similar? Different? 
How is microphone man different than our news castors now? 


Who decides what information gets out to the American public now? 

Circumstance: 


When newspapers, radio, and tv came out, news reporters reported the 
news? 


What are news shows or channels doing now? 


Can we see the unbiased reporting of news in our current day? Why? 
Why not? 


What happened to Danny Phillips? How is he like Emilio in chapter 1? 
How is he different? Do you remember what happened to Danny in 
Denver? 


Relationship: 


Please describe how you view the way “news” is presented now. 
Maybe play a news clip??? Inherit The Wind clip??? 

Testimony: 


Later this year we have an election...How do your parents decide who 
they will vote for? Party? Issues? Economy? Christian vs. non-
Christian? How will you decide who to vote for? 

How do you decide what you believe? “Whether evolution is the 
subject, questioning whether the official story is true is enough to make 
you an enemy of education.” 




True or false? Is there a God who created us and cares about what we 
do? 

Integrate: Microphone Man


	 Latin: The rule of Caesar? 

Math: Businesses “cooking their books” to make their profits 	 	
	 look better than they are to force their stock prices up. 

Expo: Journalist leaving out or or writing information as (truth in 		
	 journalism) news. 

Reasoning: deciphering what we hear and read to determine if 	 	
	 it is true.  

Debate: defending truth against “microphone men”. 

Play: Flyswatter 
______________________________________________________________

Debate/Mock Trial: 2:15 - 3:15 

Strand Scripture: 2 Timothy 2: 1-2 

Exordium: What happens when we know that we know more than 
everyone else, or we know that we can do something better than 
everyone else, and we expect all others to do all the things exactly 
the same way we would do them? PRIDE


…and when we have that pride, what happens when other people 
don’t do things our way - or things don’t happen the way we think 
they should? RESENTMENT/BITTERNESS/DISGRUNTLEMENT 

When this occurs should we bully or threaten people into doing what 
we want?




We have two options when this happens. What two options do we 
have?

	 *We can either persevere, stick it out, and see the path God 
has placed us on to the end…. 

*…or we can quit/walk away.


Which option should we choose?


Students read Bible verses:


Proverbs 16:18

Proverbs 26:12

Phillipians 2: 14 - 16


Pride is divisive and destructive. We are a team and we are to work 
together as a team. We are to pull our own weight. and not sidle up to 
someone and attempt to manipulate them to do part of our role just 
because we don’t want to do it, or feel that it shouldn’t be our 
responsibility in the first place. We all have our own strengths so we 
aren’t to complain about someone else just because they do things 
differently than we would do them.


We are about to do hard things, and things may not go how we want 
them to. Things may not go how your parents want them to, but we 
will persevere, we will go through this exactly as the webinar

trainings, the Practicum trainer, the CC SR, and the mock trial 
notebook have instructed, we will see this through to the end, and we 
will learn and grow from this process.


Practice: Add events to timeline for Estratton & Dentner.

Break into groups (6 students Estratton/5 students Dentner)

Students each take a section of their team’s witness statement to 
scour for events to add to timeline.


Discuss: Roles of the prosecution & defense (pgs 14 & 15) 



Discuss: Rules of the Competition (pgs 9 - 12)


Assign: Final witness statement (Tatum Zillias). Any semester long 
team school project, whether in public/private school or college, will 
require the team to meet and work on their own outside of class time. 
This is no different.  

Integration: allegation 


	 Latin:  adfirmatio/accusatio

	 Math: Carl Sagan (astronomer/mathematician): “extraordinary 	 	
	 claims require extraordinary evidence.

	 Expo: to assert without proof - in the form of a written complaint

	 Reasoning: Liberal politicians allege that President Trump 		 	
	 committed impeachable acts.

	 Research: Darwinists allege that man evolved from lower life 	 	
	 forms. 

______________________________________________________________

Clean 3:15 - Dismiss 3:30 
______________________________________________ 
 




DEVOTION - Maritza’s class leads 
 

 

LOGIC/MATH // 8:30 - 9:25 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:33a, 40 - For God is not a God of disorder but of peace. But 
everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way. 
 
Exordium: Here’s your math brain teaser: 
 

 
The answer is 20 
 
 
Student Presentations from a problem they had difficulty with: 

● Jace - 
● Jesse - 
● Kenz - 
● Sophie - 
● Abs - 

 
PICK two student problems and compare them on the board. 
 
Saxon preview: 

● Lesson 73 - Right Circular Cylinders 
○ Examples practice a & b 

● Lesson 74 - Inserting Parentheses • Order of Addition 
○ Example 74.2 

● Lesson 75 - Implied Ratios 
○ Example 75.1, 75.2 

● Lesson 76 - Multiplication with Scientific Notation 
○ Example 76.2, 76.3 

 

S2W4



Integration: Ask kids for math term to integrate (use notation if they cannot come up with 
anything) 
 

 

GRAMMAR/LATIN // 9:25 - 10:20 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:10-12 - Undoubtedly there are all sorts of languages in the world, 
yet none of them is without meaning. If then I do not grasp the meaning of what someone is 
saying, I am a foreigner to the speaker, and the speaker is a foreigner to me. So it is with you. 
Since you are eager for gifts of the Spirit, try to excel in those that build up the church. 
 
Exordium:  Name this famous movie quote and what movie it is from: “Est locus nūllus similis 
domus.”  “There’s (There is) no place like home. - Dorothy, Wizard of Oz ) 
 
QUICK REVIEW -  1st & 2nd Conj Chart Challenge 

● 5 minutes - write out passive voice present/imperfect/future using laudō & moneō 
 
REVIEW - PASSIVE VOICE, PRESENT SYSTEM 

● What voice have we studied so far for our verbs? (Hint: look at page 44-47 in Grammar) 
Active 

● What does it mean for a verb to have the active voice? The subject is doing the action 
Can you give an example? 

● What does it mean for a verb to have the passive voice? The subject is receiving the 
action. Can you give an example? 

● What are the final personal signs we have learned for the present system active voice? 
-ō/m, -s, -t, -mus, -tis, -nt 

● In how many conjugations do we use these? All 4 
● How do we change the voice from active to passive for present, imperfect, and future 

tense? Change endings to -or/r, -ris, -tur, -mur, -minī, -ntur 
● This week you worked on the passive voice in present, imperfect, and future tense of the 

first conjugation 
● What system are these tenses on? Present 
● Does the passive voice change what system these are on? No 
● How do we find the stem for passive voice pres, imp, fut? Same as active voice - drop 

the ending of pres inf act  
 
PRACTICE 

● Fill in chart with 3rd and 4th conjugation passive voice pres/imp/fut using mittō & audiō 
● Ex 222 (orally - key in bag) 
● Ex 227 (orally) 

 
REVIEW - The Ablative of Agent, Means, & Accompaniment 



● In a sentence with a passive voice verb, what is the LIVING person(s) DOING the action 
to the subject called? The agent 

● How is this expressed in English? In a prepositional phrase with “by” 
● How is this expressed in Latin? Same as in English, a prepositional phrase with “by” 
● How do we express this in Latin? With the preposition ab 
● What rules govern the use of ab? Written as ā when used before a consonant EXCEPT 

h; written as ab for vowels and h 
● What case does ab take? Ablative (“by”) 
● If there is no preposition present, what is the ablative expressing? Either a non-living 

agent or the means 
● When is cum used? To express the ablative of accompaniment 
● What does the ablative of accompaniment mean? When association is expressed, 

pointing out the person or thing in company with which something is or is done. 
 
PRACTICE - Ex 224 
2. The Senate is being dismissed. Senātus dĭmittitur. 

SN Vi 

The Senate is being dismissed 

G - Masc P - 3rd 

N - Sing N - Sing 

C - Nom T - pres/pass 

Dec - 4th Conj - 3rd 

Senātus dĭmittitur 

 
PRACTICE - Ex 229 
4. The camp was being fortified with a wall. Castra murō mūniēbantur. 

SN Vi Pr OP 

The camp was being fortified with a wall 

G - Neut P - 3rd  G - Masc 

N - Plur N - Plur  N - Sing 

C - Nom T - Imp/Pass ***no prep needed C - Abl 

Dec - 2nd Conj - 4th Abl of means Dec - 2nd 

Castra mūniēbantur  murō 

 



PREVIEW - PERFECT SYSTEM PASSIVE 
● What does perfect system passive sound like? Where could you have heard that before? 

Principal parts 
● What are the principal parts of Latin verbs? Pres/ind/act, pres/inf/act, perf/ind/act, 

perf/part/pass. 
● QUICKLY tell me what you know about each of these parts and which ones we’ve used 

so far in class. 
○ pres/ind/act - first word of each conjugation 
○ pres/inf/act - used to find present system stem 
○ perf/ind/act - used to find perfect system stem 

● Which parts make up the present system? Pres/ind/act, pres/inf/act 
● And what tenses fall under the present system? Present, imperfect, future 
● Which parts make up the perfect system? perf/ind/act, perf/part/pass 
● And what tenses fall under the perfect system? Perfect, pluperfect, future perfect 
● Look at Grammar 174-176 for a quick review on how perfect/active is translated. (perfect 

- past; pluperfect - past + past, future perfect - future + past) 
● How do we find the stem on the perfect system for the indicative mood? Drop the I from 

perf/ind/act 
● We are about to add a lot of layers to our understanding of verbs as we learn perfect 

system passive. ***turn to page 208 
● Perfect system passive is a COMPOUND tense in Latin. 
● Perfect system passive is made by combining a form of SUM with the PERFECT 

PARTICIPLE PASSIVE acting as a predicate adjective. 
● What is a predicate adjective? An adjective that follows a linking/state of being verb and 

describes the subject. 
● To form the perfect system passive for verbs in all conjugations: 

○ Find the perfect participle passive of the verb (the 4th principal part) 
○ Add the appropriate form of “sum” based on the subject. 

● BUT HERE IS WHERE IT GETS WEIRD 
○ THE PERFECT PARTICIPLE PASSIVE IS DECLINED LIKE MAGNUS/A/UM 

DEPENDING ON THE GENDER/NUMBER OF SUBJECT. 
○ THE FORM OF SUM CHANGES WITH EACH TENSE 

■ PRESENT (SUM, ES…) GOES WITH PERFECT 
■ IMPERFECT (ERAM, ERAS…) GOES WITH PLUPERFECT 
■ FUTURE (ERŌ, ERIS…) GOES WITH FUTURE PERFECT 

 
PRACTICE & EXPLAIN using samples sentences on page 208 
 
IF TIME, Ex 231 orally (key in bag) 
 
REMINDER: when studying vocab, remember to memorize ALL principal parts for the 
verbs!! 
 



Integration: Latin - pick a new vocab word to conjugate (use audiō if they can’t pick) 
 

 

BREAK // 10:20-10:25 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

RESEARCH/DEFEATING DARWINISM // 10:25-11:20 
 
Strand Scripture: Colossians 1:15-17 - He is the image of the invisible God, 
the firstborn over all creation. For everything was created by Him, in heaven and on earth, the 
visible and the invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities— all things have 
been created through Him and for Him. He is before all things, and by Him all things hold 
together. 
 
Exordium: SHARE any Scriptures you read in your personal devotion time this week that either 
spoke to or stuck out to you this week. 
 
DISCUSS Ch 3 - Tuning Up Your Baloney Detector 

● What did Carl Sagan mean by “baloney detector”? What was he thinking people needed 
to detect? 

● Where does Johnson disagree with Sagan with regards to baloney detection? 
● How does Johnson describe Sagan? (pg 38) 
● What is the first variety of baloney Johnson mentions? 
● What does he mean by selective use of evidence? 
● What is the “Hard Facts Wall”? 
● How do scientists and museums use selective evidence? 
● What do you remember about Archeopteryx and Lucy the hominid from Ch A? Did 

anyone look up those two examples for a refresher? 
● What question does Johnson say we should ask with regard to selective evidence? How 

could asking this make a difference in the dialogue? 
● What is the second variety of baloney Johnson mentions? 
● What does he mean by appeal to authority? Where have we heard this before and in 

what context? 
● Reread Sagan’s quote on pg 39. What is the difference between authorities and 

experts? How are they alike? Different? 
● What does Johnson say is the best test for an expert or authority? 
● Describe his fictionalized version of the Challenger explosion. What point is he trying to 

illustrate with this story? 
● Can experiments always be used to test scientific theory? Why or why not? What results 

happen when experiments can’t be used? 



● What does Johnson say is the difference between politics and science? 
● What is the third variety of baloney Johnson mentions? 
● What does he mean by ad hominem? Where have we heard this before and in what 

context? 
● What does ad hominem mean in Latin? 
● What does ad hominem attack? What should it attack? 
● What does Johnson say is OK to point out about a person? Why is this important to 

recognize, both within ourselves or with whom we are debating? 
● What is the legitimate function an ad hominem can perform? 
● Can you give some examples of how people let their bias affect them? 
● What is the fourth variety of baloney Johnson mentions? 
● What does he mean by straw man? Where have we heard this before and in what 

context? 
● What does a straw man argument seek to do? What are its effects? 
● Who does Johnson say is vulnerable to this kind of attack? How? What does it look like? 
● How do Darwinists try to avoid lack of evidence for their own beliefs? 
● What is the fifth variety of baloney Johnson mentions? 
● What does he mean by begging the question? Can you give an example? 
● How do Darwinists use begging the question to their advantage? 
● Are there any positions you hold where if you were questioned by a doubter, you would 

“beg the question”? How could you adjust your response so it wouldn’t light up the 
baloney detector? 

● What is the sixth variety of baloney Johnson mentions? 
● What does he mean by lack of testability? 
● Can you give an example of lack of testability from the scientific side? What about the 

religious/faith side? 
● How did Carl Sagan commit lack of testability? 
● How can we defend the position of creation by making it open to testing? 
● What were the predictions made in Darwin’s initial theory? Have they come true? 
● Why is it impossible to debate whether scientific theory is true? 
● What is the seventh variety of baloney Johnson mentions? 
● What does he mean by vague terms? How can these affect your argument? 
● What two terms does he say are critically important in the discussion of origins? 
● Describe the dog breeding argument and how Darwinists use it to draw support for 

evolution? What are the inconsistencies with this argument? 
● What is the eighth variety of baloney Johnson mentions? 
● What does he mean by original sin? Is he talking about the original sin from the Bible or 

something else? 
● How can we guard ourselves from this original sin? 
● What makes a trustworthy expert? 
● Is persuasiveness a negative thing? How can it be used for good? 
● Summarize Richard Feynman’s commencement address? What was he trying to 

communicate to these recent graduates in the scientific community? 



● Feynman encourages the students to have scientific integrity? What should this look 
like? What does integrity mean? 

● How does Sagan use his baloney detector as a club to browbeat? 
● What difference between a dictatorship and a democracy does Johnson highlight? 
● What does a democratic education aim to produce? 
● How should our educational system deal with the disagreement between experts and the 

people? How does it deal with them? 
● Describe the Lakewood case. 
● What was the result of the Lakewood case? 
● What were Danny Phillips’s two arguments against evolutionary naturalism? 
● Who responded to Danny Phillips and why was this significant? 
● Describe the situation with the finches from Galapagos Islands. Does this support 

evolution (be sure to define evolution first)? 
● How are the educators “stuck”? 

 
SHARE any Scripture verses that came to mind as you were reading this chapter this 
week, or any verses that you feel support the author’s claims. 
 
WRITE chapter summary on sticky sheet 

● Have students give info for the summary using their outlines 
 
INTEGRATION - Use term from DD Ch 3 
 

 

REASONING/LOGIC // 11:20-12:15 
 
Strand Scripture: Isaiah 1:18 - “Come now, let us reason together,” says the Lord. “Though 
your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they are red as crimson, they 
shall be like wool.” 
 
Exordium: Why are we studying logic? Read 2 Cor 10:3-6 and discuss. (Use Reasons from the 
Bible to Study Logic) 
 
DISCUSS AND REVIEW exercises from 6-9 
 
IF TIME, REVIEW Vocabulary 
 
INTEGRATION - Have students integrate term from 1-5 (use conditional if they can’t think of a 
term) 
 

 



LUNCH // 12:15-1:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

EXPOSITION/SHORT STORIES // 1:00-1:55 
 
Strand Scripture: Ecc 12:10-11 - The Preacher sought to find words of delight, and uprightly he 
wrote words of truth. The words of the wise are like goads, and like nails firmly fixed are the 
collected sayings; they are given by one Shepherd. 
 
Exordium: SHARE your favorite part of Benjamin Button. 
 
DISCUSS short story 

● Discuss Benjamin Button on Freytag’s Pyramid 
○ Narrow in on focus, theme, and setting 

● Share student Scripture verses - how do these apply? 
 
READ “What Happened to Kansas?” pg 79 

● Discuss components of setting using 5CT 
● Discuss settings of previously read short stories 

 
SHARE student story FOCUS ideas (character, event, idea?) 
 
INTEGRATION: Setting 
 

 

DEBATE/MOCK TRIAL // 1:55-2:50 
 
Strand Scripture: Psalm 111:7 - The works of His hands are Truth & Justice. 
 
Exordium: Quick quiz with Mock Trial witness questions 
 
SHARE student witness rewrites of McGuire 
 
COMPARE all witness statements 

● What info is the same? 
● Discrepancies between statements? 
● Discrepancies within single witness statement? 
● Compile class discrepancies chart 

 
ADD TO Master Class Timeline 



● Add details for McGuire 
● Have students add class info to individual timelines 

 
PROSECUTION vs DEFENSE - how does the evidence look from each side? 

● What details from the evidence do you think are critical for the prosecution? Defense? 
● How can each side use the evidence to 

○ Strengthen their case? 
○ Weaken their opponent’s case? 

● Have students take notes from either side 
 
INTRO ANI Charts (pg 190-191) 

● We will be making ANI charts for each witness to build our case 
● Use 5CT to fill in ANI charts for each witness 

○ DEFINITION: Who is this witness? Witness for the prosecution or defense? Why 
is this person a witness? 

○ COMPARISON: Does another testimony contradict this? Which case does this 
support? 

○ CIRCUMSTANCE: Where was this witness at the time of the incident? Why? 
Who else was there? 

○ RELATIONSHIP: What information from the statement took place before the 
incident? What happened immediately after? If the statement from the witness is 
true, what cannot be true? 

○ AUTHORITY: Who (what authority) says this is true? Can the prosecution use 
this information to convince beyond reasonable doubt that the accused 
committed the crime (burden of proof)? Can the defense use this information to 
explain, disprove, or discredit the prosecution’s evidence? 

● Discuss ANI/PDI connection 
● Remind them that this is similar to what is discussed in DD - we have the same evidence 

but each side is viewing it in a different way 
 
INTEGRATION - students choose term from MT to integrate 
 

 

REFLECTION // 2:50-3:00 
 
Share one thing we discussed today that you found true, good, or beautiful. Add to poster. 
 
How can we use or apply something we’ve discussed today to know God and make Him 
known? 
 

 



CLEAN AND DISMISS // 3:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 
 
 
 



Active Voice, Subjunctive Mood (Present Stem + ending)
(The present stem is found by dropping the ending of the present infinitive active, the 2nd principal part.

Present Tense (present stem) 1st 
conjugation

2nd
conjugation

3rd
conjugation

4th
conjugation

S

1

2

3

P

1

2

3

Imperfect Tense (present stem) 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

S

1

2

3

P

1

2

3

Future Tense (present stem) 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

S

1 I shall be verbed

2 you will be verbed

3 he/she/it will be verbed

P

1 we shall be verbed

2 y’all will be verbed

3 they will be verbed

-ā b or

-ā be ris

-ā bi tur

-ā bi mur

-ā bi minī

-ā bu ntur

-ē b or

-ē be ris

-ē bi tur

-ē bi mur

-ē bi minī

-ē bu ntur

-a r

-ē ris

-ē tur

-ē mur

-ē minī

-e ntur

-ia r

-iē ris

-iē tur

-iē mur

-iē minī

-ie ntur

(that) you may praise/may you praise

(that) he/she/it may praise/may he/she/it praise

(that) we may praise/may we praise

(that) y’all may praise/may y’all praise

(that) they may praise/may they praise

(that) I might praise

(that) you might praise

(that) he/she/it might praise

(that) we might praise

(that) y’all might praise

(that) they might praise

The meanings of the subjunctive must be learned from syntax. A few examples are given here:

 1. The present subjunctive is used to express wishes, such as:
   May you praise God.   Deum laudēs.

 2. The first person plural & third person singular and plural of the present subjunctive are 
     used to translate the English let, such as:
   Let us praise God.  Deum laudēmus.

 3. The present and imperfect subjunctive are used in subordinate purpose clauses, such as:
   Christ came {that He might/to} praise God.  Chrīstus vēnit ut Deum laudāret.

 4. The subjunctive used in indirect questions, such as:
   He asked whether I was praising God.  Rogāvit num Deum laudārem.

 ***NOTE: The subjunctive in subordinate clauses is often translated by the ENGLISH INDICATIVE. 

(that) I may praise/may I praise



THE DILEMMA
A valid argument which presents a choice between two conditionals

CONSTRUCTIVE DILEMMA

Similar to modus ponens

Since the second premise is a tautology,
it is often left unstated, becoming:

One constructive dilemma is when the
antecedent of one conditional is the

negation of the antecedent of the other:

(p U  q) • (r U  s)     p v r        q v s

(p U  q) • (~p U  r)     p v ~p        q v r

(p U  q) • (~p U  r)         q v r

Since  q v q is equivalent to q, it is stated:

Another constructive dilemma is when the
consequent of each conditional is the same:

(p U  q) • (r U  q)     p v r        q v q

(p U  q) • (r U  q)     p v r        q 

DESTRUCTIVE DILEMMA

Similar to modus tollens

One destructive dilemma is when there
is the same antecedent for both

conditionals:
p U  (q • r)     ~q v ~r        ~p

(p U  q) • (r U  s)     ~q v ~s        ~p v ~r

REFUTING A DILEMMA

Use shorter truth tables to test for
equivalence and validity

(Make one component true and another
false and look for a contradiction)

THREE WAYS TO AVOID GETTING “IMPALED BY THE HORNS”
GO BETWEEN THE HORNS

Deny the disjunctive premise
(the either/or) and provide a 

3rd alternative.

This demonstrates that 
there are more than just the 

two options presented.

GRASP IT BY THE HORNS

Reject one of the conditionals 
in the conjunctive premise.

This proves that one of the 
if/thens is false and why, so 

the entire conjunction is 
false.

REBUT THE HORNS

Use a counter-dilemma made 
up of the same components as 

the original dilemma.

This is the most difficult but 
most effective; it’s looking at 
the same facts and arriving 
at a different conclusion.



RULES OF INFERENCE AND FORMAL PROOFS OF VALIDITY
A formal proof of validity is a step by step deduction of a conclusion from a set of premises,

each step being justified by an appropriate basic rule.

Steps for using the rules of inference
to create a proof of validity:

1. Read argument and determine symbols 
     to use.
2. Symbolize each premise.
3. Write each premise on its own 
     numbered line.
4. On the final line, write a / and place the
      conclusion after it.
5. Use the rules of inference to determine 
     additional conclusions, notating them 
     with the premise numbers and 
     abbreviations for rules. Make sure to write
     the numbers in the order they were used to
     prove the conclusion.
6. Continue applying rules of inference to 
     premises and new conclusions until you 
     can prove the original conclusion.
7. When you can prove the original
     conclusion, write “Q.E.D.” at the bottom
     of your proof.

WHERE TO BEGIN WHEN WRITING
FORMAL PROOFS:

1. Remember what a proof is asking you to do: to deduce the
    given conclusion from the given premises.

2. Your tools are the rules of inference. Try applying some rule,
    and see if it gives you any ideas.

3. Read the steps aloud; it may remind you of a rule.

Points to remember about the rules:
Simplification
• Always removes the second conjunct in the conjunction
• You cannot simplify within a proposition
   ~(p • q) cannot become ~p

Addition
• The only rule that adds a new variable or constant

Never skip or combine steps in a proof, even if they seem
obvious. Perform each step and show justification for it.

Points to remember about variables:
• Variables in the rules of inference can represent very 
   complicated compound propositions

• In a proof, different variables in a rule of inference can 
   represent the same or similar propositions

• Variables can change value from one step to the next 
   within the same proof

WHAT IF I AM STUCK?
• Read the steps aloud again, listening for patterns

• Consider trying addition or absorption

• See which steps you have not yet ysed; usually each
   step is used once

• Skip it and come back later!

HOW DO I GET BETTER?
Become very familiar with the rules of inference

Be patient
Practice!



Lesson 10 - Shorter Truth Tables for Consistency 
“It is false that a warm winter implies that the sun is getting closer to the earth.” “If the winter is 
not warm, then the sun is not getting closer to the earth.” How do we set up a truth table to 
determine these are consistent? ***Use W & S 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“I did not take the cookies. My little brother took the cookies. It is false that my little brother took 
the cookies if I did not take them.” Test for consistency using shorter truth tables using I & B. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lesson 11 - Shorter Truth Tables for Equivalence 
“If I leave my car home then if I ride my bike I will save money. If I leave my car home and ride 
my bike, then I will save money.” Test for equivalency using C, B, and M. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“If I lock my keys in the car, I can’t drive to work. I did not lock my keys in my car and I can drive 
to work.” Test for equivalency using L & D. 
 
 
 
 
 
Lesson 12 - The Dilemma 
“If I wear my jacket, I will be too cold. If I wear my winter coat, I will look like a marshmallow. I 
will either wear my jacket or my winter coat. Therefore I will either be too cold or look like a 
marshmallow.” How do we symbolize this using p’s, q’s, r’s, & s’s? 
 
 
 
 



“If a superhero is Batman then he has a cape, and if he is Superman then he can fly. That guy 
has no cape, or at least he cannot fly. So either he is not Batman or he is not Superman.” How 
do we symbolize this using p’s, q’s, r’s, & s’s? 
 
 
 
 
“If you answer a fool according to his folly, then you will be like him. However, if you do not 
answer a fool according to his folly, then he will be wise in his own eyes. Therefore no matter 
how you answer a fool, you will either be like him or he will be wise in his own eyes.” Symbolize. 
Is this constructive or destructive? 
 
 
 
 
“If I move to the right, I will fall off the cliff. If I move to the left, I will fall off the cliff. I have to 
move to either the right or the left. I’m going to fall off the cliff.” Symbolize. Is this constructive or 
destructive? 
 
 
 
 
“To survive in the wilderness we need both food and water. But we either forgot food or forgot 
water. Therefore we cannot survive.” Symbolize. Is this constructive or destructive? 
 
 
 
 
 
Lesson 13 - The Rules of Inference 
“If the book of Hebrews is Scripture then it was written by Paul or Apollos. If Paul wrote 
anonymously to the Hebrews then he wrote anonymously in some of his letters. If Hebrews was 
written by Paul then he wrote anonymously to the Hebrews. Paul did not write anonymously in 
any of his letters. The book of Hebrews is Scripture. Therefore Hebrews was written by Apollos.” 



DEVOTION - Maritza’s class leads 
 

 

LOGIC/MATH // 8:30 - 9:25 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:33a, 40 - For God is not a God of disorder but of peace. But 
everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way. 
 
Exordium: Here’s your math brain teaser: 
 

 
A = 5 
B = 4 
C = 3 
D = 2 
 
Student Presentations from a problem they had difficulty with: 

● Jesse -  
● Abby -  
● Jace - 
● Emma - 
● Victoria - 
● Sophie - 

 
PICK two student problems and compare them on the board. 
 
Saxon preview: 

● Lesson 77 - Percents Greater than 100 
○ Example 77.1 

● Lesson 78 - Opposites 
○ Example 78.2, 78.3 

● Lesson 79 - Simplifying More Difficult Notations 
○ Example 79.2, 79.4 

● Lesson 80 - Increases in Percent 
○ Example 80.2 
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Integration: Ask kids for math term to integrate (use notation if they cannot come up with 
anything) 
 

 

GRAMMAR/LATIN // 9:25 - 10:20 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:10-12 - Undoubtedly there are all sorts of languages in the world, 
yet none of them is without meaning. If then I do not grasp the meaning of what someone is 
saying, I am a foreigner to the speaker, and the speaker is a foreigner to me. So it is with you. 
Since you are eager for gifts of the Spirit, try to excel in those that build up the church. 
 
Exordium:  Name this famous movie quote and what movie it is from: “Eī nasum meum 
emendatum numquam comparant!”  (“They never get my nose right!” - Flynn Rider, Tangled) 
 
QUICK REVIEW -  1st - 4th Conj Chart Challenge 

● 5 minute board challenge - write out passive voice present/imperfect/future using model 
verbs 

 
REVIEW - PERFECT SYSTEM PASSIVE 

● What does perfect system passive sound like? Where could you have heard that before? 
Principal parts 

● What are the principal parts of Latin verbs? Pres/ind/act, pres/inf/act, perf/ind/act, 
perf/part/pass. 

● QUICKLY tell me what you know about each of these parts and which ones we’ve used 
so far in class. 

○ pres/ind/act - first word of each conjugation 
○ pres/inf/act - used to find present system stem 
○ perf/ind/act - used to find perfect system stem 

● Which parts make up the present system? Pres/ind/act, pres/inf/act 
● And what tenses fall under the present system? Present, imperfect, future 
● Which parts make up the perfect system? perf/ind/act, perf/part/pass 
● And what tenses fall under the perfect system? Perfect, pluperfect, future perfect 
● Look at Grammar 174-176 for a quick review on how perfect/active is translated. (perfect 

- past; pluperfect - past + past, future perfect - future + past) 
● How do we find the stem on the perfect system for the indicative mood? Drop the I from 

perf/ind/act 
● We are about to add a lot of layers to our understanding of verbs as we learn perfect 

system passive. ***turn to page 208 
● Perfect system passive is a COMPOUND tense in Latin. 
● Perfect system passive is made by combining a form of SUM with the PERFECT 

PARTICIPLE PASSIVE acting as a predicate adjective. 



● What is a predicate adjective? An adjective that follows a linking/state of being verb and 
describes the subject. 

● To form the perfect system passive for verbs in all conjugations: 
○ Find the perfect participle passive of the verb (the 4th principal part) 
○ Add the appropriate form of “sum” based on the subject. 

● BUT HERE IS WHERE IT GETS WEIRD 
○ THE PERFECT PARTICIPLE PASSIVE IS DECLINED LIKE MAGNUS/A/UM 

DEPENDING ON THE GENDER/NUMBER OF SUBJECT. 
○ THE FORM OF SUM CHANGES WITH EACH TENSE 

■ PRESENT (SUM, ES…) GOES WITH PERFECT 
■ IMPERFECT (ERAM, ERAS…) GOES WITH PLUPERFECT 
■ FUTURE (ERŌ, ERIS…) GOES WITH FUTURE PERFECT 

● How is passive indicative translated on the perfect system? 
○ Perfect - I was verbed/I have been verbed 
○ Pluperfect - I had been verbed 
○ Future Perfect - I shall have been verbed 

 
PRACTICE & REVIEW using samples sentences on page 208 
 
PRACTICE (orally - key in bag) 

● Ex 231 
● Ex 232 
● Ex 233  

 
PRACTICE - Ex 235 
3. Equitēs superātī sunt. The cavalry have been conquered. 

SN Vt 

Equitēs superātī sunt 

G - Masc P - 3rd 

N - Plur N - Plur 

C - Nom T - perf/pass 

Dec - 3rd Conj - 1st 

The cavalry have been conquered 

 
 
 
 
 



PRACTICE - Ex 235 
20. Appelātī erātis. Y’all had been called upon. 

SN Vt 

 Appelātī erātis 

G -  P - 2nd 

N - Plur N - Plur 

C - Nom T - plu/pass 

Dec -  Conj - 1st 

Y’all had been called upon 

 
PRACTICE - Ex 236 
2. You were warned by the slave. Tū ā servō monitus es. 

SN Vt Pr OP 

You were warned by the slave 

G -  P - 2nd  G - Masc 

N - Sing N - Sing  N - Sing 

C - Nom T - Perf/Pass  C - Abl 

Dec -  Conj - 2nd Abl of agent Dec - 2nd 

Tū monitus es ā servō 

 
PRACTICE - Ex 236 
9. War had been waged with the Gauls. Bellum cum Gallīs gestum erat. 

SN Vt Pr OP 

War had been waged with the Gauls 

G - Neut P - 3rd  G - Masc 

N - Sing N - Sing  N - Plur 

C - Nom T - Plu/Pass  C - Abl 

Dec - 2nd Conj - 3rd Abl of agent Dec - 2nd 

Bellum gestum** erat cum Gallīs 



PREVIEW - PRESENT SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD 
● What are the verb moods? Indicative, imperative, subjunctive 
● Which mood have we used so far? Indicative 
● What does indicative mood mean? Makes a statement of fact or asks a question 
● Look at page 48 in Grammar - What are the ways that the subjunctive mood is 

translated? In purpose (subordinate) clauses (that I may praise); in expressing wishes 
(may I praise); 1PP, 3PS, & 3PP are used to express “let” (let us praise) 

● Where does Latin use subjunctive mood when English uses indicative? When English 
uses helping verbs such as may, might, should, etc. 

● How do we conjugate to present tense, subjunctive mood? Stem + Conjugation Indicator 
+ Personal Ending 

○ Note: the conjugation indicators change for subjunctive mood, present 
tense! 

● What stays the same? Stem & personal ending 
 
Stem + Conjugation Indicator + Personal Ending 
Laudem  •  Moneam  •  Mittam  •  Audiam 
 
PASS OUT Subjunctive Verb charts and fill in present tense 
 
PRACTICE & EXPLAIN using samples sentences on page 208 
 
IF TIME, Ex 238 orally (key in bag) 
 
REMINDER: when studying vocab, remember to memorize ALL principal parts for the 
verbs!! AND PRACTICE YOUR CHARTS! 
 
Integration: Latin - pick a new vocab word to integrate 
 

 

BREAK // 10:20-10:25 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

RESEARCH/DEFEATING DARWINISM // 10:25-11:20 
 
Strand Scripture: Colossians 1:15-17 - He is the image of the invisible God, 
the firstborn over all creation. For everything was created by Him, in heaven and on earth, the 
visible and the invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities— all things have 
been created through Him and for Him. He is before all things, and by Him all things hold 
together. 



 
Exordium: SHARE any Scriptures you read in your personal devotion time this week that either 
spoke to or stuck out to you this week. 
 
DISCUSS Ch 4 - A Real Education in Evolution 

● What did the 1987 Supreme Court decision declare? What were the effects of that 
decision? 

● Summarize the argument from Justice Scalia (the dissenter). 
● What does it mean to be a dissenter? 
● Define culture war. How is evolution a tool of the culture war? 
● Translate this into propositional statements: “If they were addressing the subject of 

religion, they would have to allow the subject to be argued. Therefore they must not be 
addressing it.” What premise is being assumed (enthymeme)? Is this a valid argument? 

● What are some ways educators put off students who question the truthfulness of 
evolutionary theory? 

● What is the first thing Johnson would do if he were teaching an evolution class? 
● Why is it dangerous for scientists to build their theories off assumptions?  
● What does Johnson mean by neo-Darwinist? 
● What role does philosophy play in Darwinism? 
● Define micro- and macroevolution. How are they alike? Different? 
● How do Darwinists use microevolution as “proof” of macroevolution? 
● What is the “fact” of evolution? 
● Define mechanism of evolution. 
● Is a mechanism missing from evolution, or has it been found? Explain. 
● What did Darwin predict would come to light in On the Origin of Species? 
● What two parts make up Darwin’s mechanism? 
● Define natural selection. 
● Which side do you think bears the burden of proof in the evolution debate? Why? 
● What does Johnson say the controversy of the evolution debate is? Why should this not 

be dismissed as a minor detail? 
● According to Johnson, does the fossil record adequately support Darwinian theory? Why 

or why not? 
● What is the Cambrian explosion? How does the Cambrian explosion support or discredit 

Darwinian theory? 
● Where does Johnson say is the most plentiful fossil record? Why? Does this fossil record 

support or discredit Darwinian theory? 
● Eldredge says scientists are under pressure. What does he mean by that? How would 

pressure from the scientific community affect the research and findings of a scientist, 
especially a paleontologist? 

● Describe Berra’s Corvette illustration. What is the flaw(s) in his example? 
● What could Berra’s Corvette illustrate instead? 
● What is meant by Berra’s Blunder? 
● Describe Frick’s illustration. What is the flaw(s) in his example? 



● In Mock Trial we learned that two sides have the same set of facts but are telling a 
different story. How is this principle demonstrated in Berra’s and Frick’s illustrations? 

● How is Feynman’s warning applied in these two situations? 
● Should we also ask critical questions of religion? Why or why not? 
● What two issues does Johnson recommend people questioning religion think about? 
● What are some ways evolution explains human suffering? How do those who struggle 

with handling human suffering find relief in Darwinism? 
● How does Johnson recommend we seek answers for suffering? 
● Does everyone have faith? Why or why not? 
● Describe the faith Johnson says Darwinists have. 
● Explain the illustration of the two foundations and how they relate to religion and 

naturalism. 
● What does Johnson expect will happen in the new millennium? What will be the spark 

that starts this revolution? 
 
SHARE any Scripture verses that came to mind as you were reading this chapter this 
week, or any verses that you feel support the author’s claims. 
 
WRITE chapter summary on sticky sheet 

● Have students give info for the summary using their outlines 
 
INTEGRATION - Use term from DD Ch 3 
 

 

REASONING/LOGIC // 11:20-12:15 
 
Strand Scripture: Isaiah 1:18 - “Come now, let us reason together,” says the Lord. “Though 
your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they are red as crimson, they 
shall be like wool.” 
 
Exordium: Why are we studying logic? Read Eph 4:14 and discuss. (Use Reasons from the 
Bible to Study Logic) 
 
Lesson 10 - Shorter Truth Tables for Consistency 

● What is a use for shorter truth tables? Determine the validity of an argument 
● What does it mean for two propositions to be consistent? They can both be true at the 

same time 
● Write: “It is false that a warm winter implies that the sun is getting closer to the earth.” “If 

the winter is not warm, then the sun is not getting closer to the earth.” How do we set up 
a truth table to determine these are consistent? ***Use W & S 



● In order to test if these are true at the same time, we need to assume both are true 
and see if we get a contradiction. If we get a contradiction, then both are not true 
(inconsistent). 

● Write: “I did not take the cookies. My little brother took the cookies. It is false that my little 
brother took the cookies if I did not take them.” Test for consistency using shorter truth 
tables using I & B. 

 
Lesson 11 - Shorter Truth Tables for Equivalence 

● What are the uses we’ve learned for shorter truth tables? Determine validity and 
consistency of arguments 

● Now we are adding testing for logical equivalence - what does equivalence mean? The 
two propositions imply each other 

● Testing for equivalence is like testing for validity and unlike for consistency - we assume 
that the two propositions are not logically equivalent (we assign them different 
truth values), and if we see a contradiction, we know the propositions are logically 
equivalent. 

● Write: “If I leave my car home then if I ride my bike I will save money. If I leave my car 
home and ride my bike, then I will save money.” Test for equivalency using C, B, and M. 

● We need to test BOTH propositions - just because the first implies the second does not 
mean the second implies the first. 

● If we find a contradiction, they are equivalent. 
● Write: “If I lock my keys in the car, I can’t drive to work. I did not lock my keys in my car 

and I can drive to work.” Test for equivalency using L & D. 
 
Lesson 12 - The Dilemma 

● What is a dilemma? Any argument presenting two alternatives, either of which when 
chosen leads to certain conclusions 

● The logical definition: a valid argument which presents a choice between two 
conditionals 

● Write: “If I wear my jacket, I will be too cold. If I wear my winter coat, I will look like a 
marshmallow. I will either wear my jacket or my winter coat. Therefore I will either be too 
cold or look like a marshmallow.” How do we symbolize this using p’s, q’s, r’s, & s’s? 

● This is an example of a constructive dilemma. What is a constructive dilemma? A 
constructive dilemma presents conditionals in the first premise, affirms antecedents in 
the second premise, and concludes with consequents. 

● What does a constructive dilemma remind you of? Modus ponens 
● Why do you think this is called constructive? Because the second premise is affirming, 

not negating, something 
● Write: “If a superhero is Batman then he has a cape, and if he is Superman then he can 

fly. That guy has no cape, or at least he cannot fly. So either he is not Batman or he is 
not Superman.” How do we symbolize this using p’s, q’s, r’s, & s’s? 



● This is an example of a destructive dilemma. What is a destructive dilemma? A 
destructive dilemma presents conditionals in the first premise, negates consequents in 
the second premise, and concludes with negating antecedents. 

● What does a destructive dilemma remind you of? Modus tollens 
● Let’s look at some other types of arguments that are either constructive or 

destructive. 
● Write: “If you answer a fool according to his folly, then you will be like him. However, if 

you do not answer a fool according to his folly, then he will be wise in his own eyes. 
Therefore no matter how you answer a fool, you will either be like him or he will be wise 
in his own eyes.” Symbolize this and discuss tautology. Is this constructive or 
destructive? 

● Write: “If I move to the right, I will fall off the cliff. If I move to the left, I will fall off the cliff. 
I have to move to either the right or the left. I’m going to fall off the cliff.” Symbolize. Is 
this constructive or destructive? 

● Write: “To survive in the wilderness we need both food and water. But we either forgot 
food or forgot water. Therefore we cannot survive.” Symbolize. Is this constructive or 
destructive? 

● We need to be able to use dilemmas to argue, but we also need to be able to refute 
when dilemmas are used against us. It is often said that we can be “impaled on the 
horns of a dilemma.” Why do you think horns are used in this imagery? 

● Pass out Dilemma cheat sheets 
● What three dilemma defenses did you read about? Go between the horns, grasp by the 

horns, rebut the horns 
● What do you do to go between the horns? Deny the disjunction and suggest a third 

alternative. What is the disjunction in the argument? The either/or 
● Practice writing going between the horns for the above dilemmas. 
● What do you do to grasp by the horns? Reject one of the conditionals in the 

conjunctive premise 
● Practice writing grasping between the horns for the above dilemmas. 
● What do you do to rebut the horns? Write a counter-dilemma using the same 

components but reaching a different conclusion 
● Practice writing grasping between the horns for the above dilemmas. 
● Write: “If I study for the test, I can’t go to the movies. But if I don’t study, I’ll fail the test. 

I’m either going to study or not study, so I either can’t go to the movies or I’m going to fail 
this test.” Write a defense to this dilemma using the three methods we studied. 

● Remind students to sit with parents for exercises - lesson 12 exercises are hard! 
 
Lesson 13 - The Rules of Inference 

● What is a formal proof of validity? A step by step deduction of a conclusion from a set of 
premises, each step being justified by an appropriate basic rule 

● Can formal proofs of validity prove an argument is invalid? No, only valid 
● Write: “If the book of Hebrews is Scripture then it was written by Paul or Apollos. If Paul 

wrote anonymously to the Hebrews then he wrote anonymously in some of his letters. If 



Hebrews was written by Paul then he wrote anonymously to the Hebrews. Paul did not 
write anonymously in any of his letters. The book of Hebrews is Scripture. Therefore 
Hebrews was written by Apollos.” 

○ Symbolize premises and conclusions on separate, numbered lines 
○ Use rules learned to reach final conclusion 

● What do we write when we have finished writing a proof? Q.E.D. 
● What is a rule of inference? A valid argument form which can be used to justify steps in a 

proof 
 
Lesson 14 - Recognizing the Rules of Inference 

● Write argument from TG14.2 on the board - can you tell me what rule of inference this 
is? 

● What are three things we should remember about variables in the rules of inferences? 
○ Variables in the rules of inference can represent very complicated compound 

propositions 
○ In a proof, different variables in a rule of inference can represent the same or 

similar propositions 
○ Variables can change value from one step to the next within the same proof 

● Write TG14.4 on the board and follow steps 
 
IF TIME, REVIEW Vocabulary 
 
INTEGRATION - Have students integrate term from 1-5 (use conditional if they can’t think of a 
term) 
 

 

LUNCH // 12:15-1:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

EXPOSITION/SHORT STORIES // 1:00-1:55 
 
Strand Scripture: Ecc 12:10-11 - The Preacher sought to find words of delight, and uprightly he 
wrote words of truth. The words of the wise are like goads, and like nails firmly fixed are the 
collected sayings; they are given by one Shepherd. 
 
Exordium: SHARE which short story you liked better and why. 
 
DISCUSS short story 

● Discuss stories on Freytag’s Pyramid 
○ Narrow in on focus, theme, and setting 



● Share student Scripture verses - how do these apply? 
 
WRITING EXERCISES - pg 102-103 

● Break into groups for brainstorming exercises 
 
READ “Have We Met? CHARACTERS” pg 105 

● Discuss components of characters using 5CT 
● Discuss characters of previously read short stories 

 
SHARE student story SETTING ideas 
 
INTEGRATION: Characters 
 

 

DEBATE/MOCK TRIAL // 1:55-2:50 
 
Strand Scripture: Psalm 111:7 - The works of His hands are Truth & Justice. 
 
Exordium: Quick quiz with Mock Trial witness questions 
 
FINISH class timeline 
 
DISCUSS & COMPARE student ANI charts 

● Model with Chaney ANIs 
● Sort each column into groups 
● Group most important info together 

 
RED HERRINGS - Which are important and should be pursued and which ones should be 
ignored? 

● How will this information help your case? 
● How do you know this is true? 
● What will you use in the case material to prove this? 
● Who (what authority) says this is true? 
● Does another witness say something to contradict this? 
● Is this significant to your side or your opponent’s side? 

 
INTRO Direct Exam (MTNB pg 18, 21) 

● Purpose 
○ Present your “story” of the facts 
○ Build major ideas of the case as outlined in your opening 
○ Give your witnesses credibility and show them at their best 

● Prepare 



○ DO NOT asking leading questions (define leading question); ask open-ended 
questions 

○ Using sorted ANI chart, determine points that will be the strongest to build your 
case 

○ Create questions using those points, making sure questions will obtain desired 
answers from witness 

○ KNOW all the answers to the questions your create for each of your witnesses 
○ DE is about the witnesses and their answers, NOT the attorney 
○ Avoid “why” questions unless you are sure of your witnesses response 
○ Brainstorm potential questions your opponent will CE your witness using sorted 

ANI chart and/or responses to DE questions 
○ REVIEW Burden of Proof and how it affects Prosecution 

 
PRACTICE 

● Have students brainstorm some DE questions for Chaney; offer feedback on proposed 
questions 

 
INTRO Cross Exam (MTNB pg 19, 22-23) 

● Purpose 
○ Discredit witness and discover flaws in testimony that would be helpful to your 

case 
○ Make other side less believable 
○ Cast doubt on evidence 
○ Highlight inconsistencies 

● Prepare 
○ ASK LEADING QUESTIONS - elicit yes-or-no responses 
○ Using sorted ANI chart, determine points that will help your side, indicate the 

witness is lying or confused 
○ Create questions using those points, making sure questions will obtain desired 

answers from witness 
○ Questions should elicit facts, not evaluations 
○ Know all answers before creating the questions 
○ Elicit one fact at a time 
○ CE is about the attorney and his/her questions, not the witness answers 
○ Don’t ask “Why?” questions during CE 
○ Use CE questions to bring out any points not brought out in DE 
○ Use CE questions to bring out any points you want to highlight in the closing 

argument 
 
PRACTICE 

● Have students brainstorm some CE questions for Chaney; offer feedback on proposed 
questions 

 



OVERVIEW “Objections” (pg 35) and what types of questions to avoid so you won’t have an 
objection called 
 
REVIEW “Improper Extrapolation of Stipulated Facts” (pg 40) and how that affects questioning 
 
REMIND STUDENTS TO READ ENTIRE GUIDE THIS WEEK 
 
INTEGRATION - students choose term from MT to integrate 
 

 

REFLECTION // 2:50-3:00 
 
Share one thing we discussed today that you found true, good, or beautiful. Add to poster. 
 
How can we use or apply something we’ve discussed today to know God and make Him 
known? 
 

 

CLEAN AND DISMISS // 3:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 
 
 
 
 



DEVOTION - Abs leads (Endurance) 
 

 

LOGIC/MATH // 8:30 - 9:25 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:33a, 40 - For God is not a God of disorder but of peace. But 
everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way. 
 
Exordium: Here’s your math brain teaser: 
 

 
The Answer is 8. Sum of numbers in opposite quadrant is same.  
 
Student Presentations from a problem they had difficulty with: 

● Kenz -  
● Jesse - 
● Emma - 
● Summer - 
● Abs - 

 
PICK two student problems and compare them on the board. 
 
Saxon preview: 

● Lesson 81 - Multiplication and Division of Signed Numbers 
○ Example 81.2 

● Lesson 82 - Evaluation of Signed Numbers 
○ Example 82.2, 82.3 

● Lesson 83 - Rate Problems as Proportion Problems 
○ Example 83.1 

● Lesson 84 - Formats for Addition Rule • Negative Coefficients • Properties of Equality 
○ Example 84.2, 84.3 

 
Integration: Ask kids for math term to integrate 
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GRAMMAR/LATIN // 9:25 - 10:20 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:10-12 - Undoubtedly there are all sorts of languages in the world, 
yet none of them is without meaning. If then I do not grasp the meaning of what someone is 
saying, I am a foreigner to the speaker, and the speaker is a foreigner to me. So it is with you. 
Since you are eager for gifts of the Spirit, try to excel in those that build up the church. 
 
Exordium:  Name this famous movie quote and what movie it is from: “Basia puellam.”  (“Kiss 
the girl.” - Sebastian, The Little Mermaid) 
 
5 Minute Indicative Mood Challenge 
 
PREVIEW - PRESENT SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD 

● What are the verb moods? Indicative, imperative, subjunctive 
● Which mood have we used so far? Indicative 
● What does indicative mood mean? Makes a statement of fact or asks a question 
● Look at page 48 in Grammar - What are the ways that the subjunctive mood is 

translated? In purpose (subordinate) clauses (that I may praise); in expressing wishes 
(may I praise); 1PP, 3PS, & 3PP are used to express “let” (let us praise) 

● Where does Latin use subjunctive mood when English uses indicative? When English 
uses helping verbs such as may, might, should, etc. 

● How do we conjugate to present tense, subjunctive mood? Stem + Conjugation Indicator 
+ Personal Ending 

○ Note: the conjugation indicators change for subjunctive mood, present 
tense! 

● What stays the same? Stem & personal ending 
 
Stem + Conjugation Indicator + Personal Ending 

● Laudem  •  Moneam  •  Mittam  •  Audiam  
 
PRACTICE filling out present tense, active subjunctive 
 

● What are the primary tenses in the indicative? Present, future, and future perfect 
● What is the rule for the purpose clause verb when the main (independent) clause verb is 

in a primary tense? The present subjunctive must be used in the purpose clause 
● How are purpose (subordinate) clauses connected to main (independent) clauses? Ut 
● What does ut mean? In order that 
● Why do we call subordinate clauses purpose clauses? Because they explain the 

purpose of the main clause 
● What are 4 ways to translate a purpose clause in English? 

○ in order that 



○ that 
○ in order to 
○ to 

● If a purpose clause is negative, how is it connected to main (independent) clauses? Nē 
● What does nē mean? In order that… not; lest 
● What is the present subjunctive of sum? 

○ sim 
○ sīs 
○ sit 
○ sīmus 
○ sītis 
○ sint 

● How is it similar to indicative? Different? What patterns do you see? 
 
PRACTICE 

● Ex 238-241 orally (key in bag) 
 
PRACTICE - Ex 244 
2. Pugnābuntne virī līberī semper ut cīvitātem nostram servent? 

Vt SN AJ AV SC DO AJ Vt 

Pugnabuntne virī līberī semper ut cīvitātem nostram servent 

P- 3rd G- Masc G- Masc   G- Fem G- Fem P- 3rd 

N- Plu N- Plur N- Plur   N- Sing N- Sing N- Plur 

T- Act/Ind/Pres C- Nom C- Nom   C- Acc C- Acc T- Sub/Act/Pres 

C- 1st D- 2nd    D- 3rd  C- 1st 

Will… fight men free always *to state our they may guard 

Will free men always fight in order that they may guard our state? 
Will free men always fight that they may guard our state? 
Will free men always fight in order to guard our state? 
Will free men always fight to guard our state? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



PRACTICE - Ex 245 
3. They are sending grain in order to strengthen peace. 
Frūmentum mittunt ut pācem cōnfirment. 
Vt DO SC Vt DO 

(They) are sending grain In order to strengthen peace 

P - 3rd G - Neut  P - 3rd G - Fem 

N - Plur N - Sing  N - Plur N - Sing 

T - Act/Ind/Pres C - Acc  T - Sub/Act/Pres C - Acc 

C - 3rd D - 2nd  C - 1st D - 3rd 

MIttunt frūmentum ut cōnfirment pācem 

 
PRACTICE - Ex 247 
10. They are yielding lest there be a slaughter. 
Cēdunt nē caedēs sit. 
Vi SC Vl PN 

(They) are yielding lest (there) be a slaughter 

P - 3rd  P - 3rd G - Fem 

N - Plur  N - Sing N - Sing 

T - Act/Ind/Pres  T - Sub/Act/Pres C - Nom 

C - 3rd  C - Irr D - 3rd 

Cēdunt nē sit caedēs 

 
 
PREVIEW - IMPERFECT SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD 

● What is the trick for remembering imperfect subjunctive active? Add the personal 
endings to the present/infinitive/active 

● How is imperfect subjunctive active translated? In purpose clauses - (that) I might verb 
 
FILL OUT Imperfect subjunctive on charts 
 

● What are the secondary tenses in the indicative? Imperfect, perfect, pluperfect 
● What is the rule for the purpose clause verb when the main (independent) clause verb is 

in a secondary tense? The imperfect subjunctive must be used in the purpose clause 
PASS OUT Primary/Secondary tenses cheat sheet 



 
IF TIME, Ex 255 orally (key in bag) 
 
REMINDER: when studying vocab, remember to memorize ALL principal parts for the 
verbs!! AND PRACTICE YOUR CHARTS! 
 
Integration: Latin - pick a new vocab word to integrate 
 

 

BREAK // 10:20-10:25 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

RESEARCH/DEFEATING DARWINISM // 10:25-11:20 
 
Strand Scripture: Colossians 1:15-17 - He is the image of the invisible God, 
the firstborn over all creation. For everything was created by Him, in heaven and on earth, the 
visible and the invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities— all things have 
been created through Him and for Him. He is before all things, and by Him all things hold 
together. 
 
Exordium: SHARE any Scriptures you read in your personal devotion time this week that either 
spoke to or stuck out to you this week. 
 
DISCUSS Ch 5 - Intelligent Design 

● Intro 
○ What is a gene? 
○ What is gene selection? 
○ What does gene selection infer about evolutionary drama? 

● The Story of Life, Starring Gene 
○ Summarize the theory of how genes “started life”. 
○ What is the role of embryonic development? 
○ What is reductionism? 
○ How does Richard Dawkins describe human beings in relation to reductionism? 

By what authority do you think he is making this claim? 
● Information and the Word 

○ What non-material component does George C. Williams say is contained in life? 
How does this relate to the theories of gene selection and reductionism? 

○ How are matter and information similar? Different? 
○ Using illustrations from the text, what is the difference between a medium and a 

message? Can you think of any other examples of media/messages? 



○ How does Johnson relate this concept to Scripture and to Jesus? 
○ Which does he feel is more important - matter or message? Why? 
○ How is reductionism refuted in the Bible? 

● The Book Isn’t Just Ink & Paper 
○ Would you say DNA is the message or the medium? Why? 
○ Who is the author of the message (DNA)? Can physical laws answer this 

question? Why or why not? 
● Berra’s Blunder Again 

○ Describe Berra’s Blunder. 
○ Describe the illustration of a computer program and how Berra’s Blunder applies. 

● Let’s Review What We Know 
○ What are the three points discussed thus far? How do they relate to one another? 

● Opening the Black Boxes of Biology 
○ What is meant by “black box”? 
○ How does that relate to our knowledge of the human body and its functions? 
○ What is meant by molecular mechanisms? 
○ What is meant by molecular mechanisms being irreducibly complex? 
○ Do “black boxes” support or disprove Darwinian theory? Why? 

● The Attempt to Climb Mount Improbable 
○ What is “Mount Improbable” referring to in Dawkins’s book title? 
○ According to his excerpt, does Dawkins affirm or deny molecular complexity? 
○ How does Dawkins explain the creation of such a complex being? 
○ What is the role of mutations in Dawkins’s theory? 
○ Why does Behe state the evolutionary argument is philosophical as opposed to 

science? 
○ What circumstances would show that this is a science issue? 

● Science or Philosophy? 
○ Does Shapiro seem to support or disagree with Behe’s claims? Why or why not? 

What does he actually believe? 
○ How did Shapiro commit Berra’s Blunder? 
○ Are the oppositions to Behe scientific or philosophical? What is the proof of that? 
○ What does Lewontin mean by “a priori adherence to material causes”? What is 

he admitting with this statement? 
○ Would you say Lewontin has a bias? Why or why not? What would make you 

question if he has a bias? 
● Materialism and the Mind 

○ How does materialism relate to the mind and our thoughts? 
 
SHARE any Scripture verses that came to mind as you were reading this chapter this 
week, or any verses that you feel support the author’s claims. 
 
WRITE chapter summary on sticky sheet 

● Have students give info for the summary using their outlines 



 
INTEGRATION - Use term from DD Ch 5 
 

 

REASONING/LOGIC // 11:20-12:15 
 
Strand Scripture: Isaiah 1:18 - “Come now, let us reason together,” says the Lord. “Though 
your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they are red as crimson, they 
shall be like wool.” 
 
Exordium: Why are we studying logic? Read Col 2:6-8 and discuss. (Use Reasons from the 
Bible to Study Logic) 
 
PRACTICE AND REVIEW student exercises from 10-14a 
 
IF TIME, REVIEW Vocabulary 
 
INTEGRATION - Have students integrate term from 10-14 
 

 

LUNCH // 12:15-1:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

EXPOSITION/SHORT STORIES // 1:00-1:55 
 
Strand Scripture: Ecc 12:10-11 - The Preacher sought to find words of delight, and uprightly he 
wrote words of truth. The words of the wise are like goads, and like nails firmly fixed are the 
collected sayings; they are given by one Shepherd. 
 
Exordium: SHARE which short story you liked better and why. 
 
DISCUSS short stories 

● Discuss stories on Freytag’s Pyramid 
○ Narrow in on focus, theme, and setting 

● Share student Scripture verses - how do these apply? 
● CHARACTERS - discuss per story: 

○ How many characters are in the story? 
○ What are their names? 
○ What does each character look like? 
○ Does the author make you like or dislike any of the characters? Why or how? 



○ What is the major character trait of each person? How does the author reveal it to 
you? 

○ Are the characters believable? Do they act the way you expect, or are they 
complicated? 

○ Do any of the characters change the course of the story? How & why? 
 
WRITING EXERCISES - pg 141 

● Break into groups for brainstorming exercises (exercise 2) 
 
SHARE student story MAIN CHARACTER ideas 

● Have students brainstorm for their specific characters using writing exercise 2 
 
INTEGRATION: Characters 
 

 

DEBATE/MOCK TRIAL // 1:55-2:50 
 
Strand Scripture: Psalm 111:7 - The works of His hands are Truth & Justice. 
 
Exordium: Quick quiz with Mock Trial witness questions 
 
FINISH class timeline 
 
READ Charge of Court & discuss (pg 104-109) 
 
DISCUSS & EVALUATE Prosecution DE/CE questions 
 
DISCUSS & COMPARE student ANI charts 

● Model with Barrett ANIs 
● Sort each column into groups 
● Group most important info together 

 
RED HERRINGS - Which are important and should be pursued and which ones should be 
ignored? 

● How will this information help your case? 
● How do you know this is true? 
● What will you use in the case material to prove this? 
● Who (what authority) says this is true? 
● Does another witness say something to contradict this? 
● Is this significant to your side or your opponent’s side? 

 
Direct Exam (MTNB pg 18, 21) 



● Purpose 
○ Present your “story” of the facts 
○ Build major ideas of the case as outlined in your opening 
○ Give your witnesses credibility and show them at their best 

● Prepare 
○ DO NOT asking leading questions (define leading question); ask open-ended 

questions 
○ Using sorted ANI chart, determine points that will be the strongest to build your 

case 
○ Create questions using those points, making sure questions will obtain desired 

answers from witness 
○ KNOW all the answers to the questions your create for each of your witnesses 
○ DE is about the witnesses and their answers, NOT the attorney 
○ Avoid “why” questions unless you are sure of your witnesses response 
○ Brainstorm potential questions your opponent will CE your witness using sorted 

ANI chart and/or responses to DE questions 
○ REVIEW Burden of Proof and how it affects Prosecution 

 
PRACTICE 

● Have students brainstorm some DE questions for Barrett; offer feedback on proposed 
questions 

 
Cross Exam (MTNB pg 19, 22-23) 

● Purpose 
○ Discredit witness and discover flaws in testimony that would be helpful to your 

case 
○ Make other side less believable 
○ Cast doubt on evidence 
○ Highlight inconsistencies 

● Prepare 
○ ASK LEADING QUESTIONS - elicit yes-or-no responses 
○ Using sorted ANI chart, determine points that will help your side, indicate the 

witness is lying or confused 
○ Create questions using those points, making sure questions will obtain desired 

answers from witness 
○ Questions should elicit facts, not evaluations 
○ Know all answers before creating the questions 
○ Elicit one fact at a time 
○ CE is about the attorney and his/her questions, not the witness answers 
○ Don’t ask “Why?” questions during CE 
○ Use CE questions to bring out any points not brought out in DE 
○ Use CE questions to bring out any points you want to highlight in the closing 

argument 



 
PRACTICE 

● Have students brainstorm some CE questions for Barrett; offer feedback on proposed 
questions 

 
REVIEW “Objections” (pg 35) and what types of questions to avoid so you won’t have an 
objection called 
 
REVIEW “Improper Extrapolation of Stipulated Facts” (pg 40) and how that affects questioning 
 
PASS OUT MOCK TRIAL ROLE SELECTION SHEETS 
 
INTEGRATION - students choose term from MT to integrate 
 

 

REFLECTION // 2:50-3:00 
 
Share one thing we discussed today that you found true, good, or beautiful. Add to poster. 
 
How can we use or apply something we’ve discussed today to know God and make Him 
known? 
 

 

CLEAN AND DISMISS // 3:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Active Voice, Subjunctive Mood (Present Stem + ending)
(The present stem is found by dropping the ending of the present infinitive active, the 2nd principal part.

Present Tense (present stem) 1st 
conjugation

2nd
conjugation

3rd
conjugation

4th
conjugation

S

1

2

3

P

1

2

3

Imperfect Tense (present stem) 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

S

1

2

3

P

1

2

3

Future Tense (present stem) 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

S

1 I shall be verbed

2 you will be verbed

3 he/she/it will be verbed

P

1 we shall be verbed

2 y’all will be verbed

3 they will be verbed

-eā tis

-eā mus

-ea t

-eā s

mon -ea mlaud  -e m

-ē s

-e t

-ē mus

-ē tis

-e nt -ea nt

-ā tis

-ā mus

-a t

-ā s

mitt -a m

-a nt

-iā tis

-iā mus

-ia t

-iā s

aud -ia m

-ia nt

-ā re m

-ā rē s

-ā re t

-ā rē mus

-ā rē tis

-ā re nt

-ā b or

-ā be ris

-ā bi tur

-ā bi mur

-ā bi minī

-ā bu ntur

-ē re m

-ē rē s

-ē re t

-ē rē mus

-ē rē tis

-ē re nt

-e re m

-e rē s

-e re t

-e rē mus

-e rē tis

-e re nt

-ī re m

-ī rē s

-ī re t

-ī rē mus

-ī rē tis

-ī re nt

-ē b or

-ē be ris

-ē bi tur

-ē bi mur

-ē bi minī

-ē bu ntur

-a r

-ē ris

-ē tur

-ē mur

-ē minī

-e ntur

-ia r

-iē ris

-iē tur

-iē mur

-iē minī

-ie ntur

(that) you may praise/may you praise

(that) he/she/it may praise/may he/she/it praise

(that) we may praise/may we praise

(that) y’all may praise/may y’all praise

(that) they may praise/may they praise

(that) I might praise

(that) you might praise

(that) he/she/it might praise

(that) we might praise

(that) y’all might praise

(that) they might praise

The meanings of the subjunctive must be learned from syntax. A few examples are given here:

 1. The present subjunctive is used to express wishes, such as:
   May you praise God.   Deum laudēs.

 2. The first person plural & third person singular and plural of the present subjunctive are 
     used to translate the English let, such as:
   Let us praise God.  Deum laudēmus.

 3. The present and imperfect subjunctive are used in subordinate purpose clauses, such as:
   Christ came {that He might/to} praise God.  Chrīstus vēnit ut Deum laudāret.

 4. The subjunctive used in indirect questions, such as:
   He asked whether I was praising God.  Rogāvit num Deum laudārem.

 ***NOTE: The subjunctive in subordinate clauses is often translated by the ENGLISH INDICATIVE. 

(that) I may praise/may I praise



Active Voice, Subjunctive Mood (Present Stem + ending)
(The present stem is found by dropping the ending of the present infinitive active, the 2nd principal part.

Present Tense (present stem) 1st 
conjugation

2nd
conjugation

3rd
conjugation

4th
conjugation

S

1

2

3

P

1

2

3

Imperfect Tense (present stem) 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

S

1

2

3

P

1

2

3

Future Tense (present stem) 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

S

1 I shall be verbed

2 you will be verbed

3 he/she/it will be verbed

P

1 we shall be verbed

2 y’all will be verbed

3 they will be verbed

-ā b or

-ā be ris

-ā bi tur

-ā bi mur

-ā bi minī

-ā bu ntur

-ē b or

-ē be ris

-ē bi tur

-ē bi mur

-ē bi minī

-ē bu ntur

-a r

-ē ris

-ē tur

-ē mur

-ē minī

-e ntur

-ia r

-iē ris

-iē tur

-iē mur

-iē minī

-ie ntur

(that) you may praise/may you praise

(that) he/she/it may praise/may he/she/it praise

(that) we may praise/may we praise

(that) y’all may praise/may y’all praise

(that) they may praise/may they praise

(that) I might praise

(that) you might praise

(that) he/she/it might praise

(that) we might praise

(that) y’all might praise

(that) they might praise

The meanings of the subjunctive must be learned from syntax. A few examples are given here:

 1. The present subjunctive is used to express wishes, such as:
   May you praise God.   Deum laudēs.

 2. The first person plural & third person singular and plural of the present subjunctive are 
     used to translate the English let, such as:
   Let us praise God.  Deum laudēmus.

 3. The present and imperfect subjunctive are used in subordinate purpose clauses, such as:
   Christ came {that He might/to} praise God.  Chrīstus vēnit ut Deum laudāret.

 4. The subjunctive used in indirect questions, such as:
   He asked whether I was praising God.  Rogāvit num Deum laudārem.

 ***NOTE: The subjunctive in subordinate clauses is often translated by the ENGLISH INDICATIVE. 

(that) I may praise/may I praise



MOCK TRIAL ROLE SELECTION 
 

Name: ___________________________ 

 

List role choice in order of preference: 
(CM Chaney, Joe May, Lee Porter, Barbara Barrett, Dana 

McGuire, Prosecution Atty, Defense Atty, Bailiff) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

 

Please select all roles you would be willing 

to do as an attorney: 

 

PROSECUTION: DEFENSE: 
▢ Opening Stmt ▢ Opening Stmt 

▢ Closing Stmt ▢ Closing Stmt 

▢ Direct - Chaney ▢ Direct - Barrett 

▢ Direct - May ▢ Direct - McGuire 

▢ Direct - Porter ▢ Cross - Chaney 

▢ Cross - Barrett ▢ Cross - May 

▢ Cross - McGuire ▢ Cross - Porter 

 

▢  Check if you want to do two roles 

MOCK TRIAL ROLE SELECTION 
 

Name: ___________________________ 

 

List role choice in order of preference: 
(CM Chaney, Joe May, Lee Porter, Barbara Barrett, Dana 

McGuire, Prosecution Atty, Defense Atty, Bailiff) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

 

Please select all roles you would be willing 

to do as an attorney: 

 

PROSECUTION: DEFENSE: 
▢ Opening Stmt ▢ Opening Stmt 

▢ Closing Stmt ▢ Closing Stmt 

▢ Direct - Chaney ▢ Direct - Barrett 

▢ Direct - May ▢ Direct - McGuire 

▢ Direct - Porter ▢ Cross - Chaney 

▢ Cross - Barrett ▢ Cross - May 

▢ Cross - McGuire ▢ Cross - Porter 

 

▢  Check if you want to do two roles 



Active Voice, Subjunctive Mood (Present Stem + ending)
(The present stem is found by dropping the ending of the present infinitive active, the 2nd principal part.

Present Tense (present stem) 1st 
conjugation

2nd
conjugation

3rd
conjugation

4th
conjugation

S

1

2

3

P

1

2

3

Imperfect Tense (present stem) 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

S

1

2

3

P

1

2

3

Future Tense (present stem) 1st 2nd 3rd 4th

S

1 I shall be verbed

2 you will be verbed

3 he/she/it will be verbed

P

1 we shall be verbed

2 y’all will be verbed

3 they will be verbed

-ā b or

-ā be ris

-ā bi tur

-ā bi mur

-ā bi minī

-ā bu ntur

-ē b or

-ē be ris

-ē bi tur

-ē bi mur

-ē bi minī

-ē bu ntur

-a r

-ē ris

-ē tur

-ē mur

-ē minī

-e ntur

-ia r

-iē ris

-iē tur

-iē mur

-iē minī

-ie ntur

(that) you may praise/may you praise

(that) he/she/it may praise/may he/she/it praise

(that) we may praise/may we praise

(that) y’all may praise/may y’all praise

(that) they may praise/may they praise

(that) I might praise

(that) you might praise

(that) he/she/it might praise

(that) we might praise

(that) y’all might praise

(that) they might praise

The meanings of the subjunctive must be learned from syntax. A few examples are given here:

 1. The present subjunctive is used to express wishes, such as:
   May you praise God.   Deum laudēs.

 2. The first person plural & third person singular and plural of the present subjunctive are 
     used to translate the English let, such as:
   Let us praise God.  Deum laudēmus.

 3. The present and imperfect subjunctive are used in subordinate purpose clauses, such as:
   Christ came {that He might/to} praise God.  Chrīstus vēnit ut Deum laudāret.

 4. The subjunctive used in indirect questions, such as:
   He asked whether I was praising God.  Rogāvit num Deum laudārem.

 ***NOTE: The subjunctive in subordinate clauses is often translated by the ENGLISH INDICATIVE. 

(that) I may praise/may I praise



MOCK TRIAL ROLE SELECTION 
 

Name: ___________________________ 

 

List role choice in order of preference: 
(CM Chaney, Joe May, Lee Porter, Barbara Barrett, Dana 

McGuire, Prosecution Atty, Defense Atty, Bailiff) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

 

Please select all roles you would be willing 

to do as an attorney: 

 

PROSECUTION: DEFENSE: 
▢ Opening Stmt ▢ Opening Stmt 

▢ Closing Stmt ▢ Closing Stmt 

▢ Direct - Chaney ▢ Direct - Barrett 

▢ Direct - May ▢ Direct - McGuire 

▢ Direct - Porter ▢ Cross - Chaney 

▢ Cross - Barrett ▢ Cross - May 

▢ Cross - McGuire ▢ Cross - Porter 

 

▢  Check if you want to do two roles 

MOCK TRIAL ROLE SELECTION 
 

Name: ___________________________ 

 

List role choice in order of preference: 
(CM Chaney, Joe May, Lee Porter, Barbara Barrett, Dana 

McGuire, Prosecution Atty, Defense Atty, Bailiff) 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

 

Please select all roles you would be willing 

to do as an attorney: 

 

PROSECUTION: DEFENSE: 
▢ Opening Stmt ▢ Opening Stmt 

▢ Closing Stmt ▢ Closing Stmt 

▢ Direct - Chaney ▢ Direct - Barrett 

▢ Direct - May ▢ Direct - McGuire 

▢ Direct - Porter ▢ Cross - Chaney 

▢ Cross - Barrett ▢ Cross - May 

▢ Cross - McGuire ▢ Cross - Porter 

 

▢  Check if you want to do two roles 



DEVOTION - Jace leads (Justice) 
 

 

LOGIC/MATH // 8:30 - 9:25 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:33a, 40 - For God is not a God of disorder but of peace. But 
everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way. 
 
Exordium: Here’s your math brain teaser: 
 

 
A = 11 
B = 9 
C = 3 
D = 5  
 
Student Presentations from a problem they had difficulty with: 

● Summer -  
● Emma - 
● Sophie -  
● Victoria -  
● Jace - 

 
PICK two student problems and compare them on the board. 
 
Saxon preview: 

● Lesson 85 - Equation of a Line 
○ Example 85.1 

● Lesson 86 - Algebraic Phrases 
○ Example - review terms 

● Lesson 87 - Properties of Algebra 
○ Example 87.1 

● Lesson 88 - Surface Area of a Right Solid 
○ Example 88.2 

 

S2W7



Integration: Ask kids for math term to integrate 
 

 

GRAMMAR/LATIN // 9:25 - 10:20 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:10-12 - Undoubtedly there are all sorts of languages in the world, 
yet none of them is without meaning. If then I do not grasp the meaning of what someone is 
saying, I am a foreigner to the speaker, and the speaker is a foreigner to me. So it is with you. 
Since you are eager for gifts of the Spirit, try to excel in those that build up the church. 
 
Exordium:  Name this famous movie quote and what movie it is from: “Ego te amo tria milia.” 
(“I love you 3000.” - Morgan Stark to Tony Stark, Avengers Endgame) 
 
5 Minute Indicative Mood Challenge 
 
REVIEW - PRESENT & IMPERFECT SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD 

● What are the verb moods? Indicative, imperative, subjunctive 
● Which mood have we used so far? Indicative 
● What does indicative mood mean? Makes a statement of fact or asks a question 
● Look at page 48 in Grammar - What are the ways that the subjunctive mood is 

translated? In purpose (subordinate) clauses (that I may praise); in expressing wishes 
(may I praise); 1PP, 3PS, & 3PP are used to express “let” (let us praise) 

● Where does Latin use subjunctive mood when English uses indicative? When English 
uses helping verbs such as may, might, should, etc. 

● How do we conjugate to present tense, subjunctive mood? Stem + Conjugation Indicator 
+ Personal Ending 

○ Note: the conjugation indicators change for subjunctive mood, present 
tense! 

● What stays the same? Stem & personal ending 
● What are the primary tenses in the indicative? Present, future, and future perfect 
● What is the rule for the purpose clause verb when the main (independent) clause verb is 

in a primary tense? The present subjunctive must be used in the purpose clause 
● How are purpose (subordinate) clauses connected to main (independent) clauses? Ut 
● What does ut mean? In order that 
● Why do we call subordinate clauses purpose clauses? Because they explain the 

purpose of the main clause 
● What are 4 ways to translate a purpose clause in English? 

○ in order that 
○ that 
○ in order to 
○ to 

● If a purpose clause is negative, how is it connected to main (independent) clauses? Nē 



● What does nē mean? In order that… not; lest 
● What is the present subjunctive of sum? 

○ sim 
○ sīs 
○ sit 
○ sīmus 
○ sītis 
○ sint 

● How is it similar to indicative? Different? What patterns do you see? 
● What is the trick for remembering imperfect subjunctive active? Add the personal 

endings to the present/infinitive/active 
● How is imperfect subjunctive active translated? In purpose clauses - (that) I might verb 
● What are the secondary tenses in the indicative? Imperfect, perfect, pluperfect 
● What is the rule for the purpose clause verb when the main (independent) clause verb is 

in a secondary tense? The imperfect subjunctive must be used in the purpose clause 
 
PRACTICE - Ex 248 
5. We are waiting for Caesar lest the enemy conquer us. 
Caesarem exspectāmus nē hostēs nōs vincant. 

Vt DO SC SN Vt DO 

(We) are waiting for Caesar lest the enemy conquer us 

P - 1st G - Masc  G - Masc P - 3rd P - 1st 

N - Plur N - Sing  N - Plur N - Plur N - Plur 

T - pres/ind/act C - Acc  C - Nom T - pres/sub/act C - Acc 

C - 1st Dec - 3rd  Dec - 3rd C - 3rd  

exspectāmus Caesarem nē hostēs vincant nōs 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PRACTICE - Ex 257 



4. They came to hear the plan. 
Vēnērunt ut audīrent cōnsilium. 
Vi SC Vt DO 

(They) came to hear  the plan 

P - 3rd  P - 3rd G - Neut 

N - Plur  N - Plur N - Sing 

T - Perf/Ind/Act  T - Imp/Sub/Act C - Acc 

C - 4th  C - 4th D - 2nd 

vēnērunt ut audīrent cōnsilium 

 
PREVIEW - Inter 

● What part of speech is inter? Preposition 
● What case does it govern? Accusative 
● What does it translate to when inter is used with reflexive pronouns and a form of dō? 

Exchange 
 
PREVIEW - RELATIVE PRONOUNS 

● What are the relative pronouns we learned in Essentials? Who, whoever, whom, 
whomever, what, whatever, that, which, whose 

● What type of subordinate clause did relative pronouns introduce? Adjectival 
● What job do the relative pronouns do in English sentences? Subject pronouns 
● Review independent/subordinate clauses in sentences on page 246-247 
● What are the Latin relative pronouns? Quid, quae, quod 
● In Latin we ALWAYS express the relative pronouns - no “invisible who/which” like 

in IEW 
● Latin relative relative pronouns must agree in gender and number with what? Their 

antecedent 
● What is an antecedent? The word in the independent clause that the relative pronoun 

refers to 
 
FILL OUT Relative Pronoun charts 
 
IF TIME, Ex 263 (orally; key in bag) 
 
REMINDER: when studying vocab, remember to memorize ALL principal parts for the 
verbs!! AND PRACTICE YOUR CHARTS! 
 
Integration: Latin - pick a new vocab word to integrate 



 
 

BREAK // 10:20-10:25 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

RESEARCH/DEFEATING DARWINISM // 10:25-11:20 
 
Strand Scripture: Colossians 1:15-17 - He is the image of the invisible God, 
the firstborn over all creation. For everything was created by Him, in heaven and on earth, the 
visible and the invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities— all things have 
been created through Him and for Him. He is before all things, and by Him all things hold 
together. 
 
Exordium: SHARE any Scriptures you read in your personal devotion time this week that either 
spoke to or stuck out to you this week. 
 
DISCUSS Ch 6 - The Wedge 

● Intro 
○ What was Pope John Paul II’s position on evolution? 
○ How did the Microphone Man affect the pope’s quote? 
○ What mistake does Dr. Johnson say the pope made with his statement? 
○ If he had done as Dr. Johnson suggested, how would the media have 

responded? 
● Should We Try to Accommodate? 

○ Define conciliatory. 
○ What is the flaw in a conciliatory strategy toward evolutionists? 
○ What are some ways in which we can accommodate evolution as believers? 
○ What is the effect of using ambiguous words when accommodating evolutionary 

theory? 
● Why Accommodation Doesn’t Work 

○ What is an effect of accommodation on young people & minds? 
○ What happened to Professor Provine and his belief system once he entered 

college? 
○ Does Dr. Johnson believe that it is a single scientific finding that erodes belief in 

a Creator? How does he describe the process of losing belief in a Creator? 
○ What assumption does the theory of evolution begin with? How does this affect a 

believer’s ability to accommodate an evolutionist? 
○ How does immersing oneself in ideas of naturalism and materialism affect one’s 

belief or view of God over time? 
● Naturalism and Truth 



○ Define naturalism. 
○ Give examples of naturalism infiltrating other areas of academics other than 

science. 
○ What is objective truth? 
○ How does naturalism allow people to have objective truth? 
○ What is Truth with a capital T? 
○ Who is the author of Truth? 
○ What is the result if God is removed from the picture regarding truth? 
○ What do modernists want to be a substitute for Truth? 
○ What is postmodernism? 
○ How are modernists and postmodernists alike? Different? 
○ What is a rationalist? What is a relativist? How are they alike? Different? 
○ Can science make moral or artistic judgments? Why or why not? If it cannot, then 

who can? 
● Taking a Stand 

○ What was Jesus’s view on a protected community? What evidence do we have of 
this view? 

○ To what does Johnson compare a faith that has to be protected? What point is he 
trying to make with this comparison? 

○ “Faith is confirmed by testing and validated by struggle in a world that gives a 
multitude of reasons for doubt.” - great quote! 

○ How should believers be like the biblical men of Issachar? 
○ What Scripture verse is Johnson referencing when he mentions the light under a 

bushel? What other comparisons are made in that passage? 
○ What does Johnson say is our call to action? 

● Building a Wedge 
○ What is “the wedge”? 
○ What do the log and the crack represent in Johnson’s analogy? 
○ What are the goals Johnson seeks to accomplish with his wedge? 
○ What is the one point Johnson says all believers - Protestants, Christians, Jews - 

should agree on? 
○ Define theistic realism. 
○ What two things have Darwinists failed to do? 
○ Define variation. 
○ What are the issues with the common ancestor theory? How is it affected by 

materialistic belief? 
○ What does he mean by, “Intelligent design does not mean unintelligent chaos”? 
○ What is the real objection materialists have to design? 

 
SHARE any Scripture verses that came to mind as you were reading this chapter this 
week, or any verses that you feel support the author’s claims. 
 
WRITE chapter summary on sticky sheet 



● Have students give info for the summary using their outlines 
 
INTEGRATION - Use term from DD Ch 5 
 

 

REASONING/LOGIC // 11:20-12:15 
 
Strand Scripture: Isaiah 1:18 - “Come now, let us reason together,” says the Lord. “Though 
your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they are red as crimson, they 
shall be like wool.” 
 
Exordium: Why are we studying logic? Read 1 Thess 5:21 and discuss. (Use Reasons from the 
Bible to Study Logic) 
 
Lesson 15 - Developing Formal Proofs 

● What is a formal proof of validity? A way of deducing the conclusion from the premises 
● What are the rules of inference? See appendix B 
● Now you are going to start writing your own proofs! 
● Read bold type of definition in TG15.2 
● What is the goal of writing a formal proof? To deduce the conclusion 
● How do we start a formal proof of validity? Comparing the conclusion to its premises 
● How do we compare the premises and conclusion? Write on a scratch sheet of paper 

and look for differences 
● What is a trick to remember if you get stuck or overwhelmed by complex premises? Say 

everything out loud and listen for relationships to help you identify the rules of inference 
● What are the two hardest rules to remember? Absorption and Addition 
● Warn that if they get stuck in the middle of a proof, they should try Add or Abs 
● Hint: if you get stuck, check to see which rules haven’t been used, and they are 

usually (but not always) used one time 
● PRACTICE (quiz 8, 5 & 6) 

 
Lesson 16 - Rules of Replacement 

● Do you think every valid argument can be proved by the nine rules of inference? No, we 
need more 

● What else do we need to prove a valid argument? The rules of replacement 
● Rules of replacement are forms of equivalent statements - what does it mean to be 

equivalent? They imply each other and have the same truth values; for the rules, the 
propositions can replace each other 

● Use highlighted notes in TG to walk through each rule 
 
Lesson 17 - Practice with Proofs 



● Work through examples on practice sheets as time allows (quiz 9, nos 11-12; quiz 10, 
nos 5-6) 

 
IF TIME, REVIEW Vocabulary 
 
INTEGRATION - Have students integrate term from 15-17 
 

 

LUNCH // 12:15-1:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

EXPOSITION/SHORT STORIES // 1:00-1:55 
 
Strand Scripture: Ecc 12:10-11 - The Preacher sought to find words of delight, and uprightly he 
wrote words of truth. The words of the wise are like goads, and like nails firmly fixed are the 
collected sayings; they are given by one Shepherd. 
 
Exordium: SHARE which short story you liked better and why. 
 
DISCUSS short story 

● Discuss story on Freytag’s Pyramid 
○ Narrow in on focus, theme, and setting 

● Share student Scripture verses - how do these apply? 
● CHARACTERS - discuss from story: 

○ How many characters are in the story? 
○ What are their names? 
○ What does each character look like? 
○ Does the author make you like or dislike any of the characters? Why or how? 
○ What is the major character trait of each person? How does the author reveal it to 

you? 
○ Are the characters believable? Do they act the way you expect, or are they 

complicated? 
○ Do any of the characters change the course of the story? How & why? 

 
READ “What’s Cooking? PLOT” pg 143 

● Discuss 4 types of conflict 
● Go over questions on pg 144 

 
SHARE student story CHARACTER ideas 

● Go over “show, don’t tell” ideas 



● Supporting characters 
 
INTEGRATION: Characters 
 

 

DEBATE/MOCK TRIAL // 1:55-2:50 
 
Strand Scripture: Psalm 111:7 - The works of His hands are Truth & Justice. 
 
Exordium: Quick quiz with Mock Trial witness questions 
 
FINISH class timeline 
 
DISCUSS & EVALUATE Defense DE/CE questions 

● Have class determine order questions should go in 
 
Direct Exam (MTNB pg 18, 21) 

● Purpose 
○ Present your “story” of the facts 
○ Build major ideas of the case as outlined in your opening 
○ Give your witnesses credibility and show them at their best 

● Prepare 
○ DO NOT asking leading questions (define leading question); ask open-ended 

questions 
○ Using sorted ANI chart, determine points that will be the strongest to build your 

case 
○ Create questions using those points, making sure questions will obtain desired 

answers from witness 
○ KNOW all the answers to the questions your create for each of your witnesses 
○ DE is about the witnesses and their answers, NOT the attorney 
○ Avoid “why” questions unless you are sure of your witnesses response 
○ Brainstorm potential questions your opponent will CE your witness using sorted 

ANI chart and/or responses to DE questions 
○ REVIEW Burden of Proof and how it affects Prosecution 

 
Cross Exam (MTNB pg 19, 22-23) 

● Purpose 
○ Discredit witness and discover flaws in testimony that would be helpful to your 

case 
○ Make other side less believable 
○ Cast doubt on evidence 
○ Highlight inconsistencies 



● Prepare 
○ ASK LEADING QUESTIONS - elicit yes-or-no responses 
○ Using sorted ANI chart, determine points that will help your side, indicate the 

witness is lying or confused 
○ Create questions using those points, making sure questions will obtain desired 

answers from witness 
○ Questions should elicit facts, not evaluations 
○ Know all answers before creating the questions 
○ Elicit one fact at a time 
○ CE is about the attorney and his/her questions, not the witness answers 
○ Don’t ask “Why?” questions during CE 
○ Use CE questions to bring out any points not brought out in DE 
○ Use CE questions to bring out any points you want to highlight in the closing 

argument 
 
REVIEW “Modified Rules of Evidence” (pg 32)  
 
PREVIEW Creating ANIs with exhibits 
 
PASS OUT MOCK TRIAL ROLES!!!!! 
 
INTEGRATION - students choose term from MT to integrate 
 

 

REFLECTION // 2:50-3:00 
 
Share one thing we discussed today that you found true, good, or beautiful. Add to poster. 
 
How can we use or apply something we’ve discussed today to know God and make Him 
known? 
 

 

CLEAN AND DISMISS // 3:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



RULES OF REPLACEMENT 

The Rules of Replacement symbolize ____________________ 

1. _________________________________            Abbreviation: _______________          


~( p • q ) ≡ ( ~p ∨ ~q ) ~( p ∨ q ) ≡ ( ~p • ~q ) 

~( p • q ) ≡ ( ~p ∨ ~q )	 	 	 ~( p ∨ q ) ≡ ( ~p • ~q )


What does this mean? Neither p nor q	

2. __________________________________	 Abbreviation: _______________


( p ∨ q ) ≡ ( q ∨ p ) ( p • q ) ≡ ( q • p ) 

( p ∨ q ) ≡ ( q ∨ p )	 	 	 	 ( p • q ) ≡ ( q • p )


What math law does this look like? 

3. __________________________________	 Abbreviation: _______________


[( p ∨ q ) ∨ r ] ≡ [ p ∨ ( q ∨ r )] [( p • q ) • r ] ≡ [ p • ( q • r )] 

[( p ∨ q ) ∨ r ] ≡ [ p ∨ ( q ∨ r )]	 	 [( p • q ) • r ] ≡ [ p • ( q • r )]


What math law does this look like? 

4. __________________________________	 Abbreviation: _______________


[ p • ( q ∨ r ] ≡ [( p • q ) ∨ ( p • r )] [ p ∨ ( q • r ] ≡ [( p ∨ q ) • ( p ∨ r )] 

[( p ∨ q ) ∨ r ] ≡ [ p ∨ ( q ∨ r )]	 	 [( p • q ) • r ] ≡ [ p • ( q • r )]


What math law does this look like? 

5. __________________________________	 Abbreviation: _______________


~~p ≡ p ~~p ≡ p 



 

6. __________________________________	 Abbreviation: _______________


( p ⊃ q ) ≡ ( ~q ⊃ ~p ) ( p ⊃ q ) ≡ ( ~q ⊃ ~p ) 

This has the ingredients of what rule of inference?___________________

7. __________________________________	 Abbreviation: _______________


( p ⊃ q ) ≡ ( ~p ∨ q ) ( p ⊃ q ) ≡ ( ~p ∨ q ) 

This allows us to prove what without using itself?___________________

8. __________________________________	 Abbreviation: _______________


( p ≡ q ) ≡ [( p ⊃ q ) • ( q ⊃ p )] ( p ≡ q ) ≡ [( p • q ) ∨ ( ~p • ~q )] 

[( p ∨ q ) ∨ r ] ≡ [ p ∨ ( q ∨ r )]	 	 [( p • q ) • r ] ≡ [ p • ( q • r )]


9. __________________________________	 Abbreviation: _______________


[( p • q ) ⊃ r ] ≡ [ p ⊃ ( q ⊃ r )] [( p • q ) ⊃ r ] ≡ [ p ⊃ ( q ⊃ r )] 

10. __________________________________	 Abbreviation: _______________


p ≡ ( p ∨ p ) p ≡ ( p • p ) p ≡ ( p ∨ p )	 	 p ≡ ( p • p ) 



Write a formal proof of validity for the given argument. You may use more steps 
than indicated. 

Justify each step in the proof using the rules of inference or replacement. 

Write a formal proof of validity for the given argument. 

1. R ⊃ S


2. S ⊃ ( T ⊃ U )


3. U ⊃ V


4. R  /   ∴ T ⊃ V


5. _________________________________ 

6. _________________________________

1. W ⊃ X


2. W ∨ Y


3. ~ X  /   ∴ Y • ~X


4. _________________________________ 

5. _________________________________

6. _________________________________


1. A ⊃ B


2. ~A ⊃ B  /   ∴ B


3. ~B ⊃ ~A    _______________________


4. ~B ⊃ B      _______________________


5. ~~B ∨ B    _______________________


6. B ∨ B        _______________________


7. B               _______________________

1. ~( C ∨ D )


2. E  /   ∴ ( ~D • E ) • ~C


3. ~C • ~D            _______________________

4. ( ~C • ~D) • E    _______________________

5. ~C ( ~D • E )     _______________________

6.  ( ~D • E) • ~C   _______________________


1. P ⊃ Q


2. P ⊃ ( Q ⊃ R )  /   ∴ P ⊃ R


3. _________________________________ 

4. _________________________________

5. _________________________________


1. S

2. T ∨ U


3. ~ ( S • T )  /   ∴ S • U


4. _________________________________ 

5. _________________________________

6. _________________________________




DEVOTION - Sophie leads (Security) 
 

 

LOGIC/MATH // 8:30 - 9:25 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:33a, 40 - For God is not a God of disorder but of peace. But 
everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way. 
 
Exordium: Here’s your math brain teaser: 

 
The Answer is 3. Sum of vertical numbers is equal to multiplication of horizontal numbers. 
 
Student Presentations from a problem they had difficulty with: 

● Jesse -  
● Sophie - 
● Sara -  
● Abby -  
● Abs - 

 
PICK two student problems and compare them on the board. 
 
Saxon preview: 

● Lesson 89 - Trichotomy • Symbols of Negation 
○ Example 89.1, 89.3 

● Lesson 90 - Algebraic Sentences 
○ Example 90.1, 90.2 

● Lesson 91 - Order of Operations with Signed Numbers and Symbols of Inclusion 
○ Example 91.1, 91.2 

● Lesson 92 - Estimating Roots 
○ Example 92.2, 92.3 

 
Integration: Ask kids for math term to integrate 

S2W8



 
 

GRAMMAR/LATIN // 9:25 - 10:20 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:10-12 - Undoubtedly there are all sorts of languages in the world, 
yet none of them is without meaning. If then I do not grasp the meaning of what someone is 
saying, I am a foreigner to the speaker, and the speaker is a foreigner to me. So it is with you. 
Since you are eager for gifts of the Spirit, try to excel in those that build up the church. 
 
Exordium:  Name this famous movie quote and what movie it is from: “Ego sum nūllus vir.”  (“I 
am no man.” - Eowyn, Return of the King) 
 
***MOVE THROUGH REVIEW SECTIONS VERY QUICKLY TO GET TO RELATIVE 
PURPOSES CLAUSES*** 
 
5 Minute Board Challenge - Subjunctive Active 
 
REVIEW - PRESENT & IMPERFECT SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD 

● What are the verb moods? Indicative, imperative, subjunctive 
● Which mood have we used so far? Indicative 
● What does indicative mood mean? Makes a statement of fact or asks a question 
● Look at page 48 in Grammar - What are the ways that the subjunctive mood is 

translated? In purpose (subordinate) clauses (that I may praise); in expressing wishes 
(may I praise); 1PP, 3PS, & 3PP are used to express “let” (let us praise) 

● Where does Latin use subjunctive mood when English uses indicative? When English 
uses helping verbs such as may, might, should, etc. 

● How do we conjugate to present tense, subjunctive mood? Stem + Conjugation Indicator 
+ Personal Ending 

○ Note: the conjugation indicators change for subjunctive mood, present 
tense! 

● What stays the same? Stem & personal ending 
● What are the primary tenses in the indicative? Present, future, and future perfect 
● What is the rule for the purpose clause verb when the main (independent) clause verb is 

in a primary tense? The present subjunctive must be used in the purpose clause 
● How are purpose (subordinate) clauses connected to main (independent) clauses? Ut 
● What does ut mean? In order that 
● Why do we call subordinate clauses purpose clauses? Because they explain the 

purpose of the main clause 
● What are 4 ways to translate a purpose clause in English? 

○ in order that 
○ that 
○ in order to 



○ to 
● If a purpose clause is negative, how is it connected to main (independent) clauses? Nē 
● What does nē mean? In order that… not; lest 
● What is the present subjunctive of sum? 

○ sim 
○ sīs 
○ sit 
○ sīmus 
○ sītis 
○ sint 

● How is it similar to indicative? Different? What patterns do you see? 
● What is the trick for remembering imperfect subjunctive active? Add the personal 

endings to the present/infinitive/active 
● How is imperfect subjunctive active translated? In purpose clauses - (that) I might verb 
● What are the secondary tenses in the indicative? Imperfect, perfect, pluperfect 
● What is the rule for the purpose clause verb when the main (independent) clause verb is 

in a secondary tense? The imperfect subjunctive must be used in the purpose clause 
 
REVIEW - RELATIVE PRONOUNS 

● What are the relative pronouns we learned in Essentials? Who, whoever, whom, 
whomever, what, whatever, that, which, whose 

● What type of subordinate clause did relative pronouns introduce? Adjectival 
● What job do the relative pronouns do in English sentences? Subject pronouns 
● Review independent/subordinate clauses in sentences on page 246-247 
● What are the Latin relative pronouns? Quid, quae, quod 
● In Latin we ALWAYS express the relative pronouns - no “invisible who/which” like 

in IEW 
● Latin relative relative pronouns must agree in gender and number with what? Their 

antecedent 
● What is an antecedent? The word in the independent clause that the relative pronoun 

refers to 
 
BOARD CHALLENGE - list the relative pronouns 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PRACTICE - Ex 265 



5. Christ, who is the Son of God, was killed by the Romans. 
Chrīstus, quī Fīlius Deī est, ā Rōmānīs occīsus est. 

SN SN (RP) Vl PN AJ Vt Pr OP 

Christ who is the Son of God was killed by the Romans 

G-Masc G-Masc P-3rd G-Masc G-Masc P-3rd  G-Masc 

N-Sing N-Sing N-Sing N-Sing N-Sing N-Sing  N-Plur 

C-Nom C-Nom T-Pres/Act/ind C-Nom C-Gen T-Perf/Pass/Ind  C-Abl 

D-2nd  C-Irr D-2nd D-2nd C-  D-2nd 

Chrīstus quī est fīlius Deī occīsus est ā Rōmānīs 

 
 
PREVIEW - AD 

● What part of speech is ad? Preposition 
● What case does it take? Accusative 
● What are the ways ad is translated? 

Translated to: Used with/for: Example: 

to, up to Verbs of motion Ad castra contendit. 

to, until Expressions of time Ad noctem pugnaverunt. 

at Verbs of motion and other verbs Ad flumen castra posuerunt. 

for Certain adjectives Ad omnia paratus. 

all the way Usque Usque ad urbem contenderunt. 

 
 
PREVIEW - RELATIVE CLAUSES OF PURPOSE (PG 258) 

● What Latin words have we previously used to introduce purpose clauses? Ut and nē 
● What MOOD should the verb of a purpose clause be in? Subjunctive 
● How is tense determined in purpose clauses? By primary and secondary tense rules 
● We are now introducing relative purpose clauses 
● In Latin a relative clause is used to express purpose instead of an ut-clause 

○ The mood and tense stay the SAME as in ut-clauses 
○ Relative clauses of purpose should be used WHENEVER POSSIBLE as long as 

the MEANING is NOT CHANGED 
○ When changing to a relative purpose clause, consider the addition of “should” 

before the verb 
○ Read through example on page 258 



● The EXECPTION: when the relative pronoun would have to agree with the SUBJECT of 
an ACTIVE MAIN VERB 

● HIGHLIGHT the ways to translate at the top of page 258 
 
IF TIME, Ex 272, 273, number 1 in each (use key) 
 
 
REMINDER: when studying vocab, remember to memorize ALL principal parts for the 
verbs!! AND PRACTICE YOUR CHARTS! 
 
Integration: Latin - pick a new vocab word to integrate 
 

 

BREAK // 10:20-10:25 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

RESEARCH/DEFEATING DARWINISM // 10:25-11:20 
 
Strand Scripture: Colossians 1:15-17 - He is the image of the invisible God, 
the firstborn over all creation. For everything was created by Him, in heaven and on earth, the 
visible and the invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities— all things have 
been created through Him and for Him. He is before all things, and by Him all things hold 
together. 
 
Exordium: SHARE any Scriptures you read in your personal devotion time this week that either 
spoke to or stuck out to you this week. 
 
DISCUSS Ch 7 - Modernism 

● The Darwin Centennial Celebration 
○ What was the purpose of the Darwin Centennial Celebration? 
○ When did it happen? 
○ Where was it held and why is that significant? 
○ What were some of the reasons the prestige of science was at an all time high? 

What was the effect of these reasons? 
○ Who is Julian Huxley? Who was his father and what did he do? 
○ Define neo-Darwinism. Combining Darwin’s theory of natural selection with 

genetic theory 
○ What is evolutionary humanism? A philosophy or life stance that embraces 

human reason, secular ethics, and philosophical naturalism while specifically 



rejecting religious dogma, supernaturalism, and superstition as the basis of 
morality and decision making 

○ Read Huxley’s speech aloud and discuss implications. 
○ How does replacing a Creator with evolutionary naturalism affect other areas of 

society? 
● Inherit the Wind 

○ When did Inherit the Wind come out? 
○ Briefly describe Inherit the Wind and some of its effects on society that we’ve 

already studied. 
○ What is the symbolism of the final scene in Inherit the Wind? What message was 

that scene trying to convey? 
○ Why has the tactic of Inherit the Wind been more successful at legitimizing 

evolutionary naturalism than explicit atheism or evolutionary humanism? 
***Compare evo naturalism and evo humanism if kids have trouble distinguishing 

○ Why do modernists avoid debating the truth of religious claims and beliefs? 
● The School Prayer Decision 

○ When did the school prayer decision take place? 
○ In what state did it occur? 
○ What was the original prayer oppressive? Why or why not? 
○ How did modernists use history and “unity” to remove God from schools? 
○ What similarities do you see in John Dewey’s ideas and Huxley’s speech from 

1959? 
○ What was the effect of the Supreme Court’s prayer decision? 

● A New Declaration of Independence 
○ What does the New Declaration of Independence mean? 
○ Can you think of any other significant events of the 1960s?  
○ What is a moral code? 
○ What was the moral code of the US like before the 1960s? After? 
○ How did the push for evolution and naturalism affect this change? 
○ Describe the revolutions that began in the 1960s. 
○ Are people less moral today? Why or why not? 
○ Who or what determines morality? 

● Politics is Not the Answer 
○ Has political activity been successful for people who oppose these cultural 

changes? Why or why not? 
○ If not with politics, then how does Johnson suggest we combat modernist 

criteria? 
○ Why was the Christian philosophy of the 1960s an easy target? Do you think 

there are still Christians who follow this philosophy? 
○ How should we respond to everything we’ve read in this chapter as believers? 

 
SHARE any Scripture verses that came to mind as you were reading this chapter this 
week, or any verses that you feel support the author’s claims. 



 
WRITE chapter summary on sticky sheet 

● Have students give info for the summary using their outlines 
 
INTEGRATION - Use term from DD Ch 7 
 

 

REASONING/LOGIC // 11:20-12:15 
 
Strand Scripture: Isaiah 1:18 - “Come now, let us reason together,” says the Lord. “Though 
your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they are red as crimson, they 
shall be like wool.” 
 
Exordium: Why are we studying logic? Read 1 Thess 5:21 and discuss. (Use Reasons from the 
Bible to Study Logic) 
 
REVIEW exercises 14b-17a and go over student problems 
 
IF TIME, REVIEW Vocabulary 
 
INTEGRATION - Have students integrate term from 15-17 
 

 

LUNCH // 12:15-1:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

EXPOSITION/SHORT STORIES // 1:00-1:55 
 
Strand Scripture: Ecc 12:10-11 - The Preacher sought to find words of delight, and uprightly he 
wrote words of truth. The words of the wise are like goads, and like nails firmly fixed are the 
collected sayings; they are given by one Shepherd. 
 
Exordium:  
 
DISCUSS “Celestial Railroad” 

● Using maps, compare CR with PP 
● Identify conflict - what types of conflict are present in CR? 
● Share student Scripture verses - how do these apply? 

 
PRACTICE - Writing Exercise 1 pg 165 



● Diagram plot on Freytag’s Pyramid 
 
SHARE student story PLOT ideas 

● Share types of conflict 
● Share personal Freytag’s Pyramids 

 
INTEGRATION: Plot 
 

 

DEBATE/MOCK TRIAL // 1:55-2:50 
 
Strand Scripture: Psalm 111:7 - The works of His hands are Truth & Justice. 
 
Exordium: Objection identification quiz 
 
FINISH class timeline 
 
DISCUSS & EVALUATE Witness DE/CE questions 

● Break students up into witness/attorney teams 
● Have them edit each witness’s questions for both prosecution and defense 

 
REVIEW Exhibit ANIs 

● Discuss points that help prosecution, defense 
 
PREVIEW State Statutes ANIs 
 
INTEGRATION - students choose term from MT to integrate 
 

 

REFLECTION // 2:50-3:00 
 
Share one thing we discussed today that you found true, good, or beautiful. Add to poster. 
 
How can we use or apply something we’ve discussed today to know God and make Him 
known? 
 

 

CLEAN AND DISMISS // 3:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 



DEVOTION - Sara leads (Truthfulness) 
 

 

LOGIC/MATH // 8:30 - 9:25 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:33a, 40 - For God is not a God of disorder but of peace. But 
everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way. 
 
Exordium: Here’s your math brain teaser: 

 
The Answer is 3. Sum of vertical numbers is equal to multiplication of horizontal numbers. 
 
Student Presentations from a problem they had difficulty with: 

● Jesse -  
● Sophie - 
● Sara -  
● Abby -  
● Abs - 

 
PICK two student problems and compare them on the board. 
 
Saxon preview: 

● Lesson 93 - Fraction Bars as Symbols of Inclusion 
○ Example 93.1, 93.2 

● Lesson 94 - Terms 
○ Example 94.1, 94.2 

● Lesson 95 - Variables on Both Sides 
○ Example 95.1, 95.2 

● Lesson 96 - Multiple-Term Equations 
○ Example 96.1, 96.2 

 
Integration: Ask kids for math term to integrate 
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GRAMMAR/LATIN // 9:25 - 10:20 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:10-12 - Undoubtedly there are all sorts of languages in the world, 
yet none of them is without meaning. If then I do not grasp the meaning of what someone is 
saying, I am a foreigner to the speaker, and the speaker is a foreigner to me. So it is with you. 
Since you are eager for gifts of the Spirit, try to excel in those that build up the church. 
 
Exordium:  No quote since taking NLE 
 
PREVIEW - DIRECT QUESTIONS AND INTERROGATIVE PARTICLES 

● What are direct questions? Questions asked directly to a person 
● What mood are direct questions generally in? Indicative 
● How have we already seen direct questions introduced? 

○ Interrogative adverbs 
○ Interrogative particles 
○ Interrogative adjectives and pronouns 

● What are two interrogative adverbs that can introduce a direct question? 
○ Ubi (where?) 
○ Cūr (why?) 

● What are three interrogative particles? (No 503 in Grammar) 
○ Nōnne 
○ Num 
○ -ne 

● How are they different? 
○ Nōnne is used when expecting a yes answer 
○ Num is used when expecting a no answer or a surprise 
○ -ne is used to ask for information 

 
GO OVER examples from Grammar 503 
 
IF TIME Ex 279 orally 
 
REMINDER: when studying vocab, remember to memorize ALL principal parts for the 
verbs!! AND PRACTICE YOUR CHARTS! 
 
Integration: Latin - pick a new vocab word to integrate 
 

 

BREAK // 10:20-10:25 



❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 
 

 

RESEARCH/DEFEATING DARWINISM // 10:25-11:20 
 
Strand Scripture: Colossians 1:15-17 - He is the image of the invisible God, 
the firstborn over all creation. For everything was created by Him, in heaven and on earth, the 
visible and the invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities— all things have 
been created through Him and for Him. He is before all things, and by Him all things hold 
together. 
 
Exordium: SHARE any Scriptures you read in your personal devotion time this week that either 
spoke to or stuck out to you this week. 
 
DISCUSS Ch 8 - Stepping Off the Reservation 

● Describe the “historical Jesus” modernist scholars sought to discover. How is this Jesus 
like the Jesus of the Bible? Different? 

● What effect did Templeton’s letters have on Billy Graham? What were Graham’s 
choices? Were these his only two options? What were the potential results of these two 
choices? Can you write a dilemma expressing Billy Graham’s choices? 

● What does Graham’s choice show about his belief in God? His character? What 
authority did he ultimately submit to? 

● What did Templeton mean by “intellectual suicide”? (ask for answers, def on page 110) 
● Describe John Shelby Sprong and his beliefs. 
● What is Sprong’s opinion on the authority of Scripture? How does this differ with Billy 

Graham’s opinion? 
● Compare the origin of human beings and the role of sin according to Scripture and 

naturalism.  
● Can enlightenment and further intellectual knowledge save us from our sin? Why or why 

not? 
● Why does the concept of salvation by the cross not make sense with evolutionary 

naturalism? 
● Compare worldly wisdom and biblical wisdom according to Scripture. 
● Who are the three thinkers of the 20th century? What are they each known for? 
● Compare the Soviet Union (and its fall) to modernism. 
● What question does Johnson suggest we ask Darwinists? Why this particular question? 
● What does Johnson encourage parents and young thinkers to do in this current time 

period? 
● What is freedom of inquiry? What are its effects? 
● Does promoting critical thinking and baloney detecting guarantee young thinkers will see 

things our way? Why or why not? 



● What is Truth according to materialist philosophy? What is Truth according to Scripture 
and Jesus (John 8)? 

 
COMPARE: Christ-centered worldview vs naturalistic worldview 
 
What does the author advocate is our best strategy in refuting Darwinian evolution? 
 
What do we do with the information we have learned in this book? How can we use it to 
lead others to truth, goodness, and beauty? 
 
SHARE any Scripture verses that came to mind as you were reading this chapter this 
week, or any verses that you feel support the author’s claims. 
 
WRITE chapter summary on sticky sheet 

● Have students give info for the summary using their outlines 
 
INTEGRATION - Use term from DD Ch 8 
 

 

REASONING/LOGIC // 11:20-12:15 
 
Strand Scripture: Isaiah 1:18 - “Come now, let us reason together,” says the Lord. “Though 
your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they are red as crimson, they 
shall be like wool.” 
 
Exordium: Why are we studying logic? Read Prov 14:15 and discuss. (Use Reasons from the 
Bible to Study Logic) 
 
Lesson 18 - The Conditional Proof 

● Read: “If you love God, you may do as you please. Therefore if you love God and love 
others, you may do as you please.” Does this sound valid or invalid? 

● Write proof on board (TG 18.1) 
● Explain proof IS valid but can be extremely difficult to prove and most would have trouble 

knowing how 
● Why do you think this proof sounds valid? Because the conclusion is a conditional, and 

we tend to think of conditionals as self-contained arguments 
● Rewrite argument: “If you love God, you can do as you please. You love God and love 

others. Therefore, you can do as you please.” 
● Prove above argument, showing it is easier 
● Rather than changing the proof, we can use the Conditional Proof (CP). 
● What is the conditional proof? A special rule in a formal proof which says that whenever 

a conditional is used in a proof, we may assume the antecedent of the conditional; if 



from the antecedent we can deduce the consequent, we may conclude the entire 
conditional. 

● Try first proof again using original argument. 
● Read: “If I love others I will either serve them or boss them around. If I love others I will 

not boss them around. Therefore if I love others, I will serve.” Set up proof for class. 
Does this sound valid or invalid? 

● Prove argument using CP. 
● THINGS TO REMEMBER: 

○ When using the conditional proof, list ALL lines used to prove the conditional 
○ The conclusion does not need to be an argument to use CP. As long as there is a 

conditional somewhere in the proof, you can use CP. 
○ CP doesn’t necessarily have to end in the conclusion. 
○ CP can be used to make in-between steps from the original proof and conclusion 

simpler. 
○ A CPA may only be made when using the CP. You cannot use CPA and then not 

use the CP. 
○ You cannot take one step out of a conditional proof and use it later. When using 

the conditional proof, you must use all of the conditional proof. 
 
Lesson 19 - Reductio Ad Absurdum 

● Can anyone tell me what Reductio ad Absurdum means in English? Reducing to 
absurdity 

● RA is similar to the CP in that it simplifies complicated proofs 
● What is Reductio ad Absurdum? A special rule which allows us to assume the negation 

of a proposition, deduce a self-contradiction, then conclude the proposition. 
● Give examples of how RA is used in life 

○ Math 
○ Apologetics 

● What shorter truth table testing method is this similar to? Testing for validity - where we 
assume the conclusion is false and the premises are true and look for a contradiction 

● Write on board: 1. P   / ∴ P v Q 
● Prove above proof without addition. (It’s impossible) 
● Now prove using RA 
● Remind students that RA has the same considerations as CP 

○ When using RA, list ALL lines used to prove the negation 
○ The conclusion does not need to be an argument to use RA. As long as there is a 

conditional somewhere in the proof, you can use RA. 
○ RA doesn’t necessarily have to end in the conclusion. 
○ RA can be used to make in-between steps from the original proof and conclusion 

simpler. 
○ An RAA may only be made when using the RA. You cannot use RAA and then 

not use the RA. 



○ You cannot take one step out of an RA and use it later. When using the RA, you 
must use all of the RA. 

 
IF TIME, Additional Practice Problems from Quizzes 
IF TIME, REVIEW Vocabulary 
 
INTEGRATION - Have students integrate term from 17-19 
 

 

LUNCH // 12:15-1:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

EXPOSITION/SHORT STORIES // 1:00-1:55 
 
Strand Scripture: Ecc 12:10-11 - The Preacher sought to find words of delight, and uprightly he 
wrote words of truth. The words of the wise are like goads, and like nails firmly fixed are the 
collected sayings; they are given by one Shepherd. 
 
Exordium: Share a time when you faced a decision that could have given you great gain, and 
you chose not to take it. What motivated you to make your decision? 
 
DISCUSS “A White Heron” 

● Go over questions - pg 164 
● Identify conflict - what types of conflict are present in the stories? 
● Share student Scripture verses - how do these apply? 

 
PRACTICE - Writing Exercise 2 pg 166 

● Break into groups and brainstorm conflicts 
 
READ “Where Did That Come From? - PLOT TWISTS” 
 
DISCUSS student story PLOT ideas 

● Share types of conflict 
● Share personal Freytag’s Pyramids 

 
DISCUSS “Formatting Guidelines for the Short Story” 
 
INTEGRATION: Plot 
 

 



DEBATE/MOCK TRIAL // 1:55-2:50 
 
Strand Scripture: Psalm 111:7 - The works of His hands are Truth & Justice. 
 
Exordium: Pass out Persuasive Essay in MT and observe/discuss 
 
EDIT class timeline 
 
REVIEW Exhibit & Statute ANIs 

● Discuss points that help prosecution, defense; add to google doc 
 
PREVIEW Closing Arguments pg 25-27 
 
DISCUSS & EVALUATE Witness DE/CE questions 

● Break students up into witness/attorney teams 
● Have them edit each witness’s questions for both prosecution and defense 

 
INTEGRATION - students choose term from MT to integrate 
 

 

REFLECTION // 2:50-3:00 
 
Share one thing we discussed today that you found true, good, or beautiful. Add to poster. 
 
How can we use or apply something we’ve discussed today to know God and make Him 
known? 
 

 

CLEAN AND DISMISS // 3:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 



Lesson 18 - The Conditional 

If you love God, you may do as you 
please. Therefore if you love God and 
love others, you may do as you please.


1. G ⊃ D   / ∴ ( G • O ) ⊃ D


2.  __________________________________

3.  __________________________________

4.  __________________________________

5.  __________________________________

6.  __________________________________


If you love God, you can do as you 
please. You love God and love others. 
Therefore, you can do as you please.


1. G ⊃ D


2.  ( G • O )   / ∴ D


3.  __________________________________

4.  __________________________________


If you love God, you may do as you 
please. Therefore if you love God and 
love others, you may do as you please.


1. G ⊃ D   / ∴ ( G • O ) ⊃ D


2.  __________________________________

3.  __________________________________

4.  __________________________________

5.  __________________________________

6.  __________________________________


If I love others I will either serve them or 
boss them around. If I love others I will 
not boss them around. Therefore if I love 
others, I will serve. (Set up using P, Q, R)


1.
2. 

3.  __________________________________

4.  __________________________________

5.  __________________________________

6.  __________________________________

7.  __________________________________


1.
2. 

3.  __________________________________

4.  __________________________________

5.  __________________________________

6.  __________________________________

7.  __________________________________


1. P ⊃ Q


2.  Q ⊃ ( P • R )   / ∴ P ≡ Q


3.  __________________________________

4.  __________________________________

5.  __________________________________

6.  __________________________________

7.  _________________________________

8.  _________________________________




Lesson 19 - Reductio ad Absurdum 

1. P   / ∴ P v Q


2. __________________________________

3. __________________________________

4. __________________________________

5. __________________________________

6. __________________________________


1. P ⊃ Q


2.   ~P ⊃ Q   / ∴ Q


3. __________________________________

4. __________________________________

5. __________________________________

6. __________________________________

7. __________________________________


1. P ⊃ Q


2.   ~P ⊃ Q   / ∴ Q


3. __________________________________

4. __________________________________

5. __________________________________

6. __________________________________

7. __________________________________



TEAL - Screen share: laptop/Google docs or sheets 
GREEN - Screen share: laptop/Preview 
PINK - Screen share: iPad/Sketchbook 
 

DEVOTION - Victoria leads (Self-Control) 
 

 

LOGIC/MATH // 8:30 - 9:25 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:33a, 40 - For God is not a God of disorder but of peace. But 
everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way. 
 
Skip Math this week 
 

 

GRAMMAR/LATIN // 9:25 - 10:20 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:10-12 - Undoubtedly there are all sorts of languages in the world, 
yet none of them is without meaning. If then I do not grasp the meaning of what someone is 
saying, I am a foreigner to the speaker, and the speaker is a foreigner to me. So it is with you. 
Since you are eager for gifts of the Spirit, try to excel in those that build up the church. 
 
Exordium:  “Meus pretiosus.” (“My precious.” Gollum, Lord of the Rings) 
 
REVIEW - DIRECT QUESTIONS AND INTERROGATIVE PARTICLES 

● What are direct questions? Questions asked directly to a person 
● What mood are direct questions generally in? Indicative 
● What are some ways we have seen direct questions introduced? 

○ Interrogative adverbs 
○ Interrogative particles 
○ Interrogative adjectives and pronouns 

● What are two interrogative adverbs that can introduce a direct question? 
○ Ubi (where?) 
○ Cūr (why?) 

● What are three interrogative particles? (No 503 in Grammar) 
○ Nōnne 
○ Num 
○ -ne 

● How are they different? 
○ Nōnne is used when expecting a yes answer 
○ Num is used when expecting a no answer or a surprise 
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○ -ne is used to ask for information 
 
PRACTICE - Ex 279, #5 
Cūr Caesar bellum cum Gallīs gessit? 
Why did Caesar wage war with the Gauls? 

AV SN DO Pr OP Vt 

Cūr Caesar bellum cum Gallīs gessit 

 G-Masc G-Neut  G-Masc P-3rd 

 N-Sing N-Sing  N-Plur N-Sing 

 C-Nom C-Acc  C-Abl T-Ind/Act/Perf 

 D-3rd D-2nd  D-2nd C-3rd 

Why Caesar war with Gauls did wage 

 
 
PRACTICE - Ex 290, #8 
By what name did they call you? 
Quō nōmine tē appellāvērunt? 
AJ OP SN Vt DO 

(by) what name  they did call you 

G-Neut G-Neut P- 3rd P-3rd P-2nd 

N-Sing N-Sing N-Plur N-Plur N-Sing 

C-Abl C-Abl C-Nom T-Ind/Act/Perf C-Acc 

 D-3rd  C-1st  

quō nōmine eī* appellāvērunt tē 

 
 
PREVIEW - PERFECT AND PLUPERFECT SUBJUNCTIVE ACTIVE 

● Turn to page 280 Purple and nos. 200-207 in Grammar 
● Today we are previewing in the Perfect & Pluperfect Subjunctive Active 
● How is perfect & pluperfect subjunctive active used? In indirect questions (we’ll look at 

examples in a minute) 
 
Open Active Subjunctive Perfect System charts in Preview and go over endings 

● How do we conjugate a verb into perfect & pluperfect subjunctive active? 



○ Find the perfect stem (tab to principal parts chart if kids struggle to remember) 
■ How do we find the perfect stem? Drop ending of perf/ind/act 

○ Add endings shown in 200-207 
● What do you notice about all the endings for each conjugation? 

○ All endings are the same - easier to memorize! 
○ Perfect is eri + personal endings (macrons over final vowels on 2PS, 1PP, 2PP) 
○ Pluperfect is isse + personal endings (macrons over final vowels on 2PS, 1PP, 

2PP) 
 
Open Latin Verbs charts in Preview and compare Indicative and Subjunctive Active on 
the Perfect System 
 
IF TIME Ex 294 orally 
 
IF TIME, preview indirect questions and about Sub/Act/Perf is used there 
 
REMINDER: when studying vocab, remember to memorize ALL principal parts for the 
verbs!! AND PRACTICE YOUR CHARTS! 
 
Integration: Latin - pick a new vocab word to integrate 
 

 

BREAK // 10:20-10:25 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

RESEARCH/DISCOVERING ATOMOS // 10:25-11:20 
 
Strand Scripture: Colossians 1:15-17 - He is the image of the invisible God, 
the firstborn over all creation. For everything was created by Him, in heaven and on earth, the 
visible and the invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities— all things have 
been created through Him and for Him. He is before all things, and by Him all things hold 
together. 
 
Exordium: What do you remember about the black boxes of biology that we read about in DD? 
What do you remember about the minute processes our eyes use in order for us to see? Who 
was Dr. Michael Behe? 
 
REVIEW 



● What is a molecular biologist? A scientist that studies the branch of biology that deals 
with the structure and function of the macromolecules (e.g. proteins and nucleic acids) 
essential to life. 

● What is a molecule? A group of two or more atoms linked by a chemical bond. A 
molecule is the smallest independent unit of a compound 

● What do you know about molecules? 
● What are the parts of a molecule? 
● What might be the smallest part? 

 
INTRODUCE Discovering Atomos 

● What is our purpose? to spend five weeks gaining a basic understanding of chemical 
processes and the grammar of chemistry 

 
READ “About This Manual” page 6 

● In what ways do you see God revealing Himself in chemistry? 
 
WALK THROUGH book together 

● Lessons 
● Review exercises (pg 33) 
● Periodic table (pg 39) 
● Glossary (pg 41) 

 
MODEL flashcards (show finished card on webcam) 
 
DISCUSS Lesson 1 (have students use highlighters as we discuss terms) 

● Define chemistry & matter 
● Review 4 forms of matter 
● Compare atoms, elements, compounds, and mixtures 

 
DISCUSS Lesson 2 

● Discuss components of atoms 
● Compare protons, neutrons, electrons 
● Define ion. 
● Compare cations and anions. 
● Define atomic mass. 

 
INTEGRATION - Use term from DA 1 or 2 
 

 

REASONING/LOGIC // 11:20-12:15 
 



Strand Scripture: Isaiah 1:18 - “Come now, let us reason together,” says the Lord. “Though 
your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they are red as crimson, they 
shall be like wool.” 
 
Exordium: Why are we studying logic? Read 1 John 4:1 and discuss. (Use Reasons from the 
Bible to Study Logic) 
 
SWITCH TO IPAD/SKETCHBOOK TO WORK LOGIC PROBLEMS 
 
WORK THROUGH student problems from 17b-19. 
 
IF TIME, REVIEW Vocabulary 
 
INTEGRATION - Have students integrate term from 17-19 
 

 

LUNCH // 12:15-1:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

EXPOSITION/SHORT STORIES // 1:00-1:55 
 
Strand Scripture: Ecc 12:10-11 - The Preacher sought to find words of delight, and uprightly he 
wrote words of truth. The words of the wise are like goads, and like nails firmly fixed are the 
collected sayings; they are given by one Shepherd. 
 
Exordium: Share a time when you faced a decision that could have given you great gain, and 
you chose not to take it. What motivated you to make your decision? 
 
DISCUSS Short Stories 

● Identify conflict - what types of conflict are present in the stories? 
● What plot twists or surprises are present in these stories? 

○ Was the twist expected? 
○ What clues were there? Were the clues reliable or misleading? 
○ At what point in the story did you guess how it was going to end? Or did you 

guess at all? 
○ If you did guess, were you correct? If not, what clues did you miss? 

● Share student Scripture verses - how do these apply? 
 
PRACTICE - Writing Exercise 1 pg 188 
 



READ “May I Ask Who Is Speaking? - POINT OF VIEW” 
 
DISCUSS student stories & progress 
 
REVIEW “Formatting Guidelines for the Short Story” 
 
INTEGRATION: Plot/Plot Twist 
 

 

DEBATE/MOCK TRIAL // 1:55-2:50 
 
Strand Scripture: Psalm 111:7 - The works of His hands are Truth & Justice. 
 
Exordium: Review Persuasive Essay in MT and observe/discuss 
 
REVIEW Exhibit & Statute ANIs 

● Discuss points that help prosecution, defense; add to google doc 
 
REVIEW Closing Arguments pg 25-27 

● Go over student argument outlines 
● Compile data (google docs) 
● Compare to MTNB and make sure all elements are accounted for 

 
PREVIEW Opening Statements pg 20-21 

● MT p. 25: Read through Section I. The Opening Statement 
● “You can mention any evidence or exhibit in your Opening Statement and ... it should 

ONLY be KEY evidence. You are simply introducing the story you are going to tell. This 
is like a movie “preview” or “trailer”. You want to get their attention and give them your 
most compelling evidence up front, but not too much. Remember it is the introduction 
only. You don’t want it to be too long or technical as you will lose their attention. Be sure 
it is covered and proven in your questioning or the opposing team can use that against 
you stating you did not prove your case or show the evidence from your opening in their 
closing argument." 

● The opening statement is the first time the judge and jury will hear each side of the case. 
Grab the attention of your audience. 

● The opening statement is a passionate, persuasive summary of the case that presents 
what the prosecution with prove/defenses theme. 

● The opening statement is the follows Essay 7 in LTW. It Includes; Exordium, Narratio, 
Division, Confirmatio (Three Proofs, with three subproofs-3 Witnesses and 3 ways they 
will help prove their case) 

 
A few practical things: 



● State your theme immediately in one sentence. 
● Tell the story of the case without argument. 
● Persuasively order your facts in a sequence that supports your theme. 
● Memorize your opening, make an emotional connection with the jury. 
● Use vivid language. Paint the picture of your story for the jury to see. 
● Tell the jury what you will prove. 

 
READ ChB Guide p. 192 - sample closing argument. 
 
DEVELOP Outline for Opening Statement 
 
GO OVER Layout of our Courtroom 
 
INTEGRATION - students choose term from MT to integrate 
 

 

REFLECTION // 2:50-3:00 
 
Share one thing we discussed today that you found true, good, or beautiful. Add to poster. 
 
How can we use or apply something we’ve discussed today to know God and make Him 
known? 
 

 

CLEAN AND DISMISS // 3:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 



TEAL - Screen share: laptop/Google docs or sheets 
GREEN - Screen share: laptop/Preview 
PURPLE - Screen share: Jeopardy game 
PINK - Screen share: iPad/Sketchbook 
 

DEVOTION - Abby leads (Contentment) 
 

 

LOGIC/MATH // 8:30 - 9:25 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:33a, 40 - For God is not a God of disorder but of peace. But 
everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way. 
 
Skip Math this week 
 

 

GRAMMAR/LATIN // 9:25 - 10:20 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:10-12 - Undoubtedly there are all sorts of languages in the world, 
yet none of them is without meaning. If then I do not grasp the meaning of what someone is 
saying, I am a foreigner to the speaker, and the speaker is a foreigner to me. So it is with you. 
Since you are eager for gifts of the Spirit, try to excel in those that build up the church. 
 
Exordium:  “Meī amicī, ad nēmō genuflectitis.” (“My friends, you bow to no one.” Aragorn, Lord 
of the Rings) 
 
REVIEW - PERFECT AND PLUPERFECT SUBJUNCTIVE ACTIVE 

● How is perfect & pluperfect subjunctive active used? In indirect questions (we’ll look at 
examples in a minute) 

 
Open Active Subjunctive Perfect System charts in Preview and go over endings 

● How do we conjugate a verb into perfect & pluperfect subjunctive active? 
○ Find the perfect stem (tab to principal parts chart if kids struggle to remember) 

■ How do we find the perfect stem? Drop ending of perf/ind/act 
○ Add endings shown in 200-207 

● What do you notice about all the endings for each conjugation? 
○ All endings are the same - easier to memorize! 
○ Perfect is eri + personal endings (macrons over final vowels on 2PS, 1PP, 2PP) 
○ Pluperfect is isse + personal endings (macrons over final vowels on 2PS, 1PP, 

2PP) 
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Open Latin Verbs charts in Preview and compare Indicative and Subjunctive Active on 
the Perfect System 
 

● What is an indirect question? When a question depends on a verb of asking, saying, 
thinking, etc.  

● Can indirect questions use the same adverbs, pronouns, particles as direct questions? 
Yes, but with exceptions 

○ -ne and num mean whether (if) 
○ Nonne is seldom used 
○ Qui is sometimes used for quis 

● How is tense determined in indirect questions? By tense of sequence (review Grammar 
524-526 

● Show Primary & Secondary Tense Sequences & Timelines  ***Have kids print out their 
chart for reference 

 
PRACTICE - Ex 296, #5 
Rogat quis imperātor sit. 
He asks who the general is. 

Vt SC SN V 

Rogat quis imperātor sit 

P-3rd  G-Masc P-3rd 

N-sing  N-Sing N-sing 

T-ind/act/pres  C-Nom T-act/sub/pres 

C-1st  D-3rd C-Irr 

He asks who The general is 

● Why is sit translated is? Because of the tense sequence - rogat is present tense so sit 
will either be translated as present or perfect depending on the time of the action 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



PRACTICE - Ex 302, #1 
I asked where the enemy was. 
Rogavi ubi hostēs essent. 
Vt SC SN Vl 

I asked where the enemy was 

P-1st  G-Masc P-3rd 

N-Sing  N-Plu N-Plu 

T-Perf/Ind/Act  C-Nom T-perf/sub/act 

C-  D-3rd C-Irr 

Rogāvī ubi hostēs essent 

 
 
PREVIEW - VOCATIVE CASE pg 293 

● What is meant by the vocative case? The case of the person being addressed 
● Read Gr. 28 aloud 
● Vocative nouns are always set off by commas since they are nouns of direct address 

 
PREVIEW Imperative Active 

● What does the imperative mood do? Gives a command 
● How is the present imperative active formed? On the present stem 

(present/infinitive/active) 
● What are the endings for singular & plural? -a & -ate 

 
PRACTICE - Ex 308, #1 
Praise God, Christians! 
Laudāte Deum, Chrīstiānī! 
Vt DO NDA 

Praise God Christians 

P-2nd G-Masc G-Masc 

N-Plur N-Sing N-Plur 

T-Imp/Act/Pres C-Acc C-Voc 

C-1st D-2nd D-2nd 

Laudāte Deum Chrīstiānī 

 



PRACTICE - Ex 309, #7 
Dēfendite, lēgātī, agrōs nostrōs. 
Lieutenants, defend our fields. 
Vt NDA DO AJ 

Dēfendite lēgātī agrōs nostrōs 

P-2nd G-Masc G-Masc P-1st 

N-Plur N-Plur N-Plur N-Plur 

T-Imp/Act/Pres C-Voc C-Acc C-Acc 

C-3rd D-2nd D-2nd  

Defend lieutenants fields our 

 
 
REMINDER: when studying vocab, remember to memorize ALL principal parts for the 
verbs!! AND PRACTICE YOUR CHARTS! 
 
PLAY Latin Pictionary - have students draw a word and others have to guess in the chat 
box 
 
Integration: Latin - pick a new vocab word to integrate 
 

 

BREAK // 10:20-10:25 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

RESEARCH/DISCOVERING ATOMOS // 10:25-11:20 
 
Strand Scripture: Colossians 1:15-17 - He is the image of the invisible God, 
the firstborn over all creation. For everything was created by Him, in heaven and on earth, the 
visible and the invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities— all things have 
been created through Him and for Him. He is before all things, and by Him all things hold 
together. 
 
Exordium: Challenge: Build a word using elements from the periodic table! Everyone share 
their words and what elements they used! 
 
REVIEW - Lesson 1 



● What is chemistry? The study of the physical materials that make up our world. 
● What is matter? Substance that has mass and takes up space 
● What are the 4 states of matter? Solid, liquid, gas, plasma 
● What is a solid? Has a definite shape and definite volume 
● What is a liquid? Does not have a definite shape; conforms to the shape of its container; 

does have a definite volume 
● What is a gas? Does not have a shape, weight, or volume 
● What is plasma? Hot gas whose matter is broken into charged particles; exists in places 

of extreme heat 
● How are these alike/different? 
● What are some ways that matter can change between states? 
● What is an atom? The smallest form of matter which cannot be cut into different pieces; 

contain smaller particles, namely protons, electrons, and neutrons 
● What does atomos mean? Undividable 
● What is an element? A substance that is made of only one type of atom 
● What is a compound? Two or more elements combined chemically; has different 

chemical properties than those of its individual elements, and it can only be separated by 
chemical means 

● What is a mixture? Two or more elements that are combined physically rather than 
chemically; the elements retain their own chemical properties and can be separated by 
physical means 

● How are compounds and mixtures alike, different? 
 
REVIEW - Lesson 2 

● What subatomic particles make up atoms? Protons, neutrons, electrons 
● What elementary particles make up protons, neutrons, electrons? Quarks and leptons 
● What is a proton? A principle part of an atom with a positive charge; found in the nucleus 

of an atom 
● What are neutrons? Principle part of an atom with no electric charge; found in the 

nucleus of an atom 
● What is the nucleus of an atom? The central core of an atom, made of protons & 

neutrons 
● What is an electron? Smallest significant part of an atom; has a negative charge and 

orbits around the nucleus 
● How are these alike, different? 
● Describe how atoms get their charges (or lack of charge). 
● What is an ion? An atom that is not electrically balanced as a result of either gaining or 

losing an electron through a chemical reaction 
● What is a cation? A positively charged ion; an atom that has lost an electron 
● What is an anion? A negatively charged ion; an atom that has gained an electron 
● How are these alike, different? 
● What is atomic mass? Total average number of protons and neutrons in an atom 
● What is an atomic mass unit? A unit of measurement for the mass of an atom 



REVIEW Weekly Exercises 
 
PLAY Element Jeopardy 
 
INTEGRATION - Use term from DA 1 or 2 
 

 

REASONING/LOGIC // 11:20-12:15 
 
Strand Scripture: Isaiah 1:18 - “Come now, let us reason together,” says the Lord. “Though 
your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they are red as crimson, they 
shall be like wool.” 
 
Exordium: Why are we studying logic? Read Phil 1:9-10 and discuss. (Use Reasons from the 
Bible to Study Logic) 
 
SWITCH TO IPAD/SKETCHBOOK TO WORK LOGIC PROBLEMS 
 
LESSON 22 - TRUTH TREES FOR CONSISTENCY 

● What does it mean for a set of propositions to be consistent? The propositions can all be 
true at the same time 

● How did we used to test for consistency? Using shorter truth tables and assuming all 
propositions were true, then looking for a contradiction 

● What is a truth tree? A diagram that shows a set of propositions being decomposed into 
their literals 

● This is like taking apart a machine to see how it works 
● What does decomposed mean? When a compound proposition is broken down into 

simple propositions 
● What is a literal? A simple proposition that is decomposed from a compound proposition 

(either a constant or variable or the negation of a constant or variable) 
● Worksheet: “I like milk. I am not a gorilla and I am alive.” Symbolize with A, B, C. Work 

through the truth tree, explaining SM, decomposition, and open branches. 
● Worksheet: “{D•~E, ~~E}. Work through truth tree, explaining contradictions and closed 

branches. 
● Worksheet: “Either I am crazy or you are crazy. I am not crazy.” Symbolize with F & G. 

Work through truth tree, explaining disjunction decomposition, branching, and truth 
values. 

● Reminder: as long as one or more branches in a truth tree is open, the set is 
consistent. 

● Worksheet: {P•~Q, ~PvQ} 
● Worksheet: {P•Q, Qv~R} 

 



LESSON 23 - Decomposition Rules 
● What are the 5 logical operators? Negation, conjunction, disjunction, conditional, 

biconditional 
● Now we are learning how to decompose all 5 logical operators 
● Explain negation of conjunction and disjunction breakdowns - what does it take for each 

of these to be true? 
● Worksheet: {~(P•Q), ~(PvQ)} 
● Worksheet: {~(~P•Q), ~(Pv~R), QvR)} 
● Explain decomposition rules for conditionals and biconditionals. 
● Explain decomposition rules for negated conditionals and negated biconditionals. 
● Worksheet: {~(P UQ), Q U P, ~P U R} 
● Worksheet: {~(P=Q), Q=R, ~P} 
● Worksheet: {~(P=Q), (P•R)=Q} 

 
LESSON 24 - Techniques for Constructing Truth Trees 

● Go over techniques from cheat sheet and practice problems on the worksheet 
 
INTEGRATION - Have students integrate term from 22-24 
 

 

LUNCH // 12:15-1:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

EXPOSITION/SHORT STORIES // 1:00-1:55 
 
Strand Scripture: Ecc 12:10-11 - The Preacher sought to find words of delight, and uprightly he 
wrote words of truth. The words of the wise are like goads, and like nails firmly fixed are the 
collected sayings; they are given by one Shepherd. 
 
Exordium:  
 
DISCUSS “Tell Tale Heart” 

● Identify conflict - what types of conflict are present in the story? 
● What plot twists or surprises are present in these story? 

○ Was the twist expected? 
○ What clues were there? Were the clues reliable or misleading? 
○ At what point in the story did you guess how it was going to end? Or did you 

guess at all? 
○ If you did guess, were you correct? If not, what clues did you miss? 

● Describe the point of view and perspective of the story. 



● Share student Scripture verses - how do these apply? 
 
PRACTICE - Writing Exercise 2 pg 211 
 
READ “Can You Say That Again? - DIALOGUE” 
 
DISCUSS Peer Review and assign who is swapping stories 
 
INTEGRATION: Point of View 
 

 

DEBATE/MOCK TRIAL // 1:55-2:50 
 
Strand Scripture: Psalm 111:7 - The works of His hands are Truth & Justice. 
 
Exordium: Review Persuasive Essay in MT and observe/discuss 
 
REVIEW Exhibit & Statute ANIs 

● Discuss points that help prosecution, defense; add to google doc 
 
REVIEW Opening Statements pg 20-21 

● Go over student statement outlines 
● Compile data (google docs) 
● Compare to MTNB and make sure all elements are accounted for 

 
REVIEW Hearsay & Objections 
 
SET UP Breakouts for Defense & Prosecution to practice 
 
INTEGRATION - students choose term from MT to integrate 
 

 

REFLECTION // 2:50-3:00 
 
Share one thing we discussed today that you found true, good, or beautiful. Add to poster. 
 
How can we use or apply something we’ve discussed today to know God and make Him 
known? 



Lesson 22 - Truth Trees for Consistency 

“I like milk. I am not a gorilla and I am alive.” Symbolize with A, B, C.


{ D • ~E, ~~E }


“Either I am crazy or you are crazy. I am not crazy.” Symbolize with F & G.


{ P • ~Q, ~P v Q }




{ P • Q, Q v ~R }


Lesson 23 - Decomposition Rules 

{ ~( P • Q ), ~( P v Q )}


{ ~( ~P • Q ), ~( P v ~R ), Q v R )}




{ ~( P ⊃ Q ), Q ⊃ P, ~P ⊃ R }


{ ~( P ≡ Q ), Q ≡ R, ~P }


{ ~( P ≡ Q ), ( P • R ) ≡ Q }




Lesson 24 - Techniques for Constructing Truth Trees 

{ P ≡ Q, Q • R }	 	 	 	 	 	 { P ≡ Q, Q • R }


{ P ⊃ Q, Q ⊃ P, ~P }	 	 	 	 	 	 { P ⊃ Q, Q ⊃ P, ~P }


{ ~P, P ⊃ R, ~( ~Q ≡ R )} 



TRUTH TREES FOR CONSISTENCY
Consistency is when a set of propositions can all be true at the same time.

The Truth Tree Method for
Determining Consistency

1. Write down the set members on numbered
    lines, labeling them SM (set member).
2. Continuing to number each step,
    decompose the compound propositions
    into literals.
3. Justify each decomposition step by stating
    the line number of the proposition and
    the decomposition rule that was used.
4. Check off each proposition as it is
    decomposed.
5. When the set has been entirely
    decomposed, check each branch for contra-
    dictions.
    • Branches which show no contradiction
       are open branches and marked with a 
       circle (     ).
    • Branches which show a contradiction
       are closed branches and are marked with
       an X between the step numbers which
       show the contradiction. 

If there is at least one
open branch, the set is consistent,

and the truth values which
show consistency may

be recovered.

Techniques for
Constructing Truth Trees

1. Decompose non-branching members
    first.
2. Decompose members which result in
    the closing of one or more branches.
3. Stop when the truth tree answers the
    question being asked.
4. Decompose more complex propositions
    first.

How to Notate Decomposition
Rules in a Truth Tree

Double negation  # ~~ D

Conjunction  # • D

Disjunction  # v D

Conditional  # U  D

Biconditional  # = D

Negated Conjunction # ~ • D

Negated Disjunction # ~ v D

Negated Conditional # ~ U  D

Negated Biconditional # = D

(# represents the line number)



TEAL - Screen share: laptop/Google docs or sheets 
GREEN - Screen share: Pics or Safari 
PURPLE - Screen share: Jeopardy game 
PINK - Screen share: iPad/Sketchbook 
 

DEVOTION - Summer - 3/31 (Enthusiasm) 
 

 

LOGIC/MATH // 8:30 - 9:25 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:33a, 40 - For God is not a God of disorder but of peace. But 
everything should be done in a fitting and orderly way. 
 
Skip Math this week 
 

 

GRAMMAR/LATIN // 9:25 - 10:20 
 
Strand Scripture: 1 Cor 14:10-12 - Undoubtedly there are all sorts of languages in the world, 
yet none of them is without meaning. If then I do not grasp the meaning of what someone is 
saying, I am a foreigner to the speaker, and the speaker is a foreigner to me. So it is with you. 
Since you are eager for gifts of the Spirit, try to excel in those that build up the church. 
 
Exordium: Name this movie quote.  “Salve ad silvaque perdendas, Viridi.” (“Welcome to the 
glade, Green(ie).” Gally, Maze Runner) 
 
PLAY Vocab Jeopardy - https://www.playfactile.com/k8568c5y25 
 
REMINDER: when studying vocab, remember to memorize ALL principal parts for the 
verbs!! AND PRACTICE YOUR CHARTS! 
 
IF TIME - PLAY Latin Pictionary - have students draw a word and others have to guess in 
the chat box 
 
Integration: Latin - pick a new vocab word to integrate 
 

 

BREAK // 10:20-10:25 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 

S2W12



 

RESEARCH/DISCOVERING ATOMOS // 10:25-11:20 
 
Strand Scripture: Colossians 1:15-17 - He is the image of the invisible God, 
the firstborn over all creation. For everything was created by Him, in heaven and on earth, the 
visible and the invisible, whether thrones or dominions or rulers or authorities— all things have 
been created through Him and for Him. He is before all things, and by Him all things hold 
together. 
 
Exordium: Chemistry joke pics 
 
REVIEW - Lesson 3 

● What is the atomic number? 
● What is the difference between periods and groups? 
● Compare metals, nonmetals, and metalloids. 

 
PRACTICE calculating numbers of protons, neutrons, and electrons with different elements. 
 
REVIEW Weekly Exercises 
 
INTRO Adopt an Element and assign elements 
 
PLAY Element Jeopardy 
 
INTEGRATION - Use term from DA 1 or 2 
 

 

REASONING/LOGIC // 11:20-12:15 
 
Strand Scripture: Isaiah 1:18 - “Come now, let us reason together,” says the Lord. “Though 
your sins are like scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; though they are red as crimson, they 
shall be like wool.” 
 
Exordium: Why are we studying logic? Read Phil 1:9-10 and discuss. (Use Reasons from the 
Bible to Study Logic) 
 
SWITCH TO IPAD/SKETCHBOOK TO WORK LOGIC PROBLEMS 
 
PRACTICE problems the students missed 
 
INTEGRATION - Have students integrate term from 22-24 



 
 

LUNCH // 12:15-1:00 
❏ Log info on student progress report sheets 

 
 

EXPOSITION/SHORT STORIES // 1:00-1:55 
 
Strand Scripture: Ecc 12:10-11 - The Preacher sought to find words of delight, and uprightly he 
wrote words of truth. The words of the wise are like goads, and like nails firmly fixed are the 
collected sayings; they are given by one Shepherd. 
 
Exordium:  
 
DISCUSS “Notorious Jumping Frog of Calaveras County” 

● Identify conflict - what types of conflict are present in the story? 
● What plot twists or surprises are present in these story? 

○ Was the twist expected? 
○ What clues were there? Were the clues reliable or misleading? 
○ At what point in the story did you guess how it was going to end? Or did you 

guess at all? 
○ If you did guess, were you correct? If not, what clues did you miss? 

● Describe the point of view and perspective of the story. 
● Describe the dialogue in the story. 
● Share student Scripture verses - how do these apply? 

 
READ “Was It a Dark & Stormy Night? - MOOD” (pg 235) 
 
DISCUSS Peer Review and assign who is swapping stories 
 
INTEGRATION: Dialogue 
 

 

DEBATE/MOCK TRIAL // 1:55-2:50 
 
Strand Scripture: Psalm 111:7 - The works of His hands are Truth & Justice. 
 
Exordium:  

 
REVIEW Hearsay & Objections 
 



SET UP Breakouts for Defense & Prosecution to practice; work on strategy outlines and 
practice questioning process 
 
INTEGRATION - students choose term from MT to integrate 
 

 

REFLECTION // 2:50-3:00 
 
Share one thing we discussed today that you found true, good, or beautiful. Add to poster. 
 
How can we use or apply something we’ve discussed today to know God and make Him 
known? 
 



2nd Semester Week 13

DEVOTION 8:15 

CHECK GUIDES, TAKE UP PHONES, PRAYER REQUESTS 
______________________________________________________________
GRAMMAR/LATIN 8:30 - 9:25 

Strand Scripture: Jeremiah 5: 14 - 15

Exordium: stibium - antimony (Sb); aurum - gold (Au)

	 	 EOY Program


Review: Lessons 27 & 28 - Subjunctive Mood in Wishes & 
Exhortations (Ex 312 - 316, 318 - 319, 321 - 322; Rules 511, 518, 
186, 194 - 196, 352, 127) 


Wishes: What is translated by what? present subjunctive/verb w/
     auxillary verb ‘may’


	      What is used as a sign of wishes? Utinam

	      What is the negative? nē 

Translate: Adjuvet nōs Deus. May God help us.


Exhortations: What does Latin use to urge others to do something? 	 	
	 	      1st person plural of the present subjunctive 

     (HORTATORY SUBJUNCTIVE)


EX 312 #11: Translate: Nē cēdāmus. Let us not yield. 


Share: Reading No. 23


Preview: Passive Subjunctive Mood (Ex 324 - 327, 329 - 331, 334; 
Rules 267 - 274, 546 - 547, 275 - 282, 660 - 662, & 781)


READ rules 267 - 274


S2W13 - Note: This may not be Tara Guy's script as it appears different than the rest of her work.
However, it follows the same pattern and since we are missing week 13, I added it in.



PRESENT & IMPERFECT PASSIVE SUBJUNCTIVE


How is the passive subjunctive formed? By changing the final 
personal signs exactly as was done in the indicative.


READ rules 546 - 547


EX 324 #1: Translate/Explain the tenses in the subordinate clauses:


 They came in to the forest lest they be routed (seen; overcome; 
conquered; terrified; held; put to flight; heard) In silvās vēnērunt nē 
pellerentur - vidērentur; superārentur; vincerentur; terrērentur; 
tenērentur; in fugam darentur; audīrentur. (Imperfect tense, in 
negative purpose clause after a secondary tense)


PERFECT SYSTEM OF THE PASSIVE SUBJUNCTIVE


How are the perfect tenses of the passive subjunctive of all Latin 
verbs, regular & irregular formed? The same way

What tenses are they? compound

How do we form the tenses? Find the perfect participle passive; 
add as a separate word the proper form of the verb sum.


READ rules 275 - 282 & 660 - 662


EX 330 #1: Translate: Cum omnis Gallia pācāta esset, Caesar 
praesidia in hībernīs relīquit et in Italiam contendit. When all of Gaul 
had been pacified, Caesar left garrisons in winter quarters and 
hastened to Italy.


Compare: Passive Subjunctive & Indicative Mood

Integration: dīligō, dīligere, dīliexī, dīlēctus - love (math, expo, 
reasoning, research, debate)


Play: All Strands Jeopardy




______________________________________________________________
Logic/Math 9:30 - 10:25 

Strand Scripture: 1 Timothy 6: 17 - 19

Exordium: So far you have $137,036.00 in student loans, a 
$416,000.00 mortgage, and now you decide that you are done driving 
the used Jeep Cherokee. You want a brand new fully loaded Chevy 
Suburban for $70,000.00, and you get a loan for every red cent of the 
price. How much debt do you have?


	 	 $137,036.00

	 	   416,000.00

	 	     70,000.00

	 	 $623,036.00


Students Present Problems:

	 *Sarah	 	 *Coleman	 	 *Ethan

	 *Ella W	 	 

	 	 	 


PREVIEW: Lessons


	 	 	 	 Ex 109.2

	 	 	 	 Ex 110.3

	 	 	 	 Ex 111.1

	 	 	 	 Ex 112.1


Integration: reflection - flipping of a geometric figure, producing a 
mirror image. (Latin, expo, reasoning, research, debate)


Play: All Strands Jeopardy

______________________________________________________________
Exposition 10:30 - 11:30 

Strand Scripture: Proverbs 7: 3

Exordium: EOY Program

	 	  Share a line of dialogue from your short story.




Discuss: The Nightingale and the Rose

	 *Who thinks this is a good story/bad story?

	 *What did you think of the story?

	 *Where does this story take place?

	 *Who were the characters?

	 *Tell me more about them: (Have students find 1-2 sentences 	 	
	  that reveal something about 1 character.)

	 *Compare one character with another.

	 *Compare related stories. 

	 *How and where does the plot change?

	 *How does the dialogue contribute to the rise and fall of the 	 	
	  action?

	 *What is happening?

	 *What came first/did “this” cause “that”?

	 *What do you think the author wants us to know?


Discuss: A King In Disguise

	 *Who thinks this is a good story/bad story?

	 *What did you think of the story?

	 *Where does this story take place?

	 *Who were the characters?

	 *Tell me more about them: (Have students find 1-2 sentences 	 	
	  that reveal something about 1 character.)

	 *Compare one character with another.

	 *Compare related stories. 

	 *How and where does the plot change?

	 *How does the dialogue contribute to the rise and fall of the 	 	
	  action?

	 *What is happening?

	 *What came first/did “this” cause “that”?

	 *What do you think the author wants us to know?


SHARE Bible verses with peers. How do the verses apply to the 
stories?


Practice: Mood & Style Writing Exercise 1 & 2 pages 247 & 248 WW




Read Aloud: What Does It Have to Do with Me? Moral Application 
page 249 WW


DISCUSS: Individual story cover illustration, anthology cover 
illustration, & “About the Author”


LISTEN: to short stories


DUE: Short Stories, Student Short Story Cover, Anthology Cover, & 
About the Author due Week 14


Integration: moral (Latin, math, reasoning, research, debate)


Play: All Strands Jeopardy

______________________________________________________________
Lunch 11:30 - 12:15 
______________________________________________

Reasoning 12:15 - 1:10 

Strand Scripture: Romans 16: 17 - 18

Exordium: EOY Program


Review: Lesson 25 & 26


• Lesson 25: 

• Define Self Contradiction. 

• Define Tautology.  
• What is a compound proposition? 

• What doTruth trees determine? if a compound proposition is a 

tautology or a self-contradiction in a compound proposition. 

• Self -contradiction results in a closed tree. 

• What is a tautology? if and only if the decomposition of its 

negation is a closed tree. If the negated proposition is false, 
then its literal must be true. 

• Ex 25 #s 1, 2, 5, 7




• Lesson 26: Define equivalence. Equivalence is determined with only 
two propositions. They are put into a biconditional, that biconditional 
is negated and decomposed. “The propositions are equivalent if and 
only if the result is a closed truth tree.”


• Ex 26 #s 1, 2, 3, &4


Integration: Equivalence


Play: All Strands Jeopardy

______________________________________________________________
Research 1:15 - 2:10 

Strand Scripture: Proverbs 27: 17

Exordium: Topic List Using Chemistry (Elements/Chemical 
Compounds):


	 


Geography: 
	 	 	 	 Locations of mining metals, precious stones, 	 	
	 	 	 	 etc. (Gold rush, coal mining, oil refineries)


https://www.mining-technology.com/features/featurethe-
worlds-11-biggest-iron-ore-mines-4180663/


Brazil hosts five of the world’s biggest iron ore mines, while the 
remaining six are located in Australia and Africa.


Coal mining in West Virginia. (Mostly carbon with varying amounts of 
other elements chiefly hydrogen, sulfur, oxygen, & nitrogen)


	 	 	 	 Hiroshima, Japan

https://www.history.com/topics/world-war-ii/bombing-of-
hiroshima-and-nagasaki


https://www.mining-technology.com/features/featurethe-worlds-11-biggest-iron-ore-mines-4180663/
https://www.mining-technology.com/features/featurethe-worlds-11-biggest-iron-ore-mines-4180663/
https://www.history.com/topics/world-war-ii/bombing-of-hiroshima-and-nagasaki
https://www.history.com/topics/world-war-ii/bombing-of-hiroshima-and-nagasaki


On August 6, 1945, during World War II (1939-45), an American B-29 
bomber dropped the world’s first deployed atomic bomb over the 
Japanese city of Hiroshima. The explosion wiped out 90 percent of 
the city and immediately killed 80,000 people; tens of thousands 
more would later die of radiation exposure. Three days later, a second 
B-29 dropped another A-bomb on Nagasaki, killing an estimated 
40,000 people. Japan’s Emperor Hirohito announced his country’s 
unconditional surrender in World War II in a radio address on August 
15, citing the devastating power of “a new and most cruel bomb.”


Music:

	 	 	 Metals used to make instruments


http://www.co-bw.com/
Articles%20The%20Metals%20Our%20Instruments%20are%20M
ade%20of.htm


Strings: Very little metal used, but might be steel, aluminum, nickel-
silver, or pot metal. Electric guitars use steel, aluminum, copper or 
copper alloys (brass, bronze); nickel alloys, gold, silver, or platinum. 
Pianos and organs use steel, aluminum, pot metal, silver, gold, 
copper alloys, or nickel-alloys.	 	 	 


	 	 	 Hormone response to music


https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/308902


a study has demonstrated that attending a public cultural event can 
induce a measurable effect on an individual’s internal hormone levels. 
The “stress hormone” – cortisol – was reduced across the board, 
among other intriguing changes.


Recreation:

	 	 	 Campfire (combustion is chemical reaction that turns 		
	 	 	 the wood to ash)


http://www.co-bw.com/Articles%20The%20Metals%20Our%20Instruments%20are%20Made%20of.htm
http://www.co-bw.com/Articles%20The%20Metals%20Our%20Instruments%20are%20Made%20of.htm
http://www.co-bw.com/Articles%20The%20Metals%20Our%20Instruments%20are%20Made%20of.htm
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/308902


https://science.howstuffworks.com/environmental/earth/
geophysics/fire1.htm


When the wood reaches about 300 degrees Fahrenheit (150 degrees 
Celsius), the heat decomposes some of the cellulose material that 
makes up the wood.

Some of the decomposed material is released as volatile gases. We 
know these gases as smoke. Smoke is compounds of hydrogen, 
carbon and oxygen. The rest of the material forms char, which is 
nearly pure carbon, and ash, which is all of the unburnable minerals 
in the wood (calcium, potassium, and so on). The char is what you 
buy when you buy charcoal. Charcoal is wood that has been heated 
to remove nearly all of the volatile gases and leave behind the carbon. 
That is why a charcoal fire burns with no smoke.


	 	 	 polymers used in playground equipment & safety


https://plastics.americanchemistry.com/plastics/The-Basics/


The simplest definition of a polymer is a useful chemical made of 
many repeating units. ... Repeating units are often made of carbon 
and hydrogen and sometimes oxygen, nitrogen, sulfur, chlorine, 
fluorine, phosphorous, and silicon. To make the chain, many links or 
“-mers” are chemically hooked or polymerized together.

	 	 	 

Introduce: Vocabulary from Lesson 4

	 	 	 electron configuration

	 	 	 orbitals

	 	 	 energy levels

	 	 	 electron clouds

	 	 	 valence electrons

	 	 	 

Lesson 4: 

	 	 Review electrons and shells


https://science.howstuffworks.com/environmental/earth/geophysics/fire1.htm
https://science.howstuffworks.com/environmental/earth/geophysics/fire1.htm
https://science.howstuffworks.com/environmental/energy/question43.htm
https://plastics.americanchemistry.com/plastics/The-Basics/


What are some characteristics of an Atom? List them out. What are the 
characteristics of an Electron? What is an electron configuration? What is 
an orbital? What is a valence electron?


Practice orbitals of various elements. Consider allowing students to draw 
the element they are using for the “Adopt an Element Project” or choosing 
any element they are interested in.


Practice:

	 	 Drill first 20 elements

	 	 Remind students about Adopt-An-Element assignment 


Integration: orbital (Latin, math, expo, reasoning, debate)


Play: All Strands Jeopardy 
______________________________________________________________
Debate/Mock Trial: 2:15 - 3:15 

Strand Scripture: Proverbs 21: 28 - 30

Exordium: Ratio decidendi - ‘The reason for deciding’ (The principle 
or principles of law on which the court reaches its decision. The ratio 
of the case has to be deduced from its facts, the reasons the court 
gave for reaching its decision, and the decision itself. 

Note for me: Defense Strategy: Sabotage (Vandalism, Arson, 
Trespassing); Prosecution Strategy: Extreme malicious devaluation of 
human life/greed


Practice:

	 	 *Start all together

	 	 *Bailiff swears in all witnesses


	 	 *Break into Witness/Attorney groups

	 	 Group 1	 	 Group 2	 	 Group3

	 	 


Practice DE/CE questions




Integration: objection (Latin, math, expo, reasoning, research)


Play: All Strands Jeopardy 
______________________________________________________________ 
Clean 3:15 - Dismiss 3:30 
______________________________________________




2nd Semester Week 14

DEVOTION 8:15 

CHECK GUIDES, TAKE UP PHONES, PRAYER REQUESTS 
______________________________________________________________
GRAMMAR/LATIN 8:30 - 9:25 

Strand Scripture: John 19: 16 - 20

Exordium: EOY Program

	 	  plumbum - lead (Pb)


Review: Lesson 29 - Passive Subjunctive Mood (Ex 324 0 327, 329 - 
331, 334; Rules 267 - 274, 546 - 547, 275 - 282, 660 - 662, & 781)


PRESENT & IMPERFECT PASSIVE SUBJUNCTIVE


How is the passive subjunctive formed? By changing the final 
personal signs exactly as was done in the indicative.


EX 325 #4: Translate & Parse: Caesar cum parvā manū trāns montēs 
contendit nē ā mīlitibus suīs in eōrum perīculō abesset. Caesar 
hastened across the mountains with a small band of men in order 
not to be far from his men in their danger.


Caesar cum parvā manū trāns montēs contendit

G: G: G: P:

N: N: N: N:

C: C: C: T:

D: D: D: Conj:

S2W14 - Note: This may not be Tara Guy's script as it appears different than the rest of her work.
However, it follows the same pattern and since we are missing week 14, I added it in.



PERFECT SYSTEM OF THE PASSIVE SUBJUNCTIVE


How are the perfect tenses of the passive subjunctive of all Latin 
verbs, regular & irregular formed? The same way

What tenses are they? compound

How do we form the tenses? Find the perfect participle passive; 
add as a separate word the proper form of the verb sum.


EX 330 #5: Translate & Parse: Scītisne num legiō quae in castrīs 
fuerat ā lēgātō relicta sit? Do you know whether the legion which 
had been in the camp was left behind by the lieutenant?


nē ā mīlitibus suīs in eōrum perīculō abesset

G: P: G:

N: N: N:

C: T: C:

D: Conj: D:

Scītisne num legiō quae in castrīs fuerat

P: G: G:

N: N: N:

T: C: C:

Conj: D: D:



Integration: causa/causae - cause (math, expo, reasoning, research, 
debate)


Play: Blue Book Pursuit

______________________________________________________________
Logic/Math 9:30 - 10:25 

Strand Scripture: Matthew 6: 1 - 4 

Exordium: $137,036.00 college

	 	   416,000.00 house

	 	     70,000.00 vehicle

	 	 $623,036.00


You meet the person that God has planned for your life and are 
planning a wedding.


Bride’s Ring(s):	 	 	 	 	 	 	 $4000.00

Groom’s Ring:	 	 	 	 	 	 	     600.00

Venue: 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 $2000.00

Invitations:	 	 	 	 	 	 	     500.00	 	 	 	
Rehearsal Dinner:	 	 	 	 	 	 $1350.00

Bridal gown & shoes/accessories:	 	 	 $1000.00

4 Bridesmaids dresses & shoes/accessories:	 $1200.00

Hair, Nails, & Makeup:	 	 	 	 	 $1200.00

Grooms Tuxedo:	 	 	 	 	 	     200.00

4 Groomsmen tuxedos:	 	 	 	 	     800.00

Decor:	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	     500.00

Flowers:	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 $1500.00


ā lēgātō relicta sit

G: P:

N: N:

C: T:

D: Conj:



Musicians:		 	 	 	 	 	 	 $2000.00

Caterer:	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 $8000.00

Bride’s cake:	 	 	 	 	 	 	     500.00

Groom’s cake:	 	 	 	 	 	 	     200.00

DJ	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	     600.00

Photographer:	 	 	 	 	 	 	 $1600.00

Photos:	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 $2000.00

Limo:	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	     750.00

Honeymoon suite:	 	 	 	 	 	     250.00

All inclusive honeymoon package to St. Lucia: $12,000.00

(airfare, ground transportation, hotel, meals, 

excursions)


How much is your wedding w/honeymoon? $42,750.00

$30,750.00 wedding/$12,000.00 honeymoon


Both sets of parents chip in 30% of the cost of the wedding each. 
Leaving you and your spouse to cover the remaining amount. How 
much of the wedding cost are you responsible for? How much total 
debt do you have now?


$42,750.00	 	 	 	 	 $42,750.00

x            30%	 	 	 	 	 -25,650.00

$12,825.00	 	 	 	 	 $17,100.00 you

x              2

$25,650.00 both sets of parents


$137,036.00

  416,000.00

    70,000.00

    17,100.00

$640,136.00 total debt


Students Present Problems:

	 *Sarah	 	 *Coleman	 	 *Ethan	 *Ella W	 	 




PREVIEW: Lessons


	 	 	 	 Ex 113.2

	 	 	 	 Ex 114.2

	 	 	 	 Ex 115.A or B

	 	 	 	 Ex 116.1


Integration: rotation - turning of a geometric figure about a point. 
(Latin, expo, reasoning, research, debate)


Play: Blue Book Pursuit

______________________________________________________________
Exposition 10:30 - 11:30 

Strand Scripture: Jeremiah 17: 1

Exordium: EOY Program

	 	  What did you learn while writing your short story?


Discuss: The Startling Painting

	 *Who thinks this is a good story/bad story?

	 *What did you think of the story?

	 *Where does this story take place?

	 *Who were the characters?

	 *Tell me more about them: (Have students find 1-2 sentences 	 	
	  that reveal something about 1 character.)

	 *Compare one character with another.

	 *Compare related stories. 

	 *How and where does the plot change?

	 *How does the dialogue contribute to the rise and fall of the 	 	
	  action?

	 *What is happening?

	 *What came first/did “this” cause “that”?

	 *What do you think the author wants us to know?


Discuss: The Last Lesson

	 *Who thinks this is a good story/bad story?




	 *What did you think of the story?

	 *Where does this story take place?

	 *Who were the characters?

	 *Tell me more about them: (Have students find 1-2 sentences 	 	
	  that reveal something about 1 character.)

	 *Compare one character with another.

	 *Compare related stories. 

	 *How and where does the plot change?

	 *How does the dialogue contribute to the rise and fall of the 	 	
	  action?

	 *What is happening?

	 *What came first/did “this” cause “that”?

	 *What do you think the author wants us to know?


SHARE Bible verses with peers. How do the verses apply to the 
stories?


Practice: Moral Application Writing Exercises 1 & 2 pages 257 & 258 
WW


If Time: Share short stories


Play: Blue Book Pursuit

______________________________________________________________
Lunch 11:30 - 12:15 
______________________________________________________________

Reasoning 12:15 - 1:10 
Strand Scripture: Galatians 6: 7 - 8

Exordium: EOY Program


Review: Lesson 27


• Lesson 27: Define validity. Propositional argument is valid if and 
only if the decomposition of the set containing its premises and 
the negation of its conclusion results in a completely closed 



truth tree. Remember Reductio ad Absurdum? This is used for 
validity in Truth Trees


• Ex 27 #s 1, 2, 3, 4, & 5 
•

Preview: Lesson 28 (Read lesson 28 aloud)

Tips when analyzing real-life arguments


 1. A conditional proposition can have a question for the consequent, 
rather than a statement. 

Example from 1 Cor. 15:32 - If I fought with wild beasts in Ephesus for 
merely human reasons, what have I gained? 
Translate this rhetorical question into a conditional statement:


 2. A conditional proposition sometimes has a command in the 
consequent rather than a statement. 

Example: If the girls scouts come selling cookies, call the police. 

Translate to standard conditional statement:


3. Understand the context. Ask of the text: What is the author trying to 
prove. The answer to that question is usually the main conclusion of the 
argument.


4. Read between the lines. Sometimes authors will often leave some 
propositions in their arguments assumed, propositions they consider 
obvious. You need to be able to determine what these assumed 
propositions are.


5. Some propositions are often repeated.


Ex 28a, 28b, 28c, and/or worksheets on board


Integration: Validity


Play: Blue Book Pursuit

______________________________________________________________
Research 1:15 - 2:10 



Strand Scripture: Ezekiel 22: 20

Exordium: Topic List Using Chemistry (Elements/Chemical 
Compounds):


	 Sciences:

	 	 	 pharmaceuticals/medicine/compounds

https://www.gsk.com

https://www.merck.com/index.html


	 	 	 which elements are found in the body


https://www.livescience.com/3505-chemistry-life-human-
body.html


oxygen, carbon, hydrogen and nitrogen, calcium, phosphorus, 
sulfur, chlorine, magnesium, fluorine, copper, iron, selenium, 
chromium, manganese, molybdenum, cobalt


Introduce: Vocabulary from Lesson 5

	 	 	 molecules

	 	 	 covalent bonding

	 	 	 ionic bonding

	 	 	 homonuclear diatomic

	 	 	 molecular mass

	 	 	 subscript

	 	 	 mole


Lesson 5: Define and compare Covalent Bonding and Ionic Bonding

• Practice calculating Molecular mass


Introduce: Vocabulary from Lesson 6

	 	 	 Lewis structures


Lesson 6: Discuss compounds and negative and positive charges.


https://www.gsk.com
https://www.merck.com/index.html
https://www.livescience.com/3505-chemistry-life-human-body.html
https://www.livescience.com/3505-chemistry-life-human-body.html


Integration: mole (Latin, math, expo, reasoning, debate)


Play: Blue Book Pursuit 
______________________________________________________________
Debate/Mock Trial: 2:15 - 3:15 

Strand Scripture: Romans 1: 18 - 32

Exordium: Res ipsa loquitur  - ‘The thing speaks for itself’ (A principle 
often applied in the tort of negligence. If an accident has occurred of 
a kind that usually only happens if someone has been negligent, and 
the state of affairs that produced the accident was under the control 
of the defendant, it may be presumed in the absence of evidence that 
the accident was caused by the defendant’s negligence. 

Practice:

	 	 *Start all together

	 	 *Bailiff swears in all witnesses


	 	 *Break into Witness/Attorney groups

	 	 Group 1	 	 Group 2	 	 Group3

	 	 


Practice DE/CE questions


If Time: Practice with everyone (like a real trial w/judge & bailiff)


Integration: stipulated fact (Latin, math, expo, reasoning, research)


Play: Blue Book Pursuit 
______________________________________________________________ 
Clean 3:15 - Dismiss 3:30 
______________________________________________
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